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PREFACE
This volume is part of a series (see back of front cover) which will describe
data sets and related spacecraft and investigations from space science and
applications flight investigations. The series will describe the data sets
held by the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) and some of the data
sets held by NASA-funded and other investigators. The series will serve also
as pointer documents for extensive data sets held and serviced by other
Government agencies. This volume is the second and last volume for the
Low- and Medium-Altitude Scientific Spacecraft and Investigations Catalog.
The first volume described the spacecraft and investigations along with
personnel names and affiliations. This volume describes the data sets
associated with the various investigations. As NSSDC is issuing this series,
it is starting work towards remote electronic accessibility of its information
files.
We would like to thank the many investigators who have submitted their data
for archiving at NSSDC. Their cooperation in supplying current status
information is gratefully acknowledged. We are particularly indebted to the
many past and present NSSDC personnel who interacted with the investigators in
bringing to NSSDC the flight data and who provided the initial input for many
of the descriptions appearing in this catalog. Thanks are also extended to
the other NSSDC personnel, employees of the on-site contractor, Sigma Data
Services Corporation, who have been involved in the information handling
necessary to produce this volume. Special acknowledgment is given to Mary
Elsen for her extensive editorial assistance.
The Data Center is continually striving to increase the usefulness of its data
holdings, supporting indexes, and documentation. Scientists are invited to
submit their space science data and related documentation to _SSDC. Their
comments on and corrections to the present catalog will be greatly appreci-
ated. Catalog recipients are urged to inform potential data users of its
availability.
John E. Jackson
Richard Horowitz
April 1986
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I • I PURPOSE
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to provide data and information
from space science and applications flight investigations in support of
additional studies beyond those performed as the principal part of any flight
mission. This volume is one of a series of eleven that will describe (I) the
spaceflight investigations for which NSSDC possesses data or can direct people
to the data source, (2) all data sets held by NSSDC, (3) some data sets held
and serviced by NASA-funded investigators, and (4) some data sets held and
serviced by foreign investigators. The series will serve as pointer documents
for extensive data sets held and serviced by other Government agencies,
particularly the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
The series consists of (I) five volumes that describe the spacecraft and their
associated investigations separated into various categories, (2) five
corresponding volumes that describe investigation data sets and the available
orbital information, and (3) a master index volume. The five categories of
spacecraft are (i) Planetary and Heliocentric, which include planetary flybys
and probes, (ii) Meteorology and Terrestrial Applications, (iii) Astronomy,
Astrophysics, and Solar Physics, which are all geocentric except the
selenocentric RAE-B, (iv) Geostationary and High-Altitude Scientific, and (v)
Low- and Medium-Altitude Scientific. It is impossible to provide an
organization of categories that separates the investigations cleanly into
scientific disciplines, since many missions were multidisciplinary. With the
above organization, that is partly discipline-oriented and partly
orbit-oriented, it was found that in nearly all cases a given spacecraft
belonged clearly to only one of the above five categories. The few exceptions
encountered have resulted in some data sets appearing in more than one data
set volume.
The organization for each volume is described in the Organization Section.
For the standard types of orbital information, i.e., predicted, refined, and
extended, the available ephemeris data sets are indicated in tabular form (see
Appendix A) to avoid repeating the same brief description an inordinate number
of times. The standard description of a data set from an investigation is a
free-text brief description, since the wide variety of instruments precludes
using a tabular format in most cases.
This catalog series, and the periodic NSSDC D_ta Listing identifying NSSDC
data sets very briefly, will be for some time to come the principal off-line
sources of information on NSSDC holdings in the disciplines that NSSDC
handles. However, NSSDC is endeavoring to bring its information files to a
state of remote electronic accessibility such that users can be confident of
easy access to the most current information.
PRECED',{_;G P.JlCE _LAFCK NOT FILMED
1.2 ORGANIZATION
Volumes 3A and 3B of the NSSDC Data Catalog Series deal with earth-orbiting
spacecraft whose apogees are well below geostationary altitude and whose primary
purpose is to conduct investigations in the near-earth environment. Volume 3A
contains descriptions of (I) investigations for which NSSDC has data sets, (2)
investigations for which data sets are available elsewhere at a location known
to NSSDC, and for which NSSDC has documentation, (3) investigations that have
failed to yield data or for which data sets no longer exist, and (4)
investigations from which NSSDC expects to receive data, either because the
investigations were on recently launched spacecraft or because NSSDC received
information during the preparation of Volume 3A that data were forthcoming.
This volume (3B) contains descriptions of available data sets from the
investigations described in Volume 3A. In view of the above selection criteria,
a number of the investigations described in Volume 3A do not have corresponding
data sets in Volume 3B. However, essentially all the spacecraft and
investigation descriptions for the data sets in this volume are given in Volume
3A. The only exceptions are a few descriptions that were omitted in Volume 3A.
These descriptions are given in Appendix B of the present volume.
For easy reference to Volume 3A, the data set descriptions in Volume 3B are
organized in the same manner as the spacecraft and investigation descriptions of
Volume 3A. The data set descriptions, therefore, are presented alphabetically
by spacecraft common name. Whenever the spacecraft common name is the COSPAR
international ID, the headings are arranged according to this COSPAR ID and
placed ahead of the alphabetical listing. Under each spacecraft name, the
appropriate investigations are given alphabetically by the name of the principal
investigator.
Under each investigation heading, the data set descriptions are arranged
according to the NSSDC ID which is an identification code (see Appendix D for an
explanation of the NSSDC ID system). The data set ID is the investigation ID
followed by a letter which is assigned (in alphabetical order) whenever a new
data set is received at NSSDC. For various reasons (based usually upon
information supplied by the principal investigator, and including considerations
such as data that are no longer available, data that are of poor quality, etc.),
it sometimes becomes necessary to delete a data set. Whenever this happens, the
corresponding ID is not reassigned. Thus, if a data set sequence in this volume
follows the order A, B, C, E, it means that data set "D" (which may have been
listed in an older NSSDC publication) is now a deleted data set. In a very few
cases, data sets have been deleted since the 1983 publication of Volume 3A.
Each data set entry contains the following fixed-field information: the data
set short and long names; the NSSDC ID; the time period covered; the quantity of
data; and the medium on which the data are stored. The 33-character short name
is included because it is the only name that appears in the periodic publication
NSSDC Data Listing, which for many years has been the principal means for
advertising NSSDC data. If data for a given data set were made available since
January I, 1984, an asterisk is printed following the long name of this data
set.
1.2 ORGANIZATION (continued)
The data set description is given below the fixed-field data. An attempt has
been made in all cases to indicate first the source of the data set, its basic
contents, and its medium. For data contained on magnetic tapes, the stated
characteristics are those of the magnetic tapes that currently hold the
corresponding data. If these characteristics are not suitable, the data user
should discuss his requirements with the NSSDC staff, and NSSDC may be able to
provide the same data in a more convenient tape format. Following the above
introductory statements, a more detailed description of the data set contents is
given. Additional information is often available at NSSDC for the data sets, and
this information is provided either on request or with the Information Packet
that is sent by NSSDC with the requested data.
Certain publications that contain extensive tables of reduced data have been
identified as data sets. As a general rule, NSSDC does not provide such
publications. If the publication of interest is not readily available, such as
might be the case for an internal agency report, NSSDC can in most cases provide
a microfiche of its file copy or, if necessary, provide a photocopy of the
original report.
Some data sets fall in a hybrid category where the investigation serves merely
as a source of radio signals but where the measurements are actually made on the
ground. Measurements of scintillations and of total electron content using
radio signals from spacecraft fall in this category. Since ground-based data
are normally archived at the World Data Center A for Solar-Terrestrial Physics
in Boulder, Colorado, NSSDC does not endeavor to acquire such data. A few NSSDC
data sets of this type are included in this catalog, mainly to provide examples
of such data and also to acknowledge the success of the corresponding spacecraft
investigations.
In many of the NSSDC data sets, the corresponding spacecraft ephemeris data are
merged with the data from the investigations. In other cases the ephemeris data
must be obtained from separate data sets identified by the spacecraft ID followed
by the designation OOA, OOB or OOC. The OOA, OOB and OOC data sets are described
only once (in Appendix A) since each type is very uniform in content and format.
The availability of such data sets for the spacecraft of interest in this volume
is indicated by a table given also in Appendix A. The table is ordered
alphabetically by spacecraft common name, and it shows a "Y" if a data set is
available and an "N" if not available, under the three headings "A", "B", and
"C". These headings represent data sets OOA, OOB, and OOC, respectively. In
some cases there may be some additional data sets associated with the spacecraft
and designated as OOD, OOE, OOF, etc. These data sets may contain other versions
of ephemeris information, or they may provide other spacecraft-related data such
as tables showing when the spacecraft was turned on, or indexes providing a
comprehensive summary of available data. Spacecraft data sets with designations
other than 00A, 00B and 00C are listed after the spacecraft name and ahead of the
investigation data sets.
Appendix C provides a chronological listing of the spacecraft for which data sets
are available and described in this catalog.
I .2 ORGANIZATION (continued)
Certain words, phrases, and acronyms used in this volume are defined in
Appendix D.
Document Request Forms and Data Request Forms have been provided at the end of
this report.
In this volume the principal subject areas are aeronomy, ionospheric physics,
radio physics, magnetospheric physics, and particles and fields; but the
spacecraft selection was based on the orbit category. No attempt has been
made here to reference investigations that are related to the above
disciplines but that are described in other volumes of this series.
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1.3 NSSDCPURPOSE,FACILITIES, ANDSERVICES
The National SpaceScience Data Center was established by the National
Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration to provide data and information from
space science and applications investigations in support of additional studies
beyond those performed by principal investigators. As part of that support,
NSSDChas prepared this series of volumes providing descriptions of archived
data, divided into five categories as presented in Section 1.1 (see also
inside front cover). In addition to its main function of providing selected
data and supporting information for further analysis of space science flight
experiments, NSSDCproduces other publications. Amongthese are a report on
active and planned spacecraft and experiments, and various users guides.
Virtually all the data available at or through NSSDCresult from individual
experiments carried on board individual spacecraft. The Data Center has
developed an information system utilizing a spacecraft/investigation/data
identification hierarchy. This catalog is based on the information contained
in that system. The Data Center is initiating an effort to design a new
information base, using a Relational Data Base Model, to facilitate easy
electronics access by remote users.
NSSDCprovides facilities for reproduction of data and for onsite data use.
Resident and visiting researchers are invited to study the data while at the
Data Center. The Data Center staff will assist users with additional data
searches and with the use of equipment. In addition to spacecraft data, the
Data Center maintains somesupporting information and other supporting data
that maybe related to the needs of the researchers.
The services provided by NSSDCare available to any individual or organization
resident in the United States and to researchers outside the United States
through WDC-A-R&S.Normally a charge is madefor the requested data to cover
the cost of reproduction and the processing of the request. The researcher
will be notified of the charge, and paymentmust be received prior to
processing. However, as resources permit, the Director of NSSDCmaywaive
charges for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific
studies or for specific educational purposes and when they are requested by an
individual affiliated with (I) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA
grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their
grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; or (5)
nonprofit organizations.
Data Request Forms have been provided at the end of this report to facilitate
the ordering of data from NSSDC. A researcher may also obtain data described
in this catalog by a letter, a telephone request, an onsite visit, electronic
mail utilizing the Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN), or Telemail. Anyone
who wishes to obtain data for a scientific study should specify the NSSDC ID
and the time span (and/or location) of interest. A researcher should also
specify why and when the data are needed, the subject of his work, his
affiliation, and any government contracts he may have for performing his
study. The Data Center staff is available to help requesters identify data
sets for use.
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1.3 NSSDCPURPOSE,FACILITIES, ANDSERVICES(continued)
NSSDCwould also appreciate receiving copies of all publications resulting
from studies in which data supplied by NSSDChave been used. It is further
requested that NSSDCbe acknowledgedas a source of the data.
Data can be provided in a format or mediumother than that used here. For
example, magnetic tapes can be reformatted; computer printout or microfilmed
listings can be reproduced from magnetic tape; enlarged paper prints are
available from data on photographic film and microfilm, etc. NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S
will provide the requester with an estimate of the response time and, when
appropriate, the charge for such requests.
The Data Center's address for information (for the U.S. researchers) follows:
National Space Science Data Center
Code633.4
GoddardSpace Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Telephone: (301) 344-6695
Telex No.: 89675NASCOMGBLT
TWXNo.: 7108289716
SPANAddress: NSSDC::REQUEST
Researchers who reside outside the U.S. should direct requests for information
to the following address:
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 630.2
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.
Telephone: (301) 344-6695
Telex No.: 89675 NASCOM GBLT
TWX No: 7108289716
NSSDC is a node on SPAN (Space Physics Analysis Network), and it can be
reached in two ways. Electronic mail can be directed to NSSDC::REQUEST. For
access to a menu of information, limited data directory, and limited data
display, requesters may log on to the NSSDC node with NSSDC as user ID. No
password is required. If Telemail is used, the current addresses are JLGREEN,
JVETTE, or JKING.
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1.4 DATAACQUISITION
NSSDCinvites membersof the scientific communityinvolved in spaceflight
investigations to submit data to the Data Center or to provide information
about the data sets that they prefer to makeaccessible themselves. The Data
Center assigns a discipline specialist to work with each investigator or
science working team to determine the forms of data that are likely to be most
useful to the communityof users that obtain data from NSSDC. The pamphlet
Guidelines for Submitting Data to the National Spade Sdiende Data Center can
be provided on request.

Data Set Descriptions

1B_3-O50D, _RIDR
B_LLgQN ATMOS p_E_IS DRAG DENSITY
Lata set name _ DR_ DENSITIES ° RELATE_ DATA FROM _00 TO
3_4 KM C1964-1_5, 1_1971_
'_SSDD IQ _3-G3OO-OIAt DRAG DENSITIES _ TEMPS, FI_
Time perioc covered - 0110216W TO 0ai13171
{As verified DX NSSDC)
_uaqtity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W _ISPOFICHE
This data set of atmospheric density values computed from
the atmosDherlc ora_ oq the 1963-030D (]AS_-2) sat_lllte, is in
the following report: do L. Slo_ey, -Radiatlon-pressure and
air-cra_ effects on the orbit of the balloon satellite
i963-30Qv" Smithsoniaq _strochys. Oos._ Ssec. Rapt. 356,
Cambridge, Yeas., Jan. 19T_. A sin:_l_ copy of this report i_
available for use at NSSDC as fRY B27_42. On request,
incividu_l pages can De copied as required or a microfiche copy
c_n De SJpOlieo. Fro_ JaqJary lg6a t3 April i965_ a_sity
• easurements _ere _ade in t_e altitude range from 3112 to 346R
km, and measurements in the altitude r_noe from _CO to IBll km
4ere _ade from January lg59 to April 1971. The data are
presented in tables. Parameters listed inclJde dat e_
_e_sure_ent time_ #rag acceleration, ,density at perigee one at
a reference height, model temperature at perigee height for the
calculated density t_ere_ and 3eri#ee -eigRt.
1963-i33_2, BCISTRCM
ENES&ET[E ELECT_CN AIJ] PROTOI!_ DETECTORS
...............................................................
[at_ set name - TIME-CRSEREC _EDUCE] P_: ITION AND ELECTRON
EOUNT RATES ON TAPE
tSSSC !]i 63-03P8-01_, TI_E -O_5ERED CO.NT RATES, TAPE
Time oerio_ cove re_ - 0912_/63 I3 i_I_II_
(_s verified :)y 'JSSDC)
Cuantity of data - 133 REELS OF TAPE
This time-ordered data set consists 3f eqergetic oarticl9
cata on 9-tracK, RO3-bpi, binary m_netic tapes, written on an
ZFM 3_C computer. The taDe_ _ere suomitted oy the
investigator, The data records ccqtaiq_ for each det_ctor_
oeao-tiTe-correcte_ count rates with statistical uncertainties_
3no ephemeris data, inclucinq the qeo_acnetic field value _ and
Vc]lwain's L-shell parameter.
...............................................................
._ta set name - :NOEX TO TIME-OROERE3 ;_9UCED PRC, IO_. AND
ELECTRON COJNT _AT_ 3ATA TAPES
NSS]C IS EC-O3_C-C1E, SC_TED IN]EX 3_ DCT_, TAPE
Time _eriod covered - 09/2B/E3 TO 12/31/6B
(_S verifie_ _y '_]S]23
Cuantity of dat_ - _ _EELS OF T_SE
Eoch 9-tr_ck, _O0-bpi, binary _agnetic tape, written on
an I?M _EC co_outer_ is a yearly ingex of the information
contained in Data set 63-03_3-015. The parameters llste_
incluOe chronologically ordered start and stop times for
individual data pa_ses_ the _ass number, and relevant orbit
information.
...............................................................
Zeta set n_me - FLIOTS 3 _ PARTICLE C]JNT R_TES VS TIME OR
VS _ AT DISCRETE L C N r4IS_OFIL_
NSSgC :Q 63-039C -0i= , COUNT RATES VS T, 9 (PLOTS),MFILM
Ti_e period covered - _9/28/6_ TO 12/31/67
(_s verified by N_G_E)
Quantity Of o_ta - 2 REELS 0= _ICRDZIL_
Tnis investicator-generated 3E-_m microfilm data set
contains plots Of count-rate data from ,_ll detectors. Electron
data adore 5.6 MeV are not included° The format of the data
frame varies bJt is acDareqt. S3_e frames shoa 3lots of coJqt
rates vs time at _iscrete McIl_ain L-shell values between 1.2
and 23t and _ithin a fixed range of geomagnetic field R for
each L. Other frames dis)lay plots of ccJlt _ates vs _ at
Discrete L values between 1.2 and 20 for One 15-day interval in
each year of a 5-year interval. More description of this data
set is contained on several frames in the first reel of data.
...............................................................
Data set name - ELECTRON COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSCC 13 63-03PC-018_ L-ORb EL. COUNT _ATES,PLOTu,MFILM
Time period covered - 09/28/63 TO 0_/16/66
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL 0 = _I:RO:IL_
This data set was generated by the investigator on one
reel of 16-mm microfilm, and displays the count rates of
electrons above 2B_ keV and 1,2 MeV as a function of time.
These graphs are presented at _Iscrete .-shell values between
2.6 and _.8 for the 2RD keV electrons, and at L-shell values
between 2.6 and _.5 for the 1.2 MeV electrons. Dayside and
nightside data are distinguishable with the ephemeris
information provided on the film. DST and _p values are
plotted also.
*********************** 1964-0B3C **.-***,**'***'*****''*'*'*'*
1_0B3_, _A
R_I_IU_ VAPOR MAgNETOMETeR
_ata set na_e - _A$NE_I_ _E_ _ATA D_ _A_NEt_ TAPE
NSSDC IO 6_-0_3C-01A, RURIDIUR VAPOR MAG. DATA, TA_E
Time period covered - 12/17/6_ TO 06/30/65
(AS verified by NSS]S)
Cuantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of magnetic field measurement
values on a single 7-track, 556-opi, card-image_ _:] magnetic
tape, provided by the experimenter, and written on an IBM 709a
computer. The data include geomagnetic scalar intensity,
satellite position {latltuoe, longitude, and radial distance in
spherical geocentric coordlnates)_ and time. These data are
for integer latitudes and represent either direct measure-ents
at these latitudes, or points linearly interpolated to these
latitudes using consecutive measurements separated by
latitudinal arcs of a._ Km. The error in each field value is
estimated by the investigator to Oe plus or minus I_ nT
(gammas). The data consist of i}33 field values (one per card
imag_) ordered according to latitude for ]ecemoer 195_ and
April to June 1965.
*********************** 1972-032A *****************************
1972-032A, CARTER
NEUTRAL DENSITY (MAGNETRON) GAUGE
...............................................................
Data set name - DENSITY OBSERVATIONS cRO_ 160 TO 300 _
NEAR NOON * MIDNIGHT IN AP_ _ M_Y_ 1972
NSSO3 I] 72-032A-01_, D_NSITY OBS_ I_O-300K _, :]2_
Time period covered - 04121172 TO 05109172
(AS verified by NSSgS)
Quantity of data - 2 CARDS 0 _ R/W M_CROFICHE
This microfich_ data set of neutral atmosphere density
values was prepared at NSSDC from the published report: F. K.
Ching et al°_ "Uoper atmosphere density inferred from Magnetron
data from the satellite 1972-32A_" Aerosp. :orb.,
TR-0074(4260-I0)-7, EL Segundo_ Calif,, 197_, (NSSDC TR _
92245a) The investigators presented the density measurements in
two formats: (I) aenslty values plotted as a function of time
(UT), and (2) density values blotted as a function of altitude.
To distinguish the density profiles (altitude plots) obtained
.hen the satellite was descendlng to perigee, from those
profiles o_talned after berlgee, the density profiles measured
after perigee _re displayed one decade below the correct
values. The Jacchla-Tl model density values are shown on the
graphs for comparison with the measurements, Data are
availaole during some part of about 90 orbits.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR Q:I,....!":,"
NSSDC ID 53-053A-OIA_ ATMOS DRAG DEN TABLES, FICHE
Time period covered - 12/23/63 TO 08/25/71
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 6 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This mlcroflche data set, of atmospheric density values
co_puted from the atmosoherlc dra_ on Zxplorer 19w was prepared
at NSSDS from two reports: (i) L. G. Jacchla et al.,
"SuPplemental catalog of atmospheric densities from
satelllte-orag analyslst" Smlthsonlan Astrophys, Obsov Spec.
Reot. 3@6, Cambridge, Mass.t Dec. igt2; 3nd (2) .. G, Jacchla
et al., "A catalog of atmospheric densities from the drag on
five balloon sateIlltes_" Smlthsonlan _strophys. Obs,t Spec,
Reot. 36B_ C_mbrldge_ Mass.t Aug. 1975. A single copy of each
of these reports is available for use at NSSDC as TRF B15@28
and _27_@8_ respectively, On request, IndlvIQual Pages can be
copied as required or a microfiche copy can be supplied, these
aenslty values mere COlD.ted for helQhts Detwee_ 760 an_ 1050
k_, The data are primarily in tabular form, wlth some summary
QrdPhs shown for describing changes in density as a function of
Oiurnal _nd semiannual mean temperatures, solar lO.7-cm flux_
and the daily geo_agnetlc Index. the tabulated 3_nslty _aIJes
are listed chronologlcallyt and include among other parameters
the observed rate of change of anomalistic perlodv the
acceleration due to solar radlatloq Pressure, and _ rlgee
height,
A_i_ JACC_IA
_DN_YSTEMATI_ C_AN$SS D _ _I_ CENSITT
_at_J set name - _T_L_ _ _TMg_PHE_E _ENS_TY _AL_ES
'VSSDS ID Gi-O76A-GIA, ATHOS DRA$ DEN TABLES, _IS_E
Time _erlod cov_re_J - II/27/6a TO 10/15/6_
(As verifie_ _y N_SSC)
Suantitx of data - 5 CARDS OF B/W _ICROFIC_E
This microfiche Data set, Of atmospheric density v_lues
c_ute3 from the atmospheric drag oq E_plorer 2_ _as prepare3
_t r,SS_S fro_ the report: L, 3 Jacchia et al,, "Supplemental
(:_talog of atmospheric _ensities from satelllte-draq analys_s,"
_itnsoni_q Astro_hys° Daa._ 5Dec. Rapt. 3_, Cam_rldge, _ass._
3_c° 1_72. A sinQle copy of this report is available for use
_t NSODC as T_F _IS_2F. On request, IndiviDual pages can be
cooled as resulted or a microfiche copy can be Supplied. These
dcnslty v_lu_s _ere ¢3_oJtgd far heights Pet_ee_ ano _30 an_
&30 k_. The data are primarily iq taoular form, with some
su_m_ry _raohs ShO*n for cOmparin4 chan_es in density as a
iuqctiorl of diurnal a_d semiannual _ean temperatures, solar
lO,7-cm flux, and the daily geomagnetic InOex. The tabJlate_
uensity values are llsteo chronologically, and include among
other _arameters the ooserveo rJte of change of anomalistic
_erio_, the acceleration due to solar radiation pressure, and
_,ri_ee heilht°
_C, _D_A
\D_T_T_ _E_ _ _R _S_TY
_t_ s_t _ _ _ATE_TE _ AT_D$_I_ DE_Ty _AL_ES
dS]C :] 5_-OS_A-OIA, ATMOS DRAG DEN TABLES, FICNE
Time perioo covered - 0_/08/68 TO 01/13/73
(As verified by N$SDC)
3_antlt_ of data - G CARDS O_ _/w HICROFICHE
This microfiche 3at_ set_ of atmospheric density values
Computed from the atmospheric drag 3q Explorer 39, was procured
at NSS_C from the report: L. 3. Jacchia et al., "Supplemental
c_talog of atmospherlt densities from satelllte-draq analyslst"
S_Ithsonlan _stroohys. 3os°, _Dec. qeot. 3@¥, Ca_rldge_ Mass.,
Dec. 1972. A single copy of this report is available for use
at NSSDC as TRF BI5@2B, 3n reoJest, individual pages can be
copied as required or a microfiche copy can be supplied, these
density values were computed for heights between 800 and _50
km. The data are Primarily in tabular form, with some summary
graphs shown for to_parln9 changes in density as a function of
olurnal and semiannual _ean temperatures, solar 10.T-am flu_
and the daily geomagnetic index. The tabulated density values
are listed chronologically, and include among other _arameters
the observed rate of change of anomalistic berlod_ the
acceleration ave to solar radiation pressure_ an_ perigee
height.
*********************** AE-A **********************************
AE_A_ _ACE
LAN_M_iR _RD_S
Data set name - TABLES OF ELECTRON tEMPERATUrES AND :ON
DENSITIES 3_ MICRO:IL_
NSSSC TO 63-OOgA-O2A_ ELEC, TEMP_ ION _ENSITY, M_IL_
tlme oerlod covered - O_/O4/E3 TO 07/10/63
(As verified by NSSDCi
Quantity of d_ta - i REEL 0 = _ISRS:IL_
This data set, which was received from the investigator,
consists of electron temperature and ion density values in
tabular form on 3_-m_ microfilm. The tables also Include time
(UT and local)$ pass number, s'tation, geographic position,
altttude_ and solar and _agnettc inclces. The data which are
fro_ al_ @-mtn interrogations by groun_ stations, are orcered
both by station an3 by time. A description of the gala is
contained in a _ata Users Note "Explorer 17 (I_67 9c)
Electrostatic Probe Experi_ent_" NSSDC 67-12, I=E7.
...............................................................
AE-A, NEWTON
PRESSURE SAUSE
...............................................................
Sara set name - _SJTRA. DE%CITY ]AT_ IN T_U__ :3Rw g%
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID £3-00gA-03A_ NEUtrAL DENS (2_0KM-g0OKM), PIC_E
t_e )erio3 covere_ - 0@/03/63 TO 06/0_/£3
(As verified b_ NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 CA6:D C: _/W M_ROF]C_E
This data set based on ionization vacuum gauge
measurements_ which orovi_e neutral at_OsDherlc (]enstty values
between _60 km aria 900 km, is in printed form. The original
document reference is G. P. Newton and q. _OrOwitz_
"Atmospheric densities measure_ by the Explorer 17 density
gauges. Analysis of errors and their effects upon the
_easurements," _ASA-GS_C Technical _ote TN-]-_7_ ]reen_elt,
MO., November, 19E9. (NSSDC T_F _0_3a9). It contains in
tabular form the beginning and enoing oensltles for q-mln
tJrnoqs over tr_cklng stations. In addition, for thPSe sd_e
passes, densities corrected for uncertainties in gas
composition ano for systematic errors are also lfsteo. Useful
data were obtatne_ from three of the four tndeoendent gauge
systems (two Redhead ano two _ayard-_lpert gauges) for 17_
PaSSeS ourlng the period April 3 to June _, 1963. This time
period represents 6E% of the iOOmday satelltt_ Lifetime.
...............................................................
AE-A_ REPER
_SS S_ECTRO_ETER
...............................................................
Data set name - ATMOSPHE6[C COMPOSITIOr, DENSITY _TA IN
TABULAR FOR _ ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 63-OOgA-OIA_ TA_ ATMOS come DENSITIES, FICHE
Time oerloo covered - 0a/03/63 TD OG/Ol/63
(AS verified by _SSDC)
Quantity of _ta - 2 CARDS 3 _ _/W _IC_]=I;_
This data set contains number densities of helium_
molecular nltrogen_ and atomic oxygen between 2_0 km and _5C
k_, and is in t_swlar form on six printed pages of a published
article. The article reference is C. A. RaPer, and _, Nicolet_
"Investlqatlon of the major constituents of th_ _pril-_ay 1963
heterosphere py the E_plorer XVII satellite," Planet. Space
Sci., v. 13, n. 7_ p. E_7_ 1965. Aoditlonal information given
in the publication includes local time_ pass number, station_
geoqraphtc posittonl altftude_ angle of attacK, and solar and
_agnetic In, Ices. The data which are from 1]_ 4-mln turnons
ORIGINAL P/_c.,=_- _
OF POOR 0L!ALiTY
are ordered by time. Measurements are available for April 3 to
22t I_63, and for May 20 to dJne i, 1963, _hlch rearesent aDoJt
30% coverage based on the satellite 5-month lifetime.
*********************** AE-3 **********************************
AZ-_, BRINTON
ION MAS_ SPECTROMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - ION MASS SPECTROMETE_ DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSSC ID £6-O_AA-OIA, ION MASS SPECTROM. DATA, TAPE
Time Derloc covered - 06/09/6_ T3 31/I7/67
(_s verifie_ D/ .J$SDC)
C_an_ity of aata - 1 R_EL O _ TAPE
This oata Set cD_tai_lqg valJeS for i_osaheric Son
concentrations, _as provided by the Drlnclpal investigator.
The _-trackl binary, laO0-boi, magnetic tape was written on an
I_ 36] cOmputer. Each record contains tlme-ordered data from
One e_eriment turnon ahlcn lasted aooJt 4 min. ExDresse_ in
units of the number of ions/co, values are given for the
concentrations of -_, _e_, _:_ and 3 ÷ • The tape also contains
vaIJes f_r time ex_resseo as day of year, and as _T and Local
time. The satellite location is i_entifled by the vaIJes give_
for c;eo:;etic and m_gnetic Latitude _nd longltu_e, altitude, and
the Mc_l_a_n L-shell parameter. Other parameters presented
_ncLuoe the solar-zenith an_le_ an_ s_tellite _eiDclty. These
oata are on microfilm in data se_ _6-O_-OIB.
...............................................................
:ata set name - ION _S_ _PECT_OM_TEq: 9_TA ON _|I:PO_ILM
Tir_ _erioa covered - 0=/09/66 Tg 01/17/67
(As verified _y NJSDC)
_ntity of aata - 1 R_EL OF _ICRO=ILM
This _-_- fil_ d_ta set of ion composition measurements
_s _u_lie_ Dy the _r_nci_l i_s_g_tor° _ch fil _ frame
contains time-oroered _ata from three experiment turnons
las_in_ _bout _ mtn c_r tumor° _or eacm t_rnon, a two-line
heaain; is given, oeneath _h_ch _re _5 columns. :ncludeO in
the first ti_e _re vaLJ_S for the tJr_n _mber _d the _ay of
_easuremer_t. Tn_ second line contains Location codes including
_ortn_ local _our, altitude, an_ ,_eographic and magnetic
Latitude and longitude value_. The column headings are mass
_J_er (a_u), uT (s), _r_it _o_ attit_e (O-A) fl_g, satellite
v_Lacity (_m/s_, scLar-ze_it _ an_le, altitude (k_), geodetic
L_titu_e, _eodetic lonqitu_e, _ioole latitude_ ctpole
longitude, _c:l_n's L-shell Dar_eter (eart_ radii), local
time (s), Data fLaq, current (_)_ an_ nv_ber Density (ton_/c¢).
s_m_l_ Iurnon _']ht contain several ro_s _ith t_e mdSS number
colJmn s_c_in_ wtlues tar l_ 16_ _, 11 14, an_ 16. O-A and
_ata fl_g n_Ders are exol_ineo _t the _otto_ _f the frame.
Th_ data are also on tape in data &et 6_-_44_-01_.
!_U_L _A_L_ _$_T_ _A_
_t_ _e_ n_m_ _ _T_ _T_ _E_IT_E$ _N T_RuLAR
r_ _ __ _JE_T_L _TI_ _ _E_ITIE$_ _ID_
(As v_ifie_ _ '_.I9DE_
_ntit_ _f _a_ _ _ !!0_ _R _@_._ _L_
_h_s d_ta _t _sts of _ber densities _f atomic
hy_, h_li_ _ol_¢_la_ _tro!_, and atomic o_yge_. _e
_ _r_ _ n _o_i_r _r _ o_ _ _ge_ _f the p_li_atio_ _. _.
_,e_ e_ al._ _,_e_t_l _om_p_it_o_ _d _ity r_t_ f_m t_
_er _ _s s_ec_o_ete_ _ _A_E _o¢_ _e_t
__ _r_e_l_ _._ _y _. The data _re_en_ed _re
_ _ eig_ _i_ _r_s. T_e_e t_r_ _el_ t_
I_,st _ta _ri_g t_e _ay _ifeti_ _ the e_er_e_t° Eight
_ _ t_ _t_ _e_ contain _ i_ o_ num_e_ o_nsities _n_
th_ ,_i_te,_ _ce_ag_ error _o_ the neutral s_ies
_i_ _b_. A_ l_te_ _r_ _e _e_ted _age_ _f t_e
t_ _ct_p_ter _ensity val_e_. _he _abulatio_s a_o i_cL_de
_t,_, _i_ (_T _ lo_aL _Lar _m_l_ _r_o_ n_m_er, altitude,
_ _eo!r_hi_ l_it_ an_ lon_t_° I_ th_ _rt _ the
_a_a _ the i_f_r_ _ _r_e_ _¢_ding t_ _ime f_r _ac_
_f the four at_p_eri_ _pecies. _nothe_ part of the data set
_ p_e_ _n_ a _i_tin,_ _ th_ p_evi_usly _tio_e_
_i_e_ _er_,_ _en_it_ v_es fo_ each s_ies, i_t_r_ol_e_
to a common altltude_ namely_ the altitude of the molecular
_Itrogen density measurement. Here values for the total mass
density and the mean molecular weight of the species in the
neutral atmosphere are included°
...............................................................
AE-B_ WULF-MATHIES
SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
...............................................................
Data set name - SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY VALUES
NSSDC ID 66-OQWA-O3A_ ATMOS DRAG DEN TABLES, FICHE
Time period covered - 12/23166 TO 08125171
(As verified by NSSDC)
QJantlty of _ata - W CARDS 3 _ 9/W _ICRD_I:_Z
Tnls microfiche data set, of atmospheric density values
computed from the atmosDherlc orag on AE-B (Explorer 32)_ was
prepared at NSSDZ from the report: L. G. dacchla et al.,
"Supplemental c_talog of atmospheric aensltles from
satelllte-drag analysis," Smithsonlan Astrophys. Obs., Spec.
Real. 3_ Cambrldge_ _ass., Dec. 19T2. A single copy of this
reaort is avaIlBDte for use at _SS]= as TR: _15_29. On
request, individual pages can be copied as reouired or a
microfiche COpy can be supplied. The data appear in both
tables and graphs. The graphs are all plotteo against modified
Julian day as _3scIssa and show_ in order_ log of atmospheric
aenslty reduced to 30_ km_ diurnal variation, semi-annual
vari_tlon, solar l_.7-cm flux values, ano the AD geomaqnetic
fiel_ index. I nc lu_eo in the tabular data are values for
common logs of atmospheric density at perigee height and at a
reference height, and the perigee height. The local exosphertc
temperature values, taken from the Uacchta _7i _odel_ that
correspond to th_ measured densities are shown also.
AE-C_ _A_T_
_TRA_LET _IT_×_DE _UV_
_a set _ame _ _IT_I_ _i_ _ATA D_ TA_
(_
_i_C I_ _A-_ _TR_C D×I_E _ATA_ T_PE
Ti_e be_od _overed _ _?_ TO _
(As _er_fie_ _y N_
_antity of _ta - _ _E_L_ _ T_
The _ata fro_ the _Itra_i_let nitric p×i_ I_V_
i_esti_tion are on part of the ma_neti_ tape provided _y the
_r_I_ct office. Th_ remainder of the tape contains data f_om
other Atmosphere _×plor_r_ investigations. T_is _tr_c_,
h_i_ary_ _-b_i _a_netic tape_ _ritten on an _0_ _ _o_pu_er,
¢_nt_s _ ¢_len_r _o_th of data. The first file of the tape
i_ a header file s_ecifyi_g the _telLite _0, point_by_oi_t
_ata record si_e, start and sto_ ti_es of _he dat_ ¢ont_i_ed on
the _a_e_ a List _ _r_it _u_rs _n the t_pe, _d the magnetic
_ _ _ti_i_y _t_ f_ th_ ti_ _e_io_. _e_ent _ta
files_ the _A _ files IUn_ied A_stra_t files_, cpntai_ _ne
_it of _A _at_ a_ Orbit data_ an_ are arr_nee_ in a_c_n_n_
or_e_ _y _it _ber. Each _ata file consists _f _ heaoer
rec_r_ followed _y a_or_i_ately _9 _e_ords. The he_er
recor_ _o_tains the orPit nu_be_, orbit start a_ st_p ti_es,
UA header data, a_d orbit _a_a_eters correspo_din_ to that
oroit, the data _e_ord_ contain UA orbit _ata at _ intervals
f_r t_e time s_ Specified in t_ hea_er record. _i_ce there
_ay be _aps in the _ata, eac_ re_r_ contains a corresponoi_
tim_. _e_inn_n_ _it_ _rd _, _aLues _re _iven f_r t_e
following _arameters_ the _ _aLe height at th_ s_cr_ft_
alt_t_e_ t_e _ _sit_ at that altitude, the _ density at
_9_ _ the _i_ _ density _bse_ed _urin_ a _iven li_
s¢_, a_ the ai_it_e at _hich this _a_i_ _cc_rs. _o_e of
th_ _the_ _a_ters i_cl_ed in the recor_ are dat_ an_ ti_e
_f the _easure_ent_ time fro_ perigee_ _n_ght_ar_ess fiag_
_reen_ich sioereal t_e_ height abo_e _eoid_ satellite position
a_d _elo_it_ geodetic latitude of the su_solar p_int_ east
longitude of t_e s_tellit_ l_caL a_pare_t solar _i_e_ l_ai
_agnetic ti_e_ _Il_ain_s L_she_l para_eter_ in_riant
la_it_ magnetic field stren_th_ and geodetic l_titud_ and
longitude o_ _pt_ the i_gress a_d egress _oi_ts of the
geoma_eti_ fiel_ line through the satellite.
Data set name - ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC O_IOE DATA CN
MICROFILM
NSSDCI ?3°IOIA-13Bt ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC OXIDE_ MFILM
Time period covered - 12/19/?3 TO 0g/23/75
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF MICROFILM
This tlme-ordered film data set contains some data from
the ultra-vlolet nitric oxide Investlgatlont and data from some
of the other AE-C science investigations. The data are
qlsplayed in four-frame seqJences: (1) te_oeratJreo qrlftt and
potential; (2) ion concentrations; (3) neutral concentrations;
and (Q) particles and photons. For a qIven orbltw data may be
contal _ d in more than one four-frame sequence. Some frames in
this data set show no qata oolqts. The followlq a features are
common to all frames: 20-mln linear abscissa; orbit number;
year, montht day; UT in seconds; and UT in hourst minutes and
seconds. Beneath the bottom aosclssa are values (glven every 2
mln) for altitude, Latitude, longitudet Local time, invarlant
latltuoe, MclIwalnts L-shell parameter, spin rate_ and solar
zenith angle, In addition, all frame headings show the
31attlng symools used for each Instrument _nose dala are
alsplayed on the frame. The uVNO data are shown in frame 3 of
the four-frame sequence. Thls data set was proouceO in August
and SePtemoer 1975.
...............................................................
AE-C, BRACE
_YLINDRIC_L ELECTROSTATIC PROBES (CEP)
...............................................................
Data set name - CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE (CEP)
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE (.)
NSSDC ID /3-101A-OIA_ CE R DATA9 TA_E
Time period covered - 12/16/73 TO 12/II/78
(As verified oy NOSD2)
Quantity of data - 62 REELS O_ TAPE
The data from the cylindrical electrostatic probe (C[P)
investigation are on part of the magnetic tape provided by the
project office. The remainder of the tape contains data from
other Atmosohere Lxolorer-C investigations. Each 9-track,
1600-OOi, oin_ry magnetic taoe_ _ritten on an X]S 930 comoJterl
contains l-calendar month of data. The first file of the tape
is J header file spectfytnq the satellite IOv point-by-point
data record stzet start and stop times of the aatd contained on
the tape, a llst of orbit numbers Oq the t aoe_ aq_ the magnetic
and solar activity data for the time period. Subsequent data
filest called 'hA" files (Unified Abstract files), contain one
3rott of _A _ata _nd oroit d_tat and are arraqgea in asceqdlng
order oy orbit nomoer. Each data file consists of a header
recOrd followed by approximately 1_5 recoros. The header
record contains the orbit numbert orbit start and stoo times,
UA header d_tat and 3rOtt 3ara_eters corresooqding to that
oroit. The data records contain UA and orbit data at 15-s
intervals for the time span specifleo in the header record.
Since there may De gaps in the data, each record contains a
corresooqdlng time. Record _ords 58, 5g, and BO contain the
results from this investigation and arel respectlvely_ the
electron temoeraturet the ion denslty9 anQ the satellite
potential. These words are stored as floating point numbers.
Some of the other parameters inclJdeo t_ the record are dat_
and time of the measurement; time from perigee;
sunllqhtldarkness flag; Greenwich sidereal time; height above
the Bed)Q; satellite position and velocity; geodetic latitude
of the sJbsolar oointi east lon#ItJoe of the satellite; local
apparent solar tlmel local magnetic time; McIlwaln0s L-shell
parameter; tnvariant latitude; magnetic field strength; and
geodetic latitude and longttJde 3f both the iqgrp_s and _gress
points of the geomagnetic f_eld line through the satellite.
...............................................................
Data set name - CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE DATA ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC 13 73-101AIOIB, CYLIND.ELECTROST. PROBE 2ATA,M_ILR
Time period covered - 12/19/73 TO 09/23/75
(As verified by NSSDC}
Quantlty of data - R REELS OF MICRBFILM
Thls tlme-ordered film data set contains some data from
the cylindrical electrostatic probe (CAP) investigation, and
data from some of the other AE-O science investigations. These
AE-C dat_ are dlsolayed in fosr-fram_ se_Jences: (_)
temperature_ drift, and potential; (2) ion concentrations; (3)
neutral concentrations; and (_) particles and photons, car a
jieen orott, the data may oe contained in more than one
four-frame sequence. Some frames in this data Set ShOO n3 dat_
points. The follo_Ing features are common to all frames:
20-mtn linear absctssal orbit number; year_ month_ and day; UT
in seconds; and _T in haJrs, _tnJtes_ and secoq_. _eneath the
bottom abSCiSSa are values (given every 2 min) for altltude_
latitude, longitude, local time_ invarlant latitude, McIlwain's
L-shell parameter_ spin rate, and solar zenith angle. _n
addition, all frame hea_tqgs _ho_ the olottfng symbols Jse_ fo_
each instrument whose data are displayed On the frame. The CEP
data are shown in frames I and 2 of the four-frame sequence.
This data set was produced in August and September igT5.
...............................................................
AE-C_ 8RINTON
BENNETT ION-iASS S_ECTROMETER (31wB)
...............................................................
Data set nam_ - 13_ S_ECIES CONCEnTRATIOnS O_ TA_E
(.)
_SSOC ID 73-101A-ItA_ ION-MASS SPECTROMETER OATA_ TAPE
Time period covered - 12/16/73 TO 12/ll/TB
(As verified by NSSDO)
Quantity of data - 62 REELS OF TAPE
The data from the Bennett ton-mass spectrometer (DIMS)
investigation are on Dart of the magnetic tape provided by the
project office. The remainder of the tape contains data from
other Atmosphere Explorer-E investigations. Each g-track,
binary_ i&OO-bpl magnetic tape_ written on an XDS B30 computer,
contains i c_lendar _onth of data. The first file of the tape
is a header file specifying the satellite 10, polnt-by-polnt
data record size, start and stop times of the data contained on
the tape_ a llst of orbit numbers on the tape, and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the time period. Subsequent data
files_ the "UA" files (Unified Abstract files)_ contain one
orbit of UA data and orbit data, and are arran£ed tm ascending
order by orbit number. Each data file consists of a header
record followed _X approximately i_5 records. The header
record contains the orbit number_ orbit start and stop times,
UA header data, an_ orbit parameters correspondlnq to that
orbit. The data records contain UA and orbit data at I5-s
intervals for the time span specified in the header record.
Since there may be gaps in the data_ each polnt-by-point record
contains a corresponding time. Data record word 4R starts the
data ootained fro_ this investigation. The data words are the
values for the ion concentrations (ionslcc) of the follo_In d
ion species: M+, He_+ N÷_ 0_, N2÷, NO*_ 02÷_ and the value for
the total ion concentration (ions/cc). Some of the other
dara_eters included in the record are date and time of the
measurement; time from perigee; sunllght/darkness flag_
Greenwich sidereal time; height above qeold; satellite position
and v_loclty; geodetic Latitude of the subsolar Dolnt; east
longitude of the satellite; Local apparent solar tice; local
ma_netlc time; Mcllwaln_s L-shell parameter; invariant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic Latitude ann
longitude Of _oth the ingress ano egress boints of the
geomagnetic flel_ line through the satellite.
...............................................................
Data set name - BENNETT ION-M_SS SPEST_OMETrq DATA ON
MICROFILM
NSDDC ID T3-10_A-11B_ _ENNETT !ON-MASS SPEC._ MP_L_
Time period covered - 12/19/73 TO 09123/75
{AS verified by _SS]Z)
_uantity of data - B REELS O_ MICROFIL_
This time-oroereo film data set contains some data from
the Bennett Ion-mass spectrometer (aIMS) investigation, and
data from some of the Other AE-C science Investloatlons. These
AE-C data are displayed in four-frame sequences: (i)
temoerature_ drlft_ and potential; (2) ion concentrations; (3)
neutral concentrations; and (A) particles and photons. _or a
gtven orbit, the data may be contained in more than one
four-frame sequence. Same frames in this data set show no data
points. The following features are common to all frames:
20-mtn linear absclssai orbit number; year_ month, day; UI in
seconds; and UT in hourst minutes and seconds. _eneath the
ootto_ abscissa are values (given every 2 mln) for altitude,
latitude, longltude_ local tlme_ Invariant latltude_ McIIwaln's
L-shell parameter_ spin rate_ and solar zenith angle. In
addition, all frame headings show the plotting symbols used for
each instrument whose data are displayed on the frame. The
aIMS data are shown in frame 2 of the four-frame sequence•
This data set was produced in August and September laTE.
...............................................................
AS-C) C_AMPIO_
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY ACCELEROMETER (MESA)
...............................................................
Data set name - MINIATURE ELECTROSTATIC ACCELEROMETER
(MESA) DENSITY DATA (.)
NSSDC ID 73-101A-O2A_ _ESA DENSITY 3ATA, TAlC
flme period covered - 12/16/?3 TO 12/11/7B
(As vertfted by NSS]C)
Quantity of data - E2 REELS O; TAPE
The data from the mlnlature electrostratic accelerometer
(MESA) investigation are one part of the magnetic tape provided
15
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by the project office. The remainder of the tape contains data
from other Atmosphere Explorer-C investigations. Each g-trackt
binary, 1600-3pi magnetic tape_ _rltten on an _DS _30 computer_
contains i calendar month of data. The first file of the tape
is a header file specifying the satellite In, polnt-by-polnt
data record slze_ start and stop times of the data contained on
the CaDet _ llst of orbit nj_aers an the taoe_ anJ the magnetic
ann solar activity data for the time period. Subsequent data
filesw called .LIA" files (_nifled Abstract files) contain one
orsit of UA data and orbit data_ and are arranged in ascending
_rder by orolt number. E_ch data file coqsist5 of a gender
record followe_ by approximately 14] records. The header
record contains the orbit number, orbit start ano stop times,
JA beeper data, ano 3rblt aara_eters corresponding to that
orbit. The data records contain dA and orbit data at 15-s
intervals for the time span specified in the header record.
Since there may be gaps in the beta, each record contains a
c_rres_on_ing time. The MESI density data are contained In
record _oras 70 and 71. The first word is density in g/co and
the second _ord is the transverse _inq component in m/s. Wind
sate _re not available on the earlier tapes. Because the
density is proportional to the maqqitJoe 3f the 3rag_ the data
are mor_ accurate at the lower altitude. _or data taken when
the sD)cecraft Has sDinnlngt th# errors are estimated as
fDllo_s: uncertainty lq a_ea-to-ma_s ratio i5 3lJS or _inJ5
i%; attitude uncertainty is negligible; and the filtering error
vdries from neqllgible at perigee to plus or minus 2% at 200 k_
ant pluS or minus 5% at 2E0 Km. when the s_acecraft was
_esDuq, t_ere _as 9q adJitiNn_l error of tyDIcally olJs or
_inus 2%. For ooth spinning and _espun data there may be a
plus or minus i_ systematic error in the assumed free
molecular flo_ qra_ coefficient of 2.5. Some of the other
9arameters i_cluued iq the record ore Pate aq_ ti_e _f t_e
measurement; time from perigee; sunllght/darkness flag;
Greenwich sioereal time; height above g_oid; satellite position
_nd velocity; geodetic latitude of subsolar Dolnt; east
Longitude ot tre satellite; local aDoarent sole- ti_e; local
_agnetic ti_e; 'icZlwain_s L-shell parameter; invariant
lotitude; magnetic fiel_ strength; ano geoeetlc latituoe ant
longitude of both ingress an3 egreDs 3pints of toe geomagnetic
fiel_ line through the satellite.
...............................................................
_at9 set na_e - _INI_TURE ELECTrOSTaTIC ACCELEROMETER
[_E]_) 3ENSZTY _ATA ON _[C_OFLLM
%SSCC ID ?3-10IA-Q2B_ MESA DENSITY DATA_ MFILM
Time Derlod coverec - 12/19/73 TO 09/C3/7S
(As verified _y '_SDS)
_antity of O_t_ - _ PEELS I3_ MI_R3FZLM
This time-Drdered fil_ data set camtain5 _Dme data fro_
the miniature electrostatic accelerometer (MESA) investlgation_
and data from some of the other _E-C science investigations.
These &E-C 3ate are displayed in four-frame sequences: (l)
temperature, drift, ann potential; (2) i3_ cDncentratiDn_; (3)
neutral concentrations; and (q) particles an(_ photons. For a
given orbit, cata moy be contained in more than one four-frame
sequence. So_e frames in tmis _ta set sh3_ q3 data paints.
The following features are common to all frames: 2C-mtn linear
asscissa; orbit _umder; year, month, _ay; JT in seconds; and UT
in hours, minutes and seconos. Bene)th the bottom abscissa are
valJes (_ive_ every 2 _in) far altitJ_e, latitJDe, longitJde,
local time, invariant latitude, _cIl_ain's L-shell parameter,
slim rate_ ann solar zenith angle. In addition, all frame
heaoings sho* the plotting symbols used for each instrument
_9se _ata are oisDlayed om tqe frame. The _ESA _ta are ShOwn
of the four-frame Se:_uence. This data set wasin frame 3
produced in August and September 197].
...............................................................
_E-C, DOERING
_3T,3[LSST_ON SPEZT_DMETZR (PEG)
...............................................................
Sate set name - P-DTSEL-STRON SPECTRD_ZTER (PEG) ]&T& D!_
_AGNETIC T_PE (*)
%SSDS 19 73-101A-O_A, PEG D_TA_ TAPE
Ti_e period covered - 1211617_ TO 12111/T8
(As verified uy NSSDC)
Suantity of d)ta I 62 REELS OF TAPE
The dat_ from the photoelectron spectrometer (_ES)
investigation are on part of the magnetic tape provided by the
project office. The remainder of the taae contains data fro_
other _tmos_here Explorer-E investigations. Each 9-track,
i£CC-b_i_ binary ma}netlc tape, written on an ×DS 933 combuter_
contains 1 calenoar month ot dat_. The first file of th_ tan9
iS a header file specifying the satellite I9_ point-by-point
o_ta recoro size, start and StUD tlm?,s of the data contained on
the tape_ a list of orbit numbers on the tape, and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the ti_e period. SJDseqJent dat_
files_ the "UA" files (Unified _bstract files), contain one
orbit of UA _ata and Orbit data_ and are arranged in ascending
ardor 3y orNit nJmoer. E_cn oata file coqsist_ of a 1eager
record followed by approximately i_5 records. The header
record contains the orbit number_ orbit start and stop tlmes_
UA header data_ and orbit parameters corresponding to that
orbit. The data records contain UA and orbit data at 15-s
intervals for the time span specified in the header record.
Because there may be gaps in the data_ each record contains a
corresponding tlme$ The normal energy ranges included in the
six _ata words: 99_ I08_ i01, 102, 103, and 104 arel
respectively, 2 to 3 eV_ ? to g eV, 12 to iT eV_ 25 to 38 eV$
aT to 40 eV_ and 100 to 500 eV. i n some operating modes, only
a oartlal samollng of the full I to 500 eV energy ranqe is
obtained, A portion of the data has zero values in all but
words &02 and IOA. In this case_ word 102 contains the average
flux from 7 to A2 eV ant word i0_ contains the average flux in
the i00 to 50D eV energy range. In all cases, the data
reported are a 15-s average of the flux for the interval
beginning with the time associated with the data word. Some of
the other parameters included in the recorg are date and time
of tme measurement_ time from perigee; sunllght/darkness flag;
Greenwich sidereal tlme_ height above the gould; satellite
position and velocltyl geodetic latltude of the subsolar point;
east longitude of the satellite; local apparent solar time;
local _agnetic time; _cIlwaln's L-shell parameter; invarlant
Latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic Latitude and
longitude of both the ingress and egress points of the
geomagnetic field line through the satellite.
...............................................................
Data set name - _DTOZ_ECTRDN SDZCTRDMET_R (_ZS)
DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 73-101A-O3B, PHCTOELEC. SPEE* OATA_ WFILM
Time period covered - 12/19/73 TO Og/23/T5
(As verifteo _y NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 5 RrZLS 3 _ MISR3_I. _
This time-oroereo film data set contains some _ata from
the photoelectron spectrometer (PES) investigation, and data
fro_ so-e of t_e other AE-C science investigations. The data
are displayed in four-frame sequences: (i) temperature, drift,
and potential; (2) ion concentrations; and (_) particles and
ohoto_s. ;or a given orqit, data may be contained in more than
one four-frame sequence. Some frames in this data set show no
data Doints. The following features are common to all frames:
20-min linear abscissa; orbit number; year_ month, and day; UT
in seconds; and Jf in hours_ minutes, and seconds. 9eneath the
bottom abscissa are values (given every 2 mln) for altitude.
latituoe_ longitude, Local tlme_ Invarlant latltude_ McIlwaln_s
L-shell parameter, spin rate, and solar zenith angle. In
addition, all frame headings show the plotting symbols USed for
each instrument whose data are displayed on the frame. The PEG
data are shown in frame 4 of the four-frame seouence. This
data set was oroduce_ in August and September 1975.
...............................................................
AE-C_ HANSON
RET&RDING POTENTIAL ANALYZE_/DRIFT _ETER
(qP_)
...............................................................
_ata set name - RETARDING PCTENTIAL ANALYZER (RPA) DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE (-)
NSSDC I_ 73-101A-O_A, RPA DATA, TAPE
Time oerlod covered - 12/IE/73 TO 12/11/78
(AS verified by _SS]C)
_uantity of data - 62 PEELS OF TAPE
The data from the retarding potential analyzer (PPA)
investigation are on part of the magnetic tape provided by the
project office. The remainder of the tape contains data fro _
other Atmosphere E_plorer-C investigations. Each £-track_
160D-3oi, DInary magnetic tape, written on an _]S 930 computer,
contains i calendar month of data. The first file of the tape
is a header file specifying the satellite ID_ _olnt-by-point
eata record size, start ano stop times of the data contained on
the tape, a llst of orait numbers on the taoe_ and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the time period. Subsequent data
files_ calle_ "UA" files (unlflea Abstract files)_ contain one
orbit of UA data and orbit data, and are arranged in ascending
order by orbit numaer. Each data file consists of a header
record follo_ec by aoproxlmately 1#5 records. The header
record contains the orbit number_ orbit start and stop tlmes_
UA _eader data_ and orbit parameters corresponding to that
orbit. The data records contain UA and orbit data at 15-s
intervals for the time span specified in the header record.
Because there may be gaps in the data, each record contains a
corresponding time. Starting with word i05_ the investigation
data include ion temperature (deg K); ion concentration
(Ions/co); ion drift velocity along the * or -X axis of the
spacecraft (_Is); the vehicle (qrounB plane) potential (V);
total ion concentration roughness (percent); ion drift velocity
along the * or -Y axis of the spacecraft (m/s); and the ion
drift velocity along the ÷ or -Z axis of the spacecraft (m/s).
The RPA and guct data are obtained every 16 s from 30-s running
weighted averages of the individual data points, The drift
meter data are represented by the individual data point nearest
to the time indicated. In this case, the time difference
between the data point and the time indicated is usually less
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than 2/3 s, So_e of the other oarameters f_cluded in the
record are date and time of the measurement; time from perigee;
sunllght/darkness flag; Greenwich sidereal time; height above
the geold; satellite oasltlan and velocity; geod_tlc latitude
of the subsolar polnt; east longitude of the satellite; local
apparent solar time; local magnetic time; McIlwaints L-shell
parameter; Invarlant latitude; magnetic field strength; and
_eoqetlc latltuqe anq IongitJde 3f path t_e ingress and egress
points of the geomagnetic field llne through the satelllte.
...............................................................
]ata set name - RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER DATA ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 73-101A-0_8, RET POTENTIAL ANALYZERt MFI_M
Time period covered - 12/1g/73 TO 09/23/75
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF MICROFILM
This tlme-ordered film data set contains some data from
the retarding potential analyzer (RPA) Investigatlon, and data
from some of the other AE-C science investigations. These A[-C
data are displayed in four-frame seduences: (i) temperature,
drift, and 3otentta[; (2) ion coqcentrattols; (3) n_Jtral
concentrations; and (_) particles and photons. For a given
Orblt_ the data may oe contained in more than one four-frame
sequence. Some frames in this data set show no data points.
The following featJres are co_on to all frames: 20-_In linear
abscissa; orbit number; year_ month, day; UT in Seconds; and UT
in hours_ minutes and seconds. _eneath the bottom abscissa are
valJes (glve_ every 2 _In) for altltJde, latltJoe, longitude,
local tlme_ Invarlant latitude, McIl_aln's L-shell parameter,
spin rate_ and solar zenith angle. In audition, all frame
he_dlngs show the plotting symbols used for each instrument
_hase dat3 are dtsplayeJ On the frame. The RPA 3_ta are sho_
in frames 1 and 2 of the four-frame sequence. This data set
was produceb in AugJst and September 1975.
...............................................................
_-C, HAYS
VISI_L_ AIRGLOW PHOTDMETER (VAE)
...............................................................
Qata set na_e - VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER DATA ON TAPE
(*}
_SSDC [3 73-131A-I_A, VISIBLE AIRGLO_ DATA, TAPE
Time perioo covereo - 1Z/16/73 TO 12/II/TR
(As verlfled Dy NSSg_)
Cuanttty of data - 62 REELS OF TA_E
The oata frot the _tstale atr#to_ (VAE) incestigatton are
on part of the magnetic tape provided by the pro_ect office.
The remainder of the tape contains data from other Atmosphere
Exolorer-C Investigations. ZaC_ _-track, l_OO-Opl, binary
• agnetlc tape, *rltten on an X33 _30 compjter, contains i
calendar month of data. The first file of the tape is a header
file that specifies the satellite ID, point-by-point oata
record size, start and stud ti_es of the data caltatneo 3n the
taper a list of orbit numbers on the tape_ and the magnetic and
solar activity _ata for the time period. Subsequent data
tiles, the "_A" f¶les (Unified Abstract files), contain one
orbit of UA data an_ pratt o_ta, and are arrange3 in ascenoi_g
order by orbit number. Each data file consists of a header
recor_ followed oy approximately IQ5 records. The header recor_
contains the orolt qu_oer, orolt start and stop times, U&
header data, and orbit parameters corresoanding t3 t_at 3rolt.
The _ata records contain UA gnu orolt _ata at 1_-s intervals
for the time span s_eclfled in the header record. Since there
_ay De ga_s in the d_t_, each record contains _ corresponding
time. The VAE data words are expressed in raylelghs, and begin
in .ord 119. The values are Obtained every iS S by linearly
Interbolatlng data taken on either side of the i5-s point. For
each orblt_ VAE stores two heaoer records in _ddltlon to the
data. The first header is a nine-.or_ record giving orbit
number and investigation status. If the status *pro contains
"oual", the VA£ changes _ode in the uass. The second header
record defines both modes, _htch are related to the wavelengths
ObServed, as tabulate_ in the appendix of a format oocument
that is supplied by NSSDC. In addition to identifying the two
wavelengths oeing measJrea, the second header record descrioes
for eac_ of the six data words, whether the data are from
channel i (narrow fielq-of-vlew} or channel 2 (large
flelo-of-vie_), and the direction the instrument was looking
when the data were collecteo. So_e of the 3t_er parameters
included in the recoro are date gnu time of the measurement;
time from perigee; sunllght/darkness flag; Greenwich slderal
ti_e; height aaove geoid; satellite ooslt_31 _nd veloclty;
geodetic latitude of subsolar point; east longitude of the
satellite; local apparent solar t_me; local magnetic time;
McIl_aln, s L-shell parameter; Invarlant latitude; magnetic
field strength; and geodetic latttaae and longttJdt of both the
ingress and egress points of the geomagnetic flel_ llne through
the satellite.
...............................................................
Data set name - VISIB.Z AIR,LOW ]ATA 3N _ICRO:ILM
NSSDC ID 73-101A-Ida, VISI3LE AIRGLOw DATA, MFILM
Time period covered - 12/19/73 TO 09/23/?5
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF MICROFILM
This tlme-ordered film data set contains some data from
the visible airglow (VAE) Investlgatlon_ and data from some of
the other AE-C science investigations. The data are displayed
in four-frame sequences: (I) temoerature_ drlft_ and
potential; (2) ion concentrations; (3) neutral concentrations;
and (Q} particles and photons. :or a given orPlt, data may be
contained in more than one four-frame sequence. Some frames in
tnls data set show no data points. The following features are
common to all frames: 20-mln linear abscissa; orbit number;
year_ month, day; dT in seconds; and UI in hours, minutes and
seconds. Beneath the botto_ abscissa are values (given every 2
mln) for altttude_ latitude, longttudel Local time, Invariant
latttude_ Mc[lwain_s L-shell parameter, spin rate_ and Solar
zenith angle. I_ _ddttton_ all frame headings sh0w the
plotting symbols used for each instrument whose data _re
displayed on the frame. The VAE data are shown in frame _ of
the four-frame sequence. This data set _as proouced in _ugust
and September 1975.
...............................................................
AE-_, HEATH
EXTREME SOLAR UV MONITOR (ES_M)
...............................................................
Data set name - ULTAVIOLET SOLA_ FLU_ MEASUREMENTS ON
_ICRO:IC-Z
NSSOC IO TO-IDIA-OB_, SOLAR cLDX MEASUPEMENTS, FICHE
Time oerlod covered - 0311_/7_ TO 11/E7/7_
(As verified by NSSOC)
Suanttty of _ata - 1 CAR_ OF _/_ vICRO_ICHE
These oata, on microfiche prepared by NBSDC from hard
COPy provided by the _nvestigator, are blots of relative solar
flux vs time. They are contained on three frames of the fiche.
The remaining frames contain a description of the
instrumentation, the methoo Of _ata reductlon, the Instrument
calibration, and a description of the oata. Each _ata frame
contains two linear graphs, one above the other. The common
abscissa scale is time ewpresseo as year and day of year; i.e.,
a B-dlgit number. The too chart contains as orolnate the solar
10.7-cm flux _n usual units. The lower plot has dioge counts
as ordinate. The three data frames correspond to median
wavelenqths at 121.6, _0 to _.5, and 27 to =9 nm,
respectively. 3uestlonaole data have been removeo. After
background subtraction, the angular corrections were applied to
the intensity data. Gaps in the plots occdr _en_-ver the sun's
Position was outside the detector's fielo of view. the
spacecraft altltode was below 600 k_, or no data were recor_eo
on those _ays.
...............................................................
Data set name - ABSOLUTE ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR =LUX
NSSDC ID 73-I01A-05C, ABS. b,V, SOLAQ [LUX, _IE_E
Time period covered - 12120173 TO 12131/73
(As verified by NSSO:)
Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/w MICRO¢IC_E
These data_ on _Icrofiche prepared oy NSSOC from hardcooy
provided by the investigator, contain measurements of the
absolute solar ultraviolet flu_. The data are oresentec in
tables 8 and _ of D. :. Neath et al., "Observations of the
absolute ultraviolet solar flux by the Extreme Solar
Ultraviolet Monitor (EDEN) experiments on board the Atmosphere
Explorer -3 and -B_" unpubltshed_ OSC/T_-Tq/6_ll, undated
(NSSDC TRF B_223_). They are disblayeo in the form of a ratio.
This ratio is defined as the instrument readings at specific
times, corrected for backgroun_ and angular response; _ivided
by a computed theor_tlcal value, obtained by using an assumed
reference spectrum and the instrument parameters at the time of
the ObServation. Also contained on the microfiche card is a
description of the instrument, the calIDratlon of the
Instruments_ the method of data reduction, and a discussion of
the data and conclusions.
...............................................................
_E-C, HINTEREGGE_
SOLAR EUV SPECTROP_OTOMETER (EUVS)
...............................................................
Data set name - ATMOSPHERIC EUV ABSORPTION DATA_ ON
MASNETIC TAPE
IR
NSSDC 12 7_-I01A-06_ EUV ABSORPTION DATA, TAPE
Time perloo covered - D2/O2/TW TO 02/28/?4
(As verified by N3SDC)
Suantity of d_ta - l REEL 3 p TAPE
These EUV atmospheric absorption data are on a g-track
1603-Dpi magnetic tape created by the principal investigator on
Xerox Sigma g computer, Each record in each file is a
printable Line of no more than 128 characters. A_sordtlo_ dat_
at wavelengths of 175 A, 5_W A, and 1603 At are given for three
regions II daylight, sunrise, and sunset. The data include the
reference height, ootical Jeot_, i_tegral colJ_nar particle
benslty, longitude, latitude, magnetic dipole latitude, local
solar time of the reference coint os_dp Greenwich mean tlme_
solar zenith angle, and parameters defining statistically the
fit of the data cjrves.
...............................................................
A£-C, HO;_AN
vASNET]C :ON-MASS SPECTROMETER (MIM])
...............................................................
_ota set na_e - vAON=TlC ION M_SS SPECT=OMETER DATA ON
TAPE (-)
NSSQS [3 73-101A-IOA, MAG. ION _ASS SPE] DATA, TAPE
Time _erioa Covered - 12/IE/7_ TO 12/11/78
(_s verified sy '_',S_C)
_uaqtity Of _ata - _ R_EL_ O; TA p7
The data from the magnetic ion-mass soectr_meter (_I_S)
investi]ation are on part of the macnettc tape provided by the
#ro_ect office. The re_alnaer of the tape contains data from
other Ztmospnere Exolorer-S Investi_tlons. _ach g-track,
binary, 150O-b_t maQnetic tape, aritteq on a_ ×DS 930 comDJter,
ccntains l calendar month of ddta. Th., first file of the tape
is _ header file speclfying the s_tellite ID, oolnt-by-polnt
3ata record size, stact 3no stop ti_s of the data contained on
the tape, a list of orbit numpers oq the tape, and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the time period. Subsequent data
files, the "U_" files (_nlfieo Abstract files), contain one
dr_it of _ dat_ _nd orgit 3_ta, and _re _rraq_e_ iq ascendtn_
order oy orsit number. Each data file Consists of a header
record followed oy approximately l_] records. The header
record coqtains t_e orbit qJmuer, Drait start anJ stop times_
_A hea_er data, _nd orbit parameters corresponding to that
orbit. The dato records contain J& and orbit data at 1S-s
intervals for the time span soecifi+,d in the header record.
Since there tdy be _90s i1 t_e 3_t_, e_c h reco-d cont_iqs a
corresponding time. _eginning _ith woro 72, the records
contain the -easurements fro- t_is investigation. The _ata
volJes are interDolate_ from the nearest measurements, _hich
for the data taken when the satellite was not _oinqlqg, occJr
every 2, _ or _ s, _eoendin{; on the instrument mode. For _ata
t_ken when the sutelllte was splnninQ, the measurements _ere
moJe once each satellite SDin _eri_d (Jsually I_ 3). Presented
in units cf ions/or, the ion concentrations of the following
species are riven: _*, _r*, 0÷, qq*, N*_ F_2*_ NO*, 02-, D+,
_nr_ 3-+. Eata for the Last t_o minor ions species are
=vaiL_ole for the restricted ranges 3f geophysical conoitlon_
*here their abundance is above the instrument threshold for
reliable _easurement. Some of the other parameters Incluced in
the record are _ate and ti_e of the measurement; time from
3erigee; suoli_t/aarkqess flag; ireeq_ich _i_ereal ti_el
height above geoid_ satellite position and velocity; geodetic
l_titude of the subsolar point; east Longitude of the
s_tellite; local a_parent solar time; local magnetic time;
Moil.pin's L-shell 3ara_ete_l ig_riant latitJ_e; maQqetlc
field strencth; and geodetic Latitude and longitude of both the
ingress and egress points of the geoma]netic field Line through
the satellite.
...............................................................
]at_ _et name - vA3%LT_: :0% _AS$ S_ECTRO_ZTER D_T_ ON
vIC_3FILM
NSS]_ 13 73-101A-iOq, MAS ION _SS 5P=STRO_ETEK, _:IL_
Time period covere_ - 12115173 T$ 09123175
(As verified n/ N_SCC)
Cuantity of data - B _EELS 0 _ MIC_OPIL_
This tlme-ornered film data set contains some data from
the _aQnetic ipn-_ass spectrometer (_i_S) investigation, and
data from soce of the other AE-C science investigations. These
_E-E data are displayed in four-frame sequences: (I)
temDerature_ drift, and potenttal_ (Z) ion concentrations; (3)
qeJtral concentrations; and (4) particles old photons. For a
given orbit, the data may be contained in more than one
four-frame seouence. Some frames in this data set show no data
points. The following features are common to all frames:
20-miq linear aosclssg; orbit nJ_Der; year, _3_t_, day; UT i_
seconds; and UT in hours, minutes and seconds. Beneath the
bottom _bsclssa are values (given every 2 min) for altitude,
latitude, longitude, Local time, Invarlant Latitude, _cilwaln's
L-shell 3araleter, s}il rate_ and solar Zehtth aqgL_. In
additlon_ all frame headings show the plotting symbols used for
each instrument whose data are displayed on the frame. The
MIMS data are shown in frame 2 of the four-frame sequence.
This data set was produced in August and September lg75.
...............................................................
AE-C_ HOFFMAN
LO_-ENERGy ELECTRONS (LEE}
...............................................................
Data set name - LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON DATA_ TAPE
(*)
NSSDC IS 73-101A-12A, LEE DATA, TAPE
flme oerlod covered - 12/IB/T3 T3 12/II/?B
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Qoantlty of data - 62 REELS OF TAPE
T_e data from the low-energy electron (LEE) investigation
are on part of the magnetic tape provided by the project
office. The remainder of the tape contains data from other
Atmosphere Explorer-: investigations. Each _-track, iSO0-bpl,
binary magnetic tape, written on an XDS 930 computer, contains
1 calendar month of data, The first file of the tape is a
header file specifying the satellite 10, polnt-by-polnt data
record size_ start and stop times of the data contained on the
tape, a llst of orbit numbers on the tape, and the magnetic and
solar activity data for the time period. Subsequent data
files, the "UA" files (unified Abstract files), contain one
orbit of UA data and droll data, and are arranged in ascending
or_er by orbit number. Each data file consists of a header
record followed by approximately 145 records, The header record
contains the orbit number, orbit start and stop times, U_
header data, and orbit parameters corresoonoing to that orbit.
The data records contain UA and orbit data at 15-s intervals
for the time span specified in the header record. Because
there may de gaps in the data, each record contains a
corresponding time. )eglnnlng with word 62_ _alues are given
for the followlnq parameters: total energy flu_ for electrons,
electron density_ characteristic electron energy_ correlation
coefficient for electrons, total energy flux for ionst ion
densltyt characteristic ion enerqy, and the correlation
coefficient for ions. The data are condensed uslno data from
T.5 s _efore _nO 7.5 s after the 15-s time mark, making
available 15 stepping sequences for processing. When the
spacecraft iS in the iB-s spin mode, only data from the uDDer
hemisphere are accepted. Some of the other parameters Included
in t_e record _re a_te and time of the measurement; time from
perigee; sunllght/darkness flag; Greenwich sidereal time;
height above the geoid; satellite position and velocity;
geodetic Latitude of the subsolar point; east longitude of the
satellite; Local apparent solar time; Local magnetic time;
Mcllwain,s L-shell parameter; invarlant latltuoe; magnetic
field strength; and geodetic latitude and longitude of both the
ingress and egress points of the geomagnetic field llne through
the satellite.
...............................................................
Cata set name - LOW ENERGY ELECTRON CATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 73-I01A-125, LOW ENERGY ELECTRON DATA, _FIL_
Time period covered - 12/19/73 TO D9/23/75
(AS verified by NSSO3)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF _ICROFILM
This ttme-ordereo film data set contains some data from
the lo_-energy electron (LEE) investigation, and data from
some of the other AE-C science investigations. The data are
dlsolayed in four-frame sequences: (1) temperature, drlft_ and
potential; (2} ion concentrations; (3) neutral concentrations;
and (a) particles and photons. For a given Orbit, the data may
be contained in more than one four-frame sequence. Some frames
in this data set show no data points. The following features
are common to all frames: 20-min Linear abscissa; orbit
numoer; year_ month, aayl UT in secondsl and UT in hours,
minutes and seconds. Beneath the bottom abscissa are values
(given every 2 mln) for altltuoe, latltude_ longltude_ Local
time, invariant latltude_ McIlwaln,s L-shell parameter_ spin
rate, and solar zenith angle. In addition, all frame headings
show the plotting symbols used for each instrument whose data
are _tsolayeo on the frame. The _{E data are shown in frame
of the four-frame sequence. This data set was produced in
August and September 1975.
......................................... .......................
AE-C, NIER
OPEN-SOJRCE N_UTRAL 4ASS S_ECTRO_ETER
(OSS)
...............................................................
Data set na_e - 3SS _JTRAL ATMOSPHERE CONCENTRATIONS
ON TAPE (*)
19
NSSDC ID 73-101A-OTA_ OP. SOuRCE-NEUT.M.S.OATA, TAPE
flme perlod covered - 12/16/73 TO 12/ii/?8
(As verified oy _SSDC)
Quantity of data - 62 REELS OF TAPE
The data from the open-source neutral mass spectrometer
lOSS) investigation are on part of the magnetic tape pr_vlded
by the project office. The remainder of the tape contains data
from other Atmosphere Explorer-C investigations. Each g-trackw
olnaryt i500-opl magnetic taQel written on an XDS _30 comoJter,
contains I calendar month of data. The first file of the tape
is a header file specifying the satellite IDt point-by-polnt
data record slzet start and stop times of the data contained on
the tape, a list of orbit nj_bers on the taQe_ a_d the magnetic
and solar activity data for the time period. Subsequent data
filesv called "UA" files (Unified Abstract files), contain one
orbit of UA data and aroit dotal and are arrange3 im ascs_dlng
order by orbit number. Each data file consists of a header
record followed by approximately i_5 records. The header
record contains the Orbit numbert orpit start and stop tlmes_
UA header data, and orbit 3ara_eters corresaa_din_ t_ that
orbit. The data records contain UA and orbit data at 15-s
intervals for the time period specified in the header record.
Since there _ay De gaps i3 the qata, each record contains a
corresponding time. The data begin on record aord 93 a_d
include the concentrations of the following neutral atmosphere
species (number/cc}: N2, 02, Me_ O, Art Nt and a value for the
equivalent 02 from (02 0/2). i_ all sev_ wordst the
lowest order (rlghtmost) bits have been replaced with a
percentage error byte. Masking off these bits gives directly
the percentage error of the data value. Some of the other
parameters i_cluded i_ the record are date a_d time of the
measurement; time from perigee; sunlight/darkness flag;
Greenwich sidereal time; height above geoid; satellite position
and velocity; geooetlc latitude of subsolar oolnt; east
longitude of the satellite; local aaoarent solar ti_e; local
magnetic tlme_ McIIwaints L-shell parameter; invariant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic latitude and
longitude of ooth the ingress and egress )alnts of the
geomagnetic field through the satellite.
...............................................................
Data set name - OPEN SOURCE SPECTRO_T_ DATA ON
MICROFILM
_SSDC ID 73-101A-OT_, OPEN SOURCE SPECTROMETER, M¢ILM
Time oerloo covered - 12/19/73 TO 09/23/75
(AS verified oy _SSOS)
Quantity of data - B REELS OF MICROFILM
This tlme-ordered film data set contains some data from
the open-source neutral mass spectrometer (05S), and data from
so_e of the other AE-C science Incesti_ati_ns. T_ese A[-C data
are displayed in four-frame sequences: (1) temperature9 drift,
and potential; (Z) ion concentraIions; (3} neutral
concentrations; and (_} p=rticles and photons. For a given
orbit, the data may be contained in nore than 33_ four -fra_
sequence. Some frames in this data set show no data points.
The following features are common to all frames: 20-min linear
abscissa; oroit _omoer; yeor, _anth, a_d day; JT In seconds;
and UT in hours, minutes, and seconds. Beneath the bottom
abscissa are values (given every 2 min) for altitudee latitude,
longitude_ local time_ Invarlant latitude, McIlwaln_s L-shell
oarameter_ spin rate_ an_ solar zenith angle. In _ddttto_ all
frame headings Show the plotting symbols used for each
instrument whose data are displayed on the frame. The OSS data
are shown in frame 3 of the fourmframe sequence. This data set
was produced in August and September 1975.
...............................................................
AE-C, PELZ
CLOSED-SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER
...............................................................
Data set na_e - CLOSED SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETE_
COMPOSITION DATA ON TAPE (.)
NSSDC [0 ?3-IO1A-08_ CL,SOURCE-NEUI.M.S,DATA, TAPE
Ti_e oerio_ covered - 12/_6/73 TO 12/11/T8
(As verified by NSSDO)
Quantity of data - G2 REELS 3 = TAmE
The data from the closed-source neutral mass spectrometer
(MACE) investigation are on part of the magnetic tape provided
by the project office. The remainder 3f tme taQe contatn_ data
from other Atmosphere Explorer-C investigations. Each g-track_
blnary_ 1600-bpi magnetic taoe_ written on an _DS g30 comouter_
contains data for I calendar month. The first file of the tape
is a header file soecifytng the sat_lllte ID, 3_Int-by-_oi_t
data recoro slze, start and stop times of the data contained on
the tape, a llst of orbit numbers on the taped and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the time De ri_. Za_h one of the
subsequent data files, called "UA" files (Unified Abstract
files}e contains one orbit of UA data and orbit data, These
files are arranged in ascending order by orbit number_ and a
file consists of a header record followed by approximately in5
records. The header record contains the orbit number, orbit
start and stop times_ UA header data_ and orbit parameters
corresponding to that orbit. A data record contains UA and
orbit data at 15-s intervals for the time span specified in the
header record. Since there may be gaps in the data, each
record contains a corresponding time. The data from this
investigation start in record word 52. Expressed in units of
mumberlcc_ the investigation outputs are the concentrations of
the following species : N2_ O, He_ Ar_ NO_ and the equivalent
total 0 from (0 * 2 X 02). The 10 least-significant bits of
each of these $ words provide an estimate of the fractional
error. Some of the other parameters included in the recor_ are
date and time of the measurement; height above geold; satellite
position and velocity; geodetic latitude of the subsolar point;
east longitude of the satellite; local apparent solar time;
McIlwain_s L-shell parameter_ invarlant latitude; magnetic
field strength; and geodetic latitude and loncttu_ of both th_
i r_jress and egress points of the geomagnetic field line through
the satellite.
...............................................................
Data set name - MACE NEUTRAL ATMOSPhErE COMPOSITION DATA
ON MICROFILM
NSSgC ID 73-101AmO_B! NEoT AIMS CD_P 3ATA, M:I_M
Time period covered - 12/19/73 TO 09/2_/75
(As verified by _SS]C)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF MICROFILM
T_is tlme-ordered fil_ data set contains some data from
the closed-source neutral mass spectrometer (MACE)
invest;got;phi and data from some of the other AE-C science
investigations. These AE-C data are displayed in four-frame
sequences: (I) temperature, drift, and potential; (2) ion
concentrations; (3) neutral ccncentrations_ and (4) particles
and photons, For a given orbtt_ the data may be contained in
• ore than one four-frame sequence. Some frames in this oata
set show no data Points, The following features are common to
all frames: 2O-mtn linear absctssa_ orott number; year, month,
day; UT in seconds; and UT in hours_ minutes, and seconds.
Eeneath the aottom aoscissa are values (given every 2 min) for
altitude, latitude, longitude, local time, invariant latitude,
_cIlwaln_s L-shell parameter, spin rate, and solar zenith
angle. In addition, all frame headings show the plottin_
symbols used for e_ch instrument whose data are displayed on
the frame. The MACE data are sho_n in frame 3 of the
four-frame seouence. This data set _as produced in August and
September 1975.
...............................................................
AE-C, SPENCER
NEUTRAL ATMOSPhErE TEMPERATLRE (NAT[)
...............................................................
Data set name - NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE AND
C34_3SITIS_ (°)
NSSDC tO 73-101A-OBA_ NEUT.ATMOS.TEMP.AND CO_P._ TAPE
Time period covered - 12/16/73 TO 12/II/7R
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - 52 REELS O _ TAPE
The data from the neutral atmosphere temperature_
composltlon_ and wlnd (NATE) investigation are on part of the
_agnetlc tape provld_d oy the proiect office. The remainder of
the tape contains data from other Atmosphere Explorer-C
investigations. Each g-track_ oinary_ 1500-bpl _adnetlc taPe_
written on an X]S 930 computer, contains I calendar month of
data. The first file of the tape is a header file specifying
the satellite ID, point-by-point data recor¢ size, start and
stop times of the data contained on the tape_ a llst of orbit
numoers on the tape, and the magnetic and solar activity data
for the time period. Subsequent data files_ called "UA" files
(Unified Abstract files)_ contain one orbit U_ data and orbit
data_ and are arranged in ascending order by oroit number.
Each data file consists of a header record followed by
approximately I_5 records. The header record contains the
oroit number_ orbit start and stop times_ UA header data_ and
orbit parameters corresponding to that orbit. The data records
contain UA and orbit data at 15-s intervals for the time span
specified in the header record. Since there may be gaps in the
data, each record contains a corresponding time. The data from
this investlgatian start in word 68. Values are given for the
following parameters : the neutral gas temperature; the
concentrations in number/cc of N2, total 0 from (0 * 2 02)t ue_
Ar; and vertical atmospheric motions. These measurements are
all represented as floating point numbers. _henever any of the
values is not being measured_ a zero is inserted. Some of the
other parameters included in the record are care and time of
the measurement; ti_ from perigee; sunlightloarkness flag_
Greenwich sidereal time; height above geol,; satellite position
and velocity; geodetic latitude of subsolar point; east
longitude of the satellite; local apparent solar time; local
_agnetic time; McIlwaln's L-shell parameter; invariant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic latitude and
longitude of both the ingress and egress points of the
20
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geomagnetic field line through the satellite.
...............................................................
Sara set name - ",EUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TrNPERATURE ANO
ZOM_OSITION DATA ON MICqOFlLM
NSSDC ID 73-IO1A-OgR, NZJT ATMOS T_-20M _ DATA, _=ILM
Time period covered - 1211£173 TO 09123175
(As verified o/ N$SDC)
Ouantity of aata - B REELS O_ MIC_O_IL_
This ti_e-ordereo film data set contains some data from
the neutral atmosphere te_oeratjret C3_Qositi]l_ and wt_d
(NATE) investlgation, and data from some of the other AE-C
science investi;a[ions. These AE-C aata are displayed in
foJr-fra_e sequences: (i) temperature, drift_ and potential;
(Z) ion concentratlons; (_) neJtral concentrations; al3 (_)
_articles and c,hotons. For a qiven orbit, the data _ay be
contained in more th_n one four-frame sequence. Some frames in
this data set s_o_ no :oata 33iqts. The followiqg features are
common to all frames: 2O-min linear abscissa; orbit number;
year, month, _uy; UT in seconds; and UT in hours, minutes and
seconds. 5eneath the bottom absciss_ are values (given every 2
_in) for altitJde_ latitJde, loq_itJJe, local t_e, invgrlant
latitude_ Moiled ints L-shell parameter_ spin rate, and solar
zenith angle, in adaitton_ all frame hearings show the
_totting Symbols used for e_cq iqotrJ_eqt wqase data are
displayed on the frame. The NATE data are shown in frame 3 of
the foJr-frame _eqJence. This dat,_ set was produced in August
_nc September I_7E.
*********************** AE-D **********************************
_E-D_ _A_T_
I_L_A_I_L_T _!T_I_-_×I_ _P_E_T
_ta se_ n_me - _ _T_D D×IDE _) DATA _ _A$NEYI_
T_
ND_ _ _q_A-_A_ _TRIO D_I_E _ATA_ _APE
_ime perio_ c_vere_ - 1_/_/?_ TO _
_s _eriiied _ _S_$)
_uant_t_ of _ata - _ _DELS _ _AP_
The Qata from the ultraviolet nitric_oxide (_0_
in_e_tigatio_ are o_ _art _f t_e _a_etic ta_e _r_id_d _y th_
_oj_ct ofice° The re_ai_de_ _f the tape contains data fro_
otb_r Atmospher_ _plorer-_ investi_ti_ns° This _-t_c_
_-_pi, _i_ry _a_netic ta_, _rit_ o_ a_ _ _ c_m_t_r,
¢_tains 1 calendar _onth of data° The first file of the tape
i_ a header file specifying the s_ellite _, boi_t_P oi_t
_at_ record si_e_ start and stop ti_e_ of the data contained on
the taoe_ a list of _rPit n_ers _ _he ta_e_ _ the _a_eti_
an_ s_lar _c_ivit_ _ata for the time _eriod° _seg_ent data
tile_ t_e _ files _nifie_ Abstra_ filesl_ c_tai_ one
_ro_t of _A _ata an_ _r_it d_t_ a_ _re arra_ i_ asc_n_in_
o_der _y o_bit nu_er. Each data f_le consists ot a header
rec_r_ follo_e_ o_ appro_i_atel_ la_ records. The header
_ecor_ conlains the orbit _u_b_ orbit start a_d stop ti_es_
_A _eader _ata_ a_Q _rb_t _a_t_s c_rr_di_ t_ t_t
orbit. _h_ _t_ records c_tai_ _ and orbit data at _-s
in_rv_l_ for _he ti_e spa_ specifi_ i_ the header record.
_i_ce t_ere may _e _a_ i_ the _ata_ each record contain_ a
correspo_din_ ti_e° beginning _h data r_c_d _rd 11_
_al_es ar_ oi_e_ f_r the f_llo_in_l p_ra_et_rs_ the _D scale
h_i_ht a_ _D _ensity at the _p_cecraft altit_de_ the _
_e_it_ at 1_ _ t_e _i_ _0 _nsity oa_ved d_rin_ a
given sca_, an_ _h_ altitude at _hic_ this _a×i_um occurred*
Some of t_e _he_ _aramet_rs i_clude_ in the record are _ate
a_ time of _he meas_rement_ time f_o_ peri_ee_
s_nli_ht_dar_nes_ flag_ Greenwich _i_ere_l ti_ height ao_
the _eoid_ satellite oosition and _elocity; geOdetic latitude
of the s_solar point_ east longitude of the satellite_ local
_arent s_l_r _ime_ l_cal _ag_eti¢ ti_e; _c_l_i_ _s L-_hell
_ar_eter_ _nva_iant latitude_ _e_ic field strength_ and
_eoQetic l_tit_e a_ longituoe o_ _ot_ the ingress and egress
ooint_ _f the g_om_g_etic fieLd lin_ through the satellite.
A_D, _E
_YL_I_AL E_E_T_OSTAT_C PRD_E IDEP)
_ata s_t na_e - _Y_I'_D_ AL _LECT_OSTAT_C P_D_E (DEP_
DA_A 0_ MAG_ET_D TA_E
NSSDC Ig 75-O_6A-OIA, CEP D_TA, TAPE
Time period covered - 10/06/75 TO 01/29/76
(As verified Py NSS]C)
Quantit_ of data - 4 _EELS O_ TAPE
The data from the cylindrical electrostatic proPe (CEP)
Investioatlon are on part of the magnetic tape provided by the
project office. The remainder of the tape contains data from
other Atmosphere Explorer-D investigations. Each 9-track_
iGOO-bpi_ binary magnetic tape, written on an XDS 938 computer_
contains & calendar _onth of data. the first file of the tape
iS a header file specifying the satellite ID_ polnt-by-point
data record size_ start and stop times of the data contained on
the tape, a list of oroit nuEbers On the tape, and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the time period. SubseQuent data
files_ called "UA" files (Unified Abstract files), contain one
orbit of UA data and orbit data, and are arranged in ascending
order oy oroit numoer. Each data file consists of a header
record followed by approximately la5 records. The header
record contains the orbit numOer_ orbit start and sto_ times_
UA hea_er data, an_ oroit parameters corresponding to that
orbit. The data records contain UA and orbit data at 15-s
intervals for the time span soecified in the header record.
Since there may be gaps in the data, each record contains a
corresponding time. Words 58, 5_ and 50 contain the results
from this investigation and are, respectively, the electron
temperature, the ion denstty_ and the satellite potential. The
words are stored as floating point numbers. Some of the other
parameters included in the record are date and time of the
measurement; time from perigee; sunlight/darkness flag;
Greenwich sidereal time; height above the geoid; satellite
position and velocity; geodetic latitude of the suosolar point;
east longltuoe of the satelllte_ local apparent solar time;
local magnetic time; McIlwain's L-shell parameter; Invariant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic latitude ano
longitude of ooth the ingress and egress points of the
geomagnetic field llne through the satellite.
...............................................................
AE-_, CHAMPIO_
ATMOSPHERIC OENSITY ACCELEROMETER IMESA)
...............................................................
Data set name - ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY ACCELEROMETER (MESA)
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOS I] TS-O96A-O2A_ _£SA DENSITY DATA, TAP_
Time period covere_ - i0/06/75 TO D1/2g/76
{As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of _ta - _ REELS 9 p TAP_
The data from the miniature electrostatic accelerometer
(MESA) investigation are on Dart of the magnetic tape provided
by the project office. The remainder of the tape contains data
from other Atmosphere E_olorer-D investigations. Each 9-track_
iGOO-bpi_ binary magnetic tape_ written on an XDS _30 computer,
contains i calendar month of data. The first file of the tape
is a header file specifying the satellite ID, point-by-point
data record size_ start aria stoo times of the data contained on
the tape, a list of orbit numbers On the tape_ and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the time period. SubseQuent data
files_ the "UA" files (unified Abstract files), contain one
orbit of UA data and orbit data_ and are arranged in ascendinq
order 3y orbit numoer. Each data file consists of a header
record followed Oy approximately 1_5 records. The header
record contains the orbit number, orbit start and stop times,
UA header data_ and orbit parameters corresponding to that
oroit, The data records contains JA data at 15-s intervals for
the time span specified in the header record. Since there may
De gaps in the data_ each record contains a corresponolnq time.
Words Tl an_ 72 contain the investigation data and are,
respectively, density in g/co and wind in m/s. Some of the
other parameters included in the record are date and time of
the measurement; time from perigee; sunllght/darkness flag;
Greenwich sidereal time; height above the geold; satellite
position and veloclty; geodetic latitude of the subsolar point;
east longitude of the satellite; local apparent solar time;
local magnetic time; McIlwain's L-shell parameter; invarlant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic Latitude and
lonqltude on both the ingress and egress points of the
geomagnetic field llne through the satellite.
...............................................................
AE-D, OOERING
PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER (PES)
...............................................................
Data set name - PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER (PES} DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
21 1
_._,_ ;: _ t,
NSSDCI 75-09GA-O3A_ PES DATAt TAPE
Time period covered - 1D/06/75 TO 01/29/76
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - ¢ REELS OF TAPE
The data from the photoelectron spectrometer (PEG)
investigation are on 3art of the _ag_tlc taoe 3rovlded oy the
project office. The remainder of the tape contains data from
other Atmosphere Explorer-D investigations. Each g-track,
1600-bOlt binary magnetic tape, written on an XDS 930 computer_
contains I calendar month of data. the first file of the tsar
is a header file specifying the satellite ID, Dolnt-by-polnt
data record slzep start and stop times of the data contalneo on
the CaDet a llst of orbit numbers on the tape_ and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the ti_e oerlod. SJaseqJent data
files, the "UA" files (Unified Abstract files), contain one
orbit of UA data and orbit data, and are arranged in ascenginq
order by droll number. Each data file consists of a header
record followed by approximately 145 records. The header
record contains the orbit number_ orbit start and stop times,
UA header data, and orbit parameters corresponding to that
orbit. The data records contain UA data st 15-s intervals for
the time span specified In the header record. Since there may
be gaos in the data each record contains a corresponding time.
The normal energy ranges i deluded in the six data words
starting with I02, are as follo,s: 2 t3 3, T t3 9g 12 to 17t
2E to 30, 57 tO _0, and iCO to SO0 eV. In some operatin 9
modes, only a partial sampling of the full ] to 500 eV energy
range is obtained. A 3ortloq 3f the data has z_ro valJes in
all but words 106 and log. In this cdse, word 106 contains the
averdge flu_ from 7 to _2 eV and wor_ 10_ contains the average
flux in the 100 to 500 eV range. _n all cases, the data
reported are a 15-s average of the flux for the tnt_rvaL
beginning with the time associated .ith the _ata word. Some of
the other parameters included in the record are date and time
3f the measurement; time fro- 3eri_ee; sJnllght/Oarkness flag;
Greenwich sidereal time; height above the geoid; satellite
position and velocity; geodetic latltu_e of the subsolar point;
east Longitude of the satellite; Local apparent solar time;
Local magnetic time; mcllasints L-shell parameter; Invarlant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic latitude and
longitude of both the ingress and egress points of the
geo_agnetlc field Line tnroJgl the satellite.
...............................................................
_[IDt HANSON
RET_q_IN$ POTENTIAL _&ALYZEK/_RIFT mETER
(RPA)
...............................................................
Cata set name - _ET_ROING POTENTIAL _NALYZER (RPA) DATA
ON mAGNETIC TAPE
_SSDC ID 75-C)S_-O_A, RPA DATAt TAPE
Ti_e period covered - 10/05/75 TO 31/29/76
(As verifle_ by _SSDC)
Quantity of data - 4 REELS O; TAP_
The data from the retarding potential analyzer (RPA)
investigation are on 3art of the _aQqetlc tape provided Oy the
project office. The remainder of the tape contains data from
other Atmosphere Ewplorer-J investigations. Each 9-track_
16CO-apt, binary magnetic tape, written on an XOS aGO computer,
_ontalns l calendar month of data. The first file of the tape
is a header file specifying the satellite ID, polnt-by-polnt
_ata record size, start and stop times of the data contained on
the tape, a List of orbit numbers on the tape, and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the ti_ period, SJose_Jent dat_
files, the "_" files (unified Abstract files), contain one
orbit of UA data and orbit data_ an_ are arranged in ascendtnq
order _y ordtt njmPer. Sac h data file consists of a header
record followed by approximately I_5 records. The header
record contains the orbit number, orolt start and Stop times,
UA header data, and orbit parameters corresponding to that
orbit. The _ata records contai_ J_ aTd orbit data at I5-s
intervals for the time span specified in the header record.
Since there may _e gads in the ddta, each record contains a
correspoqdlng time. Starting with _Ord log, the investigation
outputs include ion temperatJre (dog K), total ion
concentration (ions/cc), ion drift velocity along the * or -X
oxls of the spacecraft (m/s), vehicle (ground plane) potential
(V), total ion concentration rojg_ess (percent), the ion drift
velocity along the * or -Y axis of the spacecraft (m/s), the
ion drift velocity along the * or -D a_is of the spacecraft
(m/S). The RPA and duct data are oDtained every 15 S from 30-S
running _elghted averages of the IndivioJal dat_ points. The
ortft meter data are represented by the individual data point
nearest to the time indicated. In this case, the time
_Ifference between the dat_ Point _no the tt_ indicated is
usually less than 2/3 s. Some of the other parameters included
in the record are date and time Of the measurement; time from
perigee; sunlight/darkness flag; Greenwich sidereal time;
height above the geat_; satellite position a_d velocity;
geodetic latitude of the suOsolar point; east longitude of the
satellite; Local apparent solar time; local magnetic time;
mcllwaln,s L-shell _ara_eter; Invarlant latitude; magnetic
field strength; and geodetic Latitude and longitude of both the
inqress and egress points Of the geomagnetic flelo llne through
the satellite.
AE-O, HAYS
VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER (VAE)
...............................................................
Data set name - VlSI_LE AI_SLO_ EXPE_II_T (VAE) DATA ON
_AGN_TIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-096A-13A, VISIBLE AIRGLOw DATA, TAPE
Time period covered - 10/06/75 TO 01/29/76
(AS verified by NSSDD)
Quantity of data - _ REELS 3 = TAPE
The data from the visible airglow (VAE) investigation are
on part of the magnetic tape provided by the bro_ect office.
The remainder of the tape contains data from other Atmosphere
Explorer D-Investlgations. Each g-track, l_O0-bpi, binary
magnetic tape_ written on an XDS 930 computers contains 1
calendar month of data. The first file of the tape is a header
file specifying the satellite ID, polnt-oy-polnt record size_
start and stop time of the data contained on the tape, a List
Of orbit numbers on the tape, and the magnetic and solar
activity data for the time period. Subsequent data files, the
"UA" files (Unified Abstract files}_ contain one orbit of UA
data and orbit datas anb are arranged in ascending order by
oroit number. Each data file consists of a header recor_
followed by approximately 145 records. The header record
contains the orbit number, orbit start anc stop times, UA
header data, and orbit parameters corresponotnq to that orbit,
The _ata records contain UA ann orbit dat_ at 15-s intervals
for the time span specified in the header record. Since there
may be gads in the data, each record contains a correspondinq
time. 3ata record word 123 begins the V_Z data words. The
values are obtained every i_ s by Linearly interpolating data
taken on either side of the 15-s point, _or each orbit_ the
VAE stores two header records in addition to the _ata. The
first header is a _-woro record giving orbit number ann
investigation status. If the status word contains "dual", the
VAE changes mooe in the pass. The second hearer record defines
both modes_ which are related to the wavelengths observed as
tabulated in the appendix of a format document t_at is supplied
by NSSDC. in addition to identifying the two _avelengths Doing
measured, the secon_ header record describes for e_ch of the
six _ata words, whether the data are from channel 1 (narrow
field of view) or cnannel 2 (large field of view), and the
direction the instrument _as looktnq when the data were
collected. Some of the other parameters Included in the recor_
are _ate and ti_e of the measurement; time from perigee;
sunllght/darkness flag; Greenwich sidereal time; height above
the geolo; satellite position and velocity; geodetic latitude
of the suhsolar point; east Longitude of the satellite: Local
apparent solar tlme; Local magnetic time; 4cll_aln_s _-shell
parameter; Invarla_t latitude; magnetic field strength; and
geodetic Latitude and longitude of both the ingress ano egress
Points of the geomagnetic field line through the satellite.
...............................................................
AE-3, _EDIN
NEUTRAL AT_OSPaERE CO_POSITION (NACE)
...............................................................
Data set name - iS_T_C L ATm_SP_Eq:_ _7_._C51T13_ I_1C:1
NSSOC IC 75-09_A-OAAs NACE DAIA, TAPE
Time period covered - 10/06/75 TO 0112g/7_
(AS verified py NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OP TAPE
The data from the closed-source neutral _ass spectrometer
(NACE) investigation are on part of tape provided Py the
project office. The remainder of the tape contains data from
other Atmosphere Explorer-_ investIQatlons. Each q-tracK,
i600-bpi$ binary magnetic tape, written on an XOS 930 computer,
contains l calendar _onth of data. The first file of the tape
iS a header file specifying the satellite ]D, polnt-oy-polnt
data record size, start and stop times of the data contained on
the tape, a List of orbit numbers on the tape, and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the time period. SubseQuent data
files, the "UA" files (bntfted Abstract files), contain one
orbit of UA data and orbit data, and are arranged in ascending
order dy pratt number. Each data file consists of a header
record followed by approximately la5 records. The header
contains the orbit number, orbit start and stop times, UA
header data, and orbit parameters corresponding to that orbit.
The data records contain UA and orbit data at 15-s intervals
for the time span specified in the header recorO. Since there
may be gads in the data, each record contains a correspondln_
ti_e. Starting with the record word g3, the data presented
include values for the concentrations (number/co) of the
following neutral atmospheric species N2, O, _e, Ar, NO* and
the equivalent total 0 from (0 * 2x02). The tO
least-slgnlflcant bits of each of these 6 words provide an
estimate of the fractional error. Some of the other parameters
included in the record are date and time of the measurement;
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timefromperigee;sunlight/darknessflag;greenwichsiderealtime;heightabovethegeoid;satellite3asltidqandvelocityl
geodetic latitude of the subsolar polnt; east longitude of the
satellite; local apparent solar time_ local magnetic tlme_
McIIwaln's L-shell oaraneter; Invarlant latltuJe; magnetic
field strength; and geodetic latitude and longitude of both the
ingress and egress points of the geomagnetic field line through
the satellite.
...............................................................
A£-3, _OCCMAN
4AGNETIC IDN-MASS SPECTROMETE_ (MIMS)
...............................................................
Data set name - MAGNETIC ION MASS SPESTROMETER (MIMS)
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC 13 75-096A-10A, 4AD,ION MASS SRE: DATAv TA=!
Time period covered - 10/86/T_ Tg 01/29/76
(AS verified by NuSDC)
Quantity of data - _ REELS OF TAPE
The data from the magnetic ton-mass spectrometer (_IMS)
investi;atton are on dart of the _ajqettc taDe provided 3y the
project office. The remainder of tape contains data from other
_tmOsDhere E_plorer-D investigations. Each R-trackt 1600-bplt
oimary magnetic taoe, written on an _]6 930 computer, contains
1 calendar month of data. T_e first file 3f the tape is a
header file specifying the satellitp 15, polnt-by-polnt data
recor_ size_ start and stop times of tme data contained on the
t_oet a list 3f orbit _a_Pers Oq the t_ae_ an0 tn_ m_gnetic and
solar activity data for the time period. Subsequent data files,
the "gA" files {Unified Abstract files)t contain one orblt of
UA oata and orbit data, and are arran;ed in ascending order by
orbit nomber. Each data file c3_ists 3f a _eaJer record
follo_e_ _y approximately 1_ r-corNs. The header record
cbntdins the orbit numoer9 orbit start and stob times_ UA
hea_er data, and orbit )ara_eters corr_s_n_tm_ to that arott,
The data records contain UA and orbit data at 15-s intervals
for the time sb_n specified in the _eader record. Since there
may De gaps in the data, each record contains a corresponding
ti_e. Reginning _it m record wDr_ 73_ th_ iNvestigatioN
m{.asurements give values for the ion Concentrations (ions/co)
of the following ion species: "÷t _P_, N*, D*, NZ*t NO+, _2÷,
_.**, 3-, 9_o vu÷° Some 3f the 3t_er 3_raTeters iqcluded in the
record are _ate and ti_e of the measure-eriC; time from perigee;
sunLi_mt/darkness flag; greenwich sidereal time; heiqht a_ove
the 3enid; satellite position and velocity; geooetic latitude
3f t_e sabsolar point; east l_itu_e of the satellite; l_cal
_LDar_nt solar time; Local magnetic timel _cIlwain's L-shell
u_r_meter; inv_riant latitude; _a_netic ftelo strength; and
goD,eric Latitude ann lDqgitJde _f both toe ingress and egress
points of the geom)gnetic field line tmrough toe satellite.
...............................................................
AE-3_ _D;FMAN
LC_-S_,ERgY ELECT4ONS (LEE)
...............................................................
:ata set na-e - tO^ ENERGY ELECTRON (LEE) DATA SN
_ASNETIC TAPE
_CSDC :_ 7E-Og_A-12A, LEE 2ATA, TA=E
Ti-_ perioP covered - 10/_6/7_ TC Q_/_9/7£
(AS verified _ q_SDC)
_uantity of datd - _ REELE 0 _ TA_ _
The data fro _ toe ID_ energy electrons (LEE)
investijltion are on Dart of the miD,lpetic tape provided by the
:roject office. The remainger of toe tape contains data from
Dther _tTOsDhere Exolorer-_ investigations, Each 9-trackl
l_OC-bpi, binary magnetic taae, _rit[eq On aq _OS 930 co_)ater,
contains 1 cdlenoar month of nora, The. first file of the tape
is c header file sneclfying the satellite ]D, polnt-Dy-polnt
data record sizel start ant sto3 ti-es af the dat_ containeo 33
the tape, a list of orbit numbers on the tapel and the _adnettc
and solar activity data for the ti_e ;,ertod. Sunsequent data
files, the "_" files {Unified CPstrdct files)_ contain one
orbit Jf CA Oat_ an_ orbit J_ta, an_ are _rran_ in _SC_diq_
otter Py orbit pumper. Eac_ data file consists of a header
record followed r y approximately l_T records. The header record
contains the orDit qJ_ber_ orbit _tart and stop tim_s, UA
heaoer data, and orbit parameters corresponding to that orbit.
fro data records contain UA and orbit _ata at I5-s intervals
for the time span specified in the header record, decause
t_ere _ay De gaDS in _he data, eac _ recDr_ contains a
corresponoinq time. deglnning with _orP 62, values are given
for the following investigation dJta: total energy flux for
_lectrons in these energy ranges (keV) -- 0.2 to O.B_ 0,8 to 2,
2 to T, and 7 to ZT; average energy fDr electrons; total
rlectron flux; total energy flux for ions; average energy for
ions; and the total ion flux. The data are condenseo using
data fro- 7.5 s before _7d 7.5 s _fter the iS-s ti_e _arK,
making available 15 stepping sequences for processing. When
the spacecraft is in the IS-S spin dose, only cata from the
uDDer memisphere are accepted. 5o_e of the other parameters
included in the record are date and time of the measurement;
time from perigee; sunlight/darkness flag; 3reenwich sidereal
time; height above the geoldL satellite position and velocity;
geodetic latitude of the subsolar point; east longitude of the
satellite; local apparent solar time; local magnetic time;
Mc_Iwain's L-shell oarameterl Invarlant latitude; magnetic
field strength; ann geodetic latitude and longitude of both the
ingress and egress points of the geomagnetic field line through
the satellite.
...............................................................
AE-3, _IER
OPEN-SObRCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER
(OSS)
...............................................................
Data set name - OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER
(OSS) DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID TS-O96A-OTA, ]P.SDJRCE-_JT._.S.DATA_ TAPE
Time perioo covered - 10/06/75 TO 01/29/T6
(As verified by NSSOC)
Cuantity of data - _ REELS OF TAPE
The oata from the open-source neutral mass spectrometer
(ogs} investigation are on part of tape provided by the bro_ect
office. The remainder of the tape contains oata from other
Atmosphere ExDlorer-D investigations. Each 9-track_ iEOO-bpi_
oinary magnetic tape, written on an X]S 930 computer, contains
1 calendar month of data. The first file of the tape iS a
header file specifying the satellite ID, polnt-by-point data
record size_ start and stop times of the data contained on the
tape, a list of orbit numbers on the tape_ and the magnetic and
solar activity data for the time period, Subsequent data
flles_ the "UA" files (Unified Abstract files)_ contain one
orbit of J& data and orbit oata, and are arranged in ascending
order by orbit number. Each data file consists of a header
record followed by appro_fmately la5 recoros. The header
coot}ins the oralt number_ orbit start and stop times, b_
header data, and orbit parameters corresponding to that orbit.
The data records contain UA and orbit data at I5-s intervals
for the time span specified in the header record. Since there
may oe gaps in the _ata, each record contains a corresponding
time. Startinq with the record word 96, the data presented
include the concentrations of the following neutral atmoscherlc
species (numberlcc), respectively -- N2, 02, _el O, Ar, N_ and
a value for toe eQJivatent 02 from (02 + ]/2). In all seven
words_ the _ lowest order Irightmost) bits have been replaced
with a percentage error byte. Masking off these blts gives
directly the percentage error of the data value. Some of the
other parameters included in the record are date anb ti_e of
the measurement_ time from periqee; sunlight/darkness flag;
greenwich sidereal time; height above the geold; satellite
_osltion and velocltyi geodetic latitude of the suosolar polntl
east longitude of the satellite; local apparent solar time;
local magnetic time; #cil_aln's L-shell parameter; invariant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic Latitude and
Longitude of both the ingress and egress coints of the
geomagnetic field line through the satellite.
...............................................................
AE-D_ SPENCER
NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE (NATE}
Data set name - _EJTRA. ATMOSOHERI: TEMPERATURE (%ATE)
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 75-Os6A-OgA_ NEUT._TMOS.TEMP.AND CCMP,, TAPE
Time Derio_ covered - I0/0£/75 TD DI/29/7S
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of Oata - R REELS CF TAPE
The data from the neutral atmosphere temperature_
co_posltion_ and wind {NATE) invest;Nation are on Dart of the
magnetic tape provided fly the project office, the remainder of
the tape contains data from other Atmosphere [xplorer-D
investigations. Each 9-track_ 160O-bpl, binary magnetic tape,
_ritten on an XDS R_O computer_ contains 1 calendar month of
data. The first file of the tape is a header file specifying
the satellite IO, point-by-point data record size, start and
stop times of the oata contained on the tape, a list of orbit
numbers on the tape, and the magnetic and solar activity data
for the time period. Subseuuent data files_ the "UA" files
(unified Abstract files)_ contain one orbit of UA data and
orbit data and are arrangeo in ascending order by orbit number.
Each data file consists of a header record followed by
aporox_ately 145 records. The header record contains the orbit
number, orbit start and stop times, U_ header data, ann orbit
parameters corresponding to that orbit, The data records
contain UA and orbit data at 15-s intervals for the time span
specified in the header record. Since there may be gaps in the
data_ each record contains a corresoondlnq time. The data from
this Investigation start in word £9, Values are given for the
following parameters; the neutral gas temperature; the
concentrations (number/co} of N2, equivalent total 0 from (0 *
2x02)_ He_ At; vertical motions; and horizontal {normal to the
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orbit plane) winds. These measurements are all represented as
floating _olnt n_oers. Whelever any one of th_ _alues is not
being measured, a zero is inserted. Some of the other
[arameters included in the record are date and time of the
_easurement; time fr_ perigee; sunllght/Jarkness flag;
$reenwlch sidereal time; height above the geold; satellite
position and velocltyi geodetic latitude of the subsolar point;
east longitude of the satellite; local apparent solar time;
local magqetlc time; McIIw_In's L-shell parameter; Invarlant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic latitude and
Longitude of both the ingress and egress points of the
geomagnetic field llne through the satellite.
AE-E, B_ACE
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE (CEP)
...............................................................
Data set name - CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE (.)
NSSOC [D 7_-IOTA-OIAt CEP DATA, TAPE
Time oerlod covered - 11121/75 TO 05/07/B1
(As verified Oy N$SDC)
Q_antity of data - 68 REELS _; TAPE
The data from the cylindrical electrostatic probe (CEP)
investigation are bn part of the magnetic tape provided by the
3roject office. The remainder _f the tade co_tdlns data fro_
other Atmosphere Explbrer-E investigations. Each 9-track,
16DO-boi_ binary magnetic tapep written on an XDS 93D combuter,
contains l calendar month of data. The first file bf the tape
is a header file sdeclfyinQ the satelllte [D_ ))Int-by-oolnt
oata record slzep start and stop times of the data contained on
the taper a llst of orbit numbers on the tape_ and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the ti_e oerlod. Sudsequent dat_
filest the "UA" files (Unified Abstract files), contain one
orbit of bA data and orbit data, and are arranged in ascending
oraer by orbit number. Each data file consists of a header
recor_ followed 3y a33roxi_ately I_5 records. The header
record contains the orbit number, orbit start and stop tlmes_
UA header data, and orbit parameters corresponding to that
orbit. The oata retards co_tain jA 3no orolt data at 15-s
intervals for the time span specified in the header record.
S_nce there may be gaps In the datal each recoro contains a
correspOndlng time. Words 5B, _, and 80 contain the results
frd_ this i_vesti_atid_ an3 are, r_soecti_ely_ the electro_
temperature, the ion density, and the satellite botentlal. The
_ords are stored as floating point numbers. So_e of the other
3arameters included in the record are date and time of the
_easurement; time frd_ _eri_ee; sJnlight/da. Kness flag_
Gree, nwich sidereal time; height a_ove the geold_ satellite
position and velocity; geodetic latitude of the subsolar point;
east lomgltu_e of the satellite; local aoaar_t solar ti_e;
local magnetic ti_e: McIlwaln_s L-shell parameter; Invarlant
Latitude; _agnetic flelo strength; ano geooetic latitude anc
longitude of both the ingress and egress points of the
_eo_a_nettc field line throJg_ th_ sat_tliteo
...............................................................
AE-E, BR[NTON
_ENNETT ION-MASS SPECTROMETER (BINS)
...............................................................
Data set name m BENNETT ION-MASS SPECTRSMETER DATA ON
_AGNETIC TAPE (-)
NSSDC I3 ?5-1O7A-IOA, SIMS DATA_ TAPE
Time oerlod covered - 11/21/75 TO 06/07/B1
(As verified by NSSDC)
_uanttty of data - 6B REELS OF TAPE
The data from the Bennett toq-_ass sdectrd_eter (BI_S)
investlgdtion are on part of the magnetic tape provided by the
project offfce, The remainder of the tape contains data from
other Atmosphere Explorer-[ investigations. Each g-track,
160D-bpi_ binary magnetic tape, _rltteq o_ an XBS g3O comaJter_
contains 1 calendar month of oata. The first file of the tape
is a header file specifying the satellite IO_ polnt-by-point
data record size, start amp stY3 ti_es of the dat_ contained on
the tape_ a llst of orbit numbers on the tape, and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the tlme period. Subsequent data
files_ the "UA" files (Unified Abstract files)_ contain one
orbit of UA _ata and Dralt d_ta_ and are arrange3 in asc_ndlng
order by orbit number. Each data file consists of a header
record followed by approximately 145 records. The header
recor_ contains the orbit nuraDer_ Pro it start and stop tlmes_
UA header data, and orbit parameters corres33_dlng ta that
orbit. The data records contain UA and orbit data at 15-s
intervals for the time span specified in the header record.
Since there _ay be gabs in the data, each record contains
correspbndlng time. The data words begin with record number 48
and are the values for the ion concentrations (lons/cc) of the
following ion species: H*_ He*_ N*_ 0÷_ N2*, NO*_ 025, and the
value for the total ion concentration (ions/cc). Some of the
other parameters included in the record are date and time of
the measurement; time from perigee; sunllght/darkness flag;
Greenwich sidereal time; height above the geold; satellite
oosltlon and velocity; geodetic latitude of the subsolar point;
east longitude of the satellite; local apparent solar time;
local magnetic time; _cIlwain's L-shell parameter; invariant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geOoetic latitude and
longitude of both the ingress and egress points of the
geomagnetic field line through the satellite.
AE-_ EBANP_O_
ATN_SP_E_O _E_SIT_ ACCELEB_ETER (NEBA)
_ata set na_e _ _A_RE ELE_TROSTAT_E AC_ELE_NETE_
I_BA_E_S_T_ gATA D_ _A_ _ T_ TAP_ (_)
_SSO_ IO _B_l_A_A_ _ESA _ATA_ TA_
Time _eriod co_ered - ll_T_ T_ _S_
_As verifieo by _SS_)
_ua_tity _f data _ B_ REELS 0_ TA_E
The data from the _in_at_re electrostatic accelero_eter
(_ESA_ investigation are on bart bf t_ _a_n_tic tape brovided
b_ the pro_ect office. The remainder of the tape contains data
fro_ other At_osbhere E_plorer-E investigations° Each _trac_
_bpi, binary _agnetic tabe_ _ritten on an _S _ co_p_ter_
c_ntains _ calendar _onth of data. The _irst file of the ta_e
is a _eader file specifying the satellite _, point-by-point
data hecord si_e_ start and stop ti_es of the data cont_ineo on
the tap_ a list of Orbit n_bers on the tape_ an_ the maonetic
a_d solar activity d_ta for the time p_riodo S_bseouent dat_
files_ the _UA _ files (_nifieo Abstract fites_, co_tai_ _ne
orbit of _A data a_d orbit data_ and are arrange_ in asce_d_
brder b_ orPit n_mber. Each data file consists of a header
record fbllo_ed by appro_i_atel_ L_ recOrdS_ The header
record contains the orbit n_mber_ orbit start a_d stop times_
_A header d_t_ _nd orbit parameters c_rresponding to that
orbit. The d_ta recbrds co_tai_ _A and orbit data at _-s
intervals for the ti_e sban sbecified in the header record.
Since there m_y be daps in the data, each record c_ntain_
corresponding ti_e. _rds T_ and _ contain the in_esti_atio_
data and a_e_ respectiv_ly_ density in _cc and _in_ in _S°
Some of the _ther parameters included in the record are date
an_ ti_e of the measurement; time from _erigee;
s_nlight_dar_ness flag_ greenwich sidereal time; height a_ov_
the _eoid_ satellit_ position and velocity_ _eooetic latitude
of the s_bsolar point; east longitude _f the satellite; locat
abbarent solar ti_e; local magnetic ti_e; _L_in_s L_hell
parameter; invariant latitude; ma_neti_ field st_en_th_ _nd
g_odetic latitude an_ Ibngit_de of both t_e ingress an_ egres_
boints of the geomagnetic field line through t_e satellite°
AE_E, BOER_$
P_OTOE_E_TR_N S_E_T_NETER (P_S)
Data set na_e - R_TOELECT_O_ S_ECTR_ETER _TA 0_
_A_ET_S TA_E (_)
_S_ _ _?A_A, PES DATA_ TAPE
Ti_e _eriod c_vered _ _I_1_ T_ _T_
_As _erified by _SS_C_
_a_tity of data _ _ _EE_S 0_ _A_E
The data from the bhotoelectro_ spectrometer _PES_
i_esti_ation are _n bart of the _agnetic tape provided _y the
pr_ect office. The remainder of the ta_e contains data frp_
_ther Atmosphere E_olorer-_ investigations. Each _-trac_,
l_-bpi_ binary _agnetic tape_ written o_ a_ ×_S _ comp_ter_
contains _ calendar month of data. The first file of the taPe
is a header file specifying the satellite I_, _ointob_p_int
_ata recbrd si_e_ start and stop times of the data contained o_
the tape_ a list of orbit n_m_ers bn the tape_ and the _agnetic
and _olar activity data fo_ the time period. B_bse_ent data
_iles_ the _UA _ files _nified Abstract fiIes_, contain one
orbit of _A data a_d orbit data, and are arranged in ascending
order b_ orbit nu_ber_ Each data file CbhSiSts of a header
record followed by approximately _B records. The header
record contains the orbit n_ber, orbit start and stop times_
UA header data_ a_d brbit parameters c_rresbonding tp that
orbit. The data recOrdS contain UA and orbit data at _s
intervals for the ti_e span specified in the heade_ record°
Since there _ay be gaps in the data, _ach record contains
corr_spondin_ time. The nbr_al energy ranges i_cl_ded in the
_i_ d_ta _ords o_ 1_ _ 1_ 1_ 1_ _nd _ _ are_
respectively, _ tb _ e_ _ to g e_ _ to 1_ e_ _B to _ _
_ tP _ e_ and _ to _ e_. _n sb_e oberating _des_ only a
partial sa_ling of the f_ll _ to _ e_ energ_ range is
obtained. A portipn of the data has _ero _alues in all _ut
_o_ds _ a_d _ In this case, _ord 1_ contains the a_erage
fl_ fr_ T to _ e_ a_d _ord _OT contains the average fI_ in
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the 100 to 50C eV energy range, in all cases, the data
reported are a 15-s average of the flux for the interval
beginning with the time associated with the data J_ed. SD_e of
the other parameters included in the record are date and time
of the measurement; time from perigee; sunlight/darkness flag;
green.ich sidereal ti_el height a33ve the ge0id_ satellite
position and velocity; geodetic latitude of the subsolar point;
east longitude of the satelltte_ local apparent solar time;
(pool magnetic time; McIlwalnls L-shell parameter; Invarlant
latitJde; magnetic field strength; and geodetic latttuJe and
longitude of both the ingress and egress points of the
geomagnetic field line through the satellite.
...............................................................
_E-E! H&_4SON
RETAR]INS PCT[_JT:AL ANALYZER/]qI;T _LT_4
(RP_)
...............................................................
Iota set name - RETARDINg PDTZ_TI_ _ALYZZQ 3AT_ ]N
V_$NETIC TAPE (')
NSSDC ID 75-IOTA-O_A, RP_ 5ATi, Tl_E
Tire period covered - 11/21/75 TO 06/g7/_1
(AS verified by N}SDC)
Cuantity of data - 8B REELS 0 _ TA_E
The data fro_ the retardtn_ potential analyzer iRP_)
investigation are on dart of the _ajq2tic taDe 3r3vided Oy the
project office. The remainder of the tape contains data from
other _tmosDhere Explorer-E investigations, Each _-track,
1ECD-_oit binary magnetic tape, written on an xDS 930 computer,
contains l calendar moqth of data. Th- first file of th_ tape
is a header file soecifylng the satellite I], polnt-by-polnt
rata record size, start and stop times of the data contained on
the tape, a list of orbit numbers on the tape, and the magnetic
and solar activity data fd. the ti_e oerisd. SJ}seuJent data
files, the "U_" files (unified _ustract files}, contain one
oroit of UA dat_ and orbit oata_ ans are arranged in ascending
orser ay orott qjm6er. Zacn _ata file coqsist_ of a header
record followed by approximately i_u records. The header
record contains the droll number, oroit start and stop times,
_A header data, _n_ orbit parameters corresponding to that
orbit, The _ata records contain jA old 9rDit data at 15-s
intervals for the time span specified in the header record.
Since there _ay se gaDS in the data( each record contains a
ccrresoonding ti_e. Star(in# with _or] 108, the investlqation
CutOutS include ion temperatJre (dog K); total ioi
concentration (ions/co); ion drift velocity along the + or -X
a,is of the spacecraft (m/s); the vehicle (ground plane)
3otential (V); total 1on concentration roJ_h_ess (aerceflt)_ tDq
crift velocity along the + or -Y a_is of the spacecraft (m/s)_
the ion drift velocity along the ÷ or --2 axis of the spacecraft
(m/s). The RPA and duct data are obtained every 15 s from 30-s
ronning aeightea avera)es of the iqdtvtdJal dat_ POints. The
drift meter data are represented by the individual data point
nearest to the time indicated. In this case, the time
difference between the data point and the ti_ i_dicated is
usually Less than 2/3 s. Some of the other parameters inclJded
in the record are date and time of the _easurement_ time from
perigee; sunlight/darkness flag; Greenwich sidereal time;
height above the _eDiJ_ satellite _osttidq a_d velscity;
geodetic latitude of the subsolar point; east longitude of the
satellite; Local apparent solar tim_; local magnetic ttme_
_c[lwain's L-sh_ll parameter_ invari_nt latltude_ _aqnetic
field strength; ans geodetic latitJ_e _qc lDn]itJ_e of both the
ingress and eqre_s points of the geo-a_netlc field llne t_rough
the satellite.
...............................................................
AE-E_ _YS
_ISI_LE AIqGLOW P_OTOMET_ (V_E)
...............................................................
iota set name - _IDIBLE AIRGLOW P_OTOVETER [VAt) DATA ON
_AISNCTIC TA_E (*)
_SS3C ID 75-107_-IIA, VAt CATA, T_P=
Time period coverer - 11/21/75 TO 06/87/£1
(&s verified by N;SDC)
Suantity of data - _9 REELS OF TAP r
The data fro_ the visible air,to* investigation (VAE)
investigation are on Dart of t_e _jqetic tape provided 3y the
pro_ect office. The remainder of the tape contains data fro_
other _tmospher_, Explorer-E inve_+tigations. Each _-track,
160C-opi, binary magnetic tape, written on an XDS g30 combuter_
contains 1 calendar mo_th of data. The first file of the tape
is a header file specifying the satellite I'3, point-by-point
rata record size+ start and stop times of the data contained on
the t_be, a list of orbit numbers on the ta_e, and the magnetic
ans solar activity data for the ti_e period, SJase_Jent data
files, the "L_" files (Unified Abstract files), contain one
orbit of UA data an_ orblt data, and are arranged in ascenaina
order ay orbit number. Each oDta file consists of a header
record folloaed oy adDroxi_atety i#[, recdr_. T_e qe_er
record contains the orbit number, orDit start and stop times+
UA header data, and orbit parameters corresponding to that
orbit. The data records contain UA and orbit data at ]5-s
intervals for the time span specified in the header record.
Since there may be gaps in the data, each record contains a
corresponding time, Data record _ord I17 begins the VAE data
words. The values are obtained every 15 s by linearly
Interoolatlng data taken on either side of the 15-s point. =or
each orbit, the VAE stores two header records in addition to
the data. The first heade r is a nine-wOrd record giving orbit
njmber and investigation status. If the status _ord contains
"dual"! the VAE changed mode in the pass. The second header
record defines both modes_ which are related to the wavelengths
observed, as tabulated in the appendt_ of a format document
that Is supplied dy _5S3C. [n addition to identifying the two
wavelengths being measured, the second header record describes
for each of the six data words_ whether the data are from
channel 1 (narrow field of vte_) or channel 2 (large field of
view), and the direction the instrument was looking when the
data were collected. Some of the other parameters included in
the record are date and time of the measurement; time from
3erlgee; sunllght/darkness flag_ ;reenwich sidereal time;
height above the geold; satellite position and velocity;
geodetic latitude of the subsolar pointl east longitude of the
satellite; local apparent solar time; local magnetic time;
McIlwain_s L-shell oara.eter; invariant latitude; magnetic
field strength; and geodetic latitude and longitude of both the
ingress and eqress points of the deomagnetlc field line through
the satellite.
...............................................................
_E-E, _EAT_
E_TRE_E SOLAR dV _ONITOR (ESU _)
...............................................................
_ata set name - ULTRA VIOLET SOLA£ FLUX MEASuREPENTS ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC :9 75-10T_-OSB, _OL_ _LJX _[ASJ_[MZ_TS, =IZ_[
Time period covered - 12/03/75 TO 0g/2_/76
(AS verified by NSS]O)
Ouanttty cf data - 5 C_RDS OF B/W MICRO;IdlE
These data, on _icrofiche prepared by ISS]S from hardcopy
provided by the investigator, contain tables and blots of
relative solar flux as a function of ti_e. The data are
presented in both tabulated form (tables 2-17) and in graphs
(figures 3-18). The table headings include date and time Of
the measurement* orbit number, solar-zenith angle, count rate,
standard deviation of count rate, and the solar IO.7-cm flux.
Two graphs per frame are given with the common abscissa being
Julian date. The lower ordinate Is observed signal count rate
(for a particular diode/filter combination). The upper
ordinate ts the solar lO.7-cm flux in usual units. Also
contained on this microfiche is a describtlon Of the
instrument, and a discussion of the analysis of the data
including routine correctlons_ corrections for both background
and angular response, instrument degradation, and the
procedures used to reduce the data,
...............................................................
Data set name - ABSOLUTE ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR FLUX
NSS2S I] 75-I07A-05C, ABS. dV SO.AR =.dX, =i]_Z
Time period covered - i2/20/73 TO 12/31/73
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - l CARO OF B/W MICROfIChE
These data, on _Icrofiche prepared by _SS]: from hardcopy
provided by the investigator, contain measurements of the
absolute solar ultraviolet flu_. The data are presented in
tables 8 and g of D. _. _eath et al., "Observations of the
absolute ultraviolet solar flux by the Zxtreme Solar
UltravioLet _onitor (ESUM) experiments on board the Atmosphere
Explorer -3 and -5" unpublished, CSC/TM-79/6311, undated.
(NSSDS TR = B3223a). They are displayed in the form of a ratio,
_efi_ed as the instrument readings at specific times corrected
for background and angular response, dlvioed by a computed
theoretical value obtainee by using an assumed reference
spectrum and the instrument parameters at the time of
_easurement. Also contained on the microfiche card is a
description of the instrument, the calibration of the
instruments_ the method of data reduction, and a discussion of
the data and conclusions.
AEoE, _E_
_TRAL At_DSP_ERE ED_P_t_ I_E)
Data set name - _L_SEO-S_E _E_T_AL _ASS SPEET_E_
_AtA _ _A_ET_E TA_ _)
25.
.... + :.,=,- _S
Or ,+::: + - ;_+.'/Q,_TY
NSSDC ID 7B-IOTA-OBA, NACE DATAt TAPE
Time pertoq covered - 11121/75 TO 06/D7/81
(As verified by NSSDC}
Quantity of data - 68 REELS O p TAPE
The data from the closed-source neutral mass spectrometer
(NACE) investigation are on _art of the magnetic LaDe oravlded
by the project Office. The remainder of the tabe contains data
from other Atmosphere Explorer-E investigations. Each 9-track_
iEOO-Dpil binary magnetic taper written on an X]S )30 cbmputer9
contains 1 calendar month of data. The first file of the tape
is a header file specifying the satellite ID, polnt-by-polnt
data record size, start and stop times of the data contained on
the taoe_ a llst of ordlt nJmaers oq the taoe_ ald the ma}netlc
and solar activity data for the time perlbd. Subsequent data
files, the "UA" files (Unified Abstract files)_ contain one
orbit of UA data and orbit data, and are arranged in ascending
order by orbit number. E_ch data file consists of a header
record followed by approximately 145 records. The header
record contains the orbit number, orbit start and stop times,
UA header data, and 3rblt parameters corresponding to that
orbit. The data records contain UA and orbit data at 15-s
intervals for the time span spar;fled in the header record.
Since there may be gads in the data, each record contains a
corresoondlng ti_e. The dat3 fro_ this investigation be]In in
record _ord number _2. Expressed in units of number/cot the
investigation outputs are the numoer density of the folLowlnq
s_ecles: N2_ O_ _et An, NO_ and the equivalent total 0 fro _ (0
2x02). The 10 Least si_qiflca_t pits 3f each of these 6
words orovloe an estimate of the fractional error, Some of the
other parameters included in the record are date and time of
the _easJrement_ time fr_ 3crimea; sJ_li_ht/darkness flag;
greenwich sidereal time; height above the geoid; satellite
position and velocity; geodetic latitude of the subsolar point;
most Longitude of the satellite; local apparent solar time;
Local ma#qetic time; MCILw_inls L-shell 3ara_t_r; invariaqt
latitude; magnetic field strenqth; and geodetic latitude and
lonoltude of both the Ingress and eqress points of the
Qeo_agnetic flelo line througq t_e s_teIllte.
...............................................................
_S-E, _INTERE3GER
SOLAR [JV SPECTROPHOTOMBTER (EUVS)
...............................................................
Data set name - EbV ABSORPTION DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-107A-O6H, EUV ABSORPTION DATA, TAPE
Time pertoo covered - 12/27/78 TO 12/30/7_
(AS verified oy _SSDZ)
_uantity of data - 1 REEL 0 _ T_
These i_vestigatar suDolied s_L_r E_V absDrDttDq data are
on _-track, 1600-DO;, EBCDIC _agnetic tape created on an XDS
g30 co-outer. The data are contained on _ files. They consist
of preliminary flux data for 7 wavelength groubs in the range
fro_ 175 to 1215 A, a_d 13-_ay a_a 81-d_y rJn_i_ mean valaes
of tlux data {printed every 3to and 9tn days, respectively) for
ten _avelength ranges between 1375 and 1850 A. included in the
files are the nominal number of days of the averagel number of
days of existing observations, _J_o_r of 3bser_tio_s _itht_
the averaqtng range of days; and the standard deviation, and
m_ximum and minimum average values for each wavelenqth group.
The fifth file coqtains t_dtvidJal records fr_ _ll aDoropriate
monochromator _12 LUVS turnons. Fluw values are given in units
of 1.E_ photons/sq cm/s/w_velen_th i_terval.
Bat_ set name - _ET_LE_ REPE_B_E $PEG_U_ OP B_
_A_LAN_E _A_A _ M_g_TI_ TAPE
I_$S_ _ ?_-_T_-_E, B_$ SO_AR-_× _T_ TAPE
Ti_, _ri_o c_ere_ _ _O_T TO _B_
_s verified Dy N_SB_
_nt_ty _f Data - _ _EEL OP T_bE
T_is solar-fl_ _at_ s_t _r_vided by the princibaL
invest_tor, is contain_ _ on_ R-trac_ _-_Di_ _
lao_Lle_ magnetic taoe_ w_itten on _ _05 g_ CO_buter. Se_en
_iffere_t cla_ses of dat_ a_e c_ta_d i_ a s_ries _f _iles.
T_e _t_s for each class of data vary. The groubs are heade_
as f_llo_s fLu_ tabuIations _y ti_e _f _bservation _7
_a_el_n_th_ l_L_ _ _B_ _, _ _ _ A_; relativ_
fl_ tabuLation_ _ times of _bser_ations_ graphical cha_ts of
E_ _bServatio_s _y indiviq_l ste_ reference spectrum dat_
ingot _ata s_ts used f_r ge_er_ting synthetic reference
sDectra_ synthetic reference saectra_ a_d graphical cha_ts ot
si_l_t_ _$ r_s_o_ses b_ individual _t_bs. This is regarded
as an intermediate d_t_ set, oeca_se the dat_ _ere t_ b_
re_i_ed s_se_ent to _i_si_ t_ the N_o
AE-E, NIER
OPEN-SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS S_ECTROMZTER
lOSS)
...............................................................
Data set name - 3_ZN-SDURSZ NEUTRAL MASS S_[=TRD_ETZR
COMPOSITION DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE (-)
NSSOC 10 75-10TA-OTA_ OSS OATA_ TAPE
Time period covered - 11/21/75 TO 06/07/81
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of _ata - 59 REELS OF TAPE
The data from the bben-source neutral mass spectrometer
tOSS) investigation are on part of the magnetic tabe provided
by the project office. The remainder of the tape contains data
from other Atmosphere Explorer-E investigations. Each 9-track_
IGOO-bpi_ binary magnetic tape, written on an xDS _0 comPuter_
contains I calendar _onth of data. The first file of the tape
is a header file sbecifying the satellite ID, point-by-point
data record size_ start and stop times of the data contained on
the tape, a llst of orbit numbers on the tape, and the magnetic
and solar activity data for the time her;pp. Suosequent data
files_ the "UA " files (bnlfied _Dstract fiLes)_ contain one
orbit of UA data and orbit data_ and are arranged in ascenD;rid
order 3y oroit numoer. Each data file consists of a he_der
record followed by abproximately IW5 records. The header
record contains the orbit number, orbit start and stop times,
UA header data, and orbit barometers corresponding to that
Droll. The dat_ r_cords contain UA and orbit Data at iz-s
intervals for the time span specified in the header recoro.
Since there may be gaps in the data, each record contains a
corresponding time. 3eglnning wlth word 9B, the Investiqatlon
measurements include the concentrations of the followinj
neutral atmosphere sbecies (number/cc): N2, 02, -e_ O, _r, N,
and a value for the equivalent 02 from (02 • 0/2)° These Data
are interpreted as the iS-S, time-averaged density about the
specified abstract time for the altitude crossed by the
satellite at the abstract time. In all seven words_ the
lowest order (rightmost) bits have been re_laced with a
oerce_tage error byte. basking off these _Its gives directly
the percentage error of the data value. Some of the other
parameters included in the record are d_te and time of the
measurement; ttme from oeriqee; sunlight/darkness flag;
Greeqwich stdere_l time; height above the gag;d; satellite
position and velocity: geodetic latitude of the subsolar point;
east longitude bf the satellite; local _pDarent solar time;
local magnetic tlme_ _cIlwaln's L-shell parameter; Invarlant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic latttu_ and
lon4|tude of both the ingress and egress points of the
geomagnetic field llne through the satellite.
...............................................................
AS-E, SPENCER
NEJTRAL ATmOSPhERE TE_PERATjR£ (VAT _ )
...............................................................
Data set name - NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE A_3
COMPOSITION _ATA ON MASNETIO T_E (o)
NSSDZ iD TS-IO7A-O_A_ _ATE GATA, TAPS
Time period coverer - 11/2_/7B TO 0G/_7/81
iAS verified by NSSDC)
_uantity of data - 6B PEELS OP TAPE
The _ata from the neutral atmosphere temperature,
comoosltlon_ and wind (NATE) investigation are on part of the
magnetic tape proviceo by the project office. The remainder of
the taD_ contains data from other Atmosphere E_plor#r-E
iqvestigations, Each 3-track, iBOO-boi_ binary magnetic tape,
written on an XDS 930 computer, contains i calendar _onth of
data. The first tile of the taoe is a heaoer file speclfyinq
the satellite I], polnt-by-polnt Data record slzel start and
slob times of the data co_talned on the tabel a llst of orbit
numbers on the tape_ and the magnetic and solar activity data
for the time period. Subsequent _ata files, the "v_" files
(dnifled Abstract files), contain one orbit of UC data dnd
Droll d_ta, and ar_ arranged in ascenofng order by orbit
number. Each Data file consists of a header record followed by
apbroxtmately i_5 records, The header record contains the
oroit numDer_ grail start and stop ttmes_ JA header data_ dnd
orbit barometers corresponding to that orbit. The data records
contain UA and orbit data at 1_-s intervals for the time span
speclfieo in the header record. Since there may be gods in the
data, each record contains a corresponding time. The data from
this investigation start in word _9. Values are given for the
following parameters: neutral gas temperature (deg K); the
concentrations (number/co) of: %2, equivalent total 0 fro_ (9
2w02), _e_ Ar; vertical motions; and horizontal (normal to
the orbit plane} winds. These measurements are all represented
as floating polnt numbers. Whenever any of the values is not
beln; measured_ a zero is inserted. Some of the other
parameters included in the record are date and time of the
measurement_ time fro_ perigee, sunlidht/darkness flag;
Greenwich sidereal time; height above the geotd_ satellite
Position and velocity; geodetic latitude of the subsolar point;
east longitude of the satellite; Local apparent solar time;
Local magnetic time; McIlwatn's L-shell parameter; invariant
latitude; magnetic field strength; and geodetic latitude and
26
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loqgitude of doth the iqgress aqJ egress 33ints of the
_eomagnettc field line through the satellite.
NSSDS I] 7Z-iOOa-O_A, EUV SPZZTRA OATA, TA#E
Time berloo covered - 12/23/72 TC 0_/35/73
(_s verified by N_SDC)
_uantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
These investi_ator-supplled Ed_ spectra _ata are on
9-tracK, _ECO-_i_ binary _a_netic ta_e creat_ on a JNIVAZ
1100 co_puter. Each 11_-word logical record contains mission
ID; _easurement number; solar zenith angle; Kb index; _urich
s_nspot number; Zovin_ton's solar noise Index; _ate in day,
Tooth, aqJ year_ universal time iq h_Jr, T1qJte_t _nd seco_d_
modified Julian date; Julian mIcro_ay: energy and ohoton flux
ir _z-wavelengt _ ranges an_ IC suoran_,s, over the whole range
_t [he iqstrument from IG3 to i_ rim; _nd the average height of
the s_teILite in meters.
I_!_L _ TE_R_TURE _N T_E
t_ _i_ $_ _E
_ta set name - _UT_I_L _ENSITY A_O _AT_E _TA DN
_O_$_L_
_IESD_ I_ 7_0_-_ _E_T T_P _ _I_TY _T_, _L_
Tim_ _erio_ co_er_ _ _ T_ _7_
_s _erifie_ _ _$_
_ntit_ of _ta - _ _EEL_ @_ _l_IL _
T_i_ microfilm dat_ _t _as _,,n_e_ a_ '_ _om fiL_
_r_i_e_ _y th_ investigator° _or J _lected _ass, an_ io_ the
l_l _ayti_e_ _e_e are s_eral i_es _hich r_ in se_C_
a_ i_ll_ linear plot _i _s_heric t_perat_e VS
_o_ic l,_ti_e _le _o _o_ _i_h f_r s_ts ot _oin_s tor
_itr_e,_, ar_o,_ _, a_ _eliu_ semi-lo_ _l_t oi _ens_ty
_ _eo_r_phi_ latitude _or nitrogen wit _ io_ _ c_rve_ _to_
_Iti_s oi _. _0_ _, _ _ _m_ an_ a t_ble ot
nit_o_ _nsi_es _ith several _r_me_rs inclu_in_ _reen_ich
_ ti_e_ _ti_e. la_it_ _ l_it_e, _i_L_ oo_ity
_l_t_ _ t_bles tor a_g_n, ox_e_ and he_iu_ follow° The
_ntir, _ata i_rm_ is r_eat_ for _h_ locaL night _i_e° Th_
_iLs _i _e _ calcul_i_ are _rovided in the
acc_anyin_ _c_e_t_ti_ _e _ _e_i_ _e_n _i_
_o_l_ b_ u_ in_te_ _f _as_ n_m_er_ _hi_h is sh_n
i_c_rre_tL_ _n _ _ilm, in some in_e_.
_ _ _me _ _IE_D_r_ _OTE_ _Y_ER _L_I_
_E_E_T _A_A _ _I_T_ T_E
_i_ _ _io_ c_v_ - _ T_ _
_s ve_ifie_ _ _
$_i_ _f _t_ _ i _EEL _ _A_
_e_ i_w, sti_t_r-s_Lie_ _l_a _easure_en_s ar_ _ a
_i_Le ÷-_r_, _-_i, _i_ _etic t_ created _
_ _0 co_er. Each l_ri_ logical record c_ntains
_i_i_n I_, mo_e _moe_. _plar _e_i_ _Le, _rhit _m_er_ _ean
J_Lijn _ate_ _.ar, _y ot ye_r_ h_ur _n_ _in_te oi _ay_
_ain_ _ll _ar_ete_ _e_e_ic Local _i_ _a_e_ic
in_e_e_ _p _n_ _p_ _o_in_t_ _lar n_is_ index, _urich
s_s_t _u_er_ _eti¢ _iel_ _r_t_, _telli_e aLtitude_
_etic_ _om_e_ic_ a_d _a_eti_ coordinates; bL_ma
_e_sit_ eLectron te_erat_e_ el_c_r_,_ fl_ i_ density a_d
_,r_t_r_ l_h_ a_omic _n_ _e_ul_r ion_ spacecraft
_enti_l_ _ i_ _n_ o_iset i_n _en_i_° _n A_ros_ the
*********************** 4£RDS 2 *******************************
AEROS 2, NSSK_
ELECTRON CONCENTRATION IN THE IONOSPHERE
...............................................................
Oata set name - ELECTRON OENSITY DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID TA-O55A-O3At ELECTRON DENSITY DATA, TAPE
Time peripd covered - 0T/23/74 TO 09/25175
(As vertfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of d_ta - 2 REELS 3 r TAPE
This Investlgator-supplled electron density data set is
on 9-track, i600-bplt binary magnetic tape created on a UNIVAC
1100 comDutero Zacm 66-byte logical record contains mission
ID; mode designation; solar zenith angle; orbit number: mean
Julian date: time in year_ day pf year_ hpurt and minute;
WcIlwain's L-shell parameter; geomagnetic local time, magnetic
field intensity; satellite altitude (10m); geodetic and
geP_agnetlc latitude and longltude_ magnetic inclination and
declination angles; modified di_; Invarlant latltude; and
olas_ density.
...............................................................
AEROS 2, SC_IDTKZ
SOLAq EUV R_DIATION
...............................................................
Data set name - EUV SPECTRA DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID T_-O5DA-O_A, EUV SPECTRA DATA, TAPE
Time period covered - 07121/74 TC, 0710_/75
(AS verified by NSS]:)
Quantity of nata - 1 6EEL O _ TAPE
These investigator-supplied EJ_ spectra data are on 3
single _-track, 1600-bpl, binary magnetic tape created on a
UNIVAC I100 co_puter. Each liE-word Logical record contains
mtsst_n ID; measurement number; solar zenith angle; <p inoex_
Zurich sunspot number: Covinoton's solar noise index_ date in
day, month, and year; universal time in hour_ minute_ and
seconJ; modified dulia_ date; Julian microday; energy and
DhOtOn flu_ in 42-wavelength ranges and I0 subrangesl over the
whole range of the instrument fro_ 103 to IE rim; anp the
average height of the satellite in meters.
...............................................................
AEROS 2_ SPENNER
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF IONS AND
ELEST_ONS
...............................................................
Data set na-e - RETA#_ING PCTENTIAL ANALYZE# PLASMA
MEOSb_EMENT Z_TA SN _AGNETIC TOP'E
NSSDC ID 7_-OD_-O2At RPA FLASMA MEASURMNT, TAFE
Time oeriod covered - 0?/20174 T3 0£/0_/75
(As verified oy NSSJS)
Quantity o1 _ata - _ _EELS OF TAPE
These investigator-supplied plasma measurements are on a
sinqle _-track_ iEOO-opl, binary magnetic tape created pn a
UNIVAC liOO computer. Each l_-_orc logical record contains
mission i[_, mo_e number, solar zenith angle, orbit number: _ean
Julian date_ year_ _ay of year, hour and minute of Day;
McIlwain_s L-shell parameter, geomagnetic local time; _agnetic
indexes (KD and Ap}, Covlngton_s solar noise inde_ Zurich
sunspot number; magnetic field strengthl satellite altitude;
geodetic, geomagnetic, and magnetic coordinates; plasma
density_ electron temperature; electron flux; ion density and
temperature; light atomic and molecular ions; spac-.craft
potential; _e÷ ions; and offset ipn density. On _eros _t the
data were for 3:30 am and 3:30 pm local mean time.
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NSSDCI 62°049A-ODD,TIMECHARTS,TAPE
TimeperiodCovered- 09/29/62TO1211G/B6(AsverifiedbyNSSDD)
Quantityof data- 2REELS3c TAPE
This data sett prepared at the Defence Research
Telecommunications Establlshment_ Ottawa_ Canadat provides a
graphical Indfcatlon Of the duration of A louette I operations.
The data set is on 7-track_ 556-bo% even-oarlt_t BCD _aanetlc
tapes written on an IBM 7094 computer. The axes of the graph
are "day of the year" and "Greenwich mean time." The times
during _hlch the satellite was in ooeratlDn are i_dlcataJ by
solid llne. For every month there is one graph for each
telemetry station, followed by a summary graph showing the
rosined operation of all stations. A second set of graphs
shows, in the same _anner, the availability of Data frD_ the
VLF experiment. This data set is also availaple on microfiche
as data set 69-049A-OOF.
...............................................................
Data set name - EXTENDED WORLD MAPS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 62-049A-OOE_ EXTENDED WORLD RAPS, TAPE
Time period covered - 12/03/6T TO 02/2R/72
(As verlfle_ oy _SSDC)
Quantity of data - 67 REELS OF TAP r
These data_ oreo_red at GSFC, _re llsti_g_ of satellite
position and supporting information for each minute (every
mln after September 1970) of Greenwich mean ti_e, Thls data
set Is on 7-track9 55_-pol, odd-_arlty, 31mary magnetic tapes
written on an IBM TOga computer. The infor_atlon orDvlded
includes local time, geodetic location, several varieties of
magnetlc-fleld-referenceo location, sum position, and special
3olnt identification (e_Jato r cr_ssinj, north 3r _oJth points,
sunlight exit or entrance_ and others). For Alouette i
e_tended map coverage prior to July i, 1964, see aata set
52-O_gA-GOH.
...............................................................
Data set name - TIRE C_ARTS 3: ALDUZTTE l OPERATIONS DN
_ICROFICHE (DRT[ DATA)
NSSOD ID G2-O4_A-OOFt TIME CHARTSt PIC-E
Time period covered - 09/29/62 TO 12/31/65
(As verified oy N_SDC)
_uantlty of data - 39 CARDS OF B/_ MICROFICHE
Thls data set, prepared at the Defence Research
Telecommunicatlons Establishment (_4T[), Ottawa, Canada,
provides on microfiche a graphical indication of the duration
3f Alouette I o_eratiaqs. The axes 3f the gra)_ are "Jay of
the year" and "Greenwich mean ti_e." The times during which
the satellite _as in operation are indicated by a solid line.
=or every month there Is one graph for each telemetry station,
followed 3y a sa_ary _raDh sho_lqg the comblq_ ooeratlon of
all stations. A second set of graphs shows_ in the same
manner_ the availability of aata from the VLF emperiment. This
microfiche data set was prepared at NSSGC from unpublished
(undated a_d Jnn_gereo) internal DRTE reports titled "Al_Jette
I Time Charts.*' A single Copy of these reports is available
for use at NSSDC as TRF BOG231 and B06235. On request,
inoivi_jal Doges can De co_ied as re_ui red or the microfiche
copy Can De supplied, This data set is als3 available o_
maqnetlc tape as data set 62-oagA-OOJ.
...............................................................
3ata set name - CR_ INDEX O_ EXPERIMENT 'DATA AVAILABLE'
ON T_PE
NSSDC [D _2-OWSA-OOG, INDEX DF AVAILABLE DATA, TAPE
Ti_e oerlod covere_ - 01101165 TO 12131167
(As verified oy NSSDC)
Guantlty of data - 2 REELS 0 _ TAPE
This data _et, 3reoared at th_ Communications Research
Centre_ Ottawa, Canada, provides a taoulation of times d_ri_q
which the four satellite experlments were in operation. The
Data are on 7-track, 5BC-bpl, even-parity_ BCD magnetic tapes
_rltten on an _BR 7094 co_oJter. The infor_a_Ioq aresented
includes the name of the telemetry station, telemetry tape
Identlflcation_ aay of year, start and stop ti_es (Greenwich
and local mean time) of each _ass. Also listed are the
latltude_ longitude, height, _a_netlc _io, and _rDfre_ue_cy at
the spacecraft. The Sd_e data are on microfiche as data set
62-OWQA-OOI.
...............................................................
Data set name - CRPL EXTENDED WORLD MAPS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 62-049A-OOH_ SRPL EXTENDED W]RL] MA_S, _=ILM
Time period covered - 09/29/62 TO 06/30/64
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 17 REELS 3: MICRD:I_
These data_ prepared at the Central Radio ProPagation
Laboratory (CRPL)_ Boulder, Colorado, are listings of satellite
position and supporting information at approximately IR-S
intervals during each telemetry station pass scheduleo for
satellite transmission. The data are on lOP-it reels of 1E-mm
microfilm. The 18-s interval correspOndS to the time between
successive Alouette I topside soundfngs_ and consequently the
data set provides position and other information once for each
ionogram. On July 1, _964, responsibility for extended _orld
map preparation was transferred to GSFC (reference data set
G2-O_A-OOC)_ and a different computational procedure and
format was adopted. The CRPL maps include, for the satellite
oosltlon_ the local mean time, oeooetlc location,
gyrofreQuency, geomagnetic dip, geomagnetic latitude, and solar
zenith angle. For ground-based ionosonde stations within 503
km of the subsatelllte location, station information is also
listed.
...............................................................
Data set name - CRC PUBLISHED INDEX C_ EXPERIMENT "DATA
AVAILABLE" ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 62-049AI001_ INDEX OF AVAILABLE DATA, FICHE
Time period covered - 01/01/6G TO 12/31/EB
(AS verified by NSS]S)
Quantity of _ata - 5 CARDS OF B/w MICROFICHE
This data set, prepared at the =ommunications Research
Centre (CRC), Ottawa, Canada, _rovi_es on microfiche a
tabulation of times during _hich the four satelllte e_oeriments
were in operation. The information presented Incluoes the name
of the telemetry station_ telemetry tape identification, day of
year_ start and stop times (Greenwich and Local mean time) of
each pass. Also listed are the latitude, longltuce, height,
magnetic diD, and gyrofreQuency at the spacecraft. This
microfiche data set was prepared at NSSDC from unpublished
(undated anQ unnumbered) internal C_C reports title_ "Alouett_
1 Data Available." A single copy of these re_orts is _vailable
for use at NSSDD as TRF _0674B. On request, Inolvicual hades
can be copied as required or the microfiche copy can be
supplied. The same Data are on magnetic tape as data set
62-O_A-OOG.
...............................................................
Data set name - GSFC ORBIT ELEMENTS AT ABOJT 2 WEEK
I_TER_ALS 3_ RADNETID TA_E
NSSDC ID 62-049A-OOJ, GSFC ORBITAL ELEMENTS, TAPE
Time period covered - _0/07/62 TO 02/13/12
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This aata set, prepared at GSFC, provides Alouette I
orbital elements at about 2-week intervals. The data set is on
a 7-track! 556Ibpil even-parity, BCD magnetic tape _rltten on
an I_ 7094 computer, These data consist of the classical
Keplerian elements plus anomalistic period, motion of perigee_
and motion of right ascension. Since only a fe_ Danes of
printout are required to display the tape data, normally hard
cooy listings _re provloed wlth one set of elements listee on
each llne. units are in km, radlans, radians/day and minutes.
...............................................................
ALDUETTE 1, _ELR]Ss
VLF RECEIVER
...............................................................
Data set name - qL = S)ZCTRDSRA_S 3_ 35-R_ _I]RD:I_
NSSOC ID 62-049A-O3A* VLF SPECTROGRAMS, M_ILM
Time perioQ covered - 11/00/62 TO 09/DO/T2
(Date supplied Dy exoeri_enter)
This data set, generated by the principal Investfqator_
consists of VL; data in a standard sonogram graphic form
(frequency vs time). These sonogra_s on 3E-mm film were
prepared by the e_perlmenter from analog data on magnetic tape,
recorded at telemetry stations in real time. Approximately
I.BE_ 3asses were recordeD( from which sonograms have been
prepared for about 1500 passes. Most of the sonograms have
been compiled from passes over the Ottawa statlon_ although
over half of the data observed were from other locations. By
special arrangement, any data still available on tape (some
older tapes have been erased) can be provided in limited
quantities in sonogram form. Each pass processed into
sonograms consists of three parts, each using different ranges
on the frequency scales_ i.e._ nominally 0 to 20, 0 to 10_ and
2_
C;:_:;;;!:"T/=L P',_GE !S
CF _n "_':_'QUALITY
0 to 2.5 kHz. The time scale for the first two parts is 0.25
in./s, and Is 0.I25 in./s for the 3- to 2.5-k_z sonograms.
Ioentificatloq information is noted prior to each pass over a
station. Universal time is sho_n at lO-s i_ter_Is _Io_g the
edge of the sonograms. An analo_ representation of the
VLF-receiver AGE level is also sho_n along the edge of the
sonograms. These data can _e _a_e available f3r viewing oy
contacting the principal investigator, Dr. R. E. Barrington,
Communications nesearch Centre, Dept of Communlcations_ P.O.
qox i1490, Station _, Ottawa, 3ntario, _anada, K2 H 8S2.
...............................................................
_LOsETT£ i, _ARTZ
:C,S_IC _DIO NOISE
...............................................................
]ata set _me - COSMIC RADIO NOIS_ - &3C L[V_LS ___TTED
CN _5-MM MICRO_IL _ , _3ED WITH IONOGRAMS
NSLSC ID _210 _9_'a_ , CDS_IC RAS, ID NCI_SE-ASC -EV°, M_ILM
Timv oeriod covered - 0_/29/£2 TO ii/30/70
(As verifier cy _,_$C,C)
quantity of data - $367 qEELC 0 _ _IC_DFIL_
This oota set, provided Dy the principal investigator,
consists of th_ soaq3er _jtD_tic jai_ coqlrDl (_C) level
c,lotten vs tier, cisplayed as plot Lines on the ionograms of
Cctd set _-]_-]IA. _ince the sounder receiver is a
sweeD-fre3jency receiver, the _SC data _re in effect plotted VS
frequency. T_e frequency resolution is relatively good, bit
tre flux resolution is very Door <lu+. to the restricted plot
hei:_ht. These d_ta are also available_ _ith the flux displayed
or an ex3an_ed 5cale_ fro_ the principal investigator_ ],r. H.
,5. d_mes_ Com",u_ic_tions _:e_ircn Centre, 3ept of
Com_uqiC_itions, P,O, BOx Ill'B, :t_tion _* Cttawa, 3ntario,
Canaua_ <2H ES2.
...............................................................
_LC_LTTE i, v,S]1&R_11S
LNERGSTIZ PARTICLES ]ETESTSRS
_t_ set name _ T_$EC A_ _ _AT_ _I_ T_E _D_
_ _ £_0_A_ _ _T _P $T _,E_ l_ A_,_A_E
(ks verified _ _)
_ntity oi _a_a _ _ _ _ TA_
T_is _at_ _e_, _enerated by t_e principal investi_ator_
co_si_t_ _ _ _e_ an_ _e'_ _ _n_r_etic p_rticle _ata on
_tra_, _P_li_ o_rity, _ un_loc_ed magnetic ta_
_it_e_ on an _ _ c_m_ter_ _,_c _ rec_r_ _ain_ _00
ct_ar_ct_rSo T_e _irst _ char_cter_ are use_ fo_ pass
i_i_ic_i_n _ cQntain the r_e_i_g station na_ _, _ass
_c_er, _m_er _ _O-s averages i_ the _ass, _ _d daily _
val_, un_vers_l time at the mi_p_int of the ascendind
(no_h_ou_ _e, _ th_ satelli_ s_in axis _irec_ion. The
_m_i_in_ ch_a_ers _ere di_ide_ int_ _ sets of _ characters
_ch° _ach se_ co_tai_s, f_r _ _iq_i_t _f the _O_s
ir_t_r_l_ the _ni_ersal ti_, t_e __Y _f t_e y_ar, east
_eo_r_ic l_n_i_e_ _e_r_phic l_i_de, altitude, pitch
_n_l_, i_arian_ Latitude, _i_,_ of the _e_netic fiel_
f_o_ th_ satellite _agneto_eter _n_ _l_o from the _e_e_ an_
_i_ mo_l, i_ari_t _i_s_ _,_ t_e _c_l_in _ oarame_er.
_t_ fro_ _ach _e_ect_ ir_ th_ _o_m _f the Io_arithm _f the
_o_tin_ r_ average _ _er t_e _ i_ercal a_ _orrect_d _r
_a_ time _l_ are also _ontaine_ in e_h set. m_th tapes are
ir_ time _r_e_. _he first ta_e ¢_nt_ins only those _ta
_¢eive_d _t _oLle_e_ Alaska, duri_ t_e _eriod _ro_ _eptember
_, _, t_ _'arc _ _ _° T_ _ec_ ta_ _tain_ dat_
receive_ at ll o_er _tati_ns_ gro_pe_ _ st_tion_ _uri_g the
_ri_d fro _ _cto_e_ LT_ _ to _an_ar_ 1T, _.
ALCP_TTE I, _A_'J
5_E£p-FqEDUEr,,CY LC_'JD£P
_i_t_ set _me _ _P_PE_E I_¥ i_I_ _" _L_
NSC]S I] _ -C_Ioi_ SwEEp_v_E;]U_.,;Cy ICIe_OS_MS, _ILM
Time period ccvered - 09/29/£2 TO IL/ZD/7Q
(_s v_rifieu r_y ,JSDC)
_jantity 3f rata - _OE7 _EELS _= _![C qD=[Lv
T_is ddta S_t, prepared at the Communications _esearch
_entre in Ottawa, _nadat conslst_ of Alouette i ionogr_ms on
r_el_ of 3_ ¸omm micr3fiL_. These i3nograms ar_ redaced _at_
_lots sho_in_ _S a function of frequency t_e echo tl-e delay
(virtual range) of pulsed radio signals. They are an original
form of the data prepared directly from the telemetry tape.
The data are as cOmplete as permitted by the limitations of
spacecraft power, l_ck of onboard tape recording, telemetry
station location_ telemetry station schedullng_ and data
processing facilities. The data coverage is primarily near the
80 dog W _ rldian for periods of time up to 7 h per day. Since
only time is noted on each Ionogram_ position and other related
data must be obtained from World ma ps (NSSDC data sets included
under 62-0_9A-00). A program for the reducti °n of topsIQe
(drip,rams to electron _ensity profiles is available from NSS]C.
...............................................................
Data set name - ALDUZ[TE _Y_O_TIC (&LDSY_) S]AIE] ]ATA
ON MICROFIL_
NSSOC ID 62-049A-OIB_ ALOSYN-SCALED DATA, MFILR
Time period covered - 09/29/62 TO 08/31/64
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of rata - 9 RE[_S D: _I:RD:IL_
This data set, prepared at the Communications _esearch
Centre in Ottawa_ Canada, consists of Alouette 1 synootic data
(Alosyn) on reels of 35-mm microfilm. Ihe Alosyn data are
tabulations of selecteO ionospheric parameters which were read
(scaled} from the ionogram and, in some cases, also calculated
fro_ other scaled values. _our parameters are _resented
chronologically: (I) plasma frequency at the satellite, (2}
plasma frequency at the F2 maximum_ (3) ma_imum frequency of
observed sporadic E_ and (4) strength of ground echoes.
Supporting information includes for the spacecraft Position:
Greenwich and Local mean time_ location, magnetic dip, solar
zenith angle, _D_ and quality and accuracy notations for some
of the scalings. These data are also available on magnetic
tape as data set 62-0_9A-01C and on microfiche as data set
&2-Oq_A-OIK.
...............................................................
Data set name ° _LObETTE SYNOPTIC (_LOSYN) SCALED D_TA
3_ TA_E
NSSDC [D £2-04_-01C, ALCSYN-SCALED CATA_ TAPE
Time 3erlod covered - 09/29/_2 TO 06/30/57
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Cuantlty of data - _ REELS 0 _ TAPE
This data set, prepared at t_e Communications qesearch
Centre in Ottawa_ Canada, consists of Alouette I synoptic data
(Alosyn) on 7-track_ one-file, magnetic tapes in two forms.
Some are 5S6-boi, even-parity_ BC_ magnetic tapes produced on
an :_ 709_ computer and the re-aiming tapes are _OO-_pi,
Odd-oarity_ ESCDIS produced on an Iq_ 3_0 computer. The &losyn
data are tabulations of selected ionospheric parameters which
were read (scaled) from the ionogram anc_ in some cases_ also
calculated from other scaled values. _our parameters are
_resented c_ronologicall_: (i) plasma frequency at the
satellite, (2) plasma frequency at the _2 maximum, (3) maximum
frequency of observed sporadic E_ and (q) strength of qroun(_
echoes. Supporting information includes for the spacecraft
position: Greenwich and local mean time, locatlon_ magnetic
dID_ solar zenith angle_ KD_ and quality and accuracy notations
for some of the scalings. These data are also dvatlable on
35-m_ microfilm as data set 62-04_A-01_ an_ on -Icroficbe as
data set £2-O_g&-O1K.
...............................................................
Data set name - qRS eLECTRON DENSITY VALUES _T tO -K#
INTERVALS ON _ICROFICHE
NSSDC ID &2-O49A-O1E, RRS N(H) INT FPO#ILES, FICHE
Time period covered - 1112EI_2 TO 07131/63
(AS verified by NSS]3)
Cuantity of data - 9 C_R_S O r _/W _ICRO_ICME
This _ata set, provided by the qadio Research Station
(RRS), Slough, d.<., consists of 3 volumes of electron density
profiles for the ionosphere above the c2 maximum (toPside
ionosphere). Thls data set is on elcroflche. The profiles
were comouted from digital values of freouency and virtual
height, which hao in turn been scaled from the ienograms. This
aata set contains profiles from eight passes (25_ profiles)
over Singapore, and profiles from four passes (123 profiles)
over :t. Stanley, :al_land islands. The electron aensities are
given at 1O-k_ geodetic-height intervals and at 20-km
qeoootential-heiQht intervals. The electron density VS
geopotential height Is also shown as plots. This microfiche
data set was orepared at _JSSDC from unpuolisheP_ unnumbered
internal RRS reports titled I'_eight _istribution of electron
concentration in the topside ionosphere as deduced from toDslde
sounder satellite ionograms." v. I_ ]ecember I_53_ v. 2_
_ecember 1964; and v. 3, January 1965,. A single copy of these
reuorts is available for use at _,SSDC as TR_ R20_0_. Dn
request, individual pages can be copied as required or the
microfiche copy c_n be supplied.
2_ ORIGINAL PAGE !S
OF pOOR Q i-;/':'''!r'_"_'#
Data set name - DRTE CLECTRON OENSITY VALUES AT _AAINA
60UNDARIES ON MICRO;ICHC
NSSDC ID 62-049A-OIFt DRTE N(H) SCALED PRDFILESt FICHE
Time period covered - 09/30/62 TO 07128/68
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 73 CARDS OF BIw 41CRD:ICME
This data set, provlaed by the Defence Research
Telecommunications Estaollshment (DRTE) in Ottawat Canadal
consists of 6 volumes of electron density araflles f_r the
ionosphere above the _2 maximum (topside ionosphere). The data
are on microfiche. The data set is ordered chronologically,
and it IncIJdes aPoJt 4.E_ oroflles. The 3rofiles wer_
computed from digital values of freqJency and virtual height
thal were scaled from ionograms. _rofile data consist of
electron oenslty and real helght values for each point scaled
from the ionogra_. Each profile occJDtes aooJt four lines of
prlnt_ and a cumulative chronological index of all data from
all volumes appears in the front of each volume. For
interpolated values of electron density at standard increments
of real helghtt see data set G2-O_gA-_IL. Telemetry statlons
are not identifled_ but satellite location, time of observation
(Greenwich and local mean tlme)9 solar zenith angle at the
satelllte_ magnetic dlp and gyrofrequency at the satellitep
total electron content down to the lowest toD_i_e reflection
altitudet ang other relevant information are listed for each
profile. These profiles correspond to about 2_ of the 2.E6
_louette i lonograms observed. Data for most latitudes are
included_ out those data from longitudes near _0 _eg W are more
numerous than those from other Longitudes. This microfiche
Data set was prepared at NSSDC from DHT£ unpublished (undated
ang unnumoered) internal reports tttle_ "Alouette t ionospheric
data N(h)." A single copy of these reports is available for
use at NSSDC as TR_ _06216. Dn re_uest, individual pages can
De copied as required or the microfiche copy can be supplied,
...............................................................
Data set name - NASA-ARC :LECTRO_ gENSITY _N] S_A._
HEISHT SUMMARI[S
NSSDC ID 62-04_A-011, A_C N(_)*_ SUMMARIESt TAPE
Time perloo covered - 10131/62 TO 01/27/6q
(AS verified Dy N]SDC)
Ou_ntlty of data - I REEL 3_ TAPE
This data set, prepared at the Ames Research Center,
consists of average electron density _n_ scale height profiles
for the ionosphere above th_ c2 maxi_Jm (to_siJe ionosphere).
The data are on a T-track, 556-boil even-parity, BCD _agnettc
tape written on an I_M 709_ computer, this data set summarizes
the results of three separate _tu_les: (I) _Idlatitude
observations JSiqg data recorded at _t_gford J_tverstty, (2)
pole-to-pole ooservations using data recorded at various
stations over the A_erican continents, and (3) observations
recorded at _a.aii. The averaQe 3rofiles were oDtalqed Oy
separating the data into seasons_ L-hour local-time intervals,
and 5-_eo dip-latltude intervals. 71_;Ital electron density
values 3re shown at the satellite an_ for each lOG km from
lOOO-km altitude _o.n to t_e 134est height 3f taosioe £tgnal
reflection. Scale heights are given at 900_ 700, and 500 km
dlong with Local time and satellite Locations. The oriainal
Oata (aoojt I.SEA profiles) that _re use_ to derive the
_verages are available on microficn_ as data set 62-049A-Old.
...............................................................
Zata set name - NASa-ARC ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES AT
_0-<4 INTERVALS ON _ICR_[C_E
\_SDC I3 _2-O_gA-OIJ, ARC N(_)*H INT PR]C_LES_ FICHE
Time period covered - II/01/62 T3 01/2£/_
(_s verifie_ Dy _SSaC)
Suantity of data - 71 CARDS O _ _/_ MICROFICHE
ThlS data set_ prepared at the Ames Research Center
{ARC), consists of electron density profiles for the ionosphere
above the F2 maximum (to3sloe ionosphere). The data are oI
microfiche. The profiles were computed from olgltal values
that _ere scaled from ionograms. This Data set, which includes
abo_t 1.5E_ electron density _rofiles, is _a_ up of three
separate studies: (i) mldlatltude observations using data
recorde_ at _tanfor_ wntversttt (NASA SP-3026); (2)
pole-to-pole observations using data recorded at various
stations aver the A_erlcan continents d_ring the 1962-1963
winter (N_SA SP-3027 and -303_)_ _uring the 1963 spring (NASA
$9-3032 and -303_), and ourlng the I_63 summer an_ autumn (\ASA
SP-3033 and -3O3a); and (3) ooservations recorded at Hawaii
(NASA SP-3038). The following data are orovtd_ for eac _ of
the three studies: {i) electron _ensity values at the
satellite and for e_ch _0 km from 1300-km altitude down to the
loaest topside reflection het_hti (2) plasma scal_ heights ova _
the same altitude range tabulated at 50-km intervals, starting
at 950 kmi (3) supporting information (locatton_ universal and
local time_ and magnetic dip dt the s_telllte); and (_) sum_ry
graphs. For the summary graphs the data were separated into
seasons, l-hour Local-tlme intervals and averaged at 5-deq
dlp-latltude intervals. The summary graphs give the electron
density at IOO-k_ height intervals and the scale heights at
900-, 700-_ and 500-km altitudes. The ionogram quality is
Indlcateo in the secon_ and third studies. _dditional
parameters given only for the third study {data fhO_ Hawaii)
are magnetic diD, Invariant latltudet L shell_ <D, sunlight
Occurrence at the satelllte_ and total electron content fro_
the lowest topside reflection helqht uP to lOOO-km altitude.
This _icrofiche data set was prepared at NSS]2 from the
above-mentloned NASA SP doc:_ents_ published by ARC. A slngl_
copy of these documents Is available for use at NSSDC as TRY
_06051. On request, individual pages can De copied as required
or the microfiche copy can be supplied. The "summary grae_"
portion of this data set is available on magnetic tape as data
set G2-O_£A-OII.
...............................................................
Data set name - ALObETTE SYNOPTIC (ALOSYN) SCALED
DATA 3_ 4ICRO_ICAZ
NSSDC ID 62-O_gA-OIK_ ALCSYN-SCALED DATA, FICHE
Time period covered - 09/2_/_ TO 12/31/S_
{As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 311 CARDS OF 81W _ICROFIC_E
This data set, provided Dy the Communications #esearch
Centre in Ottawa, Canada, consists of Alouette I synoptic data
(Alosyn) on microfiche. The Alosyn data are tabulations of
selected ionospheric parameters which were read (scaled) from
the ionogram and_ in some cases, also calculated from other
scaled values. Four parameters are presented chronologically:
(1) plasma fre-quency at the satelLite_ (2) plasma frequency at
the #2 maximum, (3) maximum freouencx of OOServeo sporadic E,
ano (Q) strengt_ of grouno echoes. Supporting information for
the spacecraft position Includes: Greenwich and local _ean
time, location, _agnetic dip, solar zenith _ngle_ <p, an_
quality and accuracy notations for so_e of the scallngs, These
data are also available on 35-mm microfilm as Data set
62-O_gA-O1B, and on magnetic tape as data set 62-0_A-01C.
...............................................................
Data set name - CRC ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES AT _0-_
I_TERVALS ON MIc_orIcAC
NSSDC ID EC-OA£A-OIL, CRC N(_) INT PPOCILES, F]C-E
Time 3eriod covered - 09/30/62 TO 07/28/68
(AS verified by _JSSCC}
Ouanttty _f _ata - _7 CAR3S 3; 3/_ _]_Rg:IZ_
This Data set, provlded by the Co_unlcations #esearch
Centre (ORE) in Ottawa, CanaDa, consists of six volu_es of
electron density profiles for the ionosphere above the =2
_axlmum (topside ionosphere). The data, which are on
mlcroflchet are ordered chronologically and include about _.Ek
profiles. Profile data consist of density and real heiqht
values for eac_ 50 km fro m LOOO km down to the lowest topside
height from which reflections were observed. _or values at
points from which interpolations were made_ see dai_ set
62-0_A-01 _ • Twenty-four profiles are listed on each _age. A
cumulative chronological index of all data available at
publishing date appears in the front of each volume. Te'le_etry
stations are not Identlfied_ but satellite Location, universal
ti_e of observation, satellite Local time, dip Latitude, and
other relevant information are listed for each profile. These
profiles correspond to about 2_ of the total of over 2. =_
Alouette i ionograms ootalneo. Vost latitudes are included,
but data from Longitudes near 80 de_ W are more numerous than
from other lonqitudes. This _icroflche _ata set was prepared
at NSSOC fro _ unpublished (undated ano unnum:,_req) internal C_C
reports titled "Alouefte l ionospheric data intercolateo N{_)."
A single copy of these reports is available for use at 'JSSCC as
TRY _OEC2G. On reuuest, individual pages can be CoDi_C _S
required or the microfiche COPy can be supplied.
...............................................................
Cata set name - IONOG_A_ INV[NT_RY ON TAPE
NSSDC iD 62-O_gA-OIO, NSSDC IONOGRAM INVENTOrY,TAPE
Time period covered - 0gt29/_2 TO 11130170
(AS verified Py NSSDC)
Quantity of data - E _EELS OF TAPE
Tnls data set, prepared at NSSDC, indexes the Alouette i
ionograms (data set G2-O_gA-O1A) by station pass, The data are
on a 7-track, 555-bpi_ even-parity, hCD maqnetic tapes written
on _n ]B_ 70_ computer. Information in th_ data set includes
telemetry station_ start and stop times for the pass, and orbit
number. The index was preparer from an inventory of film
received an_ satellite ephemerides.
...............................................................
3O 0;_!'ii ""
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Data set name - JCLA INTERPOLATED ELECTRON DENSITY
PROFILES AT 25-KM INTERVALS ON TAPE
NSSOC Ig 62-049A-OiP, UCLA N(H) INT PRJFILES_TAPE
Time perloQ Covered - 0g/3C/62 TO 05/02/6q
(As verifiea ny '_3S3C)
Cuantity of data - 2 REELS O _ TAPE
This oata sets 3reaared at the UCLA _eoart_eqt of
P:eteorology, consists of electron density profiles for the
ionosphere above the F2 maximum (topside ionosphere). The data
are on a 7-tr_ckl BOO-bpil 3dd-aarity_ olnary magnetic tape
written on an I_M 360 computer. The electron density profiles
were computed from digital values of frequency and virtual
height that were scaled from ionoara_s. Satellite location_
satellite -eight, and ti_e (dT) of aoserwatioq are listed for
each profile. For many profile3 the extrapolated ma_imu_
density ado its real height are incl_de,1. Profile data consist
of density a _ real height values for each 25 km fro_ i000 km
down to the la_est topside _eight from 4_ich reflections _ere
oaserved. Electron density is also provided at satellite
altitude. Tnls d_ta set consists of chronologically ordered
_oservatiDqs, Druvidin_ _3,7RI oralileso
...............................................................
iota set q_me - [_{_ OF ION_ ]_[hJG DUCTS] EC_DES
3N _SNETIC T_PE
NLSDO I3 62-C_9A-SI_, ORS IN]E_ 9 = ]_STE] EC-OES, TAPE
Ti-, _ uerio_ covered - 12/01/_2 TO 12/aL/R _
(As verified by %SDC)
,_uantity of data - I qEEL OF TAPE
This data set, provideo [y the Communications _esearch
Centre in Ottawa, Caqaoa_ is an index t9 _ito ion_gra_s
containing cuct_ echoes. The data or, _ on a 9-track, _O0-bpi_
Odd-Dsrity_ E:C_C magnetic tao_ _ritten on an IHM 36S
ccT_jter. The criterion f}r sel_,ction was t_t at least one
truce from the con;ugate hemisphere, aDoeared oq the ionogra_.
:urn recurs contains the satellite identification, qround
station (Suito _)_ pass start ti-e (UT)I the numt)#r of
icno_rams in the aass sha_iq_ _acte_ echoes_ and the q_mDer mot
shc_iqg oucted echoes. T_e time period covered is from 1962
thro_qh l_R (LSh _ _issinr;). _r _iO _ p_ss_s (about _000
i onojrams), i16 ionoqrams _ith _ucted echoes are i_enttfled.
Similar _ata for ot_r ti_es and foam other statiolS are store_
on t_e same C_#e' ,nn are describe: in data sets 6_-09_A-OIN_
iS-ICqA-]IE_ an_ 71-3L_-OIEo
...............................................................
O_t_ set n_e - _SdL ELECTRON DENSITY (AN] SCALE _EIG_T]
P_T= AN] LIST_"JGS _[[_ PADS SJ_vA_Y PLOTS
Ti? _ _eri_c cavered - 131031_ f9 O_IJ_I6E
(As verified oy '.'SDC)
Suantity of data - 7 REELS 3_ NI:RCCiL '4
This data set, provided by tme #adio and Saace Pesearc _
Ctation_ Slouoh_ _.K._ consists of _,[ectron _ensity profiles
_or the ionosphere above the c2 m_imam (topside ionoschere].
This data set i_ o_ _6-_ _icrofilm. The _rofiles .ere
ccmputed from digital values of frequency and virtual hPight_
_ich had i_ turn ceen scolec from th_ ionograms. This data
srt cont_irs %_,ver_l different digital ano plotted forms
_reuare_ fro _ the _iqgapore_ wiq_field, and Ral_laqd islands
l_._.-cper_ten) stJtions r*,c_ivinq _l_uette L ionoqrams. _or
c,;ch s_ss, a numoer of ionogram; h]ve Deem digitized and
olotted h(t_ree fro'as per ioqo]rO-)o At the eqJ 3f the d_t_fcr mac pass, there appears a three-fr_e pass summary in t_o
LlOts ani3 a Listinq. Frame 1 for e_ch ionogram sho_s the
suosatelLite lac_ltton with ccrres_:ianning local time and
arivers_L ti_e° Tne trace Jse_ for analysis a_ _yrafre]aeqcy
_t t_e satellite (calculated and o:_rveO) _ay also Cie shown.
_lso sho_n on Frame 1 are the r_. (uninternolateo) _nq
interool_teo (e_c" IS k-} ele:tro_ J_qs(ty profiles. The input
scalln_s fcr triese profiles are srown in Fra-e 2. Frame 2 also
ccnt_in_ internelote_ qecpotenttal scale heiqnts (eac h 10 km),
dnr: total cont_,nt values for three l_yers from _50_ _02_ and
_: *m JO tO 55: k _ • 3n Fr_ne 3 is a _e-i-la_arithTic plot of
_,Lectroq density vs geopotential neig_t. The pass summary
contains a plot of selected staq;ar_ N(h) values fro _ _ach
3rs'ile _s geographic latitude, 3n3 J similar plot for scale
hei#hts. Cinally, Listings are 4i#dq Df total Content _y
latituoe_ for each of t_e three l_yers.
...............................................................
]_t,_ set name - Io%gSON]E REIZEIV_R S:IS,_L AMPLITUDE
V_Rb_S TIME PLCT!]
NSSDC ID 62-O_9A-OIS_ SOUNDER AGC VS TIME PLOTS, MFILM
Time period covered - 01/21/63 TO 06/27/54
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 117 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set, prepared from the ionosonde telemetry
tapes a t NSSDC_ cOnSi sts of continuous plots of receiver signal
amplitude versus time. This data Set ca n be made available on
• Icrofilm (16 or 35 m_). The ti_e scale is greatly expanded in
comparison tO the Ionogram so that one tonogram line (16 ms)
occupies about 0.5 in. of film record. NO amplitude scaling is
on the film. In addition to the amplitude records, there are a
l-k_z ti_e signal trace and frequency marker information.
Amplitude records for each ionogram require approximately _0 ft
of film. Data for a limited number of ionodrams were prepared
for use in a study of plasma resonance. Additional similar
data for other Ionograms may be obtained in llmltea Quantity by
arrangement with the experiment principal investigator's office
as long as original telemetry tapes are on file.
...............................................................
Data set name - ORS E.ZCTR9_ ]ZNSITY VS _ZIG_T AT SCALED
POINTS ONLY_ ON MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
NSSDC ID 62-049A-O1T, CRC N(H) DATA,SCALED POINTS,TAPE
Time period covered - 09/29162 TO 03/30166
(AS verified Dy NSS_C)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS 9 c TAPE
This data set_ prepared ny the Communications Research
Centre in 9ttawa_ Canada, consists of electron density profiles
for the ionosphere above the #2 maximum (topside ionosphere).
The data are on 9-track_ iEOO-bpi_ odd-parity, E_CDIC tape
written on a MCDCO _#-_ computer. The data set is in
chronological order_ and it includes about 4.]EQ profiles
obtained primarily during the period 19E2 to 196_. The
profiles were computed from digital values of frequency and
virtual height that were scaled from ionograms. Profile odta
consist of electron density and real height values for eacn
point scaled from the ionogram. Telemetry stations are not
identifieQ, but satellite Location, time of observation
(Greenwich and local mean time}, solar zenith angle at the
satellite, magnetic dip and gyrofrequency at the satellite,
total electron content down to lowest topside reflection
altitude, and other relevant information are lister for eac_
profile. These profiles corresoono to about 2 _ of the 2.E_
&louette 1 ionograms observed. Data for most latitudes are
incluned_ but those oata from lonqituees npar FOdeQ _ are more
numerous than those from other longitudes.
...............................................................
Data set name - CRC N(_) =ATA GIVING DENSITY AT END C,F
._I\ATIONS AND _EIS_T C]-==I:I-_T$, TaF£ (-)
NSS]£ [C E2IO_g&-OIU_ CRC N(_) SATA_ ', + _GT COl _ , TAPE
Time period covered - 11/19/62 TS 11/0E/71
(As verified by NSSDC)
3uanttty of data - 1 REEL 0 ¢ TAPE
This data set, provided by the Communications _esearc M
Centre (CRC) in Ottawa_ Cana_a_ consists Of electron density
profiles for the ionosphere adore the :_ maximum ItoDstne
ionosphere). The data are or 9-track_ 16_D-bPi_ Odd-parity,
ERODIC tape written on a voCCOMR-q computer. The oata set is
in chronological order, and it includes about 2.7E_ profiles
obtalne_ primarily _urin_ the period 19_3 to I_57. The
electron density profiles _ere computed fro- digital values of
frequency ano virtual helght_ _hlch had in turn been scaled
from the ionograms, Profiles were selecte_ because cf their
scientific interest. Telemetry stations are not identifieo,
out satellite location, time of observation_ solar zenith addle
at the satellite_ magnetic olp at the satellite_ total content
down to the lowest attituoe of topside ionospheric reflection,
and other relevant tnfor_ation are listed for each profile.
The format qtv#s SeqUences of numbers for each point SCaled
from the Ionogram, These Sequences include electron density at
the successive ootnts+ and the coefficients a2_ o35 DO+ bS,
etc. from which geometric heights can be calculated, using
formulas 40 _nd ql in J. E, Jackson_ "The recur,ion cf topside
ionograms to electron-oensity profiles,' ;roceedlnqs of the
ISLE., p. 960, June 1969. These formulas can also pe used to
calculate interpolated censity-height values. A C_C
interpolation program (available at NSSDC) can be usec with
this data set. These data _ake up a very s-all oorttcn of the
recorded _louette I ionograms, Latitudinal coverage is
_tdespread_ but data at lonqituces near RO dad W are _ore
numerous than others.
31
*********************** ALOUETTE 2 ****************************
Data set name - EXTENDED WORLD MAPS ON _AGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 65-09BA-OOD, EXTENDED WORLD MAPS, TAPE
Time oertod covered - 08/0G/67 TO 03131/73
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 91 REELS OF TAPE
These data, predated at GS_C_ are listings of satellite
position and supporting information for each minute (every 2
min after September 1970) of Greenwich mean time. This data
set is on 7-track, 555mOpl, OdO-Oarity, olnary _gnetic tones
written on an IdM 70g_ computer. The information given in the
listings includes Local times geodetic Location, several
varieties of magnetlc-fleld-referenced location, and sun
position. Data are also glvel for soecial times (egJator
crossings, northernmost and southernmost points_ sunlight
entrance and exlt, etc.).
...............................................................
Sara set name - CRC INDEX OF EXPERIMENT 'DATA AVAILABLE'
CN TAPE
NSSDC IO 6%-Og_ICD:, CRC INSEX DF OAT_ AV_ILA_LEt TAPE
Tim_ _erlod covered - Ii/29/65 T3 12/31/66
(_s verifieJ _y N_SDC]
Cuantity of _ata - i REEL OF T_PE
This d_ta set orepar_d at th_ Co_muqicatlons Research
Centre, Ottawat Canada, Indexes the start and stop ti_es for
the operation of all five satellite experiments. The data set
is on o _-tr_ck, 600-bbi_ od_-parity_ EBCDIC magnetic tape
written oq 3n I_ 360 co_Jter. The Information oresenteJ
includes the home of the telemetry stationw telemetry tape
i_entiflcatlon, day of year, nip latitud_ an_ qyrofrequency at
the satelllte_ start and stop times (Sreenwich ann local mean
time) for each p_ss, height above the s3heroIJ, and geg_etic
position.
...............................................................
]_ta set n_me - _qC PJ_LIS-E2 INDEX 3 _ _X;:ERI_E_T "_ATA
NCSOE 12 6E-og_A-O0 c , C_C INDEX 0 _ S_T_ _V_IL_LFs_ICHE
Ti-e ueriod cavereq - 11129165 TO 1213116R
(AS verified by N_SDC)
Cuantity of datd - 7 CARDS O c BIw _I_RDF]CHE
This data set, areoare_ at th_ Co_m_icgtloqs Research
Centre (CRC), Ottawa, Canada, provides on _icroflche a
tdsulatton of times (Greenwich dnd local mean time) durinc
_hic h the five satellite experiments were in operation. The
information presented include_ the pay af the year, the name of
th_: tele-etry station, telemetry tape identification, start and
stop times for each _asss start and stop values of latitud_l
[ongit_ae an0 "eight, start calves af oio latitude an_
gyrofrequency at the satellite. This microfiche data set was
_re_ared at NSSOC from unpuplismed (_ndated and unnumbered}
Int_r_l CRC r_ports titled "_lou_tte 2 Dat_ Available." A
single c3oy of these reoorts iS a_ail_ole f_r Jse at NSSDC as
TRF BO_TS_. in request_ individual pages can be cople_ as
r_quirea or the microfiche copy can De supplied.
...............................................................
2ata set name - SSFC ORBIT ELEiENTS _T ABOUT 2 WEEK
I%TE_V_LS, ON M_GNETIC (_PE
NSSgC 13 SE-O_BA-OOg, 3SIC ORBITA. _LE_[NTS, TAPE
Tim_, period covered - 1210E165 TO 0_121173
(iS verified by N,SDC)
]uontity Of qata - I REEL OF T_PE
This data set, orepared at SSFC, provides Alouette 2
orbital ele-ents _t aPout 2-week intervals. The data set is on
7-track, 55B-ppt_ even-parlty, _CD _aqneti_ tape written on
3r I_'! TC9_ comouter. These data consist of the classical
**plerian elements _lus anomalistic oertod_ motion of oerigee,
_rtd _otton of ri:_ht ascension. Since only a few pages of
printout are required to display the lade data, normallyl hard
cooy listings _re prDvlded aith one set of elements Listed 07
each Line, bnit_ are in _m, radians_ radians/day and minutes.
...............................................................
_LOGLTTE 2, BELR_ZE
_LF _ECEIVER
...............................................................
Data set name - VLF SPECTROGRAMS ON 35-MM MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 65-Og8A-02A, VLF SPECTROGRAMS, MFIL _
Time perloo covered - 12/00/65 TO 06100173
(Date supplied by e_perimenter)
This qata set_ provided by the principal investlqator_
consists of VLF data in a standard graphic form (frequency vs
ti_e). The data (sonograms) are on 35-mm microfilm. They were
prepared from analog data on magnetic tape, recordeo at
telemetry stations in real time. Approximately 9_20 passes
were recordeds from which sonograms have been prebare_ for
about 1500 Passes. Most of the sonograms have been compiled
from passes over the Ottawa station, although over half of the
data observed were from other Locations. By s_eclal
arran;ement, any data available on tape can be provided in
limited quantities in sonogra_ for_o Each _ass processed into
send,rams consists of three Darts, each using olfferent ranqes
on the frequency scaless i.e.s nominally 0 to 20s 0 to IO, and
0 tO 2.5 kHz. The time scale for the first two parts is 0.25
In.ls, and it is 0,125 in./s for the O- to 2,E-k_z sonoqrams.
Identification information is notec prior to each pass over a
station. Universal time is shown at lO-s intervals along the
edge of the Sonogrg_s. An analog representation of the
VLF-receiver _GC level is also shown aloha the edge of the
sonograms, These data can Pe made available for viewing by
contacting the experimenter, Or° R. E. Barrtngton,
Co_munlcations Research Centre, Door. of Communications, P.O.
50_ IIR90, Station R, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, _2_ _S2.
...............................................................
Data set na_e - VL F EMISSION INTENSITY OBSERVATIONS AT c
N_O_ _ND FREQUENCIES OVE_ _AS_IM_
NSSOC 13 65-09BA-O2B_ <AS_IVA VL: ]_Ti, BOOK
Time _erlod Covered - 02/25/71 TO 09/26/71
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 BO0_ OP _OUNE VOLU_E
This data set, prepared at the P_olo _esearcn
Laboratories (_RL)I Tokyo, Japan, consists of graphical
representations of VLF e_ission intensity at the satellite.
The data set is on microfiche. The gate set Contains data from
seven Alouette 2 passes recorded at Kashlma, Japan durinq 1971,
There is one striD chart for each of slx frecuencies (0.3, i. _ ,
_, _ ib, and 25 k"z} on each pade. :ntenstty is qraphed on an
aroitrary _ scale vt; five _ara_eters (sat_lllte altitude,
universal and Local times, _-v_lue at t_e satellite, and
satellite invariant latitude}. This microfiche data set was
prepared at NSSDC from an unpuolished, unnumbered internal PqL
reoort titled "_adio and Space iota," v. i_ #t. 3, Varch i_7%
A single copy of this report is available for use at NSSDZ as
TR_ B25OlR. On request, individual pages can be copied _s
required or the microfiche copy con De supplied.
...............................................................
ALOUETTE 2s BRACE
CYL:_DRiCAL [LECTRSGT_T[C PRO_ES
...............................................................
Cata set name - _L_CT_DN ]ENSITY _7, TE_pr_TU_ CN T_PE
NSSOC ]D ES-OgP_-O=,_, ELECT;ON 2ENSITY * TEV¢, T&FE
Ti_e period covered - D2/21/66 Tn 11/13/E7
(_s verifie_ _!y NSS32)
Qu_nttty of data - 1 _EEL OF TAPE
These reO_ced data, orepareo by the experimenter, list
about 21 months of electron number densities and electron
temperatures oPserved at the sdtelltte. The data set is on a
5-tr_ck, 800-opi, Odd-parity EBC]IS maonettc ta_e written on an
]B _ 360 co_puter. The data have been calculated from the
tel*._etere_ retarding potential curves. Included in the
listings for each data point are telemetry stdtions Orbit
number, date, Sreenwtch and local mean time, geodetic
coordinates, geomagnetic latitude and longitude, invartant
Latitudes geomagnetic-fielg intensity and dip anole, solar
zenith angle_ solar lO.7-cm flux, planetary _p index, satellite
potential_ and record count. Temperature data are availaPle for
only about 5% of the data points ana are scatterea throughout
the observing period. Electron density values are present _t
qearly all data points. Gaps in time coverage are usually a fe_
orotts or leas. The data have gaps in coverage caused
primarily by Lack of a tape recorder on the satellite and
limitations of experiment scheduling. These same data are
available on microfilm as data set 65-Og_A-05_. The data are
summarized in dat_ set 6_-G_A-05C.
_ata set _e - E_E_RON OENSIT_ _N_ _MPE_T_E DN
M_DRDFILM
32
_SSDC IO 55-098A-055, ELECTRON ]ENSITY ÷ TEMPt MFILM
Time period covered - 02/21/6G TO ii/13/GT
iAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set_ on 35-mm microfilm, was prepared by the
#rlnciDal investigator and lists about 21 months of electron
numoer densities and electron temoeratures observed at the
satellite. The data have been calcJlated from tTe telemetere_
retarding potential curves. InClUded in the listing for each
data point are telemetry statlonl oroit number_ date, Greenwich
and local mean time, _eodetlc coordinates, geomagnetic latitude
ant longitude, invariaqt latitade, _es_agnetlcifield inte_slty
and sip angl_, solar zenith angle, solar lO.7-cm flux,
_lanetary _ index_ satellite uotentialt and record count.
Temperature 3ate are acailsole far 3_ly about _% of the _at_
points and are scattered throughout the observing period.
Electron censlty values are present at nearly all data points.
Saps in time coverage are usually a few orbits or less. The
data gass i_ coverage are ceased primarily oy I_CK 9f a ta_e
recorder on the satellite and limitations of experiment
scheduling. Th_ same data are available on maqnetlc lade as
data set 65-09_-3b_. The sate are summarized in data set
...............................................................
Sate set name - ELECTRON DENSITY _%[ TEMPERATURE PLOTS
ON _CROFZL _
NS5_C IS _5139_-050, ELECT DENSITY * T[RP PLOTS, _ILM
Ti-e period covered - 02/21/66 TO O3/JI/B7
[AS verified by gCSOC}
Suantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set, on 35-mm mlcrofilmt _as prepared by the
_riflcioal investigator fro_ the _at3 in data set 65-09_A-05_
(or equivalently b_ -OgB_IO_B). It consists of graphs, each
sho_ing about i _eek of electron density aria temperature
observations plotted against an abscissa of linearly spaced dlp
latitude. The full range of dip from -90 to .30 and Deck to
-_O de_ is snc_q an the abscissa t_ av_i_ _ixin_ the
o_servations from opposite sides of the orbit. Also included
_ith each week of data are graphs sno_tng the corresuondtnc
altitJae and Local ti-e variations olottea v_ Jio latitude.
Precession of perigee progresses slowly enough (-I.Rg deg/day)
SO that satellite altitude changes over the 1-_eek period (for
a given latitude) can be considered to De only a minor cause of
electron demsity variation. The orbit olaqe 3recession is also
slo_ enough (-O.7g dec/day) that, for most practical purposes_
the local time of day for observations at each latitude as
91oiled _Duta not chaq_e significantly over the l-week period.
...............................................................
_LO_:TT_ 2_ H_RTZ
_CS_:S RA31O NOI_E
...............................................................
Data set name - COSPZC RADIO NOISE - _G: LEVELS PLOTTED
ON 35-M_ MICROfILm, _E_SED _ITH iONOSRA_S
_SC_ I_ S_-O_£A-O_AI _OSM_C _AD_ rJSISL-ASC LEV-, _FILM
Time period covered - 111291_5 TO O_/OO/T3
(_s verifle_ oy NSSDC)
S_ntity of sate - SlUR REELS OF NISROPIL!4
This Data set, 3roviSeJ Oy the office of the 3rlnctDal
investigator at the Communications Re_earch Centre in Ottawa,
_andca, consist_ of the sounder automatic gain control (&GC)
level plotted vs ti_e, displayed as _lot lines on the ionsgra_
of microfilm oa:a set SS-09RA-OI_. Since the sounder receiver
is _ sweep-freu_ency receiver_ the _GC data are in effect
olctted vs frequency. The freauency resolution Is relatively
good, _ut the fl_x resolution is very 3o3r dJe t3 the
restricted plot height. These o_ta _re also available, with
the flux displayed 3n an expandeo scale, from the experimenter.
...............................................................
]_ta set name - SuM',t_RY 3 c COSMIC R&_[3 NOISE STriP
_&RTS PLUS OOCUMENTAT:ON_ CN MICROFILM
"_SSDC I] _=-396A-0]9, COSMIC RADIO NOI_E-SUMMARY_ MFILM
Time period covered - 05/38/55 TO 07/OI/Gg
(_s verified oy _ISSC)
Quantity of data - i REEL 3: MICRO=I_M
This data set, provided on microfilm by the principal
investigator, includes documentation for the strip charts
contained in oata set 6510_8_-03C a_d _ sa_3l_ of that dat_
set. This llst of data has not been verified Dy NSSDE.
...............................................................
Data set name - COSMIC RADIO NOISE ON STRIP CMARTS
NSSDC 19 65-ogBA-03C, COSMIC RADIO NOISE, MC ROLLS
Time period covered - 06130166 TO 07101169
(AS verified by NSS]C}
_uanttty 3f data i i_25 ROLLS OF STPIP qe BRUSH C_ARTS
This data set, generated by the principal Investlgator
from data set 65-098A-O3A, has an expanded vertical scale _blch
may be analyzed using calibration data given in the
documentation. This data set is on rolls of strip charts
containing plots of the ASC voltage as a function of tlme_ with
both time and frequency markers presented. Each roll_
aporoxlmately 12.5 cm wide by G,5 cm in dlameter_ contains
about 30 minutes of data on a horizontal scale of about 2 cm
oar second of elapsed time. These data are descriPeb_
documented, and listeo in data set 65-098A-03£. The list of
data was supplied by the principal investigator, and it has not
been verified by NSS]].
...............................................................
ALOJETTE 2, MCDIA_MI3
ENEqGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS
...............................................................
Data set name - REDUCED CObNT RATE DAT_ ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC IO 65-OgBA-O4A_ COUNT RATE ]&TA, TA_E
Time period covered - 11/29/65 TO 06/18/69
(AS verified by NSSDC)
quantity of data - 8 REELS OF TAPE
This data set_ provided by the principal investigator,
consists of the count rates measured by the four Getger-Mueller
detectors and by the silicon-Junctlon detector of investigation
65-098_-0_° The data are on 9-track_ 8DO-bpi, odd-parity,
binary tapes written on an IBM 360 computer. The data set
Drovides oroit and time Information_ Kp index_ altltuae,
geomagnetic field intensity, invarlant latitude, local magnetic
tlme_ orientation and pitch angle, count rates for all counting
modes with time resolution of 1 s, and miscellaneous other
information. The data are stored in chronological order and
include only those times when the invarlant latitude exceeded
EO deg. There are gaps in the data.
gata _et n_e - ANAL_E_ SE_EETEO _O_NOAR_ _ATA ON
MA_NET_E TA_E
_SSOC ID _-_A_, PARTICLE _O_A_ _ATA, T_PE
Time period co_e_ed _ 1_S TO _
_As v_rifie_ by N_S_C_
_uantity df data _ 1 REEL 0 _ TA_E
This da_a set, generated by t_e principal investigator,
provides _ario_s high-latitude boundaries of the o_ter
radiation _one as re_ealed by _he Sei_er-_eller detector_ a_d
the silicon_ction detector of investigation _S_A-_. The
data are o_ a _trac_ _bpi_ odd-parity_ E_COI_ magnetic
tape _ritte_ _n an I_M _ computer. The data set provides
orbit n_oer_ ti_e tnfor_atio_, pass direPtton_ i_terpla_etary
field polarity_ magnetic solar co-declination, _p a_ Ap
indices, l_cal _agnetic time a_d invaria_t latitude fo_ _arious
_e_ electron _o_ndaries_ i_variant latitude f_r _e_,
_._e_, and _- to R_Me_ electro_ bo_ndaries_ in_ariant
latit_de_ l_cal geomagnetic-fie ld intensity_ local _agne_ic
ti_e for i_tensity maxima _f _ke_ _o_Me_, and _k_
elect_ons, a_d similar infor_atio_ for inte_sit_ _ini_a° In
addition to the _bac_gro_d _ boundary _here the co_t rate of
a gi_e_ detector drops to the cosmic-ray background inte_sity_,
t_o _daiti_nat _ound_ries _s_oot_ a_d sharp_ ar_ g_ven f_r the
_ke_ detector ISee _. _. McDiar_id and _. R. _rr_s, _oc_l
ti_e asymmetries in the high-latitude boundary of the o_ter
radiation zone for the different electron e_ergies, _ _a_. _.
_hys., _ _ PP. _-_, _an_ary _. The interplanetary
field polarity _as o_tained _rom _. M. _ilco_ and _° S.
Eol_urn_ _I_ter_lanetary sector str_ct_re i_ th_ rising porti_
of the _ns_ot cycle, _ _. _eophyso _es_, v. T_, p. _, _ay
_°
ALO_ETTE _ _ARREN
S_EE_REQ_E_ SO_NOER
Data set name _ S_EEP_PRE_ENC_ iO_OSRAM_ ON _ICRO_ILM
33
NSSDCI 65-098A-OIA0SWEEP-FREQUENCYIONOGRAMS,MFILM
Timeperiodco_ereQ- 11/29165TO01/31175(ASverifiedbyNSSDC)
guantityof data- 2571REELS3=_ICROPILM
This data set, prepared at the Communications ReSearch
Centre in Ottawa, Canada, consists of Alouette 2 ionograms on
reels of 35-_m _IcrofIlm. These ionograms are reduced dat_
plots Showing aS a function of frequency the echo time delay
(virtual range) of Pulsed radio signals. They are an original
form of the data prepared directly from the telemetry tape.
The data are as complete as is permitted oy the llmltatiaqs of
spacecraft power, lack of onboard tape recordlngt telemetry
station locatlon_ telemetry station schedullng_ and data
processing facilities. The data coverage is primarily near the
BC deg W meridian for Periods 3f ti_e da to 7-I/2 h per day,
Since only time is noted on each ionogram, satellite position
and other related data must be obtained from another source,
such as NSSDC data set 65-098A-OD=. A orD_ra_ for the
reduction of topside ionograms to electron density profiles is
available from NSSDC.
...............................................................
data set name - RRL PUBLISHEO ELECTRON DENSITY AND SCALE
HEIGHT PROFILES O_ _ICROF[CH[
NSSDC 13 6[-09RA-OID, RRL N(H)*N INT PROFILES, FZCHE
Time perloJ covered - i_/12/66 TO 12/27/68
(AS verified Oy NSSDC)
Quantity of oata - 22 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data setl provided by the #adlo Research
Laboratories (RRL)t Tokyo, Japan, consists of electron oensity
profiles for the ionosohere aoov_ the c2 _awimum (topsiae
ionosphere). The data are on microfiche. The electron density
_rofiles are computed from the digital values of frequency and
virtual height that were scaled from ionograms. The data are
ordered chro_ologlcally. ALL data were aoser_ed frD_ th_
Japanese telemetry station at Kashtma. Satellite Location
(geodetic and geomagnetic coordinates), observation time
(Universal and local mean time), solar zenith angle at the
satellite, height of the F2 m_xi_jm, deqsily at t_e F2 maxlmjm,
total electron content between the satellite and the F2
maxlmJm, Kp_ an_ an indication of profile Quality are included
wlth each profile. Height of maximum density, electron density
at the _axi_j_t an_ total electroq content ar_ _Isslng fro_ a
majority of the profiles because Of the lack of ionosoherlc
reflections on the ionograms near che c2 critical frequencies.
Thls happens frequently due to weak signals when the satellite
altltJde is high, i.e,, above 1200 to l_O0 k_. Profile dat_
consist of electron denslt_ and real height values interpolated
for each 50 km and extending from the highest interpolation
level below the satellite down to the Lowest interpolation
level from which tODSlde reflections were observed. Ten
profiles are listed on each page, An index of the passes, by
pass, is IncLude_ with the explanatory text. Similarly
formatted scale-height arofiles are also inclJded. Thes_
profiles appear to include all oDserv_tlons made from Kashlma
during the last quarter of 1966, all of l_GT, 1988, ana Ig69.
They reorese_t a very small portion of the total Alouette 2
ionosonde observations. This mlcrDfiche data set .as oreaare_
_t NGSDO from unpublished internal RRL _eports titled "Electron
oensltles and scale heights from Alouette 2 Observations over
Japan, Volumes I-£," Jated _eDrJary 1970, reorJary i_71,
February l_T2, August i_72, February l_T4, ano February 1977,
respectively. A simQle Copy of these reports is available for
use at NSSDC as TRY 905_9. 3n request, InaIvidual pages can be
copied as reqjired or the mlcrofIcne cDDy cam De _JbOlled.
...............................................................
Data set name - INOEKIN$ INFORMATION FO _ SWEEP-_nEQU[NCY
IONDSRAMS WITH _UCTED ECHOES
NSSDC ID 65-09RA-OIE, ERC INDEX 0 = DUZTED ECwOES, TAPE
Time period covered - 12/01/65 TO 0R/21/_9
{As verified oy N_SDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS 0 _ TAPE
Thls dat_ set, prepared at the former Electronics
Research Center of NASA, is a catalD_ of AloJette 2 ionograms
showinq dueled echoes. The data are on T-track_ 556-bpi_
even-uarlty_ RCD maqnetlc tapes _rltten on an IBM TO£_
computer. The cases presented in the data set were selected
from a large nJ_Oer ol IoqDgra_s that lqclJ_ _ost 3f the
Alouette 2 ionograms observed from Launch until April 21, _969.
There are two different formats for the ionograms. Information
inclJaed on POth formats contains Jniversal time and Local
time, geodetic anJ geomagnetic Location of the satellite,
telemetry station, gyrofrequency at tme satellite locatlon_ and
olscrete frequencies relating to the dueled echoes. One format
also contains additiQnal i_for_atiod relati_ to the darted
echo characteristics. One tape indexes 6171 ionograms from 17
different telemetry stations. The second tape provides more
detatle_ tnfsr_dttorl aq 2922 of these ionograms from Santiago,
Stngapore_ and 3rroral. The second tape is ordereo
chronologically, by station. A aescriotlon _no oiscussion of
some of these data can be found in J. Ramasastry and [. J.
Walsh, "Conjugate echoes observed by the Alouette 2 topside
sounder at the longitudes of Singapore," J. 3eophys. Res., v.
7_, pp. 5665-567a, Nov. 1969. Photographic prints showing many
of these ducted ionograms can be found In data set £5-898A-OIF.
...............................................................
Data set name - PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS OF SwEEP-F_EQuENCY
IDNOG_A_S WIT_ POSTED ECaDES
NSSDC IC 65-098A-OI_, ERC DUCTED ECHCES,B×IC-IN. PRINTS
flme derlod covered - 12/0_/65 TO 04/21/59
(AS verified by NSSOC)
_uanttty of data - 2Q51 B/W PRINTS
This data set, prepared at the former Electronics
Research Center of NASA_ is a collection of _louette 2
ionograms showing ducted echoes. The data are on _- by It-In,
Dhotographlc prints prepared from the ionogram film, Each
print covers frequencies from below 0.5 _Hz to over 5 MHZ, The
data consist of _0 books of approximately _0 ionograms Per
oookl from regions near IT different telemetry stations. These
data are a relatively complete collection of ducted echo
ionograms observed by Alouette 2 curlnq the ti_e period
November 29, i965, to ADrll ZI_ i%9. A description and
diSCuSSion of some of these data cam be found in J. qamasastry
and E. d. Walsh_ "Conjugate echoes observed by the Alouette 2
roDs¶de sounder at the longitudes of Simqa_ore," J. Seophys.
qes., v. 74, pp. 5665-5£7R, _ov. 1959. Since only time is
note3 on each tonogram, satellite position ano other related
data must Oe obtained fro_ another source, such as data set
65-099A-OOE or 65-09@A-POD, Scaled information for many of
these dueled tonogra_s can be found in oata set ES-09_4-Ol_.
...............................................................
Data set name - CRC INTERPOLATED ELECTRON DE_SZTY
PROFILES O_ MICROFICHE
NSSDZ 13 ES-O98A-OIS, SRR N(_) INT P_O=I_ES, _::Za{
Time period covereo - 1211_/65 TO 0310g170
(AS verified by NSSDS)
Quantity of data - 6 CARDS D: _/W _IORD=IZ_Z
This data set, provided by the Communications nesearch
Centre (CqC) in Ottawa, Canada, consists of two volumes of
electron density profiles for the ionosphere above the ;2
maximum (topside ionosphere). The data are on mlcro_Iche. The
electron density profiles are derived from clgltal values of
frequency and virtual height that _ere scaled from ionograms.
Data are ordered chronologically and include about R000
profiles. Profile data consist of electron aensity and real
height values for the satellite height and tnterDOlateo values
at standard heights from the satellite aown to the Lowest
height from which topside ionospheric reflections wer_
observed. Standard heights are for =O-km intervals UP to _30
k_, for lOO-km intervals UD tO l_Og km, and for _O_-km
intervals up to 3000 km. Telemetry stations are not
Identlfled_ but satellite location, universal tt_e of
observation, satellite Local time, dis Latitude at the
satellite, and other relevant information are listed for eac _
profile. The ionograms reduced were selected for their
scientific interest and comprise a very small sample of the
Alouette 2 soundings taken. Profiles from numerous Longitudes
and latitudes are included, but those fro _ northern hemisphere
latitudes near _0 dog W are most numerous, This microfiche
data set ,as prepared at NSSDC from unoubltshec (undated dnd
unnu_Dereo) internal C_S reports titled "Alouette 2 ionospheric
data interpolator N(h)." _ single copy of t_ese reports is
available for use at NSSCC aS T _ B06707. On reouest,
IndlviQual pages can be copied as required or the _icrofIche
copy can be supplied. The scaled profiles from which this
interpolated data set was obtained can he found in data set
65-098A-01_.
...............................................................
data set name - CRC ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES AT LAMINA
_DJNOA_IES DN _I:#3:::_E
NSSgC ID 65-098A-01_, C#C N(H) SCALED PROCILES, ucIC_E
Time period covered - 12/15/65 TO ODlOglTO
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - i0 CARDS OF F/W MICROFICHE
This data set, provided by the Communications Research
Centre (CRC) in Ottawa, Canada_ consists ol two volumes of
electron density profiles for the ionosphere above the _2
maximum (topside ionosphere). The data are on microfiche. The
electron density profiles were computed from digital values of
frequency and virtual height that were scaled from ionograms.
The data are ordered chronologically and include about _OOO
profiles. Profile data consist of electron density and real
heiDht values for each point scale_ from the lo_ooram, Each
profile OCCupies about four lines of print, and a chronological
index of all data is provided. ;or interpolated values of
electron density at standard increments of real height, see
3_
dataset 6E-O9PA-015.Telemetrystationsarenotidentified(
_Ut satellite location_ Greenwich mean time of observation,
solar zenith angle at the satellite, dlp latitude at the
satellite, total electron conteqt down to the 13west tDDslde
reflection altitude, and other relevant information are listed
for each profile. The ionograms reduced _ere selected for
their scientific interest and cD_Drise a very s_all samale of
the nearly I million hlouette 2 ionograms obtained. Oata for
_ost latitudes are included but those _dta from longitudes near
20 aeg _ are more numerous than those from other longitudes.
this _icrofiche a_ta set was _resarea at NSSDC frD_ aqg_bllshe3
{undated and unnu_oered) internal CaC reports titled "Alouette
:i ionospheric data _(h)." _ sin_le copy of these reports is
uveila_le for use at NSSDC as TiF _0E759. On request_
inaivldual gages can De coDied as reauired ar tle _Icroflche
copy can De supplied. This data set is also available on
mjgnetic tape as data set 65-05_-313. The tape also includes
_10aette 2 electron density profiles for the period fro_ _arch
_1 1970_ to duly I0, _972.
...............................................................
_ta set na_e - IoNDg_AM INVENTORY ON T_PE
%SSDC ID 6S-09_A-OII, NSSDC IONOSPAN I_'£NTORY,TA>Z
Tim_ 2erioo covere_ - 11/29/£_ TO 0_/2_/7_
(As _erified of _%SDC)
3udntity of cata - 3 REELS OF TAP-
_ isT_is oata set 3repare_ 5t _:C " a_ inventory of
_lo_ette _ ionogra_s (gala set _%-O_A-OIA) by station pass.
Tb_ data s_t is on 7-track_ _56-_:pit e_en-parlty, BC2 maanetlc
t_Ees _ritten 3n ,_n :_ 759_ comoot_r. The inventory can be
scrtes by station, by ti_e, 3r by Dt_er metho_* as desired.
Information in the data set incloses telemetry station ano
_t_rt an_ stop time _or the passes _,_ orbit number. The, index
_as c re_area fro_ an inventory of film, recelveo at _JSS]C and
frc_ satellite eche_erides.
_ta _et _ame - _SA_RC _ D_ES _T_ _T_D
T$ _0-_ _T_A_ _ (PAD_ _
\_S_ _ _-O_A-_ld, _ _I_ I_f _S,_ _E_ T_E
Tim-, _erio_ _w_e_ _ 11_2_/_5 TO _
(A_ veri_ie_ _y _ _)
_tit_ of data _ _ R[E_$ _ TA _
This d_ se(, O_o_ioe_ P_ t_e Ames _esearch _ente_
_i_ts _f _le_r_'_ density _r_ile_ f_r the i_so_ere a_v_
the _ _a_imu_ _t_id_ iono_er_. The data are packed on
_-tr_ _-_pi, _-parity_ _ _a_netic ta_s, _ri_te_ on
_n _ _£0 co_uter. _ _c_in_ r_tine, called _t_oe, _ is
_ailaple at _D_ f_r t_is _ta _t° These _ofile_ _ere
_i_i_ally co_put_ _rom digital val_e_ _f frequency and virtual
r_n_!e t_a_ _er_ s_aled _ro_ io_o_m_. Oi_ital electron
_sity v_s are listed f_r _h_ _(ellite loc_tion and for
e_ _ _m f_m _atellite altit_ o_n to the lowest height
_f _p_i_e si_l_al reflections (_rm_lly near _00 _I_ _hese
_t_ _re _rt o_ a collection pre_re_ fro_ the Alouette _
i_ 1, a_o _ _ _atellites. _r_m _ll _r_ satellites_
_ere are a_out _,0_0 profile_ li_t_d for times oetwee_
_ove_r 1_, 1_ _no _n_ _ 1_, from the vicinity o_ 1 _
_ifferent _rOund _tatio_s. These _ _re fro_ a s_all _Ioc_
_f _ t_t_l i_nog_a_ d_t_ f_ t_e t _ee _teLli_s (le_ t_
1_I, _t they for_ o_e of the largest Ploc_s of reduced
_,_t_llite io_Dr_m_ a_il_ble. _he_e _e_ctions are of oPtimum
_uali_ _e_a_e e_t_a_rdi_-, _r_r_-_ a_ _-trace _al_s
_re c_ec_ed _inst o_e _not_er _ri_g _o_p_tati_n of th_
_e_it_ _l_es. _e _l_uette _ _ta o_taine_ prior _o _arch
11_ _, _re _l_le o_ micr_fil_ _ d_ta se_ _-_RA-_°
_t_J set _me _ _S_°_ _E_T_D_ _ _T_R_OLAtED
_ 1_0 _ _TER_A_S D'_ _D_I_ _
_i_e _eriod cove_e_ - _2_S T_ _1_
I_s _erifie_ _y _D_I
_a_tity _f o_ta _ _ _E_S _ _C_ _
T_i_ _ set_ provided _y _e _mes _esearch _enter_
consists of electron density profiles (_r the ionosphere a_o_e
t_e _ _axi_ (t_si_e i_s_er_). T_ ga_ _re on 1_-_
_icro_ilm. _e pr_file_ _ere initially computed fro_ digital
v,_lues of frea_en_y ano _irtu_l r_n_e that _ere scaled fro_
io_r_s. _igit_l electro_ density v_l_es _re listed at the
_at_llite a_d f_r each _00 _m fro_ _ satellite altit_d_ dow_
to t_ lowest h_i_ht of topside signal reflection (_or_ally
n_r _ _m_. The_e profile_ are on the film in date-ti_e
se_e_e. These _ata re_rese_t a s_ll _erce_ta_ _f the total
_ette _ ion_gra_ oata Iless t_an 1_) b_t for_ o_e of the
l_r_est blocks o_ reouced satellite iono_a_s available° These
re_cti_s are _f optimum _ality _ec_Juse both e_traordinary-
ano _rdinary-tr_ce _alues _ere c_e_eo a_ai_t one a_Dther
during computation of the density values. This data set is
also available on magnetic tape as data set Gs-ogB_-OIJ. The
tape also includes _louette 2 electron density profiles
obtained during the period _arch ii_ 1970, to _ebruary 15_
1972.
Data set name - IN=Ex O_ IONOGR_Ms SHOWING DUSTED ECHOES
NSSOC ID 65-Og8A-O1N, CRC INOEX OF DUCTED ECHOES, TAPE
Time period cowered - 11/29/65 TO 18/30/71
(As veriflea by NSSDC)
Cuantity of data - I _EEL OF TAPE
This data set, prepared at the =ommunications _esearch
Centre in Ottawa, Canada_ is an index to low-latitude ionograms
containing ductea echoes. The Rata are on a 9-track_ ROO-bpi_
Odd-parity, EB=]IC magnetic tape written on an I_ 353
computer. The criterion for selection was that at least one
trace from the conjugate hemisphere appeared on the ionogram.
Each record contains the satellite identification, ground
station (Outto:S_ Santiago=8_ Ft. Meyer=3, Orroral=21,
Singaporez_R), pass start time lOT), the number of ionograms in
the pass sho_ing ducted echoes, and the number not showing
oucted echoes. =or _52 Alouette 2 passes (abOut 1. lEE
fonogra_s), appro_i-ately 2000 ionograms with ducted echoes
were Identified. Similar data for other ti_es are stored on
the sa_e tape and are describe_ under data sets 62-O_aA-O1Q,
£9-O09A-OIE, and 71-02_h-OiE.
...............................................................
Data set name - C_C {_ECTqDN DENSITY =_9:ILES AT SCALE]
POINTS ON MAGNETIC T_PES
NSSDC ID 65-09_,A-C]9_ CRC N(H) DATA, N * HGT COEF_ _APE
Ti_e period covered - 12/15/55 TO 0T/10/72
(AS verified Oy NSSD_)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS O _ TAPE
This rata set, provlaed by the Communications Research
Centre (CRC) in Ottawa, Canada, consists of electron density
srofiles for the ionosphere adore the r2 _a_Imum (topside
ionosphere). The data set is on 9-track* BOO-Ppl, odd-oarlty_
ERCDIC maqnettc tapes, written on an IaM 360 computer. The.
electron density profiles were computed from aigltal values of
frequency an_ virtual height, scaled from ionograms. T_e data
are ordered chronologically and include about 11,000 profiles.
Telemetry stations are not Identified_ but satellite locatlon_
3reenwich mean time of observatlon, solar zenith angle at the
satellite, dip latitude at the satellite, total electron
content down to the lowest height of topside signal reflection
(normally near 300 km)_ and other relevant information is noted
with each profile. The format gives seauences of numbers for
each point scaled from the Ionogra_. These sequences include
electron density at the successive Dolnts_ and the coefficients
a2_ ha, b#, bE, etc. from which geometric heights can De
calculated, using formulas _0 anc _1 in J. _. Jackson, "The
reduction of topside ionograms to electron-density profiles_"
Proceedings of the IEEE., p. 960_ dune 19£9. These formulas
can 31so be used to calculate interpolated denslty-height
values, h CRC interpolation program (available at NSSDC) can
be used _tth this data set. The ionograms _ere selected for
their scientific interest and co_orlse only a very small
portion of reductioqs possible from the available long,rams.
Data obtained prior to _arch 9, 1£70, are also available on
_icroftche as data set _5-ORRA-OIH.
...............................................................
Data set na-e - RSRS ELECTRON DENSITY (AND SCALE _EIGHt)
3_3TS AND _ISTINSS wIT_ =ASS SUmmARY PLOTS
NSSDC IS 65-898A-OlP_ RSRS N(H) INT PROFILES, M¢IL_
Time period covered - _2/12/65 TO 0£/11/5B
(AS verified by _.SSDC)
Guantity of data - 5 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set_ provided by the Radio and Space Research
Station, Slough, UoK., consists of electron density profiles
for the ionosphere above the c2 maximum (topside ionosphere),
The data are on 16-m_ microfilm. These data consist of several
olfferent dlqital and plotted for_s. For each pass, a number
of tonograms have been digitized and plotted (three frames per
tonogram), At the end of the data for each pass, there apoears
a three-frame pass summary as two plots and a listing. Frame I
for each ionogram sho_s the subsatelltte location with
corresponding local and universal times. The trace used for
analysis and the gyrofrepuency at the satellite (calculated and
observed) may also be shown. ALso sho_n on Frame _ are the raw
(untnterpolatea) and interpolated (each IC kv) electron density
Drofiles. The input scalings for these profiles are shown on
Frame 2. Frame 2 also contains interpolated geopotential scale
hetqhts (eac h 1C km), aria total content values for up to five
layers (350 to 950, _00 to 950, 450 to _50_ 958 to 1500, and
950 to 2500 km)_ depending upon the spacecraft altitude. On
35 • c!S
Frame 3 is a se_l-logarlt_mic plot of electron density VS
geopotenttal height. The pass summary contains a plot of
selected standard N(h) values from each profile Va geographic
latitade_ and a similar olot for scale heights, _inally0
listlngs are given of total content oy latltadel f3r each of
the flve Layers°
...............................................................
2ata set name - ZONOSONOE RECEIVER SIGNAL AMPLITUDE
VERSUS TIME PLOTS
NSSDC ID 65-098A-01_ SOJNDER AGE VS TI_E _LOTS_ _:ILM
Time period covered - (N/A)
This data sett prepared from the ionosonde telemetry
tapes at NSSDS_ consists of cDntlnJo_s plots of receiver signal
amplitude versus time. This data set can be made available on
16- or 35-mm microfilm, The time scale is greatly expanded in
comparison to the ionogram so that one ionogram llne (16 ms)
OCC_ples about 0.5 in, of fIl_ record° NO a_DlltJde scallnq is
on the film. In addition to the amplitude recordst there are a
l-k_z tlme slqnal trace and frequency marker Infor_atlon.
_molltude rec3rds for each ioqogra_ require approximately 50 ft
of film. Data were prepared for use in a study of plasma
resonance. Ionogram data in a similar form may De obtained in
limited quantities as Long as the original telemetry tapes are
3n file.
*********************** ARIEL i *******************************
...............................................................
ARIEL i, ELLIOT
COSNIC-RAY OETECTOR
...............................................................
3ata set na_e - REDUCED COUNT RAT_ AND ORSlTAL _TA ON
_AGNETIC TARE
NSSDC 10 62-OISA-O3A! CERENKCV, GEIGER CR DATAt TAPE
Time period covered - 0_/27/_2 TO 07/12/62
(As verlfiea Dy NCSDC)
Guantlty of data - i REEL OF TAPE
The 31-S Cerenkov-counter and Oeiger-tube accumulations,
ond orbital data are on One T-tracKw 55_-bpit BOO magnetic Tape
_ritten on an li_M 360 computer. The ddta are in chronological
order. Each of the 595 files on the tape consists of several
physical records. Each physical record has a flxed length of
Z460 characters_ and each Logical recoro is $5 characters long.
...............................................................
ARIEL it SAYERS
RA_IO FREQUENCY CAPACITANCE PROBE
...............................................................
_dtd set name - ELECTRON DENSITY _ATA ON TAPE
NSSDC 13 62-OlSA-OIA, ELECTRON DENSITY_ TAPE
Time period covered - OR/_7/B2 TO 07/0_/8Z
(AS verified Oy _SS_C)
Quantity of data - i REEL O_ TAPE
These electron density data are on one 7-track_ 55E-bpi_
_CD magnetic tape_ written on an idM 70_ computer. They are
merged with standard e3he_erldes_ geo3ote_tial _liitJde_ local
solar tlme_ and values for the geomagnetic field intensity and
McILwain_s L-shell parameter° The geodetic Latitude coverage
varleo oet_een DLJs and _Inus 5_ deg. _easure_ents were made at
all local ti_es. The same data are available on microfilm as
data set E2-O}SA-01_°
E_ta set name - _L_t_ _E_I_ _ATA _
Mi_RO_IL_
_G_ ID _-_A_ ELECTRON _EN_IT_ _ILM
Ti_e _eri_d c_ere_ _ _T_E_ t_ _
_As _erified _y _S_C_
_a_tity of data - _ _EEL _P _I_RO_IL_
These electron density dat_ are on _icrofilm _e_ged _ith
standard ephe_erides_ qeopotentiaL al_it_e_ Local solar time_
_nd _al_es for the geomagnetic field i_te_sity a_d _cIIwain_s
L-shell aara_eter. The g_etic latitude ¢_age _arie_
between plus and min_s _ deg_ _eas_re_e_ts _ere _ade at all
l_cal ti_es_ _he sa_e _ata are a_ailable on digital _a_etic
_aoe as data set _A-_A.
*********************** ARIEL 3 *******************************
...............................................................
ARIEL 3_ KAISER
VLF RECEIVER_ FIXED-FREQUENCY SIGNAL
STRENGTH
...............................................................
Oata set name - MINIMUM _ MAXIMuM_ ANO MEAN VLF SIGNAL
STRENGTH VALUES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC 10 87-OR2A-OEA, VLF RECEIVE_ OAtA, _FIL _
Time oerlod covered - 05/05/67 tO 09/30/67
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 4 REELS O_ _ICRDalL_
This 35-mm _Icrofilm VL_ Oata set was prepared by the
Investlgators° One set of six frames contains data for up to
gO _in of satellite operation, the first four frames consist
of graphs_ one each for the data from the three flxed-freouency
receivers operating at 3.2_ £.E_ and 16 kHz_ and a SecOnd graph
(frame W in the slx-frame sequence) for the _E-kHz receiver.
On this fourth fram_ the signal strengths of the narrow-band
and wide-band signals are plotted. On the first three Tropes,
mlnimum_ mean_ and maximum signal strenqths are plotted lq
Oeci3els above I microgamma vs time. Values for invariant
latltude_ geographic positlon_ Local time_ magnetic latltude_
and solar zenith angle are shown belo_ the oraphs. The f¶fth
frame contains values for the magnetic field strenqth_ the
16-kHz reference inoex_ and for the geocentric altitude of the
satellite, The Last frame is a map of the subsatelLite track
with time ticks along the plotted path.
...............................................................
Oata set name - MI_IMUM_ MAXIMUM_ AN_ MEAN VL _ SIGNAL
STRENGTH VALUES ON tAPE
NSSDC ID 67-042A-OSB_ VLF SIGNAL STRENTH AT 3 RREQ,TAPE
Time period covered - OS/OS/E7 tO Oi/I_/GR
(As verifie_ by NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - 29 _EELS OF TAPE
Ihls VLF tape data set Was prepared by the Imvestigators_
and is on T-track_ ES£-Ppi_ BCD_ magnetic tapes_ written on an
IB_ TOgW computer. Two different types of information appear
on the tapes, At the beginning of each tape is an index of the
data and a header la_el. The data recores follow the index
infor_atlon. Included in the data records are the maximum,
mean_ and minimum signal strengths for each of the following
three frequencies: 3.2_ g°6_ and 16 kHz° The _Inlmum signal
strength for the iG-k_z narrow-band receiver is included also_
as are values for the following other parameters: universal
ano local tlme_ geograohlc and qeo_a_netic locatlon_ invarlant
latitude_ geomagnetic flelo strenqth_ _eocentrlc _istance_
solar zenith angle_ and the a_bient electron density,
...............................................................
ARIEL 3_ _URPMY
TERRESTRIAL R4013 (THUNDERSTORM) NOISE
...............................................................
Data set name - THUNCFRSTOR_ NOISE SATA 0_ _AGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC I0 67-O#2A-O#A_ THUNDERSTOR_ NOISE_ TA_E
Time period covere_ - 05/05/67 TO OR/I_/6R
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Q_ant_ty of data - 53 REELS OF TAPE
this data set of thunderstorm noise data _as generated at
Radio and _oace Research Station_ Slouqh_ _ngland_ and is
contatn_o on 7-track, 5_-_pi, even-parity, _C0 magnetic tapes
written on an I_M 7_9_ computer. There is normally a fixed
time interval of 2T°92 s Petween records, Information given at
the beginning of each file consists of day number (January 1_
1_7_ is day number 1)_ approximate _reenwich mean time in
_hoLe hours_ telemetry station namer and an error co_e.
Thunderstorm noise _ta consist of average noise intensity (in
decibels above l mtcrovolt/m)_ and OU/Se counts/s for three
pairs of receivers, The receiver frequencies _ere I_.OOA and
i_._8s 10.002 and 9,_98t an_ _.002 and _.998 _z.
SuPPlementary information tncluoes the radius of observation in
kilometers at 5_ lot and 15 M_z_ and the ionospheric
attenuation in oectoels of the 5°_ lO-t and 15-M_z reception,
Also included in each record are Local and universal ttme_
Latitude and Longitude (deg)_ satellite height (km}_ plasma
frequency (MHz) from data set 6T-O_2A-O6A_ electron temperature
(deg K) from data set 67-O_2A-OIA_ gyrofrequency (MHZ)_
critical frequency fxF2 (M_z)_ and height of the =2 maximum
(km)° these last two ionospheric parameters were obtained from
the NORA ionospheric prediction maps. A qraphtcaL version of
this data set appears in data set G7-O_2A-ORB.
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2ata set name - _LOTS OF THUNDERSTORM NOISE VS LATITbOE
O_J MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 57-O42A-OWB_ PLOTS TSTM NOIS p VS. LAT, M=ILM
Time period covered - O#/OS/E7 TO 0_/14/&8
(As verified oy _SSDC)
C_antity of data - 11 REELS OP MICqOPIL_
This terrestrial radio (tqJnderstorm) qois_ Jata set is a
graphical version of the data that are in data set 67-O42A-OiA.
:t is contained on 3_-mm microfilm. There are usually five
frames of data for each pass of the satellite. The title to
each frgme gives telemetry station na_e, a_droxi_gte tlm_ (Jr)
in hours_ satellite orbit numoer_ day numoer (January i, 196T,
is day number i}, right ascension and declination of the
satellite spin axis, corrected _Jrich sJnSgot nJmber, and KD
index. The first fra"e Shows a qlobal _aP _Ith the satellite
p_th soperimposed. Shown also on t_is map, are the li_tts of
ratio visibility for the six frequencie_ of interest, and the
area of tme e_rth in darkness. T_e secsq_ irate (and the
fourth, which is a continuation of the second) shows plots of
meJsure_ radio noise intensity in _,I vs latitude and time, for
e_ch hair of receivers lq the frequency ponds at 1_t {Of and S
V_z. These frames also show plots of pulse coJn[_Is fro_ each
cair of receivers. The receiver ire)uencles in units of MHz
are 15._0_ and 14.996, IO.CO2 and 9.99_t and 5,002 and _._98.
Six TaPS are _iven at the end 9f e_ch aayts 3_sses. Three
mops, one each for the _-, i0-, and 15-M_z paired receivers,
ShO_ northoouno passes at the state,; local mean time, anc three
ma_s show the southbound passes at _nother local ti_e. The
circled or orac_eted regions along an orbit trace show _here
cirect reception of siqnals affectin_ both receivers in a band
possi_:.lr originated.
...............................................................
_ I_L 3, S_YERS
L ;F_,gMJ I_ PPORE
...............................................................
Ddta set n_me - LLEC'TR_F_ TEMFERATUR_ V_LUES ON M_GNETZC
T_PE
%_$]S I_ 67-Oq2_-G1_, ELECTRCN TEMPE_Td_ES, TAPE
_ime period cave_ed - 0_/0E/67 TO lZ/iz/E?
(AS verified by N]SDC)
Cuantity of c_t_ - i REEL OF TAPE
This data set of electron te-perature _alues is on
7-track, R_C-bpi, h_D maqnetic ta_es written on an IBM T09_
com_uter. The electron temperature values are e_oressed in
degrees K. T_ere is normally a flxeJ ti_e iqter_l of 27.92 S
between records. Information give_ at the beginning of each
tile consists of day numoer (January I_ i_67, is day number _),
_pproximdte universal time in hours, telemetry station name,
and an error code. _oitional information in e_c h record
consists of local and universal time, and latitude and
lonqituJe in degrees. A graphical version of this data set
_mDears in data set £?-Ce2_-O1B.
...............................................................
]ata set n_e - ELECTRON TEMPERATURE P_3TS 0% _IS_]FIL _
NSSDC ID 67-OqZA-OIB, ELECTRON TEMP PLgTS, MFILM
Timv uerioc covered - 0_/D5/67 TO 04/14/6_
(_s verified uy NSSDC)
Cuantity of data - il REELS OF MIC_OrIL_
This d Jta set of plots of electron temperature in cegrees
< vs Latitude an3 ti_e, is 3n 35-mm _icrofl lm. :t is 3
graphical version of the data in data set 67-O_ZA-OIA.
Included on the film are the electron density data
(_7-J42_-C£E) and the thunderstorm noise data (67-042A-0_9).
There are JSuaIly five frames _f data for each oa_. The title
for e_ch frame gives telemetry station name, approximate
universal ti_e in hours, satellite orbit numoer, day number
(january i, i_67, is day number I)_ right ascension and
declination _f the s_tellite s_in axis, corrected ZJrich
sunspot number, and the Kb index. The third frame (and the
fiftht .hich is a continuation of the third) contains the
electron temperature and density data. Additional data on
these frames include 31ors of the satellite _eight (k_) vs
latitude and time_ the critical frequency fxP2 {MHZ), and the
height of the F2 maximum (km).
............................. ..................................
_ta set name - ELE_T_D_ _E_S_TY A_ TEmPERatUrE PLOTS 0_
_I_D_LM
NSSDC ID 6T-O42A-OIC, [LEgT DENSITY + T£_p P.DTS, _=ILM
Time period covered - 05/05/6? TO 0_/15/G8
(As verified by NSSDC)
Ouantlty of data - 12 REELS OF WIC_OFILM
This data set which was prepared by the principal
investigator, is organized in pairs of microfilm frames. Each
pair of frames contains electron density and temperature data
from one orbit. The second frame in each palr is a graphic
representation of the subsatelllte oath. Latitude and
longitude are shown on linear scales along with continental
outlines and the orbit path. Data start and stop oosltions are
marked along the orbit path. Time marks are present too. The
first frame of each pair is divided into three sections. The
center part is a logarithmic plot (I.E4 to 2.E6) of electron
number _enslty (electrons/cc) vs time. The upper portion of
the frame consists of a linear plot of electron temperature (3
tO 4500 deg K) vs tt_e. The lowest portion of the frame
provlees corresponding values of geographic lonqitude and
latltude_ Invariant latltude_ local and magnetic local time,
and solar zenith angle. The frame pairs are not in a useful
sequence, so an index of the entire data set is available at
the front of the microfilm reel= This index shows the time
sequence of the data, and of the equator crossing longitudes.
...............................................................
Data set name - _LECTRON DENSITY AND TEmPERATUrE LISTINGS
ON vICROPILM
NSSOC ID E7-O¢24-OID, ELECT DE%SITY * IEMP LISTS, WFILM
Time period covered - 05/06/6? TO _2/31/67
(_s verified by NESTS)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS 0= _ICROFILM
This microfilm data set, provided by the prlncical
Investiqator_ consists of a chronologically ordered machine
listing of electron number densities (electrons/co) and
K). Included in the listing forelectron temberatures (deg
each set of these values are universal ti_e in decimal hours_
qeograbhic and magnetic Longitudes and latituces (eeo)_
altitude (km), solar zenith angle, _cIlwain's L-shell
parameter, an_ model geomagnetic field intensity values.
...............................................................
_RIEL 3, SAYERS
RADIO FREOUENCY CAPACITANCE PRO_E
...............................................................
Data set name - PLASMA FREQUENCY VALUES ON VAGNET[C T_PE
NSSOC ID 67-042A-O6A_ PLASMA FREQUENCY VALUES, TAPE
Time berlo_ covered - 05/05/E? TO 84/14/68
(AS verified by NSSDS)
_uantity of _ata - 53 REELS CF T_P[
This electron density data set is contained on 7-trac_
556-bpi, BCD _agnetlc tapes generated on an IBM 7094 computer,
at the Radio and Space Research Station, Slough_ Enqland.
There is normally _ fixed time interval of 27.92 s between
records. The electron density data are expressed in each
Information
record in terms of plasma frequency values in _hz.
given at the Deglnning of each file consists of day number
(January 1, 1967, iS day number I)_ approximate universal time
in hoursl telemetry station name, and an error code.
Additional data in each record are local and universal ttme_
latitude and longitude (deg), height of the satellite (km),
gyrofreduency (MHz)_ critical frequency fx_2 (M_Z)_ and height
of the _2 maximum (km). These last two parameters were
Obtained from the NOAA ionospheric prediction maps.
...............................................................
Data set name - PLASMA FREQUENCY PLOTS ON MICeOFILM
NSSDC IO 6T-8_2_-069, PLASMA FREd PLOTS, M_ILM
Time oerloq covered - 05105167 T3 04/14/58
GAS verified by NSSDC)
quantity of data - 11 _EELS OF _ICROFILM
This data set consistin9 of plots of plasma frequency
(M_z) vs latitude an_ time, is on 3"5-mm microfilm. It is a
graphical version of the data in data set 57-OQ2A-OEA. Also
included on the film, are the electron temperature data
(CT-OQZA-O1R) and the thunderstorm noise data (67-0A2_-0_).
There are usually five frames of data for each pass. The title
to each frame gives telemetry station name, approximate
universal time in hours_ satellite orbit number, day number
{January i, 1967, iS day number l)_ riqht ascension and
aeclinatlon of the satellite spin axis, corrected Zurich
sunspot numoer, and <p index. The third frame (and the ftfth_
which iS a continuation of the third) contains the plasma
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frequencyandelectrontemperaturedata.Additionaldata on
these frames include plots of the satellite height (km) vs
Latitude and time, the critical frequency fxF2 (MHz), and the
height of the PC maximum (km). These last tap 3]rotators were
obtained from NOAA preotctton maps.
...............................................................
_RIEL 3_ STEWART
MOLECULAR OXYGEN DISTRIBUTION
...............................................................
Data set name - MOLECuLAq OXYGEN S400T_ED VOLTAGE OUTPUT
TAPES
NSSDC I3 67-0_2A-0_, MOL DXY VOLT OUTPwTt TAPE
Time period covered - 05/05/B7 TO 01/12/6B
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS 3 = TAPE
This data set, provided by the principal investigator,
contains molecular oxygen measurements on 7-track, 5SG-ooi_ EC_
magnetic tapes written on an I_ _ 7)9_ comouter. The ta_es
contain these oxygen measJremeqts f3r all sunrise and sJnset
periods during which data .ere taken_ for the epoch _ay _ to
November 21_ lgE7, and for selected times up to January 12,
lg_. The tapes also contain so_e _easJre_ents for passes when
the spacecraft was in darkness_ or In full sunlight. Eac _ tape
iS heaped "Ariel 3 Met Dalai" follo.ed by files of data (in
Cortran). The first block of each file contains the year, day
qJ_Der (Janjary i, 19_71 is o_y nj_Der 1)_ hDjr, a_d _roJ_
station code number, followed by zero. This file heading block
ts followed by a series of ddta blocks_ each containing _C
records. Included in the data records_ are universal tlme_
location of the spacecraft, location of the oxygen measurement,
and the mean sensor signal (averaged over three satellite
rototions) in volts. Zt should be noted that the overall
accJracy of the data is greatest gJring the first lO pays of
the investigation. After this period, the instrument
sensitivity deteriorated rabidly, an_ the data became of
constderaoly poorer duality. After mid-November lgET the
s_nsors had decayed s3 _Jch that the Jsefulness 3t the a_ta is
hlq_ly _uestlonable. A method for deducing molecular oxygen
pro{iles fro _ these data is Given in K. m. Stewart and P. J. L.
_lldman_ "_reli_inary res_tt_ of _lecJlar oxygen observations
from the Ariel Ill satellites" Proc. Roy. Soc. _., v. 311_ p.
...............................................................
Data set name - P_DJTOUT OF _OLECOLAR _XYGEN _ENSITY
PROFILES ON _IC_O:_L_
NSSDC 13 6T-0_-03_ MOL OXY OEN P_O=ILES* M_IL_
Time Period covered - 0S/05/_7 TO Ii/21/67
iAs verified _y NSSDC)
Guanttty of data - 1 REEL O_ _:C_OFIL_
This 35-mm film data set _as generated at NSSDC, from i_
_ages of computer printout sJppkleo by the principal
investigator. It contains values for molecular oxygen
oensltles measured at selected occ_51oqs. The dat_ are not
t_me ordered. Included in the data set are the following:
monthl day, and universal time of the ObServation; geographic
loc_tlon; local solar time; magnetic location and tlme_ and the
molecJlar owygen n_moer oenslty at lO-Km Intere_l_ from l_O t3
2_0 km, The number density is expressed in units of I.E9
molecules/cc_ and each value is followed by the instrument root
mean square error e_pressed as a percentage. For a discussion
about the data redJctlon techylaues _seJ_ see the _rtlcle by B.
R. _ay_ "Method of determining the density of thermospheric
gases from measurements of solar bV light absorption at
_razing-ra7 and near-vertlcal incldence_" Planet. Space Sci.,
_, Ig, n. i, _. 21_ 1971.
_L_ _ P_AN_
_ _NE_Y PR_TO_ A_O ELE_T_O_
_ER_TIAL E_E_Y ANALY_ER (LEPEDEA)
_ata set na_e - _A_TI_LE _O_T _ATES _N _LT_-E_ER_ME_T
_ATA TAPES
NSSS_ _ T_-_A-_aA, _D_ EN° _A_Q. PA_T. _AtA, T_E
Ti_e period co_red - _T1 _Q I_g_
(As verified _ _$DE)
Quantity of data - _75 REELS OP TAPE
This Investlgator-supplied data set contains Low-Energy
Proton and Electron Differential Energy Analyzer (.EPEDEA) dat_
on 7-track_ 55b-bpil binary magnetic tapes, written on an [CL
l_O0 computer. In addition to the LEPEDEA dotal the tapes
contain data from the following investlqations: electron
density and temperature (?l-lOgA-O_A)_ radio noise
(71-10gA-O2A)_ and VLF/EL F propagation (71-]OgA-O3A). Both
low-sPeed (play-pack of the tape recorder) and alga-speed (e
real-tlme recording over the telemetry station] data tapes are
included. _ach tape contains a header tile with tape
generation Information_ the number of sup-files on tape_ and
the year, day_ and hour of the first and Last sub-files. _ach
data file contains a sub-file header wlth time and satellite
position _nformatlon. The header is followed by time units
which are four or two records long depending on _hether the
tape contains high-speed or low-speed data, respectively. The
first record of each time unit contains universal and lOCal
sOlar times an_ ephemeris information. The next record (low
speed tape) or the next three records (hlgm-speed taoe) contain
the investigation data. The LEPEDEA data contain measurements
of the integral particle intensity (partlcles/so cm-s-sr)_ and
of the differential particle intensity (particles/sq
c_-s-sr-ev). The last time unit in each sub-file is followed
by two "Crib" (Investlgator_s designation) data records,
containing low-speed investigation rata, numerous error flags,
a no time.
...............................................................
ARIEL _, KAISER
VLF-ELF RECEIVER
...............................................................
Data set name - VLF/ELF PROPAGATION _E_GED DATA ON
_GNETIC TAPE
NSSOS ID 71mI_gA-C3A, VL_/EL ; _RO_AS. DAT4, T_ _
Time period Covered - 12/01/73 TC 12/0_/73
(As verified by %SSDS)
guanttty of data - _T6 REELS O c TAPE
This investlgator-supplied data set contains VL_/ZL :
propagation data on 7-track_ 556-bpl, binary magnetic t_PeS,
written on en Ill lqOO computer. In aodltlon to the VLr/EL _
prpagation data, the td_eS contain data from the following
investigations: electron density and temperzature
(71-IOgA-OIA), raolo noise (71-10gA-O2A), and low eneray
protons and electrons (71-IO_A-O_A). Poth low-speed (Dlay-_ack
of the tape recorder) and high-steed (a real-time recording]
over the telemetry station) data tapes are included. Each tape
contains a header file with tape generation information, the
number of sub-files on tape_ and the year_ day, and hour of the
first and last sub-files. Each data tile contains a sub-tile
header with time and satellite position infor-ation. The
h_ader is followed by time units which are four Or two records
long depending on whether the tape contains htgh-soeeo or
low-speed data_ respectively. The first record of each time
unit contains universal and local solar times and ephereris
information. The next record (low-sDee_ tape) or the next
three records (high-speed tape) contain th_ Inv_stlgaticn data,
T_e _L_/EL _ propagation data are reported here. The last time
unit in each sub-file Is followed by two "Crib" (Investigator,s
designation) oata records, containing Low-s#_Pc investiq_tion
oata_ numerous error fla_s_ and time.
...............................................................
ARIEL _, S_iTa
MNZ BAND NOISE (E _IELD)
...............................................................
Data set name - MPZ BAND RADIO NOISE (E-F) MERGE_ DATA ON
_AGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC IO 71-1DgA-O2A, _f RA_I_ _DISE DAT_, t_=F
Time perioo covered - 12/01/71 TO 12/0=/73
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - _76 REELS O_ TAPE
This Investigatormsupplted data set contains radio noise
data on 7-track_ 556-bDt, binary magnetic tapes, written on an
ICL IgOO comouter. In addition to the M_Z band radio noise
data, the tapes contain data from the following investigations:
electron density and temperature (71-]oq_-oIA)_ VL_-EL _
propagation (71-IOgA-O3A), and low energy protons and electrons
(TI-IOgA-O@A). Both Low-speed (play-back of the tape recoroer)
and high-speed (a real-tlme recording over the telemetr_
station) data tapes are Includeo. Each tape contains a header
file with tape generation information, the number Of sub-files
on tape_ and the year, day, and hour of the first and last
sub-files. Each data file contains a sub-file header with time
and satellite position information. The header is followed by
time units which are four or two records long depenolng On
whether the tape contains hlgh-speed or lowmsPeed data,
respectively. The first record of each time unlt contains
universal and local solar times and ephemeris information. The
newt record (low-sPeed tape) or the next three records
(high-speed tape) contain the investigation data. The fourth
data record in the time unlt contains galactic radio noise
data_ in the form of noise frequency and temperature
measurements. The last time unit in each submfile iS followed
by two "Crib" (investigator,s designation) data records_
3Q
containing low-speed investigation data, numerous error flags,
and time.
...............................................................
_RI=L 4, _ILL_C_E
L_NGMUIR P_ObE
...............................................................
Data set n_e - L_NG_UIR PROBE MERGED D_TA ON MAGNEIIC
TAP[
t_CSDC ID 71-103A-DIA, LANGMUIR PROBE ]ATA, TAPE
li_e period covered - 12/01/71 TS 12/09/73
(As veriflec Oy hJ_SDC)
Suontity of dat_ - q76 REELS O_ TA_E
This investigator-suPplied 1_ta set contains eIBctroq
c_nsity and temperature data on 7-trackl 556-bpi_ binary
mognetic tapes, _ritten on an ICL i_0_ co_putero In addition
tc thi_ Lan_uir probe dat_, the t_Des contain oata from the
follo_In_ investigations: _adi) _si_e (TI-IOBA-G2A)I VLF-ELF
_ropaqatlon (71-i03-03_), and Io_-ener;y protons and electrons
(TI-I_PA-C_). _oth Lo_-speed (play-Dock of the tape recorder)
amp high-sPeed Ca real-ti_e rpcJr]ing over tme telpmetry
station) data topes are included. Fach tape Contains a header
file .it _ t_ue ieneration imformdtion, the number of sup-files
on t_pe, _nd the year, _ay, ond hour of the first an_ Last
su_-f_les. _ach Data file contains 4 _b-file hp_er _ith time
_nd satellite position information. The header is followed by
time units whic_ are four or t_o records lonq oePenoln d on
_het_er the t_pe contains hi:Ah-s_._ or low-speed data_
respectively. The first rec_r_ of e_ch tin_ _nit contains
universal and local solar times an_ eDhemerls information. The
rext record (lo_ so_ec tape) or tm_ next three records
(hij_-sueeo tape) contain the Investil_t_on Data° During each
ti-e unit of 16 seaJeqces_ toe Laql_Jir oro9_ goes throJgm
_i=ht So.tooth s_eus. In the _irst four sweeps_ both
temperature and density measurements are the output° The
te-ueratare data m_y De coqta_i_at_] by the _eqsity exDeri_e_t.
In the l_tter four sweeps, t_ere are _ust temperature
mv_sure_ents. T_ Last time unit in eJch sub-file is followed
[_ t*o "_rie" (investigator's h,_iAnatlom) oata records,
ccntolnin 3 lO_-SD_C iq_ti_tiDq Ja_ numerDJ; errDr flaDs,
jn_: tim_ _.
_0_ _RE_E_S_O_iAL _A$_ETO_T_S
_at_ _et name - _E_ _CALAP _AS_ETI_ _iE_D DATA
T_ _ _I_RD_ _
_E_ _ _A_A_ S_A_A_ _A_° _E_ DAT_ _I_
(_s _erifie_ _ I_$_C)
_uantit_ of d_t,_ - _ REE_ 0_ _I_R_
_his _at_ _t contai_ t_e complete set of original
r_c_ _a_ _et_c tiel_ _ _d _e_tati_ as
received fro_ _L_ _osco_ alo_ _h _n _n_lish tr_slatton
_ _he _oc_e_tion, all on one _l of _ microfilm. The
_,,t_ _ere in tat_les in three _no_b_i_e_ _eports_ the first of
_hich c_tai_e_ the t_t _e_c_i_i_ t_ _ea_e_ts, thei_
_r_e_i_, _o-e _es_lts_ a_d the conte_t _f the data tables°
lhe_e _re _,_3 iield me_e_ts _ith th_ foILo_in_
_ra_ters f_r e_ch _e_s_re_t_ (_ _tomet_r n_er _ _
_)_ _) measurement n_m_er_ (_ _o_ ti_e _f t_e _eas_re_e_t
to th_ _i_ute (_ plus _ h)_ (_I _at_Llit_ al_it_e _to a t_th
_f _ _)_ (_ _ _e_ra_ic L_tit_ abd _ngitu_e to one
_e_th of a _de_ree_ (_) t_e _a_red fieL_ i_tensit_ i_
_a_, (_ t_e _p_ted field i_te_sit_ _or a _iven _odel, and
(3) the. _if_e_enc_ _et_en the _e_ _n_ c_p_t_o fields.
_e _e_s_r_-_e_t!. are _i_tri_ted _the_ _nitorml_ a_ f_llo_
_ _n ti_e f_o_ O_t_e_ _a t_ _ve_er _, _ (_) i_
l_tit_e from _ de_ t_ _4_ de_, (_) in l_n_itu_e, and (_) in
,_Itit_e fro_ _ K_ to _£ _. _l_ _ea_i_ _hi_ occurred
in cases of _f_or_b_ _o_ition_ _f either transducer a_ts
re_ti_e t_ t_e fielD h_e be_ re_e_o _e _cr_til_ c_tai_
_ _e_e_e_t_ f_ o_e _a_et_eter or_r_ b_ ti_e_ _d
the_ _ measurements fro_ the ot_er m_etometer, et_o
_t_ set n_e _ _IES_E_ _ED_ED _A_R _!A_I_i_TIO _E_D
_A _Ah_S G_ _T_ _
NSSDC IO 64-069A-OID, MAGNETOMETEP DATA, TAPE
Time period covered - i0/2_/64 TO 11/03164
(As Verified by NSS]O)
Guantlty of data - i PEEL OF TAPE
This tlme-ordered complete set of reduced scalar magnetic
flel_ Data is contained on one ?-track, 556-bpi_ _Inary
magnetic tape written on an IBM 3EO computer, The tape was
provided by d. Cain and co-workers at NASA/GS_C. Each physical
record contains 2400 characters, comprising 30 logical records.
Each logical record contains EO characters representing one
field measurement. The parameters given for each measurement
are as follows: magnetometer number_ measurement number_ day
(UT), month (UT), hour (UT), minute (UT), altitude (km),
Latitude (deg)_ longitude (deg), measureO field (gammas),
compute_ field for GSFC Cosmos 49 model, and the difference
between the measured and computed flelcs.
.........*--..-*--.-*** COSMOS 321 ''**''**'''**'*'*'''**'*'*"
COSMOS 321, DOLGIEOV
MAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Cata set name - _AGNET[C FIELD _AGNITUDES LISTES VS T]_E
NSSDC ID 70-OO6_-O1A, SOALA_ NAG :IELD LIST., FICHE
Ti_e period covere_ - 02/D_/70 TO 03/13/70
(As verified by NSSDC)
Cuanttty of data - 5 CARES OF B/_ MICROFICHE
This microfiche data set was generated at NSSDC from a
report received from _DC-B! MOSCOW° The data set contains
time-ordered Ltsttnqs of magnetic field magnitudes at 20-s time
intervals° Spacecraft position and time _re listeo for each
data point. The altitude range of the data is from 27C to 450
k_, and the latttuce range covered is from ÷70 deg to -70 oeq.
A few pages of _ussian language te_t, and the s_hertcal
harmonic coefficients (through n=_) best fitting all the data
are tncludec too°
NSSOC I2 £1-OI#A-O3A, DENSITY 3AJS[ D_T_, MP:__
Time oerio_ covered - 06/1_/61 TO _6/I£/61
(As verified by NSSDC)
Ouantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This 16-mm microfilm data set contains at_ospherlc
density data in strip chart format and in units of 0 to 5 V. as
a function of system time. The data set also includes the
necessary callbratton charts and formulas for reducln_ the
_aqometer _easurements Into atmospheric oenslties° The Data
were taken on orbit 26 at oao0 local time for 158 den W and i#
de_ N (Hawaii)°
_ME_A, D_EY
T_E_M_L IO_ PP_E
Data set _a_e _ _AP_S DE T_E_AL _0_ _PD_E OA_A 0_
NSS_C I_ _S_P_-_A_ T_E_AL I_N _RO_ DATA_ _IL _
Ti_ _eriod covered _ _a_ T_ _
_As verified b_ _SSO_I
_u_tity of data _ _ _EEL_ DF MI_R_F°_LM
Thi_ _-_ _ic_ofil_ data _et, gene_te_ _t _SS_ fro_
h_rd copies supplied b_ the pri_cipa_ investigator_ provides
_raph_ of _i_ n(_ n(_e÷)_ a_d _(D÷)o The Te _nd Ne data
_ro_ invest_ati_ 6_ are a_so incl_dedo These
_e_ph_sica_ parameters were determined, _ere p_sible_ _y
fttti_g an appropriate theoretical model to the _ea_ured
39
current(1)vsvoltageiV)resppnsefunctionoftheinstrument.Theinferredparametersare plottedvsuniversaltimeona
scaleof 30 minutesper frame.OnlyvalJes_ellevePto _e
valid have been plotted. The numerical data corresponaing to
these plots are 9Iven In data set 85-0986-018. The measured
I-V data are given In data set 65-09£B-01C.
...............................................................
Data set name - TABULATED MEASURED GEOPHYSICAL @JANTITIES
ON IGMM MICROPILM
NSSDC [] 65-O9_B-OIBq TABULATED MEASUREMENTS, MFILM
Time period covered - 01/01/66 TO 06/09/69
(AS verified by NSSOC)
3uantity of data - 3 REELS O; MICRQ_:LM
ThIs 16-mm microfilm data set, generated at NSSD[ from
hard copies supplied Oy the principal Investigator, provides
numerical val_es of Ti, n(wo), n(-e*l, n(O*), Te, and Ne. The
data set provides also associated variables such as satellite
position, altitude, statistical errors of the flt, etc. For
each time listed, a fit to the model was attempted. The
listing IncLude_ the results of many fits which are
non-physlcal, non-convergent, etc. because the user may wish to
use different selection criteria, or may _Ish values for the
associated variables, fhls data set is also available as blots
In data set 55-0986-01A. The measureq cJrrent _s voltage data
used to derive this data set are given in data set 65-OgRR-OIC.
...............................................................
D_ta set name - P_RTIALLY REDUCED EXPERIMENT MEASJRE_rNTS
ON _ICRO=ILM
NSSDC 13 65-098B-OiC, PARTIALLY ROOD MEASUREMENTS,MFILM
Time period covered - 12125/65 TO 0_131167
(_S verified by NSSDC}
Guantitx of data - 1179 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set, generated at NSSOC from hard copies
supplied by the principal Investlgator, provides the observeO
cwrrent vs voltage data from wmich _ere csmpJteJ the values of
Ti, n(H*), n(H_*}_ n(O_)_ Te, and Ne given in data sets
6t-Jg_-OIA and 65-OgRB-OIB, This data set Is on various sizes
of microfilm. The basic format of this oata set Is a direct
oresentation of the oaserwed cJrreqt (I) olstted vs the
retarolng potential iV). Many associated parameters are also
listed. In some cases, the I-V curve shows only the data; in
other cases, the I-V curve also shows the fitted theoretical
function evaluated using the inferred geophysical 3arameter
values. Thus_ these plots can be useo to assess quality of fit
as well as to inspect the I-V data. Sensor aspect angles are
also _rovioed.
...............................................................
DME-A_ DONLEY
THERMAL ELECTRON P_OBE
...............................................................
Data set name - T_ERiAL ELECTRON PROBE DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 53-0986-066, THERMAL ELECTRON PROBE DATA,MFILM
Time period covered - 12/1_/65 TO gA/02/6g
(AS verifieJ Dy _SS_2)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS O_ MICROFILM
This I5-mm microfil_ dat_ set, generated _t NSSDS fro_
hard copies supplied by the principal investigator, provides
graphs Of Te and Ne. The data from investigation 65-09BB-01
are also included as graphs of Ti, n(_*)_ n(He+), and n(O÷).
These geophysical parameter_ were determined, w_re oosslole,
by flttlnq an apDroprlate theoretical model to the measured
current (I) vs voltage iV) response function of the instrument.
The Inferred parameters are olotte3 vs universal tim9 on
scale of 30 minutes per frame. _nly values believed to be
valI_ have been plotted, The numerical data correspondlnq to
these plots are given in data set 65-09gB-06C. The measured
I-V data are given In data set 65-0986-060.
...............................................................
_ata set name - TABULATED MEASURED GEOPHYSICAL QUANTITIES
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 65-0958-0_C, TABULATED MEASUREMENTS, MFILM
Time period covered - 0i/06/66 TO 06/09/69
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF MICROFILM
This 16-mm microfilm data set, generated at NSSDC from
hard Cooles suoalled Dy the 3rlqcio}l Imvesti_ator, provides
numerical values of Ti_ n(H.), n(He-), n{O÷), Te, and Ne. The
data set provides also associated variables such as satellite
posltlon_ altltuOe, statistical errors of the fit, etc. For
each time llsted_ a fit to the model was attempted. The
listing includes the results of many fits which are
non-physlcal_ non-convergent, etc. because the user may wish to
use different selection criteria, or may wish values for the
associated variables. This data set is also available as plots
In data set 6E-og_B-OGB, The measured current VS voltaoe data
used to derive this data set are given in data Set 65-09RB-069.
...............................................................
Data set name - PARTIALLY _EDUCED EXPERIMENT _E_SUREMENTS
DN _ISRO;I_
NSSDC ID 65-0986-060, PARTIALLY RSC2 MEASUREMENTS,MPILM
Time period covered - 12/i_/65 _0 06/09/69
(AS verified _y _SS]C}
Quantity of data - 1179 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set, generated at NSSDC from hard copies
SuDplled by the principal investigator, provides the o_served
current VS voltage data from which were comPute_ the values of
Tt_ n(H*)_ n(_e*), n(O*), Te, and _e given in oata sets
65-0966-06B and 65-098B-06C. The data set is on various sizes
of microfilm. The basic format of this data set Is a direct
presentation of the observed current (1) plotted vs the
retarding potential (V). _any associated _arameters are also
listed. In so_e cases, the I-V curve shows only the data; in
other cases_ the I-V curve also shows the fitted theoretical
function evaluated using the inferreo geochysical parameter
values. Thus, these plots can be used to assess ouality ol fit
as well as to inspect the I-V data. Sensor aspect andles are
also provided,
...............................................................
_ME-A* HOFFMA_
MAGNETIC ION-MASS SPECTROMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - ION COMPOSITION AND DENSITY PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 65-0986-05A, ION CC_P. ÷ DENSITY PLOTS, M_I_M
Time period covered - 12/01/65 TO 03103/6R
(AS verified by NSS]S)
Quantity of data - 66 REELS O r MICROFIL_
This data set, supplied by the princloal investigator,
contains Ion-mass-spectrometer data. The data set is on reels
of 35-mm microfilm oroauced by a Stromberg Carlson SC-R02_
Plotter. A normal complete bass over a telemetry station
produced flve graphs. Each graph_ a semilog plot with a linear
time scale as absclssa_ covered a 120-s interval. The
ordinate_ a 6-decade log scale for ion concentrations in units
of number of ions per co, ranged from 0.1 to 1._5. The
concentrations of 10 positive ion species can be represented on
the plots. The ratios of mass to charge measured varied from 1
for the hydrogen ion to 20 for the neon Ion. The
soin-_ooulated signals permitted the measurement of phase
shifts between times of maximum values for different species.
The spacecraft was destgnea to have its spin a_ts normal to the
orbital plane. _owever departures (uo to _0 deg) from the
desired spln-axls orientation occurred, and these Introduced
large errors in the heavy-ton measurements. Because the effect
on the light-lon data was far less severe, these data can be
used to study the ambient ionosphere. In addition to the
temporal identification of the measurement as given by the
printed month_ day, year_ universal time in hours and minutes,
and orbit number_ the following Information is printed on each
frame: the name of the telemetry station receiving the data,
local sun and local magnetic times, geographic and geomagnetic
Latitude and longitude, height, Mcllwaln,s L parameter_ and
spacecraft velocity. The measurements were taken from December
1965 to March 1968 wlth several time intervals in which no data
were obtained. No data were obtained during the following time
intervals: (1) during 1966, on January I to 7 ano 1_ to 2_
Feoru_ry 1 to _, March 1T to 22, 2_ and 31, _prt[ B to 13_ May
B to June 8, June 10 to June 20, July 5 and 22, October 4 to i_
and 21 to 23, November tO, and December 31_ (2) during 1967, on
January 1 to 3 and 12 to 20, February g and i0_ and 12 to IQ,
March i and 2, May 8, i2 to 15_ 17, 29, June 12_ July 21 to 2_,
September 8 to I_ and 16 and IT_ November E to 7 and iT, and
December 7 to 26; and (3) during 1966 on January 31 and
Ceoruary 1_ 2_ and 26. There was at Least one and as many as
IR data-produclng turnons during each of the remaining days.
These data are also available in numerical form on magnetic
tape as data set 65-09_B-O5B. An index to the data ts given in
data set 65-098B-05C.
...............................................................
Data set name - 13N COMPOSITION AN] DENSITY _[ASURE_NTS
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
_0
NSSDC I] £1-OgEb-OEB, ION CORP. * DENSITY _EAS., T_PE
Time period covered - 12101165 TO 0310316_
(As verified oy '_]S3.C)
Guantity of data - 100 REELS 3F TAPE
T_is data set, 3roviJed 3y the Drincioal investigator,
contains ion composition and density measurements. The data
set is on 7-track, £O0-bDi_ even-uarlty_ BED magnetic tapes
_ritten on an IHM 360 colourer. T_ere _re 3_ file_ net rjq an_
a _axi_um of 2 runs per tape. The ta_es are ti_e ordered and
they contain _ta oDtainec from December 1965 to March 196_,
_ith several time intervals in _nich no measurements were
taken. Inclo_e_ on the tape 3re the following _r_eters: the
date and universal time of t_e measurements, the ground station
t_at received t_e _ata and the pass nijmoer, the mass numbers of
the ion s_ecies _ein_ measured, their concentrations expressed
in units of njmoer oar co, and t_e Loc_tioq of t_e _easJre_ent_
(the latitude and longitude, botP _eogra_hic ann magnettc_ the
altitude in _ilo_eters, ann the McIlwain L value in earth
raw, ill. Tre s;_acecraft _as designed to have its spin axis
normal to the or:_ital Diane. -3.ever 3eo_rture5 (_3 to EO nag)
Trot i the desired spln-axls orientation occurred, ann these
_ntro_uce_ large errors in the heavy-ion measurements. _ecause
the effect on t_e lioht-ion .data _a'_ far Less severe, these
_ata can De Jseo to study the _3ieqt ioqDsoher_. The s_ecies
torten,rations are displayed _raD_ically in data set
_-_9_-]_A. _rl index tO the .:eta is given in data set
...............................................................
Zdta set n_me - :NOE_ 3 = DEN ]SJ$1TY D_TA 3N vIc_C_IL v
r:[sDC :D £_-05_:!-CE:, INCE x SF ION __r..+:fy DATA, VrIL4
Ti_e _eriod covered - 12/_1/_5 T:] 0_/3_/6R
(_s verifiec r_y _',]S:.C)
3Ja,tity _t c_ta - i _[EL 3 = _I:_[_
This oat_ set _as _icrofilm_] at r._S_C from tabulate_
c_ta provi_ec _y the principal inve,til!tor_ _nn is an index of
,re ion _en_ity _ata in Jata _ets :_-_qi_-O_._ aq_ 65-09_-05B.
[t Sho_s _te ann time of measurement, receiving stationl and
pass nJ_i;er. %one of the other oaram_ters shorn--tape, file_
run numL. er, an: film reel num_er--_re aoclIc_ple to data sets
E:-OP_B-31A _qc b_-CP_F_-O_R re,declivity.
_t_ se_ na_ - _E_T_ E_TR@_ _i_!_T _T_
_TE_I_L A_A_Y_E_ _ 0_ _IC_M
Ti_ _e_io_ _o_e_! - _5 TO _6
(As verifie_ _ !_$0_
_a_tity of _ata - _ _E_$ 0_ _
This _m _icr_fiI_ d_t_ _t_ ge_er_te_ at _$SD_ _rom
_r_ ¢oo_e_ _o_li_d _y t_e _i_ci_l i_v_sti_at_ i_ a _ir_c_
_,re_nt_tion _ the _served electro_ _rrent _Iotte_ ver_s
t_ _ reta_ing _._ntial. _an_ as_,oci_te_ parameters are al_o
liste_ i_ the _d_ac_ _ra_e. _rre_t_ for retarding
_ten_ials _re_r th_n _ _ _nou_ n_t _ _sed° Se_
u_t -_g_ _ _lso _ro_i_e_.
_t_ _ ID_ _E_t_ETE_
_ata _et name - _ _ _LECTR_ _AT_ _ TA_E
N_SZZ iC 72-O_Z_-DiA, POS. ION DATA, T_3_
Time _eriod covered - !i/22/72 T0 0_/i_/7_
(_s verifie_ _x '_SSD_)
Cuar_ity of cata - 3 REELS CF T_:
These 3ositive i_n dat_ _re _q l_O0-D_i, 9-track, Oinary
-_gnetic tape written on an IR v 360/65 computer, and they were
su_Dlie_ by the orinclpal investicator. These are variaDle
length recorJs. T_e Data contain Julian aay, calendar day,
*on,h, 3nd year; time of day in hoJrs, miqJtes, ;_COn_S; orDit
number; sidereal anQle; coordinate _ Y_ Z spin awis and sun
vectors; soin rdte; R.5- and an.; !0.E-kHz a_plitude (mV};
_ositive and negative _-V _3_it_r; _re_olifie_ and o_ckage
temperatures; oias voltage and 3.2-kqZ amplitude. Also
included in each physical record are the amplitude and voltage
of the light ion peak_ amplitude and voltage of heavy ion peak,
electron temperature and density, space potential, elapsed
orbital time of sweep in seconds, fluctuations of the spin
modulation amplitude_ derived scale height, longltude_
altltude_ velocity, angle of attack of spln axis, invariant
latttude_ temperature computation status_ and the
sunltght/aarkness flags.
NSSOC ID 5_-O01A-ODA_ ATMOS DR_G DEN TARLES, FICHE
Time oeriod covere_ - 02/01/5_ TO 03/21/70
(As verifieg oy NSS]:)
Ouantity of _ata - _ C_RDS OF B/w _ICROFICHE
This _icrofiche data set of atmospheric density v_lues,
comouted from the atmospheric crag on Explorer I, was orepared
at NSSOC from Smithsonian Astrophysical O_servatory Special
_eports numbered i00_ 171_ 32Et and 34_ (NSSDC TRF qlC13_,
B05917, _10163, _qd _15A25). The density Values were computed
for standard heights of 350 an_ 355 k_. The data are primarily
in tabular form. There are some summary graphs for comparlnq
Changes in censlty as a function of diurnal and semiannual
temoerature means, IO.?-c_ solar flux, and daily gecmagnetic
inaex, the ta_utated density values are listed
chronologically. Some of the other oerameters given are the
observed rate of chanqe of anomalistic Deride, the acceleration
due to solar r_iation pressure, the perigee height, ant the
nighttime temperature computed from the Derlgee value usinq a
Jacchia model of _lurnal temperature variation.
E×_D_E_ _ _Q
_I_RD_ETE_RITE _T_ET_
Data set name - TRANSPUCER DATA
NSSDC ID SB-OOIA-O2A, TRANSZId:E Q ]AT&, =l:_E
Time period covered - 02/Ol/SP TO 02/12/5R
(As verlfieo by NSSDC)
Quantity of aata - I :AR_ O _ _/W MI:R]r[:_Z
This microfiche data set prepared at NSSDC, contains data
published _y eo Duoin, "IGY Micrometeorite Measurements," Soace
Research, p. IOa2, North _olland Publishin._ Company, Amsterdam_
1960. The data set contains ooth figures and tables. The
figures show transOucer output as a function of momentu _ , the
_lurnal variation of _Icrometeorlte im_acts_ ann the impact
rate oy day. The taoulated data show i_pact measurerents
arranged chronologically for each receiving station. In
acdition, ,mere are values for the universal time of the passes
with impact, the number of passes, the total telemetry time by
the receiving station, the total ano corrected nu-oer of
i_.pulses, and the total time. A total of 1_5 hits (corrected
for ImPact on llftoff ano in_ectlon into orbit) are included.
The results are co_oared with those from _ioneer i. In
addition_ the space density of cossic dust in the vicinity of
the earth is comouted.
...............................................................
Oata set nare - wIRE GRID DATA
NSSDS ID 58-O01A-O2B, WIRE 3RIO DATA, :IS_£
Time Period covered - 02101158 TO 0_/01/58
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This microfiche data set _as generated at NSSDC from the
reoort Dy E. R. Manrln_ "Micrometeorite measurements from 195_
Alpha and Samma satellites," Planet. Space Sci. v. i, p. 27,
1959. In addition to a description of the experiment,
instrumentation, operational experiencel data analysis, and
results, the data set shows five figures as follows: (1) the
circuit diagram of the subcarrier generator and grid detectors
feeding into the lower power transmitter_ (2) the grid detector
mounting rln#l (3} the subcarrler generator frequency as a
function of broken grid detectors, (_) a picture of impact
craters on a single layer of IT-micron wires, ann (5) the
position and threshold sensitivities of the acoustic detector.
During the period of data acquisition, not more than one grid
_as fractured° A tneorettcal inflJx rate that w3Jld OrOdJCe at
least one detector hit in the time interval observed was
computed and is dtscuased° In addition, there is a dfscussto_
of the computed threshold size for meteorites at
hypervelocities, and of the effects af earth s_t_ldtng 3f the
satellite on the calculated maximum influx rates. A single
copy of the report is available for use at NSSDC as IRF K01275.
On reauest, individual oases can de coaled as required.
E_PLORER i* VAN ALLEN
COSMIC-RAY 3ETECTOP
2ata set name - TABULATION OF ANTON 3L_ GM COUNTS
NSSDC ID 59-001A-OIA, ANTDN 314 S_ COJNTS, FICHE
Time period covered - 02101/5R TD 03/15/5_
(As verified _y NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 20 ZAR3S D _ _/_ MIZR3:IC-£
This microfiche data set was copied at NSSDC from the
report Oy G. H. Ludwig* "Radiation ooservations _ith satellite
1968 Alpha (Explorer 1)," State V. of Iowa, SU!-61-3, i-5, _ar.
L551 (NSSOC TR¢ b00260). It coqtalns 3ata listigg$ givin_ ti_e
of ooservatlon, geographic position of the satellite_ receiving
station name, count rate (uncorrected for o_ad time)_ and the
_u_oer of CgJntS (scaled 37 32) that occurred durin_ the
accumulation time. All recordings of the satellite signal_
obtained by the receivin G station qetwor_ are listed in a
master recorolng lop which is also orovided. A 16-mm microfilm
version of these data is ova,laDle at NSS]Z as data set
5_-061A-01_.
...............................................................
Cata set name - t_BUL_TION OF ANTON 3!4 S _ COUNTS ON
MICRDFIL_
NESgC 13 5&-OOIAIOIN* TAB OF 4NTON 31_ 54 COUhTS, MFILM
Time _eriod covered - 02/01/_ TO O_/l_/5_
(AS verified ay _SDC)
_u_ntity of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
This on_ reel 16-_ microfilm aat_ set c_qt_ins _ton 314
SM counts. The same data are available in microfiche data set
_-_OIA-OIA, These taP_lated oat_ _ive values for ti_ of
o_servation, _eograohic position of the satellite, receivin G
station n_me_ count rate (Jqc_rrecte_ for _ead ti_e). _n]
number of counts (scaled by 32) t_at occurred during the
_ccu_ulatton time.
...............................................................
E_FLORER 4_ _N ALLE_
CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTOR
...............................................................
Sara set name - COUNT RATE 3ATA (STATION 3_2ZR£3) JN
_ASNETIC TAPE
NESDC ID 5B-OOSA-OIA, ST, ORgERED UC_D 30JNT RATE, TAPE
Tim_ period covere_ - 07/26/58 TO 0_/21/5 _
(As verifle_ ny _SSC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This investijatorisupulied _dtd set contains values for
detector coJnting rates. It is 3q 7-trac_, _-bpil oinar_
magnetic tape written on a CDC computer. The data are ordered
by satellite telemetry station. Ddta set 5_-005_-01B contains
the s_me data dS this rata set* except there the tape is time
ordered instead of station ordered. There are 120 characters
ll_ 23C words) per physical and Lo,_ical record. Values are
_iven for the followin_ aooltional parameters: time of the
_easJremeqt (month, day, hour), model m_netic field magnitude
(gauss)l Mcllwainls L-shell (earl# radii), _/Bo, latitJde
(aeo)_ Longitude (dog), and altitude (k_). f_e Jansen-Cain
(d-C) model was useo for magnetic field values in this _ata
set.
...............................................................
D_ta Set ndme - CO.'it RATE 2AT_ (Tl_L 3_DERED) ON
_AgNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 5_-OOSA-Ol_t TI_E ORDERED COUNT RATES, TAPE
Time period covered - 07126/58 TO 09121158
(As verlfieg b_ NSSOC)
Quantity of g_ta - I REEL 0: TA_E
This data set was produced at NSSDC an_ contains values
for detector counting rates. It is on a single ?-track,
556-bOI, binary magnetic tape _ritten on an _ TogQ. The data
contained here are the same as those in data set 58-005A-OIA,
except here they are time ordered instead of station ordered.
The tape contains 23_6_ records, and there are 120 characters
per logical and physical record. Values are given for the
following additional parameters: time of the measurement
(month, day, hr)_ model magnetic field k (gauss), _c[l_ain_s
L-shell (earth radii), B/go, Latttu_e (oeg}, longitude (oeg)_
and altitude (km). The Jansen-Cain (J-C) model was used for
magnetic field values in This data set.
...............................................................
Data set name - CObNT RATE DATA (TI_E ORDERES) .ITH
RECALCULATED B,L COO_DINATrE Ch T_PE
NSSOC I] 58-005A-01C, COUNT RATES-REC&L. 3 AF_C L* TA_E
Time period covered - 07/26/5R T_ Oq/2_/SR
(AS verified Dy LSSDC)
Quantity of _ata - 1 REEL 3; TA=E
This data set was produced at NSSDC and contains values
for detector counting rates. It Is a slnqle T-trac_, _5_-bpi,
binary magnetic tap_ written on an IB_ 7094. It contains the
same data as in data set 5_-O05A-OIR (time ordered), e_cept
that in this data set u 120-term SSPC 1966 "duel *as a_deo to
the RB-term densen-Caln (J-C) mOdel, The tape has 123
characters per logical and physical record and 23_666 records.
Values are given for the follo*ing additional parameters: ti_e
of the measurement (month, day, hr)_ model maqnetic field :-
(gauss), _cilwaln_s .-shell value (earth raofii), _I_o, latitude
(deg)_ longitude (deg), and altitude (km). Per further
information concerning this data set, s_e the paper by U. P.
Lavtne and J. [. #ette, "A recalculation of the magnetic
coordinates for Explorer 4," J. Geophys. Res., v. 75_ n, 10, e.
19_0_ i_70.
...............................................................
EXPLORER T, POMERANTZ
HEAVY PRIMARY COSMIC P_Y5
...............................................................
Data set nam_ - COUNTING _TES. OF _EAVY PRI_APY COSMIC
RAYS ON MAGNETIC TA_E
NSSO2 13 59-009A-OIA_ ION C_A_RZR C_U%TS, TA_Z
Time period covered - 10/13/59 TO 05/31/60
(_S verifie_ by NSSDC)
guantity of data - I REEL O = T_E
This data set of ion chamber counts is cn one ?-track,
E56-bbi_ binary _agnetic tape produced at _,SS_C, on an I_M 7C_4
computer. _ppro_tmately 17,250 punched cards suomttted by the
exoerimenter were used to generate the tape. The investigator
oresente_ the data in this tape data set by defining "boxes" of
_-deg latitude, IO-deg longttude_ and lO0-km thickness. Data
counts obtaine_ during a given spacecraft pass throuoh a given
box were accumulated from the l_-s counts. _ach _O-character
logical recorc is _ taro imaqe_ _nd contains the time of
measurement, the qeographic latitude, longitude, ano altitude
of th_ OOX, accumulated counts for particles with ato-ic number
(Z) greater than 5. accumulation time (time spacecraft is in
box, typically l to 2 min]_ ano computed and correlative data.
The latter includes magnetic cutoff rigidity, neutron monitor
data, KO and RZ inoic_s_ and the iC.7-Cm solar flux. It should
be noted that no data from the Z above _ or 7 above IE channels
are included. Data are contained for the follow,no three time
periods -- _ctooer 13, 1959, to October 2_, :_$9; _ovember i,
1959, to _arch 15, 1960; and April 12, IgkO, to May 3L, 19SO.
[n each interval, coverace is aDout 50_ complete.
...............................................................
EXPLORER 7, SUOM]
T_ER_AL RADIATION
...............................................................
Data set name - SELECTED w-ITS SENSC_ TEMPZP_TuPE
(NIGhTTImE) VALUES O_J TAPE
42
NSSDC 13 59-O09A-OIAt WHITE SENSO_ TE_=(NIS_T), TA=E
Time period covered - 11115159 TO 05/24160
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OP TAPE
Selected ntghttme temperature _ata from the white sensor
(hemisoherical DPlometer painted white) part of the Explorer 7
Thermal Radiation Exseri_eqt, are availaole 3n a single
7-track, 200-bolt binary magnetic tape written on an IBM 7094
computer. :n addition to thp temperature measurementst the
tabu contains [R and orbit Dosltlon d_ta. The tape format is
given in the docJment by V. Sj3mi_ "-x3lorer 7 (1959 i3ta l)
thermal radiation experiment_" JA_-GS_C, NSSDC G7-17_
6reenoeltt NDI q<_r. 1967.
...............................................................
iota set name - TEmPeRATURE V_LUEE F_DX ALL SENGDPS ON
TAPE
NSSDC [3 _3-009A-6i_, ALL SE_:S3_ TEqP, TAPE
Time, Deride covereG - 10/19/_5 TO C_/04/60
(_S verified ay N:S]_)
]uorltity of rata - 2 REELS C,p T_P
Te_per_tJre valJe_ ta<eq fro_ all the _?qsars of the
ixplorer 7 Thermal _adiation Fxp_ri"ent are available on
7-trJck_ ZCa-[:_Ji, Iinary magnetic ta:leL, t written on a DQC 1604
computer. There is are file 9_r tape. Th_ taoe curtains
Set,sot temperatures for all orocess_o readouts. The complete
t_pP description _n_ format is _i_n in the document by V.
_uomi, "rx_lorer 7 {1959 iot_ I) thermal raclation exoerlment_"
X&SA-GSFZ, _,}S_C £7-17, Qreeq)elt, _q, '_r. 1967.
...............................................................
EXPLCqE_ 7_ V_{ _LLE_,
T_PP[9 q_CI_TID A_j] S3_Aq _3T3NS
...............................................................
ZJt_ set name - :eUNT R_TE 4rAc CPpiTA_ DATA 0_
v_$"4LTiZ TAPE
_4_GD_ [3 s_-OODA-O_, _]]AT_O_,'S@L_R PqOTRN D_TA* TAPE
Ti_ z._riocj Coveren - 13/13/_R T? 0212_t6i
(As verified by 'J]S2C)
CJd_tity of gat_ - 14 REELS Op TAPE
This investig_tor-suppLi_d, ti_-crdereo data set on
7-tr_c_, L-_-[_pi, binary magnetic t_oes .ritten on an I_ 709_
cs-:_Jter_ co_taiq_ t_e 8articLe csJqtin_ rates _nd orait
position data. The loqical and ony.;icaL record lenqths are iI_
characters.
NSSIC lD fO-OlqA-O?a, ATV33 [:R_$ ]E'_ Ta-!LES, _!lql
Tim:! :_ericc: covered - 11/07/£0 TO 03/20/76
(_s verified ::7 ". ]OC)
Su_'ititx ¸ 3f data - _ :ANDS 3: q/_ 4:2qD:I:-E
T_is -icrofiche d_ta set of at-nspheric density values,
com[>u_e; _ro" the atmospheric dra_ 3n -xDlorer _, was Sr_D1rea
_t ".ODD: fro_ Smithsonian AstrOr:hysical nsservatory 3Deci.Jl
_sorts njmbere_ 100, 171, 326, _n_ 34_ (N]SQC TR= _i013 _ ,
_0t$17, _i01_3, and _1542R). Tn_s_ density values were
co_J_e_ for St._nc_rd heights ci 4Z:_ )n_ q_Z km. The data are
3ri-drily in t_D_l_r for _ . Tner_ ar_ some su_m_ry graphs for
ccmparin_ chan:_es in density as 3 fJnction sf _ijrnal and
semiannual te-D_rat.Jre means, 10.?-c _ solar ftux_ and daily
:;eo"J_netic index. The tapulate_ _ensity values are lister
cnroqolo_ically. Some _f the 3t_er zar_eter; _iven are the
observed rate of c_anqe of arlomalis_ic period, the acceleration
_u._. tc solar radiation pressure, the perigee heightt and the
nighttime temperature comautec frcm the _eri:_ee value uslno a
J_cchia model of diurnal te_eratJre _i_tiono
4Z
NSSDC ID 6I-O04A-OIA, LIMOS DRAG DEN TABLES, P!CHE
Time period covered - 82/i7/6i TO _6/0_/64
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of d_ta - 3 CARDS 3 = 3/W _ICRD=IY_f
This microfiche data set of atmospheric density values,
CO_PUted from the atmospheric drag on Explorer g, was prepared
at NSSOC from Smtthsonian Astrophysical Observatory Special
Reports numbered lOO_ 171, 3261 and 368 {NSSDS T_: _IOIDBi
_05917_ R10163, and B27_8). These density values were
computed for standard heights between 270 and 7EO km. The data
are 3rtmarily in taaular form. There are some summary graphs
for comparing changes in density as a function of diurnal and
semiannual temperature means, lO.7-cm solar flu_ and daily
geomagnetic tndex. The tabulated density values are Listed
chronologically. Some of the other parameters given are the
ooserved rate of change of anomalistic oeriod, the acceleratio_
due to solar radiation pressure_ the pertqee heioht, and the
nighttime temperature computed from the perigee value using a
dacchia model of diurnal temperature variation,
_R 1_ StD_EY
VL = RECEIVEd
...............................................................
]ata set name - 3DICK-LOOK VL p MAQNETIC PlEL3 SATA C'N
vICRO_iL_
NSSDC 13 65-101A-OIA, QUiCK-LOOK V_ m _4_ FL] D_T_,_:ILM
Time period covered - 12/OT/aS TO OPlOllaB
(AS verified by _SSDC)
Quantity of d_ta - 2 REELS O _ _ICRD=I__
This investigator-supolied data set consists of
"Quick-look" VLF analog data on 3_-mm microfilm. Lath frame
sho_s the satellite trajectory for one pass_ superimposed on an
outline map of the region over which the s_tellite travelled.
_lonr; the airectton of satellite motion, the variation of
(the rms value over one period of oscillation of three
COmponent VL = m_gnettc field strength) is plotted in dq to the
ri#ht of the trajectory. To the left of the trajectory on a
Linear scale, t_e axis ratio of the polarization ellipse is
plotted. The satellite altitudes are indicated at the end of
each of t-e 1-min markers t"at are pLacea along the orbit.
Freaks in the field strength records corresponding to the
transmitter code appear every i0 s. Time of the _easure_e_t,
ornit numc. er, scale factor, etc. l are indicated at the left of
e_ch _ao. The c_ta set covers I02_ oasses.
*********************** G_S-A *********************************
...............................................................
SRS-_, _VEST_OT
PROTO_-ALP_A TELESCOFI_
...............................................................
Data set name - PROTON, ALPHA PARTICLE AND ELECTPON COUNT
PATES ON vAONET]O T_R£
NSS2S [3 Eg-ODTA-O2At _ARTICLZ SDJ_T _TZS, T_ _r
Tim_ bertod covered - 11/16/E9 TC 03/1_/70
(As verified oy NSSDO)
3uantity of data - 1_ REELS OP TAPE
This data set was supplier by the investig_tor_ and
consists of a master file of the partlcle count rate data
(counts/_.A7S s) from experiments 69-097A-02, 69-097_-04, ana a
portion of the data from _q-O97A-03 (corresponding to low
invarfant latitudes}. The data are in chronological order on
9-track, ROO-opi, binary magnetic tapes written on an IRM 360,
There are two files per tape. At the Peqinnlnq of each lade
there is d tape identification record which iS followed oy a
vari_ole nu-Der of physical records. E_ch orbit of the
satellite is identified in the pass header DhySlcal record,
which is followed by the data records. In addition to the puss
number, the pass hedder recorJ contains the date and time of
the 3aSS (year, _ayl secono of the beginning and end of the
ORIGINAL P_"* ::.
POv,;,. ; ,,OF _': -. _ "#
oass)_ station name, ano magn_tlc acttltty index <_. Each dat_
record contains the proton, electron, and alpha particle count
rates from the three experiments. In addition_ the record
contains the following: the Pate and universal time of the
measurements (dayt hour, minJte, and second) local ti_e,
magnetic local time, orbit number, geographic Latitude and
Longitude, altituoe, right ascension, declination_ magnetic
LatltJde and longitJJe, geo_agnetlc field strength R,
McIlwatn's L-shell parameter, invariant latitude, geocentric
radial distance Learth radii), angle between the satellite axis
anO _agnetlc field, azimuth with respect to magnetic fleLd_
solar aspect angle, azimjth with resdect to tn_ sJn, the thre_
spacecraft spin axis components, the three local magnetic field
(X, Y, Z) components, and various housekeeolng parameters.
SRS-A, HOVESTADT
PROTON-ELECTRON DETECTOR
...............................................................
Data set name - PROTON AND ELECTRON COUNT RATES ON
_AGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC :D 69-09TA-O_A, PARTICL_ COUNT RAICS, TA_E
Time period c_¢ered - II/2_/E_ TO 03/15/70
(As verified by NI_50CI
Quantity of ddta - I_ REELS 0 _ TAPE
T_is data set _hIch _aS sJoolled by t_e orlqcioal
investigator, consists of a master file of the _artIcle count
r_te _ata icounts/9.R75 s) from investigations 69-05TA-02,
£9-097A-3_, and iro_ a portion of the data from Gg-CgTA-03
(corresponding to low Invarlant latitudes). The data are in
chronological oroer on 9-track_ _O0-opi_ binary magnetic tapes
written on an [9 M 360. There are t_o files per tape. Each
tape 3egi_s _ith a tape Identlfic_tloq record containing £I
_oras followed by an end-of-file mark. The tape identification
record is followeo by a vdrlable number of physical records,
Each oroit _f the satellite is noted in the pass header
physical record Which iS followed by the normal data physical
recor_s. In addition to the orbit number, the pass h_ader
rect)rd contains the date and ti_e 3f t_e measurement (year,
day, second of the beginning and close of the pass), station
name, and madnetic activity Inae_ KD. Each data recorc
contdtns the proton_ electron, and al_ha particle COUnt r_tes
from the three experiments. _n audition_ the r_=oro contains
th_ followin;;_ urivers_l tt_e, cote (year, _ay, _ILllseco_ds),
Local tlme_ _agnetic Local time_ orbit numI_er, qeograohic
latitJde ago longitude, altitade_ rijht ascensi31, declipatioq,
m_qnetic Latitude and longituoe, geomagnetic field strength and
Vc[lw_tn's L-shell parameter, invariant latltu_e, geocentric
raoial oistance (earth radii), an#Iv oetween th_ satellite axls
and _agnetlc field, azimuth with respect to magnetic fleld_
solar aspect an_l_, azimuth _ith respect to the sun_ the trree
s£acecraft ssln _xis components, the three local magnetic fleLc
components* ano various hoase(eediq# 39ra_eters.
...............................................................
ERE-A, '4ORATE
PROTON TELFECCFIE
...............................................................
]at_ set name - PROTON AND ALPHA _A_:TICLE CZIJNT RATES
CRDCPED _Y INUARIANT LATITvS[ 3_: T_PE
NSSDE ID 6_-097A-C_A, P_OTCN * ALPHA SOJNT _ATES, TAPE
Ti_ Deri_a cDv_red - _IIIO/E_ TO 0_/2_/70
(AS verified Dy N_SDC)
iuanttty of _ata - _ REELS OF TAPE
This tnwestigatar-saoalted o_ta set consists of separate
proton and alpha particle count rates (coants/£.R?5-s interval)
stored on 7-track_ ROO-opi, binary magnetic tapes written on a
C_C 3_30 computer. The data are ordered by Invariant Latitude
in intervals 3f a few degrees_ and within _ Qicen interval they
are chronologically ordered. Each tape has a variable number
of ohyslcal recoros, Each physical recoro contains 79 Logical
recoros, with every 79th logical record containing housekeeping
information. Each of t_e _ther 7_ data lo#tcal r_cor_s
contains slx computer wOrdS (one data sample) giving the
inv_riant latitude, ti_e (UT), mdgne_ic field strength (GSVC
1Z/$6 _odel), magnetic Local tt_e, the hemisphere (north or
south) in which t_e data were obtained, and the count rates.
...............................................................
_ata set name - V_PIOUS PLOTS POR PROTO'_S
_N3 FOR ALPHA PARTICLES ON _ICROCILN
NSSDC ID 69-097A-O3B_ ZOJNT RATE,_LUX,ORBIT _-3TS,M_IL M
Time period covered - ii/09/69 TO 0G/2_/70
(As verified by NSSDC)
_uantlty of data - i REEL O_ MICRO_IL _
This d_ta set supplied by the princlcal investigator,
contains four sets of plots on microfilm as follows: (I)
proton and alpha particle count rates (separatelY) vs time in
the invarlant Latitude intervals 70 to 7_ deg and 75 to 87 deg,
(2) proton flux vs ti_e (same Latitude intervals as above), (3)
proton flux vs time at several _ (geomagnetic field) and L
(McIlwain's shell parameter) values, and (4) spacecraft orbit
passes across the north pole region. The plots of count rate
and particle flux as a function of invarlant Latitude cover the
range 70 to £7 deg; however, similar plots for other invariant
latitude intervals may be generated from the _aqnetic tape data
set _9-097A-C3A. The particle data energy channels are as
follows: protons in the energy ranges 0.2_ to 0.50, 0._0 to
1.00_ 1.00 to Io65, and 1.E5 to 13o5 MeV; ane alpha particles
in the energy range 2.00 to _._0 MeV. Values for the Kp index
are included. The data set covers the entire time interval for
which the spacecraft was operational.
_ata set na_e - TABLE _R _T_ A_ A_P_A PA_T_ _b_T
RATES AN_ P_×E$ ON _CRO_L _
NS_ _ _O_A_3E, P,A C_T _ATE_ _L_ES_ _L_
Ti_e _eri_d c_e_ - _ T_ 0_6_0
(As _e_ifted _y _SS_)
_ua_tity _f data - _ _EE_ _ _ORO_ _
This _-_ _icrbfil _ data set, _hich _as s_itted _y the
i_stigator, c_nsists _i listings of th_ foLl_win_ _)
orot_ c_t rat_ i_ e_ergy c_a_el_ _ith ra_es _o_ to _._
_e_ _._ to _°_ _, _._ to _°_ _e_, _._0 t_ _.6_ _e_ _nd
_°0 to _._ _ and the al_ha p_rticle count r_te in _n entropy
_h_nel _n_i_g fr_ frb_ _°0 t_ _°R _e_ and (_) pr_to_ fl_es
tin _it_ of _articLesY_o c_s-sr_ and in the energy ranges
Listed a_ f_r p_ot_ _or the in_aria_ latitude int_r_
_ _us _ _i_s 0._ deg and _ _lus _r _t_s _._ _e_. _he
data _ithi_ eac_ _f these tnter_aLs are ti_e ordered° Alo_
with each CO_ _ate (c¢_nts_._ _ an_ fl_× _alue _i_en,
there _r_ the following _a_a_eter_ the in_ariant l_tit_e,
Pate a_d _i_ers_L ti_e of t_e _a_u_e_ent (_ay_ h_ _i_t_,
and sec_nd_ _gn_tic latitude _ed_ _e_gr_phi_ l_tit_de
(de_)_ geomagnetic fi_L_ strength _ _ _c_l_in_s _h_LL
parameter L (_ geomagnetic fiel_ _odeL l_Y_), _itch _gle
alb_ _, radial distance (_eas_re_ fro_ the center of the
earth's _ipole in _)_ latitude _f the _tellite i_ di_oL_
_oordinates_ _nd a_ indicator to shb_ i_ _hi_h hemisphere t_e
ObS_r_ti_n was _aO_ (_brt_ $-s_uthl. A _i_s sig_ t_ th_
Le_t _f t_e hemisphere i_icat_r for L _alues greater than
_ean_ that the data are _uestio_a_le. The d_t_ set is _a_e_ on
all of the acceptable r_al_time observations _ad_ i_ t_e f_
abo_e_define_ in_ariant l_tit_oe i_ter_als i_r the _tir_
missto_ _i _RS-_. _ _ _t_ p_ogram li_ti_c ts also
t_cl_de_ at the b_gt_ning of the _ic_oftl_ _ _y _ _eo _ith
the _DE c_m_ter t_pes _f data set _-_-_A t_ _enerate
similar Listings for other in_ariant Latitud_ i_ter_aL_.
_ata _et n_e - _L_TS _ _T_ _ _-_ _t_ _
_AT_S A_ _EE 0_ _RO_
_C _ _Qo_A_O_, _ROTON_A_P_ _ _ATE_, _
_i_e _eri_ covered _ _0_ T_ _?_
_As _erifie_ by _J_SD_I
_antity of _ta - _ REE_ 0 _ _ERO_
This _ata set consists of l_-h_a_era_e_ prbton _nd _lp_
oa_ti_L_ co_t rates _count_O _) a_d fL_s vs ti_e on l_-_ _
_i¢_bfil_. The plots a_e _rdered _y i_varia_t latitude, a_d
each plot i_cLudes _ _oeo i_cre_ent in i_varta_t latit_d_ f_
_ne en_rg_ cha_eL° The _ata co_er i_rtant l_tit_es fro_
-_ de_ t_ _ deg a_d _ deg to °_ d_g_ _n_ were _ene_ateo
at _SS_O, u_i_g the magnetic _a_ data set _A-_A° The_e
are fi_e _ata energy ehannel_ for each A_deg t_ter_al _f
i_ariant latitude. _or p_to_s the energy _a_ge_ a_e 0._ to
_._0 _e_ _._ _o _._0 _e_, _._ t_ _._ _e_ a_d _._ tb _._
_e_ a_d fdr alpha particles the energy range i_ frb_ _.0_ to
6._0 _e_° _tte_ li_es a_ _ed in the traces t_ indicate g_s
in the data p_era_e. Each blot in th_ data set Co_rs the
e_tire peribd for whtch the _pacecr_ft _a_ operational°
_RS-A_ _U_AN_
_LU_g_T_ _A_E TO_ETER
_at_ s_t na_e - _._SEE A_A_EO _E_OR _AONET_O _E_
_S_R_AT_O_S D_ TAPE
NSSDC1369-097AIOIA,IO-SEC_A3=L3V£DTORS,TAPE
Timeperiodcovered- Ii/08/69TO0£/2&/70
(As verified by NSSOC}
guantity of data - 30 REELS OF TAPE
This data set was sJo_itted by the 3rincioal
investigatorl and consists of real-time measurements of the
9.8?u-s averaged magnetic field from the blaxlal fluxqate
_a_netometer. The data are on 7-tr_ck, 800-bpi_ binary
_agnettc tapes generated on a CDC 3600 csmDJter. There are
variable number of files per tape. The data within one file
are time continuous. The first physical record in a file is a
file Lapel recorG #ieiqg th_ 3rail qJ_aer _nd ti_o This recorJ
is followed by a variable number of data records. The data
.(thin one logical record cover the time of one subcommutated
dora frame_ i.e., 9.875 s. They contain the date (year_ day of
year, and millisecond 3f Say), Jqiversal ti_e 3f ooservatisn_
the magnetic field components along t_e two sensors_ spacecraft
latitude and lonqitudet oeocentric radial aistancel and the
spl:_r sensor outbut.
*********************** IE-A **********************************
...............................................................
IE-_, KNE_T
clXE-;REO_%,:y IO_3_ONSE
...............................................................
]ata set name - TI_E-ORDERED _]XED'F_ESdENCY [ONOGRAMS
CN _ICR3EIL _
_$3L 13 _4-8_IA-OIA, :: IOkS_RA_5,_ _RS';IOLSISiCA-'_r:L_
Time ueriOd cov_re_ - O_/2E/_ TS 12/3_/E_
(_s verified _y %LECC)
_uantity of data - lOIT REELS OF MIC_CIPIL_
This d_ta _;et_ provided by t_e ;_rinctpal investigator was
3reDore_ by record(ha all reflectioq_ far eac_ f-eaJency iq
civeTi p_ss in one s_t of ionogra_s. T_e data set is on 5 -mm
microfilm. Data for each pass consist of six (drip,rams, one
for each _f the six fi_e3 frecuenci_s (7.22, 5._7, 3.72, 2.85_
2.00, ano 1.50 M_Z). These ionograms show time (sJbsatellite
loc;tlon) vs echo time celay (virtual rang P) for each
frequency. The resolution on aqy on ,_ ianogram is better than 1
_r. This data set is a staq_)rd fDr_ af redaced ]ata 9r_Dared
from t_e original telemetry tapes Dy the office of the
principal investis_tor. The data are as complete as permitted
t;_ Limitations of Dower, Lack of s_teLlite tape recorder! and
cata Droc_ssiq_ facilities. _sst of t_e 3ata cojera_e is near
the SO oeq . _eridian, with some i]_t_ also observed in areas
near _awaii! Enqlanr_ Sinuaporel _ustralia, Central Africa, and
50ut_ _frica. Time ticks and digital time data appear on the
ecg_ of the ionogra-s. Inoexin_ ilfor_atioq far these data i_
availaoLe at !,.SDC in data set 6_-OEI_-OID. Appropriate
_orLd-m_u aat_ providinq position information appear on each
roll ,at microfilm.
...............................................................
_]t_ set name - rI%SAPOqE _ND .:!_FIELD TI_E-ORDE_ED,
;I_EZ,-FRESUENCY 13N]3 _AvS 3N _:ZRZI:IL_
>J_S]C [] £4-_51_-31C* FF IOI,,DG_b* _3 u AND _N_ _IL M
Ti_e period covered - 0£/27/_W T3 12/22/6S
(_S verifiec [_y ;_SDC)
i_u_ntity Of oatu - llO REELS O _ _ziCqO_[L_
This Patd _et, 3rdviseo oy t_e 4adis and 5Dace Research
:t_tion, $louqh_ b._., was prepared by record(no all
r_flections for each frequency ourinl aqiven pass sequentially
in an_ ioqa_ra_. The data set is on ]_-mm microfilm. Data for
e_ch pass, ther_fore_ consist of siK "io_agrals," one for eac _
of the six fi_ed frequencies. The resolution on any one
icnolr_m is petter than 1 km. These data are a standard
Dri4iqal far_ of the re,Joe3 data. Data _r_ 33serve_ dear
Siri]_pore {27P passes) and winkfield, Enqland (376 basses).
_ll of these _ata are included i,i r:dta set 5_-0_i_-01_. Hut
these ionograms nave somewhat more contrast than the tonograms
i_ data set _a-O51Z-OIA. Ti_e ticks and digital ti_e data
_orld _aps are needed toappear on the euge of the ionograms.
o[,t_in _osition information. In(l_xi_g information for these
data is acail_cl_ in d_ta set 6_-051 _-31D"
...............................................................
_ot_ set q_e - :3NOGRA_ I_VENT3 qY 3'4 TLPE
NSSDC ID GW-O51A-010, NSSDC FF IONOGRAM INVENIORY_TAPE
Time period covered - 88/25/6_ TO 12/22/55
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
This data set, prepared at _$$35, indexeS the Explorer 23
fi_ed-freGuency tonosonde data (data sets 64-051A-OIA and
6_-051A-O1C} by station pass. The data set is on a 7-track_
555-bpl, even-parlty, BCD maqnetlc tape written on an iB_ 70R_
co.outer. Information in the data set for which
flxed-frequency ionosonde data can be identified includes pass
start and stop times, orbit number_ and telemetry station.
NSSD: 13 £I-0158-08A, _-_ COONTS* TA_
Time periOd covereo - 06/30/61 TO 08/31/62
(As verified _y NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 17 _EELS 5= T_PE
This investlgator-supplied data set of proton count rates
is on time-ordered, 7-trackl _O0-b_i, ECD magnetic tapes
written on an 18_ T09_ computer. The tapes have 20_ characters
per logical record and I0 logical records per physical recorc-
These tapes also contain data from the other In_un 1
investigations (61-015_-01, -0_ -03_ and -05} with the
exception of the _-ray study of investigation 61-015_-0#° In
addition to the count rates shown, the data contain universal
and Local time of the measurements, the longitude, latltude_
aLtitude, model geomagnetic-field values, _cllwain's .-shell
parameter, and 8/BO.
_ _NTER
_ata set n_me _ TA8_At_ 0_ _- TO _A _DL_R _R_Y _ATA
NSSOC iC 61-OIDB-OIA, TAR. OF GM COUNTS, _:CHE
Tt_e period covered - 06/23/£1 T] 0_/12/S2
(As verified oy NSSDC)
_uantity of data - 1 CARD OF 8/w _ICROFICHE
This investigator-supplied data set of 3eiger-_u_ller
(S v ) count rates, wrich is on _icrofiche_ consists of a taPle
of GM tube count rates (counts/s) due to solar _ rays io the 2-
to 12-_ range. The Jata are chronologically orcered, and sho_
date (_onth, day, yr), and UT, along with count rates. The
X-ray counting rates were distinQuishe_ fro _ particle count
rates by observtn_ when the CdS optical monitor detector
(Investigation 61-015_-02) pointed toward the sun. This
optical monitor was aligned parallel to the GM tube.
_ata set n_ _ _ASTE_ T_, 3_ _3_T$
NSS3C ID 61-0156-018, GM CCbNTS_ TAPE
Time period covered - 06/30/61 TO 08/31/62
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 17 REELS OF TAPE
This Investigator-supplled data set of Gelger-_uetler (G _)
counts is on time-ordered, 7-track, 800-bpi_ _:] _agnetlc tapes,
The tapes have 20_ characterswritten on an IB_ 709_ computer.
per logical record and i0 logical records per physical record.
The tapes also contain data from the other In_un I
investiQations (61-0158-02_ -03, -05, and -06) with the
excePtlon of the X-ray study of investigation 61-0158-0_. In
addition to the electron and proton count rates shown_ the data
contain unlvers_l anc Local time of the measurements,
longitude, latitude, altitude_ model geo_agnetic-flelo values_
MclIwaln's L-shell parameter* and _/8o.
I_N _ _REE_AN
EA_ _L_I_E _ETE_T_
_5 : '-"'S !S
Data set name - MASTER TAPEr COS COUNTS
NSSDC ID 51-DI5B-O2A, DETECTOR COUNT RATES, TAPE
Tlme period covered - 06/30/61 TO 08/31/62
{As verlfled by NSSDC)
_uantity of data - 17 REELS OF TAPE
This Investlgator-supplied data set of detector count
rates of the flux of low energy protons a_d ions is o_
tlme-orderedp T-track_ 800-Dpl, BC 3 magnetlc tapes written on
an I_M 7094 computer. The tapes have 204 characters per
logical record and IO logical records per ohyslcal record.
These tapes also contain data from the other In_un I
investigations (61-OISB-OIt -03, -0St and -OE) with the
e_ception of the X-ray study of the investigation 61-15B-OR.
In addition to the coJnt rates shown, the Jata c_talq
universal and local time of the measurements, longltudel
ldtttude, altltude_ model geomagnetic-field values, McIl_aln's
L-shell 3_rameter, and _I_o.
...............................................................
INJUN i, <REPLIN
_- TO 8-A AND 8- TO 20-A X-RAY OETECTORS
...............................................................
]ata set name - _- TO 20-A W-RAY FLUXES ON
_ICRO_ISHE
NSSDC :D 51-OISB-OYA, 8-204 :.UXES, _IC-E
Time perloo covered - OG/29/_I TO 12/IW/Gl
(AS verified by _SSDC)
Cu_ntity of data - 1 CAR_ OF B/W MZC_O?ICHE
This microfiche _ata set is a copy of the published
report by Lo .° Acton, et at., "Dbs_rvatiDn_ _f solar X-ray
t_Iss10n in the R to 20 A band," d. 3eophys° _es°_ Vo b_, n.
ii, p. 3_35, lq_J° The data set consists of X-ray flu_es
llste3 in a t_Dalar for_, that _ere aerlveo frv_ ion-c_amoer
current readings on strip charts. The currents were reduced to
Cruxes oy assumin_ that the shave of the spectru_ is glvpn Dy a
L-milllon-Jeg K "_ray body", and _y using a conversion factor
of 1.3E-IO A sq c_-s/erq. T_ere are iS1 _easJre_ntS of solar
X-ray flux llst_u in the t_ble in units of _.E-3 erg/(sg cm-s).
The d)te (months _ay) 3n_ universal time (hour_ _Inute) of the
"e_sJre_ent _re alsn RiveR. _q_tner _ata t_le sho_s th_
uncertainty in tne absolute and upper limit fluxes. The values
rdn_ from PlUS 7R_ tO minus _0_ for fluxes from O to _, tO
_lus or mln_. 20% for fluxes _reater than 2_. The
Jqcerfaiqties w_re c_Js_ 3y the _qexoecte3 _loa cD_pte_
tumbiin; motion of the spacecraft, and the conta'ination of the
net_ctors by en_r;etic p_rticles. _2itlonal data displays are
_s follows: (1) a ulot of the _- to 20-A flux vs time, (2) a
_L_t 3f t_e flJxes f3r Seote_oer_ Octooer, all _ove_be r 1961
_lonq .ith the ZAOO-_Z solar flux as a function of time, and
() _ tim_ history of the July ii, 15_!, solar flar_ X-ray
=_ent, inclu_In_ plots of ionospheric ]n_ solar activity
_;_r_eters an_ the R- tO 20-A X-roy fIJ_o
...............................................................
:NJUN i, LAUG'L_N
ELECT_O'J 3I;rE_ENTI_L ENERGY
SFECTRO_ETER
...............................................................
_td S.t n_-e - "=-T_R TAPE, ZLECTR_', CEv_TS
N_SDC ID £i-OlS_-OG&, ELECTRgN EOUST _ATES, TAPE
Time ;:erioq covered - OE/3C/EI TO D_/}I/_2
(_ verlfle3 _ '_S_C)
guantlty of c_t_ - 17 REELS 0 _ TAP;
This invPsti;Jtor-sJDolied _dt_ set of _lectron count
r_tes is on tlme-ordered, T-tracK, _O0-bbl, _CD magnetic tape_
written on an I_v 779_ computer° The tapes have 204 characters
per lo_Ical record and 10 logical records per Dhyslcal record°
t_ese t_es _Isa coqtsin 3_ta fro_ the _ther i_]Jn I
irvestiqations (61-OI5B-OI, -02, -03, -0_, and -06) with the
,_c_ion of the x-ray Stucy of th_ investi_;_tlon 61-015R-04.
_dltion to the electron count rat_s shown, the _ata contain
ivers_l and local ti_e cf the _e_sJre_ents, the longltdde,
._titu_e, altltu_e_ model geo_agnetic-fiela val_es, _cILwain,s
_-_hell Parameterl and _/RO.
_ _, _N A_LN
_.x_T_ _A$N_TD_ET_
_t_ _et na_e - _A_TER TA_ _iT_R _AG_ET_ET_R _AtA
NSSDC ID 61-0158-05A, MAGNETOMETER DATA, TAPE
Time period Covered - 06/30/61 TO 08/31/52
(AS verified by _SS]C)
_uantlty of data - 17 REELS O_ TAPE
This investlgator-supplled data set of magnetometer count
rates is on tlme-ordered_ T-track, @OO-boi_ BED magnetic tapes
.rltten on an IBM 70g6 cpmputer. The tapes have 20_ characters
per logical record and iO logical records oar phys¶cal record.
The magnetometer data occupy three olts lone-half word) of word
18 and are e_pressed as counts/s. These tapes also contain
data from the other InJun 1 investigations (_i-015_-01_ -02,
-03, and -06) with the exception of the X-ray study of
investigation 61-015B-0#° In addition to the count rates
shown_ the data contain universal and local tf_e of the
measurements, the longitude, latitude, altltude, model
geom_gnetlc-fleld values, McIlwaln's L-shell parameter, and
R/Bo.
*********************** _NJU_ 3 *******************************
...............................................................
!NJJN 3, GURNETT
VL; ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
...............................................................
2ata set name - MASTE_ _ILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE,
NARROW-RAND DATA
NSSDC !D 62-OEYB-OgA, VLr _EC SIG STRENGTH, T_PE
Time period coverea - 12/2_IE2 TD 10125/63
(AS verified by NSSDC)
3uantity of data - 5 REELS O _ TAPE
T_Is Investig_tor-supblled VL; data set is Or_
ttmemordered_ 7-track, COO=Opt, RC3 magnetic tapes written on
an IBM 7094 computer. The tapes have _C_ characters _er
lo_Icsl record, _n3 I0 Logical records per Dhyslcal record. In
addition to these detector "8-second sum" data outputs, th_
tapes contain aata from the other _njun 3 investigations
(_2-OET_-OI, mO2' --031 "OR, --0_' --0_, --OT, and -0_). Incluoe{]
with these 3erector outDuis_ these data contain universal anu
local time, longitude, Latitude, Invariant tatitude_ altitude,
scalar geomagnetic field, Mc]l_atn,s L-sh_ll p_ramrter, _/Po,
and data duality Inclcators.
...............................................................
:NJU'_ 3, JASS_IA
SATELLITE 3_AG _T_OSpHER_C _EN$_TY
...............................................................
Data set na_e - SATELLITE 3PAG-AT_OS_ERZC 9=%CITY VALGES
NSSD: 10 &2-067_-134, ATHOS DRAG ]ZNE]TY TA=_-c, =:ZMZ
Time period covered - 12/15/E2 T_ 0_/i_/67
(As verlfiec by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 3 C_PDS OF _/. _[CPOC:C_E
This microfiche aata set of dt_Oscherlc _enslty values,
computed fro_ the dr_ on Injun B, _as pre_are_ at _5_]_ from
the Smithsonlan Astrophys. 9_S. Special Report NO. 32E, ?Ct.,
I_70, (_SSDC T_ ['I0163)o Thes_ _ensity values _ere com_uted
for a standar_ height of 2_ km. The datd are primarily in
taoul_r form. There are some summary _rachs f_r com_arin_
changes in density as a function of diurnal a_ semiannual
temperature _eansl lO°7-cm solar _lux, _n_ rally <_eoma_rletic
index. The tabul_te_ _enslty values _r_ listed
chronologically° So_e of the other parameters given are the
observed rate of change of anomalistic p_riod, the _cceler_tion
due to solar radiation pressurel the perir;_ h_icht, ann the
ni_httlme temperature computed fro_ the D_ri_e value, using
dacchla mo_eL of t_e diurnal temperature vari_tior_o
_N_N _, _'_R_EN
_E_E_ TU _ _ETE_T_R$
_ata set name - T_AT_ _ _ T@ _-A $_A_ _
_-_Y _ATA
NSSDC ID _-_-_lA, _OLA_ S_T _-_A¥, F_C_
Time perio_ c_ere_ - _ TD _
(As verifie_ _y NSS_
O_antity of data - _ CA_ _ _ _ _ERD_C_E
This i_vestig_t_r-su_pLieo dat_ set Cb_tai_s _ li_t O_
_E
detector cou_t rotes Jab tO solar X rays. This listing was
ricroflchea at "_SSDC and included in a Data User's Note, NSSDC
69-11, "Injun 3 soft X-ray experiment_" 1969o Solar sensors
indicates the times _hen t_e 3eiger-_ueller _et_ctors_ which
_ere primarily used as particle sensors, detected solar × rays
(_- to 12-A range). These times and the associated count rates_
which were taken from the main particle data base_ form this
uata set. _ence, these data are a subset _f dat_ set
£2-D67:_-31_. Most observations OCCurred in May, June, and July
i%65.
2at_ set name - '4ASTER FILE ON _AGNkTI_ TAPE, SM CCUNTS
N$SDC 19 £2-0£7d-019, GR COUNTS, TAmE
Ttm_ oertod covered - 12/I_162 TO 1.3/z_/63
(R_ verified my N_SD_)
=_ntity of cata - 5 qEELS OF TAm-
T_is iqvestigatDr-sooolies Data Set Df 3_tger-Mjeller
(]M} electron and proton counts, is on time-ordered, 7-trackl
_0-_pi, _OD -_qnetic tao_s _ritten on an IeM 7094 CO_Out_r.
The tapes have a_ a characters per logical record, and 10
lcgic_l records oer 3hysic)l recorD. In a_]ition to thes_
StiAer-_ueller _etector "_-second su_" data outputs, the tapes
contain data from the other [nJun ] invrstidations (B2-067_-02_
-0], -Ja, -35, -36, -C7, -CR, aqa -0£), lqclu]_d with these
detector outputs, these data contain jniversal and Local ti_e,
longitu_e_ l_titude, invariant Latitude, altitude, Scalar
geomagnetic flel::, Nc]l_ain's L-shell c_:rameter, m/Bo_ and Data
Duality i_oicator_. Data S_t 62-067_-01_ is a sJoset of this
Odta set.
...............................................................
_t_ set name - 3H ZC:JNTER _ARr]CLE ;tt_ PLOTS
CIN viS_OFIL_
hLLOZ iD _2-057_-01C, S_kTIC_E :LJ_ U_ST_, MCZLM
Tim, s_rioc coyotes - OI/CI/_3 TO I_/_2/%Z
"(As verifieJ sy _ 532)
Court't/ Of datd - I _rEL OF _IC_]_;L v
T'is it-_ _icrsfil- :_at_ set sonsists of
m _cbiqe-i'_erieratec particle flux blots for the three 213
h_i;_,r-_ueLler (5_) detectors, D1, __, ]_, oriented at 90_ lDO,
cJnS i£9 des to the Local maqnutic field in the northern
he_isohere. The sara were qener_teJ orincioaILy from Jat_ set
E2-0_7_-31_, Irl so-e cases_ :n_uq _ telemetry data were used.
The 5 '' flo_ iDota ort _ d_vic{=o into thr._e separate time-ordered
_roJD:; i_ this Data set. T_e i!at_ that _ere obtained in
satellite tele_c, try mode 1 are divided into the northern
h_mispnere (group 1) and the southern hemisphere (group 2).
The S_tb o_tain_ in satellite telemetry mode _ in both
hezi_ohere5 csimsri_ toe tlir] ;rDJ_ 3f data, Each D_e _f
cat.) i.e., a fil_ frame_ consists of t_o seoarate plots, one
[lot for eac _ of t_,. t_o acproortat_ :_ectors. The slots sho_
[.article flux InsiDer/so cm-s-sr} vs invaridnt latitude,
jr i_e_s_l ti_e, _a;qetic lszal tirl_, _qS mcsel n_gnetic fiel_
-,,cnitu_. Facm po;e also incluses d blot of the corresponding
r_tio of fluxes from _/[! or £_/D! vS invrJriant latitu_le_
jr_iv_rsal ti_e_ _a_netic local ti_e, in: _cel _gnetic fielss.
The sLDts provlqe continuous ti_e co, Forage over most of the
lif_ _ of the inv{,.ti:,_tion for invaridqt ll:_titudes from _% tO q0
de_. Ench plot contains siJta fro _ Orle coos, Thp fluxes _re
o_s_ia iDq "_-s_conl_ s_s" _f getec[sr oatDJt_, _qd Pave 3_e_
corrected _her possible for jeo-etric factors and GM Counter
saturstion.
...............................................................
:'J#_ _, 31hqIEIj
_ljL_L ]CIP;TILL_T_
...............................................................
L_Lt_ set rlD_f ' - !L_T[_ r:LE 0". v&SXLT]2 TAP[, P_LSF
I:iNT[LLATOR COONT'}
hCSD: :3 _2-O_7d-C2A, 5OIP<T. COUNT_, TAPE
Ti-t. ueriod covered - 1211_/62 TO IC12G163
i_S verifie_ Dy '_SDC)
Su_qtity of _;_t_ - E _EELZ O = TAPE
Trls in_estigatar-sjoolie_ Jata ;et _f aJlse-sciqtillator
is_tector outputs is on time-ordered_ T-tracK, q00-bDi, nO0
-_qmetic tapes written on an IN': 7C _q compute'r. T_e rages have
_C_ characters per to;idol record, an; IC loqical records per
pnysic]l record, in addition tQ these Detector "A-secon_ sJ_"
c.;to oJt_uts, Lhr t_ges contain _]i_t_ fro _ the other Injun _
investi%itions (_2-:E?U-OZ, -C3, -3_, -0_, -06, -07, -0_, ant
-_), Included _ith t"sse o_tectDr oJt_ots, the_ data cDqt_i9
universal ti_e, longitude, latitu<!e, invariant latituse,
_ltituse, scaldr _eomaun_tic _ieL_, MciL_ain's LiShell
L_rim_t_r_ _/_Cl _niJ data qudlity iqziC!tOrS.
INJUN 3_ O'BR!EN
_AGNETIC DIPPERE_TIAL ELECTRON
SPECTROMETER
...............................................................
_ata set name - _ASTE_ _ILZ ON MAgnETIC TAPE, ELECTRON
SPECTROMETER COUNTS
NSSDC IO 62-067B-D3A_ ELECTRON COUNT, TAPE
Time period covered - 12114/62 TO 10/28163
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data I 5 REELS OF TAPE
This investigator-supplied data set of electron count
rates_ is on tlme-ordered_ 7-track, £DO-bpl, RCD magnetic taoes
written on an IBM 7094 computer. The tapes have _D8 characters
per logical recorD, and 10 logical records per physical record.
In addition to these detector "8-second sum" data outputs, the
tapes contain data fro_ the other InJun 3 investigations
(62-0679-01, -02_ -O_, -05_ -06_ -07, -O_, and -09), Included
with these detector outouts_ these data contain universal and
Local time, longitude, latitude, invartant latitude, altitude,
scalar geomagnetic fleld_ McIIwain's L-shell parameter, e/BO,
and data duality indicators. ]ata set 52-OSTB-039 was
generated fror this data set.
Data set name - eAGNETIC DIFFERENTIAL ELECTRON
S_ECTRO_ET£_ =_UX _LOTS ON _IO_0:IL_
NSSDC [_ b2-067_-03_, DETECTOR PLUX PLOTS, MFILM
Time 3erio_ covered - 01/_1/53 TO 05/15/_3
(As verifier by NSSDC)
Cu_ntity of data - 1 _EEL OF MICROFILM
Machine-generated particle-flux plots make UP this
microfilm data set, The data are from two of the type 21T
Oeiger-_ueller (QM) counters (_PL and SP_) of the -agnetic
differential electron spectrometer, which was oriented at 97
des to the local magnetic field. Detector SPL was sensitive to
electrons in the enerdy range from AO to 60 keV_ and SP_ was
sensitive to electrons in the energy range _0 to II0 keY, The
detectors were got sensitive to protons. The data set was
generated fro m data set 62-06TR-ODA. Each page of the data
set, i.e._ a frame of the film, includes a plot for each of the
t_o setectors of particle flux (numDer/so Cm-sisr) vs Invariant
latitudel universal time, magnetic Local time, and model
qeomagnetic field magnitude. Each sage also sho_s a PlOt of
the exponential spectral parameter_ Eo, and the Dower-la*
spectral parameter, "gamma", vs invariant latitude, universal
and magnetic local ti_e, and model geomagnetic field. The
plots are time ordered and _roviae ti_e Coverade for most of
the llfe of the investiqatlon, for invariant latitudes from 53
tO 90 des. Each DLot covers one satellite bass. The fluxes
are based on "R-second sum" detector outputs, in a telemetry
mode in which the _etectors were sa-oled once per second° The
fluxes _ave seen corrected for geometric factors and 3_ COUnter
saturation.
...............................................................
:NTEGR_L VAONETIC ELECTRON SsECTRC_ETER
...............................................................
Data set name - MASTER PILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE, GM COUNTS
(STAR:IS_)
NSSDC ID 62-067B-D_A_ ELEC COUNT(STArfISH), TAPE
Time period covered - 12/1_/E2 TO 10/25/63
(As verified by NSS]2)
Cuantity of data - 5 REELS CF TAPE
This investiqator-suu_lied data set of electron count
rates is on tt_e-ordere_, T-tracK_ _00-opi_ _:] magnetic tapes
written on an IqM 709_ computer. The tapes have _08 characters
per lodical record, and I0 logical records per physical record.
_n addition to these detector "9-second sum" data outputs, the
tapes contain a ata from the other [njun 3 investigations
(62-067R-01, -02, -03, -Ot_ -06, -OT, -OR, and -09}. :ncluded
with these detector OUtDuts, these data contain universal ond
local time, longitud_ latltude_ invariant latitude, altitude_
scalar geomagnetic field, Mc[Iwain's L-_heLl #arameter_ F/_o,
an_ data quality indicators,
...............................................................
INJJN 3_ O'SR:E_
3£ S:I\TILLATSR
...............................................................
Data set na_e - M_STER FILE 3N MAS_ET]C T_PZ, 3:
_7
SCINTILLATOR COUNTS
NSSDC ID G2-OG7B-OSA, D.O. SCINT. COUNTS, TAPE
Time oerlod cavered - 12/IA/62 TO I0/31/G3
(As verified by NSSDC}
Quantity of data - _ REELS OF TAPE
This Investlgator-supplled data set of electron and
proton count rates is on tlme-ordered, ?-track, 800-bpl, BED
magnetic tapes written on an IBM 7094 computer. The tapes have
_OB characters oar logical record, and IO logical records oar
physical record. In addition to these detector "8-second sum"
data outputs, the tapes contain data from the other InJun 3
investigations (62-067B-01, -02, -03, -0st -069 -OTt -OR, and
-05). Included Nith these detect_r oJtout_, thes_ data c_ntaln
universal and local time, longitude, latltude_ Invariant
latltudet altitude, scalar geo_agnetlc magnetic fleldt
McIlwalnls L-shell 3ara_eter_ B/_o, a_d _ata quality
indicators.
...............................................................
INJUN 3, O'BRIEN
ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
...............................................................
Data set name - _ASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE, ELECTRON
MULTIPLIER COUNTS
NSSDC ID 62-O67B-OGA, ELECTRN MULTIP COUNT, TAPE
fi_e period cuvered - 12116/62 TO 10/25/63
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity 3f data - 5 REELS O_ TAPE
This Investlgator-suoplled data set of electron density
flux is on tlme-ordered, ?-track, ROO-ppi_ _CD magnetic tapes
written on an IB _ 799R computer. The tapes have 40_ characters
3er logical record, and IO logical records Per ahyslcal record.
In addition to these detector "8-second sum" data outputs, the
tapes conta¶n oata from the other InJun 3 investigations
(62-067_-GI, -02, -031 -0St -05, -07, -08, and -09}. Included
_ith these detector outputs, t_ese _ta contain JT and local
time, longitude, lalltude, Invarlant lacltude, altitude, scalar
geomadnetlc-flelo, _cIl_alnts L-shell parameter, B/BO, and data
_uallty indicators.
...............................................................
[NJUN 3, O'RRIEN
PROTON _PECTRO_ETER
...............................................................
Data set q_e - _ASTER _iLE ON _ASN_T:S TAME, P-_ 20WNTS
NSSDC ID 62-0679-07_, P-N COUNTS, TAPE
Time period covered - 12/16162 TO 10131163
(As verifie_ Dy NSSOC)
_uantlty af data - 5 REELS O _ TAPE
This Investi_ator-supplled paid set of proton energy flux
is on tlme-ordereo, ?-track, 800-bei, BCO magnetic tapes
written oq an IBM 709R cD_DJter. T_e tapes have 60G characters
per logical record, and 10 logical records per physical record.
In addition to these detector ttRmsecono Sum" data outputs_ the
ta_es contai_ data fru_ t_e other InJun 3 investigations
(E2-OS7B-Ol, -02, -_3, -OA_ -05, -06, -08, and -g9). Incloded
_Ith th_se detector outputs, these data contain universal and
local time, Iongltuee, latitude, invarlant latitude, altitude,
scalar ge_agnetic-flel_ _cIl_ai_s _-snell 3_rsmeter, B/_o,
and data quality indicators.
...............................................................
INJUN 3, D'BRIEN
AURORAL ANO AIRGLOw P_OTO_ETERS
...............................................................
2ata set name - MASTER FILE ON _AGNETIC TAPE, PHOTOMETER
COUNTS
NSSDC I_ 62-057B-OSA, PHOTOMETER COUNT, TA_E
Time perlod covered - 12/IA/62 TO _D/2_/63
(AS verifie_ oy NSSDC}
_uantlty of data - 5 REELS OF TAPE
This i_vestigatar-sjaulied data set of det_:tor outputs,
is on tlme-ordered, T-track, 800-Opl, BED magnetic tapes
written on a 7096 computer. The tapes have 608 characters per
logical record_ and I0 logical records per physical record. In
addition to these detector "8-second sj_,' data oJtuuts, the
tapes contain data from the other In_un 3 investigations
(EZ-OGTB-OI, -0_, -03, -06, -05, -dE, -07_ an_ -OR). Included
with these detector outputs, these data contain UT and local
time, longltude_ latltude_ Invarlant latltude, altltude_ scalar
magnetic field, McIlwaln's L-shell parameter, B/Bo, and data
quality indicators.
****-,-**,,**,,*.,,,,-, INJUN 6 -,---.--*.-*..*,*****--,,,*,,.-
I_N 6, _AN ALLEN
GEIGER-_UELLER COUNTER
...............................................................
Data set name - MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE, GM COUNTS
NSSDC ID 6R-O76B-O3A_ GM COUNTS, TAPE
Time 3erlod covere_ - 02/13/65 TO 07/19/66
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - _7 REELS 9 = TAPE
This Investlgator-supplled data set of "2-second average"
particle fluxes is on tlme-ordered, 7-track, _O0-bpl, _C9
• agnetlc tapes written on an 13M 709_ computer. The tapes have
600 three-character words per logical record, and 10 logical
records per physical record. Each fade contains one file of
data. In addition to the Gelger-Mueller detector data outputs,
the tapes contain data from other InJun _ investlgatlons
(G4-0768-06, -05, and -OG). Included with the detector
outputs, these data contain unlversal time_ longitude,
latlt_e, altitude, geomagnetic longitude and latltuoe,
Invariant latitude, McIlwain's l-shell parameter, scalar
geomagnetic field strength, B/BO, various magnetic Inalces, and
data cuallty indicators.
INUUN 6_ _AN ALLEN
S_LI_-_TATE DETE_T_R
_ata s_t na_e - _ASTE_ F_E _N _T!C TAPE, _-_ COUNTS
NSSDC IO 66-076R-O_A, P-N COUNTS, TAPE
Time 3erlod covered - 02/13/65 TO 07/i_/55
(As verlfleo by F,SSDS)
Quantity of d_ta - _7 REELS O _ TAPE
This investlgator-supplled data set of "G-second averaqe"
proton and alpha particle fluxes is on tlme-oroered, T-track,
_O0-bpi, _CD magnetic tapes written on an IEM 70_ computer.
The tapes h_ve 600 three-character words per logical record,
and i0 logical records per physical record. Each tape contains
one file of data. In addition to these detector data outputs,
the tapes contain data from other InJun _ investigations
(66-OTGB-gD, -05, _nd -06). Included with the detector
outputs, these data contain universal time, longitude_
latitude, altitude, geomagnetic lonqttuee and latitude,
i nvarlant latitude, _cIl_aln's _-shell parameter, scalar
geomagnetic field strength, B/BO, various magnetic indices, and
data duality Indicators.
...............................................................
Cata set name - PROTON COUNT RATE PLOTS ON _ICROFILM
NSS2C IS EA-OTBB-OSR, PROTON COUNT _ATE PLOTS, MFILM
Time period covered - i1/23/66 T3 07/13/53
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 11 REELS OR _iCRO_ILM
This microfilm data set consists of count rate plots
(counts/s vs UT, m_gnetic local ttme_ geomagnetic field _,
McIlwafn,s L-shell parameter, and tnvartant latitude) of
protons in two enerdy channels, 0.52 to _ _eV and 0._0 to I.R
_eV. The upper limits of the energy ranges are for axially
tncidemt protons. The plots are chronologically ordered. Note
that for some time intervals there is overlapping time coverage
due to the use of two slightly different plot formats.
IN_N _, _AN ALLEN
CAdMiUM _L_I_E DETECTD_S
_ata set na_e _ MASTER _ILE ON MA_NETI_ TAPE_ dOS C_?_
OF POO_ Q.A .i'i-Y
NSSDC 13 64-076_-35A_ COS CObNTS_ TAP_
Ti_e _erioo covered - 02/13/65 TO 07/19/66
(As verified by N$SDC)
Cuantlty of data - _7 REELS OF TAPE
This in_estigator-sJODlied data set sf "8-sgcoqd average"
particle fluxes is on time-ordered, 7-track, 800-bpi, BCD
magnetic tapes written on an I_ 73_a computer. The tapes have
_0 three-character words oer Logical record_ and i0 Logical
records per physical record. [ac_ tape contain; one file of
data° In adaitlon to these detector data outputst the tapes
contain qata from other inJun 4 investigations (6_-0769-03_
-_4t aqd -06). lqcl_de_ _itn th9 Jetector oJtsJt_, these d_ta
contain universal time, longltuoe, latitude, altitude,
geomagnetic Longitude and latitude, Invariant latltude_
_cIl_ain's _-shell parameter, scalar geomagnetic field
strength, B/_o, variDJs _a_netic in_Ices_ and qata qJallty
indicatgrs.
I_.JUIj _, _AI! ALL_N
_LA_TI_ _CI_TILLAT@ _ PARTICLE _ETECT_
_t_ _t name _ _A_7E_ _I_ _ _A_ TA_, P_I_
_TIL_ATOR _@_NT_
Ti_e _eri_d _ere_ - 0_1_6_ T_ 07_6_
(_ verified _ _)
_ti_ of _ta - _7 REELS @_ _A_E
_i_ in_esti_ator_s_o_e_ _ _t _f _-_n_ a_ra_ _
_ectr_ flu_e_ i_ on tim_-ordere_i_ _-_rac_ _O_b_ R_
_g_ic _a_es _ritt_non an _ _0_ c_m_te_° The ta_s ha_e
_ t_r_e-ch_acter w_r_s _e_ l_i_ re_rd_ _nd _0 l_i_l
r_c_r_s pe_ physical record° Eac _ t_e co_t_ _ne t_le of
_t_° _ _ion _o t_es_ detector _at_ outputs, t_e ta_es
contain d_t_ fro_ o_her _I_ _ inv_ti_ati_n_ (_R-_7£R_
_ a_ _° I_c_d _it_ t_ _?_t_r _ta_, thes_ _t_
_n_ai_ _iver_al time, l_n_u!e_ _atit_de, _ltitude_
_e_ag_e_ic lo_it_ae an_ la_it_ i_vari_nt latitude,
_l_i_ L_ell _a_ameter_ _c_l_r g_o_ag_eti_ fiel_
_tr_t_ _, _i_ _a_tic _c_s, a_ dat_ a_lity
i_oic_t_rs_
L_-_Y _DTO_ AND _L_TR_
_E_TIA_ E_Y A_A_ER _L_E_A_
_at_ _e_ _a_e - _TE_ P_LE _ I_AS!'_ T_P_, _E_E_A
_ _ATE_
_ _ _-066_0_, LLPE_EA _ _E$, TA_E
Tim_ _eriod co_ered _ 0_0_1_ _ _1_1_
_S _er_t_ed _y _0)
$u_nt_ty ot qat_ - q_9 _E_ 0_ _
This investi_3_toros_l_d _a _et _f L_ Energy Pr_
_d _lectron _fferential _n_rg_ _n_y_r (_EPE_A) d_tector
_t_ts i_ on ti_e-ordered, _-tr_c_, _0-_i_ _ magnetic
taoe$ _ritte_ _n _ _I_A_ A_ c_ter° T_ t_oe$ ha¢_ _6
c_ar_cter_ per _o_ical record, _ _o_ical r_cord_ ger physical
_cor_, a _ari_l_ n_er of _hysic_l r_co_s p_r f_le_ _ _n_
_ile oer t_e° _n _dition to th_ LE_ED_ t_lemetry outp_ in
• il_ivolts (_ocu_e_tati_ _ t_ c_rs_n t_ c_ntsls _s _t
_ai_bl_, the tapes co_tai_ _a_a fro_ _ther i_n
_nvesti_tions _-_, _0_ _)° Include_ _i_h the
_etect_r _to_ts, th_s_ _ta _ont_in u_ivers_l and local ti_e_,
or_i_ num_er_ _eo_raohic c_ord_nat_ _Lo_git_de_ latitude, _d
radial _istancel_ g_o_e_t_ic eg_ori_l i_rti_l coordinates
(right _sc_nsio_ of satellite_ _eloci_y vector right ascension,
_ecli_ati_ a_d _aQnit_de _f the _t_llite _Is_ity, _a_eti_
field riQht ascension and declinatio_ and celestial right
_scension and _ecL_nation ot the s_ g_omagnetic cooroinates
(lon_it_e_ latit_de_ e_uatorial qistan_e to line of force, and
local ti_e _t satellite), real _eo_a_eti_ti_l_ _al_
(_c_l_ai_,s L-s_eLl parameter, ma_ni_de_ _18o, and invariant
l_it_), s_ _cli_se ti_es _time_ to _e_t sunrise ano
_ns_t)_ _nq m_etic attitude of the satelLite _agnetometer
_asure_ents in the ×_ _ and _ _re_ion_)°
_L_ _5_E_
_ata set nam_ - _T_ _ATA TAP_ _L _ _N_L _TRE_T_
NSSDC I] 68-OG6B-O2A, VLF SIGNAL STRENGTH, TAPE
Time period covered - 08109168 TO 05/29170
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 949 RE_LS D _ TAPE
This investigator-sUPDlied VLF data set is on
tlme-ordered, 7-track, 800-bpi_ BCD magnetic tapes written on a
UNIVAC R18 computer, The tapes ha_e 696 characters per logical
record, 10 Logical records per physical record, a variable
numoer of physlcal records per file_ and one file oar taoe° In
addition to this VL p data_ which Occur in data wOrdS _2 through
65 of each 90-word data frame_ and contain signal strength
information for the six frequencies received by the VL _
recelver_ the tapes contain data from other In_un 5
investigations (58-0558-01, -03, -04). Included wlth the
detector outputs, these data contain universal and local times,
orbit number, geographic coordinates (longltude_ latitude, and
radial distance), geocentric equatorial inertial coordinates
(right ascension of satellite, velocity vector r_ght ascension,
declination and magnitude of the satellite velocity, magnetic
field right ascension and decllnatlon_ and celestial right
ascension and declination of the sun)_ geomagnetic coordinates
(longitude, latitude_ equatorial distance to llne of force_ and
local time of satelllte)_ real qeomagnetlc-fleld values
(Mcllwaln,s L-shell parameter* magnitude, and Invarlant
latltdde)_ sun eclipse times (ti_es to next sunrise and
sunset), and magnetic attitude of the satellite (magnetometer
measurements in the x, Y_ and Z alrectlons).
...............................................................
INJUN E, SAGALYN
SPHERICAL RETAROIND POTENTIAL ANALYZE _
...............................................................
Data set name - RETARDING PCTENTIAL ANALYZER COUNT RATE
OAT_ ON _AGNET[C TAPE
NSSDC ID 6_-OGGB-OaA, PET° POT. AN° DATA, TAPE
Time _erloa covered - 08109168 TO 05/27170
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Ouantitx of data - 9_9 _EELS OF TAPE
This investigator-supplied data set of low energy ion and
electron (0 tO 2 keY) measurements is On time-Ordered, ?-track_
£O0-bpi, BED magnetic tapes written on a UNIVAC 418 computer.
The tapes have 696 characters per logical record, 10 logical
records per Dhyslcal record_ a variable number of physical
records per file_ and one file per tape. The investigation had
three telemetry channels for the electron sensor out#ut_ the
ion sensor putout. _nd an event monitor output_ respectively.
In addition to these data, the tapes contain data from other
InJun 9 investigations 168-0668-01_ -02, -03). Included with
the detector outguts_ these data contain universal and local
ti_es, orbit numoer, geographic coordinates (longitude,
latltude_ an_ radial distance)_ geocentric equatorial inertial
coordinates (right ascension of satelllte_ velocity vector
riQht ascension_ declination and magnitude of the satellite
velocity, magnetic field right ascension and declination, and
celestial right ascension and declination of the sun)*
geomagnetic coorglnates (longltude_ latitude, equatorial
distance to llne of force_ and local time of satellite), real
geomagnetic-field values (McIlwaln's L-shell _arameter_
magnltuoe_ RIBO, and Invariant latltude)_ sun eclipse times
(times to newt sunrise and sunset)_ and magnetic attitude of
the satellite (magnetometer measurements in the X, Y_ and Z
directions).
...............................................................
INJUN 5, VAN ALLEN
SOLID-STATE PARTICLE DETECTOR
...............................................................
Data set name - wASTER _ILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE, PROTON,
E_ECTRON, AND ALm_A P_RTI_LE _3UWT RATES
NSSDC [D Ea-o668-O3A_ S.S,PROT.AND ELECT.CNT,RATE_ TA_E
Time period covered - 08/0£/68 TO 05129170
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 9_ RZZLS 3 _ TAPE
This Investlgator-supplled data set of telescope count
rates is on tlme-ordered_ 7-track_ 800-boi, _CD magnetic tapes
written on a J_IVAC 418 computer. The tapes have 695
characters per logical record, 10 logical records per physical
recoro_ a variable number of physical records per file_ and one
file per tape. The data contain the telescope telemetry output
in _IllIvolts° The documentation to convert milllvolt outputs
to countsls is available from NSSDC° In addition to these
data_ the tapes contain data from other InJun 5 investigations
(68-0668-01_ -02_ -04). _ncluded with the detector outputs*
these data contain universal and Local times, orbit number_
geographic coordinates (longitude, latitude, and radial
dlstance)t geocentric equatorial inertial coordinates (right
ascension of satellite, velocity vector rlqht ascenslon_
declination and _agnltude of the satellite veloctty_ magnetic
field right ascension and decllnatlon_ a_d celestial right
ascension and declination of the sun), geomagnetic coordinates
(longitudet latltudet equatorial distance to llne of forcer and
local ti_e of satellite}, real aeo_agqetic-fiel3 values
(Mcllwain,s L-shell parameter, magnitude_ B/Bo, and invariant
latitude)v sun eclipse times (times to next sunrise and
sunset}_ and magnetic attitude of the satellite (magnetometer
measurements in the Xt Y, and Z directions).
...............................................................
Data set name - 15-SEC AVERAGED PARTIAL5
"OJNT RATES n:t _I_GNr_IC [_pc
NSSDC ID Gg-OGCB-O3B, 15mS AV3 COUNT RATES, TAP[
Time period covered - 08/29168 TO 05130170
(As verified by _SSDC)
Quantity 3f data - 17 REELS 3: TA_E
fhls Investigator-supplled data set of telescope count
rates is on tlme-Orderedt T-trackt 800-bolt BCD magnetic tapes
_rltten o_ a UNIVAC _18 co,outer. It Consist$ of particle
count rates in 2_ energy channels as follows: protons (i0
channels)_ electrons (IO channels)_ alpha particles (_
channels)_ a_d Qarticles of c_arge > 2 (i channel). Each
physical record contains eight "15-second averages" _f the
_easure_ents. Each logical record consists of 269 IR-bit
worJst including averaged count r_tes in each channel
(cQ_nts/s) during th_ 15-s _eriod; tt_e; a_ the following
parameters: Mcll_ain's L-shell, geomagnetlc field magnitude,
E/So, Invarlant latitude, and the number of counts on which
each c o_nt rate is oased.
NSSDC 13 6g-OOgA-OOD, EXTENDED wORLD wA=S, TAPE
lime period covered - 0_106/69 TO I0119173
(As verifie# by NSSDE)
Quantity of data - 100 REELS 3= TA=E
These Qatar prepared at GSFC_ are Listings of satellite
position and supporting information for each minute (every
min after December 29, 1972) 3f Gre_qaich _ea_ ti_. This dat_
set is on 7-track_ 556-bpl, odd-parity, binary magnetic tapes
_rltten on an IBM 709_ computer. The information provided
includes local time_ geodetic locatiDn_ several varleti_s of
magnetlc-fleld-referenced locatlon_ sun position_ and special
point Identification (equator crosslnq, north or south points,
sunli_)ht e_il or entrance_ and others).
...............................................................
]ata set name - GS_2 ORBIT ELEMENTS AT _OUI 2 WEEK
INTERVALS ON _ASNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 69-OOgA-DOE, GSEC ORBITAL ELEMENTS, TAPE
Time period covered - 0210716) TO 01/23/75
(AS verlfleo by NSSDC)
3_antity 3f data - 1 REEL 3 _ TAPE
This data set, prepared at GSCC_ provloes ISIS 1 orbital
elements at about Dmweek intervals. The data set is on a
7-track, _Cm_pi' even-oarlt_ _CD magnetic tap? written on an
I_M 709_ computer. These data consist of the classical
_eplerian elements _lus anomalistic periOd_ motion of serlqee_
and motion of right ascension. _ince only a few pages of
3rlntout are reDJire_ to 3isDlay t_e lade 3_ia_ normally,
hardcopy listings are provioed with one set of elements listed
on each llne. _nits are in km, radlans_ raalans/oay and
_lqutes.
...............................................................
ISIS iI _ARRI_GTON
VLF RECEIVER
...............................................................
Data set na_e - VLF SPECTROGRAMS
NSSDC ID 6g-oogA-o3A, VLF SPECTROGRAMS, M_ILM
Time period covered - 01/30/_9 TO OO/Og/75
(Date supplie_ oy ex)eri_e_t_r)
This data set_ provided by the principal investigator,
consists of VLF data in a standard sonogram graphic form
(freqaency vs time). The s_q_gra_s are on 35-_ micrDfil_.
5O
They were prepared by the principal investigator from analog
data on magnetic tape, recOrded at telemetry stations in real
time. Approximately 9000 passes were recordedt from which
sonograms have oeen prepared for about 300 passes. _y special
arran£ement_ any data available on tape can be provided in
limited quantities in £onogram form. The telemetered oata
processed into sonograms consist of three parts_ each using
different ranges on the freduency scales_ i.e., nominally 0 to
20_ 0 to I0_ and 0 to 2._ kHZ. The time scal_ for the first
two parts is 0.25 in./s_ and it is 0.125 In./S for the O- to
2.5-_az sonogra_s. Identification information iS noted Drior
to each pass over a station. Universal time is shown at _OmS
intervals along the edge of the sonograms. An anatoa
representation of the VL_-recelver AGC level is also sho.n
along the edge of the sonograms. These data can be made
available for viewing by contacting the principal investigator,
Dr. 8. E. Barrington, Communications Research Centre, geol. of
C ommuntcattons_ P.O. Box 11_0_ Station _. Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada, K2H 892.
...............................................................
Data set name - _L _ L_IDSIgN I%IE_SITY 'ATA CX - .!_._
NSSDC ID 69-0094-03_ KAS_IMA AND SYOWA VL_ DATA. NOOK
Time period covered - 11/21/72 TO 02/0g/_2
(_S verified ey NSSOC}
Quantity of ogta - 5 RODKS OR _QUN] VD_U_S
This data set_ provided by the _adio Research
Laooratorles (RRL)_ Tokyo, Japan, consists of RF. reports
showing graphs of VL_ emission intensity at the satellite, f_e
data set contains data from 230 ISIS 1 passes recorded at
Kashima, dapan_ during the period 1971 to 1975 and 19F0 to
1982, and from 170 ISIS I passes recorded at Syowa, Antarctica,
during the period 1979 to _9_2. There is one strip chart for
each of six frequencies (0.3_ 1.5, 5_ R_ IE, and 25 k_z) on
each page. Intensity Is graphed on an arbitrary dP scale vs
five _arameters (satellite altitude, universal and local times_
L-shell value at the satelllte_ and satellite invarlant
latitude). On the data for the period I979 to 19E2 the u_cer
frequency is 20 k_z instead of 25 k_z, and the geomagnetic
latitude is given instead of the L value. This data set was
received at NSSDC as unpublishea_ unnumbered, internal q_L
reports titled "#adto and Space Data," v. i, Dr. 3_ Varch 19T:.;
v. 2/3_ pt. 3_ _arch 1976; v. _ Dt, 3_ _arch 1977; v. II, Pt.
_ March 19_3; and V, 13_ _ay 198_. A slnqle co_y of these
reports is available for us_ at NSSDD as TRF 52=21 _ . Dn
request_ individual pages can De copied ds re_ulrec] or
microfiche COPy can De supplied.
...............................................................
ISIS i, _RAC£
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PRO_ES
...............................................................
Data set name - AVERAGED VALUES O¢ ELECTRON _ENS_TY _N_
TZMPE_AT_RE ON vAD_ETI_ TAPE
NSSDC ID 68-009_-07A, ELECTkON _ENSITY * Tr_P_ IAPE
Time period covered - O1/30/G9 TO 05/01111
(AS verlfie_ by NSSDC)
Duantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set, prepared by the principal investigator
contains 17 months of electron number densities ann _lectron
temperatures opserved at the satellite. The data set is on
g-tracK, 1600-Dot, oDd-parity, E_SDIS _agnetlc tape written on
an IBM 360 computer. The data have been calculated from the
telemetered retaraing potential curves. Included in the
listings for each data point are telemetry station, orpit
number, date, Greenwich and local mean ti_e, geodetic
coordinates, geomagnetic latitude and longitude,
geomaf)netlc-fleld intensity and dlp angle, solar zenith an_le,
solar lO.7-cm flux, planetary Ap inoex, aria satellite
potential. Temperature data occur about every other data
point, alternating with electron density values. GaDs In time
coverage are usually a few orbits or less. The data have gaps
in coverage c_used primarily by limitations (or failure) of the
tape recorder, and limitations of experiment scheduling. These
same data are available on microfilm as data set £gmOO_--O7H.
Summary _lots _t l-_eeK intervals are shown in data set
6g-oogA-DTD.
...............................................................
Data set name - AVZRA;SO VALUES O _ ELECTRON DENSITY AND
TEMPERATURE ON _IC_3FIC_E
NSSDC ID 69-OOgA-DTB_ ELECT_ON DENSITY * fE_P_ FICHE
Time period covered - 01/30/69 TO 06/01/71
(As verified by NSSgC)
Quantity of data m 32 CARDS OF _/_ _'ICRDFIC_E
Thls data set, prepared on _/W micrnfi_he by the
t'_=, . .... •
crincipal investigator,contains L7 months of electron
densities _nd te_oeratJr_s 33_erceo at the satellite. The dat_
have seen calculated fro_ the telemetered retarding potential
curves. Each qata odin, represents averaged values from about
15 retarding potential curves. Included in the listings for
each data point are telemetry station, 3rpit 1J_ber, date,
Greenwich an_ local mean tim_, geodetic coordinates,
geomagnetic latitude and longitude, invariant latttuoe_
intensity and did angle Of t_e geg_agnettc fielg, solar zenith
angle, solar lO.7-cm flux, planetary Ap index, and satellite
potential. Temperature data occur about every other data
point, alternating _ith electron density values. Gads in time
coverage are usually a fe_ oroit_ _r less. The data gags in
coverage are cause_ primarily 9y limitations of experiment
schec_ltng. Tmese same data are _v_il,_ole on tape as data set
£5-$39_-37_. Summary _lot_ at l-_ee_ intervals are sho_n in
d_ta set 6_-O09A-O7D.
_t_ set na_e _ _LE_TRO!_ _E_TY _ T_ER_RE P_OTS 0_
_i_ _e_i_d co_ere_ - _/_ T_ _/T_
_ v_rified _¥ _C_
_it¥ _f dat_ - _ _0_ S _ _/_ _
_i_ data set_ provided by t_e _ri_ci_al in_esti_ator,
_ho_ _Lo_s _ l_ _n_h_ o_ o_serva_i_ oi electron _e_sities
_ _l_¢_r_ _e_per_ture recorded at _he _at_lIi_e° The data
_¢_ _e_ cal_ul_te_ fr_ _ t_I_e_ retar_in_ oot_ti_l
c_r_$, _rimarily fro_ t_e ooo_ _r_P_. _he data set s_o_s
_le_tr_n _si_ _l_ctron te_p_ra_re_ _atelli_e altitu_ and
local ti_ as seo_rate graph_ ea_ _lot_e_ vs dip latitude.
_C_ _r_ c_ai_ _ _ _f dat_° _n_e_t_ _eas_r_me_ts
_rin_ _ given pa_ ar_ c_necTed _ _olid line_. _ecause _f
_L,_i_ely s_all ch_n_e_ in _l_it_!_ _ l_cal _i_e at a dive_
l_tit_e _uri_ _ _e_ a f_irly c_i_t_f _l_l _ttern is
_ine_ fro_ _e _ee_l_ pldtS. _ in time coverage a_e
_lI_ not n_ice_Ie, Gen_l_y _ein_ a ie_ _roits or l_ss°
_,ch g_s _re c_ Py failure _f _h_ ta_e recorder, _hich
_c_rr_d _ 1 _e_r attar l_c_ _d oy limitations _f
e_riment_sateLLite scheduling° T_ _cro_iche data set _as
i_r_ _ !_EI_ from a_ u_publi_ _ dO_ment_ _ber_b
_l_-_ an_ ti_l_ _n _v_rvie_ of the _SIS 1
_Lec_r_a_ic or_ mea_r_e_s _ electr_ _eratur_ a_
_n_e_tr_t_on _ _ L. _° _e et _l, _ebruary l_T_o _ single
C_ _ t_i_ locu_ent is av_il_l_ for u_e _t NSS_ a_ T_
_ire_ _r _he _icrofi_h_ c_y _ Pe _upplied. _e
_rical dat_ _d tO deri_e this _a_ s_t ar_ _ s_o_n in data
_ata _e_ na_e - _-_RE_E_Y _!_ OI_ _'I_R_IL _
'_SSSC I3 69-009_-62n_ _I_ZD-cRE3 I3'_35Z_Sq _=I._
Ti_-, _erioa covered - 01/30/_ TC 10/12/75
(_s verified oy _,_S_C}
_uantity of data - 2_22 REELS OF _CR3_L _
This dat_ set consists of fixed-frequency ionograms that
are contained directly iq front 3f each _e3-fre3jency
ionogra_ of data set 69-009_-01_. This data set is contained
on reels of _5 -_ _icrofilm° Processing has been carrle_ out
_t several locations: CPC in Ott_l_a, Canada; RSRS in Slough,
England; _,0_ in _JLder, _313r_s3 (3etween l_JnCh and May
I=72]; and after the fall of 1972_ _t _RL in Tokyo, Japan, and
,at _he Secp_ysical C,Dservatory in ;Znristchurch_ **ew 7eala_d.
These ionograms are redoceO data _lots showing at a selected
fixed frequency the ec_ ti_e delay (virtual r_n_e) of 3JlSeJ
racio siqnals° They are an oriqin_l form of the data prebared
cirectly fro_ the telemetry taD_'. -eight _rkers have be_n
_lac_a on each iono_ra_. T_e n_eraL c3se below t_e iono_ram
Droviaes the following information. The first digit represent_
t_e satellite (3-1SIS I). The seconc diqlt indicates which
fixe_] frequency was used (O=non_, l-J.2] _z, 2=3._ MHZ_ etc._
7=jm_no_n]. The qe_t t_3 digits Indicate the telG_etr¥ statio_
t_at acquired the data (_'._._ 50=Ottawa). The station number is
follo_eo _y tn_ yedr (2 qlgits)_ the day number, an_ the
Greenwich _ean ti_e (_urs, minutes, an; seconds). _n order to
ceter_ine satellite location _nd altitude, satellite
_ne_rides _ust De consuLte_.
_C _0_0 _I_E
_t_ _et na_e ° I_O_M_ R_ _O_S_ _G_ L_ _LOTS _
51
35-MM MICROFILM MERGED WITw IONOGRAMS
NSSDC ID _9-OOgA-IOA_ COSMIC RADIO NOISE-AGC LEV.tMFILM
Ti_e period covered - 01/30/Gg TO 10/12/73
(as verified by _SS]C)
Ouantlty of data - 1196 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set,proviaed by the principal investigator at
the Communications Research Centre in Ottawa, Canada_ consists
of the sounder automatic gain control (AGC) level plotted vs
ti_e on the iono_r_ms of microfil_ data set 59-O0ga-01a. Since
the sounder receiver is a sweep-frequency receiver_ the AGC
data are in effect plotted vs frequency. The frequency
resolution is relatlvel_ good_ but the fluw resolution is very
Door due to the restricted plot height. These data are also
aveilable_ with the flu_ dlsplayed on an expanded scale_ from
the experimenter. Temporal coverage is limited to less than ?
h per Gay. An Inde_ to the ionograms which lists times when
the AGC voltage was recorded is available as data set
Eg-OOga-Ol_.
...............................................................
ISIS i, HEIKKILA
SOcT-P_RTICLE SP£CTROMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - S3=T _ART_Z_Z SPECTROGRAMS 0 = _L!ZTRON
AND PROTON CaTa ON MICROFIL_
NSSDZ 13 &g-oogA-oGA, SOFT _ARTIZ.Z S_ECTROGRA_S, _=ILM
Time period covered - 02103169 TO 10127/69
(AS verified by _SSDC)
Quantity of data - 32 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set, provided by the principal Investigator_
consists of soft-oartlcle spectrograms of electron and proton
data on microfilm, The electron data and the proton data are
displayed on separate spectrograms and identified by the label
above the spectrograms, T_e same format is used for both types
of spectrograms. The top two rows show the dloole magnetic
local ti_e and the invariant latitude. The top panel provides
an enerqy-tlme spectrogram. The ordinate Is the log IC of the
Dartlcle energy, an_ the abscissa is universal ti_e. The
gray-scale intensity represents the counts per accumulation
_eriod (II,i _s) at a given energy. The small panel lapeled
theta su_ p gives the nominal Ditch angle for each soectrum:
theta sub p less than 90 dog and t_eta sup P greater tram 9C
deg represent the flux in and out of the atmosphere,
respectively. The middle and lower panels are the numoer and
energy fluxes ootaineq Oy a hlstoora_ integration of the
observed spectrum from 5 eV to I_ keY, The abscissa of the
sbectrogram is marked off in minutes of universal time. The
bay number and the universal ti_e at the beglnnlng of the
sdectrogra_ are given in the Lower left-hanb corner, The
geographic latitude and Longitude at tDe beginning and end of
the spectrogra_ are given. The values at the bottom of the
spectrogram wlth the sufflx LT represent the local solar time
at the Deglnning of the spectrogram. The year is not indicated
on the spectrogramsl however_ all data in this data set were
obtained in 196_,
...............................................................
ISIS l, MCDIARMI_
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS
...............................................................
Data set name - RZ]UCZ] Z3J_T RATE ]aTa ON _AgNETI_ TaPE
NSSgC 13 6g-oogA-oGA_ ELECTRON * PROTO_ DATA_ TAPE
Time period covered - 02/02/69 TO 12/29/69
(as verlfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of _ata - 35 REELS 3 _ TaPE
This Data set, generated by the principal Investlgator_
provides the output of ii electron detectors (yielding the
electron energy spectrum in the range I0 to 200 keV)_ and the
output of 7 proton detectors (yielding the proton energy
spectrum in the range 56 keV to 55 MeV}. The data set is on
9-track, 800-bpi_ od_-parity_ binary magnetic tapes written on
an IBM 360 computer. In addition to the electron and proton
data, the data set incluoes pitch ang&e values for electrons
greater than 2_ keV_ the date_ the Greenwich mean time, the
local solar ti_e, the local magnetic time, the geodetic
coordinates_ the geomagnetic latitude and longitude_ the
Geomagnetic _ and L values_ and the angle between the spin a_Is
and the geomaqnetlc field.
...............................................................
!SIS 1, NELMS
SW£E_-_R_QJ_N=Y SDJN]_
...............................................................
I
Data set name - SWEEP-FREQUENCY IONOGRAMS 04 MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 6g-oogA-OiAt SWEEP-PREDJENCY IONO3RAMS, M=ILM
Time period covered - 03/16169 TO 12/30/81
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2_22 REELS O c _IORD=IL _
This data set consists of ISIS 1 ionograms on reels of
35-mm microfilm. Processing has Deed carried out at several
locations: ORC in Ottawa, Canada; RSRS iq SlDJgh_ En)lan_;
NOAA in Boulder, Colorado (between Launch and May 1972}_ and
after the fall of 1972_ at RRL in Tokyo_ Japan_ and at the
Seophystcal Observatory in Ohrtst£hurch, New Zealand. These
ioqograms are reduced data 3tots sho_ing as 9 function Of
frequency the echo time delay (virtual range) of pulsed radio
signals. They are an original form of the data prepared
olrectly from the telemetry t_ae. HelQnt snd frequency markers
have been placed on each ionogram. The numeral code bel3_ the
ionogram provlaes the following information. The first digit
represents the satellite (3=ISIS i). The second digit
indicates which fixed freqJency _s Jseo (O=nDn_, I=0o25 MHz,
_=0,4£ MHZ_ etc., 7:unknown). The next two digits indicate the
telemetry station that acquired the d_ta (Ex. 50=Ottawa). The
station number (S followed _y the year (2 dtgtts)_ the day
dumper, and the Greenwich _eaq ti_e (hojrs, _inJtes, an_
seconds). The data are avatlaPle to the extent permitted by
telemetry station scheduling, location of telemetry stations,
tape recorder operation and sche_Jling. Spacecraft dower
availability, which was also an important factor in data
observatlon9 limited sounder operation to about 7 h per day, of
which about i h per orbit could De for recorded data, The tape
recoraer tailed o_ January 30, 1970, Since only time is Rote3
on each ionogramv satellite position and related information
must De obtained from another source (NSSDC data set
6R-OOgA-OOC). An index of these tonogr_ms is dlso available as
NSSDO data set 69-OOgA-OlB. A 3ro_ra_ for t_ reduction of
topside ionograms to electron density profiles is available
from NSSDC,
...............................................................
Cata set name - IONOGRAM INVENTORY ON TAPE
NSSOC 13 69-O09A-Ol_, NSSDC IONOGRAM INVENTORY, T&PE
Ti_e _eriod c_ere_ - 01/30/_ TO 10/12/73
(As verified by N_SDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPS
This data set, areoared at NSSDO, in_e_es the ISIS I
ionograms (data sets 6_-009A-OIA, -0CA, and -10A) by station
pass. The data are On a 9-track, 1600-Dpl, odd-parity, _SCII
_agnetic t_pe written 3_ a MO_COM_ IV co_Jter, l_formatlon in
the data set includes ionogram quality, telemetry station, stop
and start Data for the pass (times and locations)_ Location at
which the original telemetry tapes are storedt and ex_erlment
_ode of 03eration. So_e information relating to i_vestigation_
69-O09A-a2, -03, and -10 are also included since these
investigations are closely related to the sounder operation;
e.g., the value of the fixed frequency used is glven_ the
presence of AGC trace is noted_ and VL_ oDerati_q is Indlc_ted.
This index was prepared from an inventory of film received. The
d_t_ c_n De provided on hardco_y or on microfilm_ sorted
accorJing to ti_e 3r station _nd ti_e.
_at_ s_t n_e - N_S_AR_ E_E_TRON _ENSIT_S I_TERPOLATEO
TO _-_ INTERVALS _N (PACKED) _E
_SG_C I_ _-_A_O, ARC N_) INT _RO_LLE$, TAPE
Ti_e period _Q_ered _ _ T_ O_T_
(As verified oy N_SDE)
Quantity _f data - 1 _E_ _ TAPS
This data _et, provided by the Ames _e_earch Se_ter,
co_(sts of electron density profiles for the ionosphere abo_e
the _ _a_i_ (t_osi_ ionosphere). The dat_ _re oac_e_ o_
_-trac_, _00_pi, Oddoparity, Pi_ary _a_etic tapes_ _itten _n
a_ I_M _ co_p_te_. An unpacking routine_ called _tape_ _ is
available at NSS_D f3r thi_ data set. T_ese profiles _ere
i_itially c_puted fro_ digital values _f fred_e_cy a_d vi_t_aL
r_nge that were _caled from ionograms. Digital electron
_e_ity values _re listed for the satellite location a_d for
each 100 km frQ_ tne satellite altitude do_ Io the 1Q_est
height pf topside signal reflections (normally nea_ _0_ km_.
These data are part Qf a collection prepared tro_ the Al_uette
_, _SLS _ and _S_S _ satellites. Frp_ all three satellites,
there are _ Q_Qtiles fo_ the _eri_d N_er 11_ I_ t_
_un_ T_ _T_, fro_ the vicinity of I_ ditferent ground
_t_tio_s. These data _re f_ a s_all _loc_ of the t_tal
i_nogram _ats fr_ the thr_e satellites _less tha_ _), but
they form one of the largest blocks of red_ce_ satellite
i_nograms available. These reductions are of o_ti_ _uality
Pe_ause e_traordinary, ord_ary_ _nd _trace values _ere
_hec_ed a_ai_st one another _ri_ c_o_tation _f the d_qsity
values,
...............................................................
Data set na_e - INDEX OF IONDSRA_S SHDWIN3 DJST_] ZSHOES
NSSDC ID 69-O09A-OIE_ CRC INOEX O_ 3bCTEO ECHOES, TAPE
Time period covered - 02/01/69 TO 12/27/71
(As verified by NSS3=}
Quantity of data - t PEEL OF TAPE
This data set, prepared at the Communications Research
Centre in Ottawa, Canada, is an index to Iow-latltude ionograms
containing ducted echoes. The data are on a 9-track_ ROO-opi_
odd-parity, E_SDIC magnetic tape written on an 13w 3_3
computer, The criterion for selection was that at least one
trace from the conjugate hemisphere appeared on the ionogram.
Each record contains the satellite Identlflcatlon, ground
station (Quito:5, Santiago:6, Ft. _eyer:3, Orroral:2I_
Sindapore:_8), pass start time (UT), the number of ionograms in
the pass showing ducted echoes_ and the number not showina
_ucted echoes, _or 3050 passes (about l,Z5 ionograms)_
approximately 2000 ionogra_s _ith dueled echoes are identlfie_.
Similar data for other times are stored on the same tape and
are descrlbeo under data sets 62-0_9A-01C, GsIOgRA-OIN_ aria
71-824A-O1E.
...............................................................
Data set name - C_C ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES _T SOilED
POINTS ON M_GNETIC TAPES
NSSDZ ID 69-OOgA-OIF, CR= _(_) SEA.E] _RD:ILZS, TAP_
Time period covered - 02/01/65 TO 05/30/80
(As verifiea by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 6 REELS OR T_PE
Thls data set, provided by the Communications kesearch
:entre (ERE) in Ottawa_ :anada_ consists of electron density
profiles for the ionosphere above the _2 maximum (to#Slde
ionosphere). The _ata set is on q-tr_ck, _O0-bpi_ odd-parity,
binary magnetic tapes, written on an I_M DEC computer, The
electron density profiles were computed from digital ValUeS of
frequency and virtual hetght_ scaled from ionograms. The data
are ordered chronologically. Telemetry stations ar_ not
identified, but satellite location, Greenwich mean time of
observation_ solDr zenith angle at the satellite, dip latituae
at the satellite, total electron content down to the lowest
heldht of topside signal reflection (normally near _OO km)_ and
other relevant information is noted wltn each profile. The
format gives sequences of numbers for each point scaled from
the ionogram, These seauences include electron density at the
successive oolnts_ and th_ coefficients aC_ DD_ b_, bS, etc.
from which geometric heights can be calculoted, using formulas
WO and W1 (n J. E. Jackson, "The reduction of topside ionograms
to electron-density profiles," Proceedings of the IEEE._ p.
960, June I£6£. These formulas can also be used to calculate
interpolated density-helght values. A :_: Interpolation
program (available at NSSDC) can be used with this data set.
The ionoorams were selected for their scientific interest and
¢o_prlse only a very small portion of reductions possible from
the availaole ionogra_s,
...............................................................
Data set name - IONOSONDE RECEIVER SIGNAL A__ITUDE
VERSUS TIME PLOTS
NSSDC IO Gg-OOgA-O1G_ SOUNDER AGC VS TIME PLOTS_ _FIL_
Time period covered - (N/A)
This data set_ prepared from the tonosonde telemetry
tapes at NSSDC_ consists of continuous plots of receiver signal
amplitude versus time, This data set can be made available on
microflle (16 or 35 m_). The time scale is greatly expanded in
c omparlson to the iOnOgram SO that one ionogram llne (16 ms)
Occupies about 0.5 in. of film record. No amplitude scaling is
on the film. In a_ditlon to the amplitude records, there are a
1-kNz time signal trace and freouency marker information.
A_plltude records for each Ionogram require approximately 5C ft
of film. Data for a limited number of ionograms were prepared
for use in a study of plasma resonance. Additional similar
data for other ionograms may De obtained in llmited Quantity by
arrangement with the experiment principal investigator's office
as long as original telemetry tapes are on file.
...............................................................
ISIS i, SAS_LYN
SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
...............................................................
Data set name - ION DENSITY ON 35-MM FILM
(-)
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NSSDC ID _9-OCDA-O@A, ION DENSITY, MFIL_
Time period covered - 01131/69 TO ii/20/6g
(As verifleo Dy NSSDC)
guantity sf data - 10 REELS O = _ISRO:ILM
This data set, provided by t_e principal investigator,
contains plots of ion density vs universal time on 35-mm film.
The density scale (ordinate) is lo_arithmic_ extends over four
decades from 130 to I.ES, _d is exoressed in jnlts of nJ_aer
of ions per CO. The linear time scale (abscissa} covers a
3G-mid time interval per film frame, and has tick marks every 2
_iqJtes. Th? time sDa_ of the data _lotted varies from frame
to frame. Other parameters shown on each frame include: date
of measurement_ orbit number, Ground station that received the
d_ta, altitude, local timer geodetic latitude and longitude,
invariaqt latitJse, McIl_ainls L-shell oara_eter, and _ag_etIc
local time. T_e data are available in numerical form in data
set ED-OOD-OBE.
_ta _et n_e - l_ TEMPERATURE A_J_ Z E,_IT¥ 0_ _AG_ETIO
T_DE
NSS_C i_ _00_A_O@B, IO_ TE_ _ _ gE\SITY_ _ARE
_i_ oeri_ co_ered - 011_1_ TO 1_1_1_
iAs verifie_ _¥ _SDO}
_tit_ of data - _ REEL_ 0_ TA_
This _at_ set_ pro_ide_ _y t_ ori_ci_al Investigator,
c_tai_s io_ density a_ temperature _ta. The data set is o_
T-_rack_ _O_bpi_ odd-parlt_, bln_r_ t a_e_ _i_te_ _n a C_E
_ c_p_r _it_ _h_ scope _._ op_,_tin_ system. Each tape
_nt_ins re_It_ of the an_lysi_ o_ the data _served in
m_th (_e_r_ar_ _rch, Aoril_ _ '_er _b_l_ Eac_ rec_r_
_ file c_ains _he_eris da_a _nd the results from one
swee_ Th_ s_ee_s _re ob_ain_ once every _i_ and last for 2
s_ hence t_ _utp_t _r_m_ters _e_r_sent avera_e_ values o_er
_s _eriod_ a_ _ mi_ i_te_val_. T_e _t_i _ara_ete_
pr_e_e_ inclu_ ion _em_r_t_re_ i_ _e_sity_ and vehicl_
_ten_I_l. Ether _ara_eters _hown include the f_llowln_ date
_f -_sure_e_t, _i_ _ber_ _r_ _ta_i_ t_ receive_ the
¢at_, _itit_ae_ Local ti_e, geodet_ latitude and l_nglt_de_
i_rian_ latituDe, McIl_ain_s _-_hell para_ecer_ m_etic
l_c_l ti_e, int_itk an_ orientatlon o_ the geomagnetic field_
c_t_ _f _e sola_ _iti_ _r, soacecr_ft _el_city,
_ spa_ecr_f_ _t_t_de° The dat_ ar_, _vail_ole in graphical
_o_m in _at_ set _-_-_A.
OdLa set name - LXTENOE_ WORLD MAPS ON qA$_ETIC TA)E
LSSSC ID 71-024A-003, EXTE_.DEE _O_L] '_rS, TAPE
Time period covered - 0_/01/?I TD 13/2_/73
(_s verifieD by F_SDC)
OJantitl _t s_ta - 57 REELS 3 c TA_E
These Data, prepared at GSFE, are listings of satellite
position and sJp_orting information for each minute of
Sreenwich mean time. This oata set is on 7-track, _6-bpit
_d-D_rity, sinary ma;netlc ta_es _ritten _n an IB_ TODA
computer. The information provided includes local time_
q_osetic Location, several varieties of
magnetic-fielPreferenced location, sun posltlon, and special
_oint idemtificatisn (e_Jator cr_ssiq;l nsrth _r ;out _ psi_ts,
sunlight exit or entrance, and others).
_ata _et _a_e _ _S_ _IT E_SMS_T_ _ _T _ _
_TE_VAL_
_$_i_ ID 71-_-_ gS_C OR_ITA_ EL_NTS_ TAPE
_i_e _erioo co_e_ed _ 0_/_1T1 TO _1_1_E_
(_s _erifie_ _ N_S_E}
_a_tity of _ta - _ REEL OR T_PE
T_i_ _at_ set, prepare_ at S_R_, _rovio_s _SIS _ _r_ital
ele_ent_ _t _t _ek i_ter_L_. The _a_ set i_ _
7-trac_ _-bp_, e_en-parity_ _OD magnetic ta_e written on an
_ T_ comp_er. These _ata c_nsist of the classical
_e_lerian ele_en_ _lus a_omaListic _e_iod_ _otio_ of pe_i_ee,
a_d motion _f right ascen_i_o Since _ly a fe_ oa_s of
_rin_out a_e re_ired to display the tape data_ normally,
h_rdcopy listing_ are p_ovlded _ith one se_ _f elements l_sted
_ach line. _its are i_ _, _adia_s, ra_ia_s_day an_
minutes.
_ata set n_me - _P_RIM_T DRERATIO!_ _, _APE
NSSDC ID 71-02_-0CP_ _XP DP[RATIO_ LgS, TAPZ
Time period covered - 12/01/71 TO 12/31/74
(AS verified by NSS]C)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
This data set is a listing of satellite SchedUled
on-ti_es which were orepared by the ISIS 2 control office near
Ottawa. The listing Is on a g-track, 800-bpI, odd-parlty_
binary tape prepared on an IBM 360 computer, The data set is
in chronological order, and it includes station start and stop
dates and times, laDe file number, status of each
investigation, and remarks. The cosmlc-nolse investigation
operates concurrently wlth the sounder and it is not seoarately
Indexed. The same data are availaole on microfiche as data set
71-024A-OOG, These data were used with ephemeris data to
Dreoare data set ?I-02QA-OOH_ which consists of chronoloqical
plots showing magnetic eccentrlc-dlpole latitude and day/nlght
indication of satellite on-times.
...............................................................
Data set name - EXPERIMENT OPERATION LOG, C_RONOLOGICAL
_ISTIVS ON _ISRO=I.M.
NSSDC ID 71-024A-OOG, EXR OPERATION LOG, MFILM
Time oeriod covered- 01/01/81 TO 12131/@2
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Guantity of data - 1 PEEL OF MICROFILM
This data set is a listing on microfilr of satellite
scheduled on-tlmes which was prepared by the ISIS 2 control
office near Ottawa. The listing Is in chronological order and
it includes station, start and stoc dates anD times, tape file
number_ status of each investigation, and remarks, The
cosmIc-nolse experiment operates concurrently with the sounder,
and ts not separately indexed, The same data are available on
taoe in data set ?1-02_A-00;. The utility Of this data set can
be appreciably enhanced by coordinated reference to data set
71-02WA-00_ since its plots Inde_ magnetic eccentrlc-oipole
latitude and day/nlght indication of satellite on-tlme In a
chronological {GMT) sequence,
...............................................................
Data set name - LATITUDE VERSUS TiME PLOTS OF SATELLITE
OPERATION (ON _ICROPIL _ )
NSSDS I] 71-02WA-00_ EXR OPERATION LOG (PLOTS), MFIL_
Time period covereo - 12/01/71 TO 06130176
(AS verified by %SSDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL 3 = _I:RD=IL_
This microfilm data set consists of plots ordered
chronologically which index magnetic eccentrlc-dlpole latitude
and day/nlght Indication of satellite on-tlme. These plots
were prepare= by the ISIS 2 control office near Ottawa. Their
utility is aopreciably enhanced by coordinated reference to
data set 71-02WA-OOG which InDicates the experiment and
ooerating modes that were turned on at the time of interest.
...............................................................
Data set name - COORDINATED IONOSPHERIC ÷ M_GNETOSP_ERIC
OBSERVATIONS ;RO_ ISIS 2 (IN _ VSLU_ZS)
NSSDC ID 71-02AA-OOI, COCRD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, _OOK
Time aeriod covered - 10122171 73 081021?2
(As verified Oy _SSDC)
Duantity of data - W _O0_S OR _OuND VOLUMES
This data set, provided by ISIS 2 project personnel,
describes the ISIS 2 spacecraft and its two modes of operation.
It is part of a W-volume publication by NSSDC that contains the
data obtained from g of the 12 ISIS 2 investigations during 135
oasses. _ata from the spacecraft magnetometer are also
included in this data set. Each pass yielded typically 20
minutes of data, corresponding to a latitude range of about GC
degrees. The spacecraft had two modes of operation: (i} the
cartwheel (:W} mode (spin axis perpendicular to orbital plane)
and the orblt-allgned (OA) mode (spin axis In the orbital
plane}. The spacecraft was in the OA mode for all the
measurements described in Volume L and for most of the
measurements described in Volume _. The measurements in Volume
2 and Volume 3 were all obtained in the CW mode. Pive of the
investigations (listed under Barrlngton, Brace_ Heikkila_
Mcgiar_id ado Whitteker) provided data in both OA and _w modes.
Of the remaining four investigatlons, two (listed under Mailman
and MalerI were deslgneP for the cartwheel mode_ and two
(listed under _nger and Shepherd} were designed to operate
orimarily in the OA mode. The magnetometer Data were most
useful in the cartwheel mode. Thus_ two groups of slm_Itaneous
measurements are available, one for each mode of spacecraft
orientation. A chronological llst of the data available in the
four volumes is given at the end of Volume _. The data
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obtained by the various ISIS 2 investigations are indicated in
the descriptions for the follo.tn_ oata sets! 71-02_A-01!,
-03£, -04C, -OSB, -OGZ, -07_ -OSC, -ilC, ano -12C. The data
in Volumes I, 2t 3t and 6 aere selected 3y the ISIS 2
investigators to illustrate specific _eophyslcaL phenomena, as
ex_lalned ahead of each data selection. The NSSOC publication
numbers for VDl_es I, 29 3_ _qd 6 are RO-03, 80-09t 80-05, an_
_l-Ot, respectively, These publications will be available upon
request until the supply is exhausted_ after which time only
microfiche copies will De available.
...............................................................
ISIS 2, AN$ER
3916- AND 5571-A PHOTOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - 391_-A AND 5577-A INTENSITY MAPS O_ TAPE
NSSD[ [0 71-026A-lIAr 3916-A AND 5577-A DATA, TAD£
Time perloo covered - 06/23/71 TO 12/31/71
(As verified oy NSSDC)
_uantlty of data - I _E£L OF TAPE
This data set, suo_lled by the brlncipal investigator,
3to,iDes auroral and air_Io_ e_Ission_ at 5577 _n_ 3916 A over
the _ortlon of the _ark earth vlslDle from the spacecraft° The
oat_ set is On a _-track, 800-bbl, o_-barlty, binary maqnetlc
tape, _rltte_ on an IB _ 370 combut_r. _ach file contains data
from one processed pass, and conslsts of six records. One
record contains a table of Limb-crossing times _nd spacecraft
orbital parameters. The remaining records consist of sbln maps
_f geo_raDhlc latltJDe a_o 13ngilJde, anJ 3f Intensity
measurements at t57T and 3916 A. The first column of the table
gives the sbln n_mber. Other column he_Ings include universal
tlme, geograohlc and magnetlc latitude _n_ Longitude of the
spacecraft, the McIl_in,s L-shell vaIJe, an_ t_ solar zenltn
angle. The spin mabs for the 6300-A emlssion (Oata set
71-02_-12_) ar_ On the same magnetic t_pe. rbch spin mad is a
matrix having _0 columns an_ a number of ro_s equal to the
qu_er of spacecraft r_tatlon_. _ _icen rD_ a_d cDlu_ element
_as the sa_e Ioo_ point in all spin maps.
_t_ set na_e _ P_ _$ _ _T_A_ _SSI_
_S_T_S _A A_ _A_
Ti_e _i_ ¢ov_re_ - _ _@ _7_
_ _eri_ie_ _ _S_
_a_ity o_ _at_ _ _ _£_ _ _@_I_
T_is data _et_ _lie_ _ _ principal |_es_tor_
_ro_i_es a_or_l a_ airglo_ emis_o_ c_ntou_s at _T a_d _
A _v_r th_ portio_ o_ _he _ar_ e_rth visible fro_ _h_
s_¢_¢ ra_t° Th_ _T_A contours _ th_ _ conto_r_ _re
_Iotted o_ _ep_rat_ _ra_hs. T_e _r_a_ i_ a or_I_ctio_ _t_
pla_ t_e_ _o _e earth's _e_r_phic nort_ po_e. The
_irc_ere_e i_ t_e _r_¢_io_ o_ the equator_ and the
_ori_n_l line i_ _e $_e_'_ch _ri_i_. _er_ are latitude
_ar_ _t _deg i_crements_ _n_ the position o_ t_e s_n f_ t_e
_irst a_ l_st s_acec_att _otations is _i_en. _e s_satellite
t_c_ I_ually at _ altitu_e_ is pl_tted _ith m_rks
in_ic_ti_ eac_ s_acecraft _tati_° _¢_ _th ma_k i_
l_ele_, a_d a_ _cco_banying table _ive_ _he _niv_rsal ti_e for
_ac_ spin. _he i_te_si_y co_to_ri_ is do_ at I_v_ls
i_dic_t_ i_ _ _per ri_ht_h_n_ _orner o_ the grabh° _he
oat_ _rait _er, a_ th_ ti_e_ _r _he first _nd las_ s_i_
n_Pers _ _h_ _tellit_ pas_ are _lso indicated.
_at_ _et _e _ _T_S _S_H£_I_ _ _S_S_H_I_
_S_ATI_S _0_ _SI_ _ _ 6 _O_S_
_S_ I_ _A_, _o _SIS _ _$_AT_O_S_ _g_
_|_ _erio_ covere_ _ _ _ _S
_As _e_i_i_d Oy _S_
_antity o_ dat_ _ 6 _@_S _ _@_ _@_S
T_is data set, _lied oy th_ _rin_i_al investi_a_,
bromides _rbr_l a_d airglo_ _issi_s at _ an_ _ _ over
the po_tio_ of the dark earth visi_l_ fro_ the s_cecraft. The
_ata s_t i_ b_rt o_ _ _-_l_e _licati_ ay _SS_ that
i_cludes d_ta feom the _$_ _ spacecraft a_o fro_ g of _he _
ISIS _ investigations° There _re t_o _r_ts _or thi_ _a_a
set, o_e for _easure_ents i_ the cart_hee_ _ _ode
_soacecraft soi_ a_is _r_e_ic_lar _ _r_i_al _la_e_, a_d o_e
t_r measurements i_ the orbit_align_d i_A_ mode _sbac_craft
spi_ a×is i_ orbital pla_e_o _ the _ _o_e the _bt_cal _cans
_re _oeate_ly along t_e s_ce_a_t t_a_o The corresponding
bbse_ved _6_ and _-_ e_i_sio_ i_te_si_ies ar_ olotte_ as a
f_n_tio_ _f _nivers_l ti_e _r a _o_i_ ti_e interval. _n t_e
s_e graph are also given pitch a_l_, the _ e_ission
i_te_sities a_d the _o_t_rticl_ s_tro_eter _ata inte_rate_
over four energy bands: 5 to 60 eV, 60 to 300 eV, 300 to tO00
eV and i000 to l_,OOO eV. Sup_ortlnq orbital Inform_tlon
provided with the graphs include the followlnq for every minute
of universal time: invarlant latitude, Invarlant time, solar
depression angle at the location of the viewed emission, and
solar depression angle at the magnetic con_uqate point to the
viewed emlsslon. Also indicated on the graphs are Orbit
number_ _ate, and start time. Data obtained in the CW mode are
given for 36 ISIS 2 PaSSeS. The measurements In the cW mode
can be used to derive the equivalent vertical column emission
rate. The vertical emlsslon at 5577 A has Peon plotted versus
geographic latitude for a few ISIS 2 Passes. The data obtained
in the CW mode can also provtoe some indication of the vertical
distribution. A few examples of EE77-A "heiGht" profiles are
also given. In the orblt-allgned mode_ the _hotometers s_eeD
out flxed narrow strips perpendicular to the direction of
orbital motion. These strips are combined during nata
processing to orovlde a gray-scale eolar plot of the 39]6- ano
5577-A emissions, flmlng marks on the polar plot are useo to
provide a time scale and to show the subsatelllte track. Data
Obtatoed in The OA mode are oiven for 65 ISIS 2 passes. Durtn_
these passes, simultaneous correlative measurements ,ere made
with other ISIS 2 investigations as e_lafned in the
description for data set TI-O2_A-OOI_ and as shown in th_
chro_oloqtcal listing at the e_d of 'dolume _. The q_$_
publication numbers for Volumes I_ 2, _, ,_n_ _ are _0-03,
80-09, 80-05, and 8|-01_ resoect_vely. These _utlications will
be available upon request until the supply is exnousted_ after
which time only microfiche copies _lll De available.
...............................................................
ISIS 2, BARRINGTON
VLF RECEIVes
...............................................................
Data set name - VLF SPECTROGRAMS
NSSDS ID 71-026A-O3A_ VLF S3£CTRD3_A_S, _:_L _
Time I_rto_ covereo - (_/_)
This _ata set_ _rovtoed Dy the DrtnctL_l investtq_tor,
consists of VL_ data in a stan_ar_ sonogram graphic form
(frequenc_ vs time)° The sonoqrams are on _-mm mlcrofilm.
They were prepared Dy the prtnc_bal investigator from 6nalo,_
data on _agnettc taoe_ recordeo at telemetry stations in real
time. _bproxtmately 1.7_6 passes _ere recorded, fro_ _htch
sonogr_ms have been _re_areo for about I000 basses. Fy sbeciaL
arrangement, any dat_ available on tape can be provic_e_ in
limited _uant|ties tq sonogram for_. _ach bass proces_e_ into
sonograms consists of three parts, eac_ using nifferent ranqes
on the frequency scales, i.e., nominally 0 to 2G, 0 to 10_ _n_
0 to 2._ k_z. The time scale for the first t_o _rts is 0. i _
in./s_ and it is 0.125 in./s for the O- to 2°=-k_z sonogra_s.
]pontification information is noted _rtor to each pass over a
station. Universal time is shown at lO-s intervals alone the
edge of the s_nograms. An analog representation of the
VLF-recetver ASC level is also sho_n along t_e ec_e of th_
sonoqrams. These _ta can De ma_e available for vie_inq _y
contacting the _rtncioal investigator, Or. _. E. _arrindton,
Communications _esearch _entre, ]e_t. of Z_mmu_ic_tions, _.0.
Rox llanO, Station H, Otta,a, Ontario, Can_d_, _2_ _$2.
_ata set _e _ _ _$$_ _T_S_ _AtA _ _ _
Time period _vered - _ _0 _
_ verifie_ _y _SS_
_antity ot _ata - _ _S _ _!_ _
_his _at_ s_t, pr_vi_ _y t_e _a_io _es_a_c_
_aboratories _ Tokyo, _a_an_ _o_ists of _ re_rt_
_ho_i_g graphs of _ e_issio_ i_tensi_ _t t_e _atelliteo T_
d_ta set _o_t_ins d_ta from _ _SI_ _ ba_es r_cor_ed _t
_ashi_a, _a_, _u_ing the _e_iod _ _o _ a_d _ t_
_ and _ ISIS _ passe_ recorded a_ Syow_ Ant_rctica_
du_i_g the peri_ _ to _g_o There is o_e strip _hart fo_
each of si_ frebuenc ies _._, _._, _ _, _ _d _ _ on
eash bage_ Intensity is _ra_ed o_ an _r_itrary d_ scal_ vs
five parameters _s_tellit_ altitu_e_ _ni_ersal an_ local t_mes,
_s_ell val_e _t the _atellite, an_ satellite i_riant
l_tit_de_. _n the _ata for the beriod _ to _ the u_per
frequency is _ _ instead _ _ _H_, _d the _e_a_netic
latituge is gi_e_ i_tea_ o_ the _ val_eo This data set _as
receive_ at _SS_ as unpublished, _nnum_red, internal _
re_ts tit_e_ _a_io _n_ Space _ata, _ v° _, _t. _, _arch _T_
v. _, bto _, _arch _ Vo A, pt. _, _ars_ _ v. _, pt.
_ _a_ch _; a_ v_ _ _ay _. _ singl_ ¢o_y _ thes_
re_orts is available for _se at _S$_ a_ _ _. 0_
reduest, individual pa_es can be _o_ied a_ r_ired_ or
_icrofiche coby _an _e supplie_.
_ata set na_ _ _AT_ _S_H_ ÷ _AS_T_SP_I_
D_S_¢_T_S _ _SIS _ _I_ _ _S_
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NSSDC1371-02_A-O3CtC 3R3.ISIS2OBSZRVaT!ONS4300K
Timeperiodcovere_- 0_/i_/71 TO OI/DI/7_
(as verified oy NJSDS)
_uantity of data - _ BOOKS OR 53dND VOLUMES
This aata set_ oroviJed DY the orlncipal Investigator,
contains VLF data in standard son@gram f_r_ (slg_al freaJe_cy
vs ti_o) The _ata set is part of a 4-volu_e _ubllcatlon by
N_SC_ that includes _ata from the I_:S 2 spacecraft and _ro_
3_ the 12 ISIS 2 I_esti_tiDqs. The _L = _ndgram_ _er_
initially prepared on 3_-_ film fro_ analog data on magnetic
t_e° The cata s_t sho_s VLF cata o_talned during 25 ISIS 2
passes@ _or each Dass_ only a few (_ or less) excerpts of the
_L _ data are sh_n° Thes_ _xcerot_ ar_ 3rlqt_ of the 3_-_
fiL_ _ith eith-r IX or 2X magniflc_tion° They last typically
:_ to 20 s _na they are identified by the correspondlno
Jni_rs_l ti_e° Djriq_ thes_ 3a_ses, 51_Jltan_Dus correl_tlve
_easurements _ere made _ith other ISIS 2 investigations as
_xpl_ine:l in _ne _escriptlon for :!_t_ set 71-02_-OOIt and as
sho_n in the chronological listing _t the end of Volume 4. The
'_SS$C DJDlicatioq _J_Oer_ for V_IJ_ I* 2, 3_ a_ 4 _re 80-03_
_0-_, _3-0_, an! _I-0_, respectively. These publications _lll
_ _v_ILa_le uDo_ r_uest until th_ su;J_ly is exhausted_ after
_ich ti_ _nly _icrofiche cs_i_s .ill De _v_ilaDle.
_¥ A_S _A_uR_ _I, _AS_r_ _A_
_ntit_ _f dat_ _ _ a_L_ _ TA_
_is _ta se_, _re_re_ _ _h, _ _¢_I I_vesti_tor
_ctr_ te_r_s _bs_r_ed at _ _tell_t_o _e data _et
_ritt_ _ _ _ _ _t_r. T_e _,_a _ _ee_ _alc_lat_
_- t_e tele_t_r_ re_a_cin_ _l c_r_o I_cl_ i_
_ l_ti_r_S _ _h _t_ point ,_re _le-_t_ _t_tio_ o_it
n_r, _a_e, _,e_i_ a_ I_¢_ _e_n ti_e_ geo_e_ic
_r_a_ _©_a_e_ic la_it_e a_ l_t_e_
ge_net_c_el_ _te_s_ and _ _l_ s_l_ _e_th a_le,
_l_r _o_O¢_ _l_ _lanet_r_ _ i_d_, _n_ s_ell_t_
_tential° _er_re _ta occur _o_t e_ery other _t_
_er_ a_ _lI_ a _e_ _its _r l_sso T_e _ata have _
_ ¢_e_g_ ¢a_e_ _ri_ar_l_ _ _i_i_o_ _o_ _il_re_ _ _he
_ _ec_e_, an_ _i_ _ _e_t sc_uli_° _s?
s_m_ data a_e a_a_l_ble _n _ic_o_l_ _ _ata _et _o_o
_ t_E_A_ _ _i_I_ _
_i_S_ I_ _a-_ _T_N _Y _ _, _I_ _
_i_e _e_i_ ¢o_e_ed _ _ _0 _
_i_pal in_e_or, contai_ _ _ar s_a_ o_ electron
_s an_ t_ures o_ser_ _t _he satellite@ _he _ata
h_e _ee_ c_lc_l_te_ _rom th_ t_lem_ter_ retarding poien_ial
c_rce_° _ch d_a _ _es_ _¢er_ _l_s _r_ a_t
_ _et_r_inc_ p_t_ntia_ _urveso I_¢l_ i_ th_ listings f_r
_ch da_a _i_ _r_ _le_e_ _o_, _it _e_, d_te_
_e_n_ch a_ l_al _a_ _i_ _d_ti_ coordinates,
geomagnetic l_it_ an_ l_n_itu_ _n_aria_t latit_e_
in_n_i_ _nd _i_ an_le o_ the _tic _ield, solar _e_ith
_gl_ _olar _o_C_ _lu_ _la_et_ A_ _n_e×_ a_d satellite
_te_ti_lo _e_r_ _a_ _cc_r _b_t _¢_ _th_ dat_
_i_t, alter_a_i_ _t_ elect_on d_s_t_ vaI_eso _aps in t_e
¢o_ge _ u_u_I_ a fe_ orb_t_ _r less@ _ _ta _a_ i_
c_v_ra_e _re c_use_ _ri_aril_ _ li_i_ation_ of e_perI_ent
_heoulingo _he_e _ data are _i_le _ t_ as _a se_
_at_ s_ _ _ _@_I!_O I_S_ ÷ _I_S _
_E_AT_@_ _' _ _ _IN _ _L_S_
NSSDC ID 71-02_a-07C_ COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
Time period covered - 05115171 TO 12113175
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of d3ta - 4 3OOKS _R _9UN] VD.U_ZS
This data set_ provided by the principal tnvesttgator_
contains graphs of electron densities and temperatures observed
at the satellite. The data set is oart of a _-volume
publication by NSSDC that includes data from the ISIS 2
spacecraft a_d from 9 of the 12 ISIS 2 t_vesttgattons, The
graphs are for _ time spa_ of tyolcaLly 20 mln° The date and
orbit number are given above the qraDhS° Included belo_ the
graphs at 2-mtn intervals are: untversal_ local-sol_r_ and
magnetic times; geodetic latitude and lo_gttud_ dip and
tnvart_nt latttudesl solar zenith angle; a_d height above the
geotd° These graphs are provided for a total of 12B passes,
0urtnq these passes_ simultaneous correlative measurements were
made with other ISIS 2 investigations as e_pl_t_ed in the
descrlatlon for gat_ set 7i-O2¢a-OOI_ ana as shown in the
chronological [Istlnq at the end of Volume _o The NSSDC
publication numbers for Volumes 1_ 2, 3, and _ are RO-C3_
BO-39, 80-05, _n_ 81-_I, respectively. These oublications will
be available upon request until the Supply _S exhausted, after
_hich time only microfiche copies .ill be available°
...............................................................
ISIS 2e CALVERT
=_XED-=REQJENCY S3J_DZR
...............................................................
_ata set name - ClXED-FREQUENCY I@NOS_aMS ON _]C_@FiL _
NSS3C ID 71-O24A-O2A, FIXED-_REQ IONOS_AMS, _FILM
Time _erlod covered - 04/0_/71 TD 07/09/75
(As verified oy _SSDC)
Quantity of data - 20_3 q_ELS 3 = _I=RO=:_M
This data set consists of flxed-frequency ion@grams that
are contalne_ directly in front of each s_ee_-freauency
iono_ra_ of _at_ set 71-02_a-Di_. This data set is centained
on reels of 35-m_ mlcrofil_. Processing has been carried out
at several locations: C_C in Otta_at Canaca; PSRS in Sloucht
England; NO_a in Roulder_ Colorado (_etween launch and ray
1972)_ and after the fall of 19721 at R_L in Tokyo, Japan_ and
at t_e _eophysical Observatory in Christchurch_ Ne_ 7ealando
_hese ionogra_s are reduce_ data plots ShO_Inq at a selected
fixe_ treauency the echo time delay (virtual range) of oulsed
r_dlo signals. They are an original form of the data prepared
_irectly from the telP_etry lade° Height markers have been
@laced on each ionogr_m° The numeral code belo_ the ionogra_
provides the following information° The first digit reDresent£
the satellite {_=ISIS 2). The second digit indicates _hlch
fixed freauency _as used (O:none_ I=C.12 _z_ 2=0°4_ MHZ, etc°1
7=unknown}° The next two digits indicate the telemetry station
that acouired the Qat_ (Ex° 50=Ottawa)o the station number is
follo_e_ oy the year (2 _Iqlts), the _ay nu_ber_ and t_e
Greenwich _ean time (hours_ mlnutes_ an@ seconds)° In _rder to
deter_iqe satellit_ location an@ altituae, satellite
ephe_erldes must be consulted°
ISIS _, _T_
C@S_IC _I@ _@IS_
_at_ se_ na_e _ _@S_ _a_I_ _@lS_, A$_ _E_ _tS
_S$_ I_ _A_A_ @OS_IC _A_I_ _I_AgC _ _I_
_as _erified _ _SS_
_ua_tit_ o_ _a_a _ _ _S_S @_ _IC_@_IL_
_is _icro_Im d_ta set is i_cl_ded as signal st_engt_
li_es on the ionog_a_ of da_ set _a_o _rocessi_g _as
_ee_ c_rrie_ _t _t several Iocati_ _ i_ _tta_a_ _ada_
RS_S i_ Slough, _n_land_ _aa i_ _o_lder_ _lorad_ ibet_ee_
l_ch a_d _a_ _I_ a_ a_ter the fall o_ _ _t R_ I_
To_o, _an _nd at th_ Seo_h_sical Obser_ator_ in
Christ_hurch_ _e_ _eal_ndo _he signal strength is in_icate_ b_
t_e a_to_at_c gain c_ntrol l_el _i¢_ _ is _l_tted vs ti_e (o_
eg_i_lentl_ _ f_e_e_ _ the _c_iver is a s_e_re_ncy
_eceive_o the _r_e_c_ resol_tio_ is rel_tivel_ go_ _ut
tbe _l_ re_o_tio_ is _er_ _or _e t_ the restricted plot
_ight° _hese _ata are also avail_bI_ _ith the _l_ _ispla_ed
o_ a_ _pa_e_ scale_ fr_ tbe _rinci_al t_est_gatoro
t_d_l _o_era_e is I_miteQ to l_ tba_ _ h _er da_o _
i_de_ to the io_ogra_s _hich llst_ _i_es _h_n the _ _It_g_
_as r_co_ered is a_aila_le as Qata set _Ao_o
ISIS 2_ _EIKKILa
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SOFT-PARTICLESPECTROMETER
...............................................................
Datasetname- SOFTPARTICLESP CTROGRAMSPELS:TRON
AND PROTON DATA ON MICROFILM
NSS_C 13 71-024A-OSA, SO_T PARTICLE SPECTROGRAMSt MFILM
Time period covered - 04/21/71 TO 0@102/73
(AS verified by NDSOC)
guantlty of data - 102 REELS O F MICRO=ILM
This data set, provided by the principal investigator,
consists of soft-partlcle spectrograms of electron an_ proton
data on _Icrofil_. The electrol data and the proton data are
displayed on separate spectrograms and identified by the label
above the spectrograms. The same format Is used for both types
of spectrograms. The top three rows are, respectively, the
magnetic local time, the In_arlant latitude, 3rid the angle
between the spin axls and the geomagnetic field vector. The
top panel provides an enerqy-tlme spectrogram. The oroinate is
the lo_ 10 of the particle energy, and the abscissa is
universal time. The gray-scale intensity represents the coJnts
per accumulation period (Ii.I ms} at a given energy. The small
panel labeled theta SUb p gives the nominal pitch angle for
each soectr_: theta sJo _ less th_n 30 deg ayd theta sup
greater than 90 des represent the flux in and out of the
atmosphere_ respectively. The miadle and lower panels are the
numoer and energy fluxes obtained oy a nlstogram integration of
the ooser_ed _oectrJ_ frD_ 5 eV t3 IS KeY. The aa_clssa of the
spectrogram is marked off in minutes of universal time. The
day number and the universal time at the beginning of the
s_ectro_ram are given in the lower left-hand corner. The
geographic latitude and lon_itJde at the begi_iyg and 790 of
the spectrogram are Given. The values at the bottom of the
spectrogram wlth the suffix LT represent the Local solar time
at the oeginntng of th_ soectrogram. The lege_ ECAL denotes
the set of normalization factors used in processing the data.
...............................................................
Data set name - CO_RDINATEC IONOSPHERIC * MAGNETOSPHERIC
OBSERVATIONS FROM ISIS 2 (IN a VOLUMES)
NSSDC IO 71-02aA-OSB, COORD. IS:S 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
Time perloo covere_ - 07102171 TO 10t12t72
(AS verified Oy NSSBC)
Cuantlty of data - _ BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUMES
This data set, _rovided _y the orinciDal investigator,
consists of soft-particle spectrograms of electron and proton
o_ta. The data set iS part of a 4-volume DuOlicatlon by NSSDC
that IncIJdes data fro_ the ISIS 2 spacecraft aqJ from 9 nf the
12 ISIS 2 investigations. The duration of the data plots is
typically 12 min. The too three ro_s of each spectrogram are,
respectively, the magnetic local time, the Invarlant latitude,
and the angle oet_ee9 the saln axis and the geomagnetic fiel_
vector. The top panel provides values of electron energy vs
time. The oroln_te iS the Log I0 of the particle energy, _nc
the absclssa is universal time. The gray-scale intensity
represents the counts Per gccJ_Jlation period (ll.I ms) at 3
given energy. The center panel displays the proton data in the
same manner. The small panel lapeled theta sub p gives the
qomlnal pitch angle for each spectrum: theta sub o Less than
90 Peg and theta sub _ greater than 90 _eg represent the flox
in and Out of the atmosphere, respectively. The lower panel
provides average energies computed once each second for
_lectrons and for Dositlve 13qs, an3 re_reseqti_Q the average
energy per particle over the range 5 to 15 keY. The day n_mber
and the universal time at the beginning of the spectrogram are
given in the lower left-hand corner. The geographic latitude
and longttJde at the oeginnlng _n3 e_a of the s_ctrogr_ are
given. The values at the bottom of the spectrogra_ with the
suffix LT represent the local solar li_e at the beginning of
the spectrogram. The legen_ EC_L denotes the set of
nor_allzatlon factors used in processin_ the data. SDectrDgra_
are given for a total of 113 passes. During these passes,
simultaneous correlative measurements were made wlth other ISIS
2 investigations as e_Dlalned i_ the descri_tiD_ for data set
71-02_A-OCI, and as shown in the chronological listing at the
end of Volume #. The %SSDC publication numbers for Volumes t,
2_ 3_ and _ are nO-03, 80-09, nO-05, and 81-Oi_ respectively.
These publications _ill be available Jaon re,Jest until the
supply Is e_hausted, after which time only microfiche copies
_ill be available.
...............................................................
ISIS 2_ MOFFMAN
ION-M_SS SPECTROMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - ION MASS SPECTROMETER DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 71-024A-OOA, ION MASS S_ECTRDMETZR DATA, M=IL4
Time period covered - 04121171 TO 11115172
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantlty of data - 83 REELS D c 41_RD=I._
This data set, provided by the principal investlgator_
ShOwS on 16-mm microfilm the concentration of various ion
soecleS as a function of universal time. Ion concentrations
are plotted on a five-decade Logarithmic scale. One table at
the beginning of each roll of film shows the symbols used to
identify ion species with mass-to-charge ratios of I_ 2, _, 7,
8, 14_ 16, 18, 25, 30, and 32. This table also identifies the
orbital data given at the bottom of each plot. Another table
lists Locations and names of the ground stations identified on
the data plots by letter and number code. The time plots cover
120 s per frame. D_ta frames show measurement date and time,
orbit number, local apparent solar time_ absolute velocity,
cosine of the ram angle, geodetic helght_ geocetIc and maqnetic
latitude and longltu_e, _agnetic local time, and invarlant
Latitude,
...............................................................
Data set name - ION MASS SPECTROMETE_ DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 71-02AA-OGB_ ION MASS SPECTROMETER DATA, TAPE
Time period covereo - 04/21171 TO 12131/72
(AS verifie_ by NSS]C)
Guantity of data - _ REELS 0 p TAPE
T_is data set, provideo 9y the principal investigator,
shows the concentration of various ion species as a function of
universal time. The data set is on 9-track, 160C-bpl,
odd-parity, binary tapes written on an 13 _ 3S0/7B computer.
file contains data t_ken during one day. Each record contains
61, 4-byte words, aria all words are in IB_ internal floating
point representation. Included in a record are values for the
following parameters: the concentration of ion species with
mass-to-charge (M/G) values of I, 2, #, 7, _, 14, 16, 18, 2g,
30, and 32; the ram-to-wake ratio, the velocity, and the flux
of species with _I_ values of I, 4, Ih ano iE; electron
gyrofreguency; date; universal time; orbit; gecoetic altitude:
absolute and relative spacecraft velocity; spin rate and
per]pc: Local apparent solar time; Local maqnetic time;
geodetic latitude and Longitude; invarlant latitude; _cIlwain's
L-shell parameter; geomagnetic field intensity; geo-agnetic did
angle; dip Latitude; solar zenith angle; magnetic look angle;
and sun angle.
...............................................................
Data set na_e - 233R]I_ATEJ IONDSPME_I: + MAGNETOSP_ERiC
OBSERVATIONS FRO M !SIS 2 (IN A VDLU_ES)
NSSDC 10 71-024A-06C, COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
Ti_e period covered - 10/15/71 TO 06/18173
(AS verified by _SSO_)
guanttty of aata - _ 5DS<S OR 33_N] VO.UM[S
This data set, provided by the principal Investlaator,
sho.s the concentration of various ion species as a function of
universal time. The data set is part of a A-volume Dublication
by NSSOC that includes data from the ISIS 2 spacecraft and from
9 of the 12 ISIS 2 investigations. Ion concentrations are
Blotted on a flve-_ecade logarithmic scale. :oncentrations are
shown for species with mass-to-charge ratios of i, A, B, lai
and 16. The following orb]tal oata are given at the bottom of
the plots at 2-mid intervals: universal time, local apparent
solar time, magnetic local time, olp latitude, invariant
latitude, geodetic latitude and Longitude, solar zenith angie_
and height above the geoid. These plots are Given for a total
of 72 passes. ]urlng these passes, simultaneous correlative
measorements were made with other ISIS 2 investigations as
explained in the gescrlptlon for data set 71-024A-001, and as
sho_n in the chronological Listing at the end of Volume _. The
NSSOS oubllcation numaers for Volumes i, 2, 3_ and # are BE-03,
BO-09, BO-OS, and 81-01, respectively. These publications will
be available upon request until the supply is ewhausted, after
which time only microfiche copies will be available.
...............................................................
ISIS 2, MAIER
RETARDING POTENTIAL A_ALYZER
...............................................................
Data set name - 3LDTS 3 c O÷, H÷, _E*, AN] TE_:ZRATUR_ VS
TIME
5G
OF POP. Q:_;AdTY
NSSDC I_ 71-02aA-O8At 3.,H-,HS+,ANO TEMP PLOTS, MFILM
Time _eriod covered - 04/28/71 TO 12/22/72
(As verified oy NSSDC)
5uantity of data - 2 REELS OF _iCqO_IL_
This microfilm _ta _et, 3J331ied oy t_e driqcidal
investigator, provides graphs of ion temperatures (deg C) and
of densltles (ions/cu m) for He_s _, and 0"° The graphs are
_l_tted _s _niversal ti_e, The _ta result from a least
s_uares fit to the ratarOing potential curves, a;sumlng these
three ions are the only plasma constituentst and are at the
same temperature. Logarithmic scale_ are used except for
temperatures which are 31oiled o_ a liqear scal_° TemPerature
an_ _e_ data appear on one set of plots on one reel of
microfilm (with local time and invariant latitude as auxiliary
abscissa), The H÷ and D _ data appear on another set of plots
(with geodetic coordinates a5 aJwiliary absclsS_)m Each gradh
is for a 30-min interval° All these data were obtained only
_nile tme spacecraft spin axis wa_ perpendicular to the orbit
_lan_ (cartwheel mode) SO aata _aos an_ J_ta 31t_r_at?
approximately every 3 months. ¸Since tape recorder failure
occurred in Feoruary I_72_ most of the data Nere obtained in
the vicinity of telemetry stations. The numerical data from
_hich th_se 31ors _re _d_ are Jv_ilabl_ Im dat_ set
S_ta _et name _ L_ST_NS_ OR 0_ _ _E_, A_ TE_RE_AT_E
_ TI _
_$_ _ _I_A_RR_ O_,_A_O _E_ _ _ISTINGS_M_IL_
Tim_ _eriod coce_ed - _1 _D _
(As _eri_ied _ _EI
_ant_t_ _f _ata _ _ _EE_ _ _O_L_
_is _icr_film data se_, _Lie_ _ the principal
investigator, o_ovi_es listings _f _on temperatures (_e_ _,
_n_ _f _nsiti_ (i_ _ f_r _ _÷_ _ _. _ d_t_
result tr_ a lea_t sguares fi_ t_ t_e retar_in_g potential
_r_s, ass_mi_ tbe three _o_ _re t_e only plasma
c_nstit_ents, an_ are at the same tem_rat_o The _÷ and 0 •
d_t_ _d_ _t ao_ar _ri_r t_ _y _I. _ll a_t_ _e_e oPt_i_e_
p_l_ _le the spacecraft spin a_s _as perpendicular to the
_r_i_ _Lane (c_rtwh_el mode_ _o _ca gaps an_ data alternate
a_pr_i_ately every _ m_nths. _o_t oi _h_ daia a_e _ly in the
_icini_ _f _he telemetry _a_s si_e t_ _a_e r_c_rde_
f_le_ in _e_r_ary _. _iata pl_ts _a_e fro _ these listings
_re a_ailab_e in data set _-_A-_A.
_ta s_t n_me - CO0_I_ATE_ IONQS_I_ _ _A_T_SR_E_
_S_ATI_S _ _S _ _I_ _ _LU_E_I
_ I_ _-_2SA-_ _S_R_. ISiS _ _$_V_Ti_S_ _C_
_i_e oeri_ c_ve_d _ _S_1 T_ _T_
(A_ verii_eo by N_E_
_tit_ _i _aia - _ ROS_ O_ _0_ _E_
T_s data _ec, provided b_ _e a_incipal in_estigator_
_o_tai_ _ra_h_ _f ion te_peratur_ _e_ _ a_ of _ensities
_o_c_ m_ f_r _e_ _÷, and 0_. The d_ta s_t i_ _a_t oi a
_-_l_ _u_licat(_n oy NSS_E t_at i_ludeS dat_ fro_ t_ _SI_
_acecraf_ _ _r_ _ of the 1_ I_ _ in_e_tig_t(ons. T_e
_t_ res_lt fro_ a least s_uare_ fi_ to the retarding potential
c_, _ss_i_g th_ t_e_ i_ are th _ _ly _l_s_
constit_ts_ a_d are _t the sa_e t_perat_re. _he graphs are
_or _ time sp_n _f typically _ _in° The dace is given _ve
the _ra_h_. _clu_ed belo_ the _h_ at _-_in intervals are
_i_e_sal_ l_ca_solar, and _ag_i_ tim_s_ _tic l_it_
_'_ longit_de_ dip a_d in_a_ia_t Latitu_es_ solar _enith angle_
_nd height above the geoid. Th_se _r_o_s are gi_e_ i_r a total
_t _ _ss_. _ri_ th_s_ pas_, _im_lta_eous correlati_
measurements _e_e _ade _ith other ISI_ _ i_¢e_tigati_ _
e_plai_ in t_e _escription ior _a s_t _I_A_I_ and as
_ho_n in the chronological li_ting _ th_ end of V_l_e _, _he
_S_ publication _~o_r_ f_r _l_s I_ _ _, a_ _ _re _,
_ _ an_ _l_i_ respectively. These publications _ill
be _vaila_le _pon r_Qu_st _ntil th_ _pply i_ e_ha_sted_ after
_hich time _nl_ _icrofiche copies will _e available°
I_ _, _A_I_ _
_IER_ST_ _AR_I_E D_TE_T_RS
_t_ se_ na_e _ _E_d_E_ _Ov_T _ATE _ATA @_i M_SNETIC TARE
NSSDC ID 71-024_-04As ELECTRON _ PROTON DATAt T_PE
Ti_e 3eriod covered - 0_/1_/71 T3 03/30175
(As vertfieo by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 176 REELS OF TAPE
This data set_ provided by the principal investigator,
contains the output of 10 energetic particle detector s Yielding
electron data in the O.15-keV to 2-MeV range and proton data in
the 2-keV to 20-_eV range. The data set is on 9-track_
8OO-oDI, odd-oarlty, binary magnetic tapes written on an I_ _
360/75 computer. The tapes contain varying numbers of files of
reduced data. The files contain varying numbers of recorps°
All records are 1.3ZW bytes longl which represents one minute
of data, Given are pass number_ date and universal time_
geodetic and geomagnetic cooroinatesl Invarlant latitude, solar
and magnetic local time, geomagnetic B and l values_ counting
rates for every 0°267 s_ and miscellaneous housekeeping data.
The data are chronologically ordered on most tapes. There are
gaps in the data due to experiment-off tlmes$ the largest of
which are from _prll 25 to May 12, 1971, July 7 to July I0_
_g71_ and September 9 to October 26_ igTl. An index to this
data set is given in data set TI-O24A-O_8.
...............................................................
_ata set name - INDEX 0 c PROCESSED SATELLITE PASSES FOR
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR ON ISIS 2
_SSDS 13 71-02_A-O_B_ IN]EX O = PROSESSE] ]ATe, VrlLM
Time period covered - 0_/ig/71 TO 04/2_/7_
(AS verified by NSSD2)
Guantity of d_ta - 1 REZL O: 4[_RO:IL_
This data set consists of an index on microfilm of
satellite passes processor by the National _esearch Council
(NRC) for the energetic particle detector experiment. It is an
ordered index that contains the year_ day, start-stop time (in
hours_ -inures and seconds), orbit numbers NRC tape number,
file number_ and _gc copy number. The first orbit in the index
is 23B and the Last orbit is 13,_35.
...............................................................
Data set name - COORDINATEC IONOSPHERIC ÷ MAG_;ETOSP_E_IC
O_SERVATIONS _ROM ISIS 2 (IN _ VOLLMES)
NSSDS 13 71-02_-0_E, :OOq]. ISIS 2 O_SZRVATIONS, _90<
Time period covered - 07102/71 TO 12113/75
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - _ BOOKS OR SOUND VOLUMES
This data set, prepared by the principal tnvesttgator_
arovides plots of _nergetic particle data from 3 electron
differential channels (labelled _) and 3 integral channels
(labelled I). The number in parenthesis gives the cetected
energy for the differential channels and the threshold energy
for t_e integral aetectors° The data set is part of a t-volume
Duplication Py NSSDC that includes data from the ISIS 2
spacecraft an_ from 9 of the 12 ISIS 2 Investigations. The
duration of the data plots is typically 12 mtn° The aosclssa
gives the universal time at l-_in Intervals_ the invarlant
latitude, the magnetic Local time, the geomagnetic field
Intensitys and the angle between the spacecraft spin axis and
the geomagnetic field vector. The energetic particle data are
given for a total of 121 passes. During these passes_
simultaneous correlative _easurements were made with other ISIS
2 investigations as explained in the descrlctlon for data set
71-02_A-OOI_ and as shown in the chronological listing at the
end of Volume _. The NSSDE publication numbers for Volumes I_
2, 3_ and a are RD-03_ RO-Og_ 8D-O_, and 81-Cl_ respectively.
These ouolications will oe available upon request until the
supply is exhausteds after which time only microfiche copies
.ill be available.
...............................................................
ISIS 2_ SHEP_ERO
6300-_ P_OTO_ETEq
...............................................................
Data set name - 6300-_ INTENSITY M&#S ON _ASN_TIS TAP _
NSSOC ID 71-02_A-12A, G3OO-A INTENSITY HAPS, TAPE
Ti_e _eriod covered - 0_/23/71 T9 12/31/71
(AS verified by NSSDO}
3uanttty of data - 1 PEEL OF TAPE
This _ata set_ supplied by the prfnciDal tnvestigator_
provides auroral and airglow emissions at 6300 A over the
portion of the dark earth visible from the spacecraft. The
data set is on a g-track, BOO-Lots odd-parttyl binary magnetic
taPe_ written on an I_M 370 computer. Zach file contains data
from one processed pass and consists of six records. One
record contains a table of llmb-crosslng times and spacecraft
_7
orbitalparameters.Theremainingrecordsconsistof spinmaps
of geographiclatitudeandlongltude_and of intensity
measurements at 6300 A. The first COlJ_n of [h_ tadle gives
the spin number. Other column headings include universal time,
geographic and magnetic latitude and longitude of the
spacecraft, the _cIl_ai_ L-snell _ara_etert a7d the solar
zenith angle. The spin maps at 55T? and 3gl_ A (data set
71-02QA-IIA) are on the same ma_netlc lade. Each Spin mad is a
matrix having t0 columns and a number of rows equal to the
number of spacecraft rotations. A given rd_ and column element
has the same look _olnt ¶n all spin maps.
...............................................................
0ata set name - POLAR PLOTS OF OPTICAL £MISSION
INTENSITIES (6300-_)
NSSDC ID 71-02_A-12B, POLAR EMISSION PLOTS, M_ILM
llme periOd covered - 01/06/73 TO 01/29/T_
(_s verified ay _SSDC)
Guanttty of data - 1 REEL 0 c MICROFIL_
This data set, sJoolied Oy th_ Drtncidal investigator,
urovldes auroral and airglow emissioq contours at 6300 A over
the portion of the dark earth visible from the spacecraft. The
formdt is a projection Onto a plane tangent to the earthts
qeograohtc north 9old. The ctrcJ_fereqce ts th9 )rolectioq 3f
the e_uatori and the horizontal line is the Greenwich meridian.
There are latitude marks at 10-de# increments, ano the position
of the san for the first _nd last spacecraft rotations is
given. The suosatellite track (usually at 250-km altitude) i_
plottecz with m_rKs indicating eacm spacecraft rotation. Eac h
tenth mark is l_beleq, ann an accompanying table gives the
Jntversal time for each spin. The intensity cdqtdjring is ddq_
at levels indicated in the upper right-hand corner of the
qraph. The date, orbit number, an_ the times for the first and
last spin numbers of the satellite pass are also indicated.
...............................................................
iota set name - CO@R]INATEO [ONOSPiERIC * MAGNETOSPHERIC
C_SERVATIONS P_OM ISIS 2 (IN _ Vd. JMES)
Nb_DC ID 71-02_A-I_Ct Cd_RD, ISIS 2 ,3_SCRVATIONS, _OOK
Time #erlod covered - ii/23/71 TO 12/13/75
(_S verifie_ oy N_SDC)
Su_qttty 3f data - _ nOOKS DR _dJN] VOLJ_ES
This data set, supplied Oy th_ principal i_vesti_ator,
provides auroral _nd atrglo* emissions at 6300 4 over the
portion of the dark _art_ _isiole from the s3acecraft. T_?
_ct_ set is port of O _-volume oJOlication by NSSOC that
includes cat_ from the ISIS 2 soacecrift an_ from 9 of the 12
ISi_ 2 investigations. There )re two for-dts for this dat_ set,
one for measurements in the cartwheel (CW) mope (sPacecraft
spin axis perpendicular to orbital plane), and one for
m{,dsurements in the orbit-aligned (0_) mo_e (spacecraft spin
axis in orbital plane), in t_e C_ _3_e the odtical scans ar_
repeatedly alon_i the spacecraft trac_. The cotrespondinq
o_>s_rved _00-& emission intensitiys dre plotted as a function
_f LiqIversal time for a I2-min ti_e interval. C n the same
graph are also given DitCh angle, the 3Rl_- and 5_77-A e_issioq
intensities an_ t_e soft-_article spectrometer _ata inteqrated
over four energy :;_nds: _ to _0 eV, &] tO 300 eV_ 300 to lOP0
eV _qd lOOP to _qlOCO ev. SjDo)rtiq_ oroit_[ iqfor_atIDq
provide_ with the graphs include the following for every minute
of universal time: Invarlant latitude, invariant time, solar
_;_#r_ssion angl_ _t the loc_tion of the viewed emlssion, ane
solar depression )_g/e at (he magnetic conJa_t_ dotal to th_
vte*ed emission. ALso indicated on the graphs are orbit
rlumo_.r, _ate, _n_ st,_rt time. D_ta polo,ned in the C_ mo_e are
divan for 35 :SZ5 2 passes. The _e_surements in the CW _ode
can De aseo to derive t_e edJivalent vertical column emission
rate. rh_ vertical t,mission at 63C0 _ has been plotted versus
qeogr_#hic latitu_ for _ fe_ ISIS _ passes, jn the
orbit-all,ado moae_ th_ PhOtometers s*eep out fixed narrow
strips #er#enqicular to the direct,an of orbital _otioqo These
strips ]re co_t>ine_ _rlng data processing to provide a polar
plot of 63C0-A emission contours. Timing marks on the ooldr
plot 3re us_a to ar_ide 3 ti_e _cale a_3 to sh_ the
su_satelltte track. Sara obtained in t_e O_ mode are given fpr
3 _ _SIS 2 _asses. Durt_= these pass_s_ simultaneous correlat_v_
_easure_ents were -ade with other _SIS 2 investigations as
e_lalned in the description for data set 71-02_-001, _qO as
sho_n in the chronolo!jicaL listin<_ _t th_ end of Volume _. Th_
NbSDZ pd_lication ndmbers for Volumes _, 2, 3_ and _ are _0-03,
a0-0_, _0-0S_ and hl-01, respectively. These DjdLic_tiorl_ _ill
_e availaole upon reauest until the supply is exhausted, after
which time onl_ _icrofiche co_s will :_e available.
...............................................................
ISIS _ W_ITTEKER
SWEEP-FqE3U£_SY SO_NSER
...............................................................
Data set name - SWEEP-_R_@UENSY 13NSSaA_S ON _IC_O:]L_
I*)
NSSDC ID 71-02_A-OIA, SwEEP-FREQUENCY IONOdRAMS, M¢ILM
Ti_e period covered - 05/28/71 TD 06/17/53
(As verified by NSSOC)
_uantity of data - 2_27 R_LS O _ _ISROCI._
This data set consists of ISIS 2 ionograms on reels of
35-mm microfilm. ;roceSSing has been carrlec out at several
locations: SRC in 3ttawa, Canada; RSRS i n slough, England;
NOAA in Boulder, Colorado (between launch and May 1972); and
after the fall of 1972_ at RRL in Tokyo, Japan, and at the
Geophysical Observatory in Christchurch, New Zealand. These
,pap#rams are r_ouced oata plots showing as a function of
frequency the echo time delay (virtual range) of pulsed radio
signals. They are an orlglnal form of the data prepared
directly from the telemetry tape. _elght and frequency markers
have been placed on _ach ionogram. The n_merat code oelow the
ionogram provides the following information. The first oiqlt
represents the satellite (q:ISIS 2). The Second digit
indicates which fixed frequency was used (Oznone, i:0.12 _z,
2:0._ M_Z* etc., 7:uq_nown), The next two digits indicate the
telemetry station that acquired the data ([x. SO:Ottawa). The
station number is follower by the year (2 dtqits)_ the day
numoer_ and the 3reenwtch mean time (hours_ minutes, and
seconds), The data are available to the extent permltteq by
telemetry station scheduling, location of telemetry stations_
tape recorder operation and scheoulinq. SPacecraft Oow#r
availaoillty, which was also an important factor in dot3
observation, Limited sOUnder operation to about 7 h per day_ of
which about 1 h per orbit could be for recorded data. ]he tape
recorder to,leo on _ebruary 4, 1972. Since only time is note_
on each ionogr_m_ satellite position and related information
_ust he obtained from another source (_5S7 data set
7[-02_A-00C). An index of these ,pap grams is also available as
NSSOZ data set 71-024_-OIR. _ prcqram for the reduction of
topside ionograms to electron oens_ty profiles is _vailable
from _iSS2C.
...............................................................
Data set name - !4S_[ INSEX 0 _ ICNOS_S ON T_P_
Nssgc ID 71-02_-O1B, NSSDC IONOGRi_ INVE!_TD_Y, TAPr
Time period covered - 0_/0_/7I TC 11/3C/73
(As verified by _SS]_)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF T_PE
This data set, prepareo at NSSDC, indexes the /SIS 2
ionoqrams (data sets 71-024_-01_, -02A, and -10_} _y station
pass. The _ata are on a _-track, 1600-boi, odd-parity_ _SCI_
_a_netic tao_ written on a _D_SO _ IV computer. Information in
the data set includes ionogram quality, telemetry station, sto_
an_ start nata for the [.ass (times and locations), location _t
which the original telemetry tapes are store_, dad experiment
_ode 3f operation. So_e information relating to investigat_orls
71-02_-02t -03, and -10 is also included since t_ese
investiqations are closely related to the sounder operation;
e.g., the v_lue of the fixed frequency used ts given_ the
presence of _SC trac_ is noteo, ann VL _ operdtion is indicated.
This index _as prepared fro_ _n inventory of film r_.c_ivec_° Th,.
_ata Can _ provided on hardcopy or on microfilm, sorte:
according to time or station and time.
Oat_ set _a_e _ _S_ _L_CT_ON _ I_L_T_
TO _O0_ II_TE_$ _!_ (P_I T_ _
Ti_e _erio_ covered _ _ _0 _6_07_
(_s verifieq py _S_
Qu_nfiiy of data _ _ _E_L O_ T_
This d_ta set, pr_video _y t_e _es _ese_ch _enier,
cP_sist$ o_ electron _ensity _pfiLes tor t_e ionosphere _ove
the _ _a×i_m _topside ionosphere)° Th_ data are paCked on
T_tra_k, _O_bpi_ odd_pa_i_y_ b_ary _qnetic ta_es_ _ritt_n on
an _ _O co_outer_ _n _npacki_g r_utine, calleq _ta_e_ _ is
a_aiiab_e at _S_ for this data set° _hese profiles _ere
i_itially computed fro_ _igital values Pf frequency an_ _irt_al
r_nge that _ere _al_d from ionogra_s. _iaitaL electron
d_sity values _re Listed for the satellite l_cati_n an_ fq_
each _O _m fro_ the satellite aLtitud_ d_n t_ th_ lowest
height _f t_pside signal refiectio_s tn_r_alLy n_ar _ k_l°
Thes_ data are part pf _ collection _rep_r_d fro_ th_ _lo_ette
_ _S_ _, an_ ISIS _ satellifeso _r_m _ll three satellites,
there ar_ _O0_ _rofil_ _r th_ _eriod _ve_er _, _ t_
June _ _, from the vi_i_it_ _f l _ _if_ere_t qro_n_
stations. These d_ta ar_ fro_ a s_all block _f t_e t_t_l
io_ogr_ daia f_o_ the thr_e _tellites (less than _), but
they _rm one of th_ largest blocks of re_ced sat_Llit_
io_ogram$ available. These red_cti_ns ar_ of ooii_u_ _lit_
because e_traordinary, _r_ina_y_ _n_ _-trace values were
_heC_d against one another d_ring ¢_moutati_ of t_e density
val_es°
5R
O: P_-:_F?_i.;-:!iY
Data set n_e - :_DEX O_ ION3GR_MS S_O_INS ZUCT = ] ECHOES
_SSDC :D 71-02_-01E_ CRC INDEX OF D JCIED ECHOES_ TAPE
fi_e _eriod covered - 0_I09/71 TO 06/22/72
(_s veriflea oy _SSDC)
SJantity 3f data - l _Z[L 3_ T_P:
This cata set, prepared at th_ Communications Research
Centre in Ottawa_ Canada, is dn inde_ to low-latitude ionograms
co_tainiq_ dJcte_ ecn3es° T_e _t_ _re 3_ a 9-t_ck, _O0-_olt
odc-_arity_ E_2D_C magnetic tape _rltten on an I_ _ 368
com_uter° The criterion for selection _a£ that at least one
trace from the conjugate hemisohere a_Deareo on the ionogram°
:_ch record coqtains the _tellite i_entific_ti3nl _rojn3
station (Ouitc:], Cingapor_:_A), _ess start time (UT)_ the
numc_r of lono_r_ms in the _ss sho_in_ _ucted echoesl and the
_j_r _3t sh_iq_ dJCtea echoes. _r _09 oas_es (about _000
io_grams), 22_ iono,_ra_s with _ucte_ echoes are identified.
Si"il_r _ta f,_r Other times are stnrea on _he same ta_e and
_re de_cricec _nder _ata sets 62-3_-01_, £:-0_-01N, and
_t_ aet _m_ - _ _ECT_@_ _i_T_ _ A_ _
P_ _r_ M_ T_ _
_s _e_ified _ _:_$_I
_ty of _at_ _ _ _$ 0 _ _
_i_ _ set_ _r_i_e_ _y _e D_icati_s _ea_h
_e_r_ _ _ _t_a_ _ _o_st_ _f _l_tr_ _sit_
_fi_es fo_ t_e _s_here a_ _e _ ma_i_ _t_sid_
_in_ry m_gn_ic _s_ writt_n _ _ _ _@ _tero _he
_le_ron de_it_ _r_l_ _e_ c_e_ f_ _i_al _al_ of
_r_nc_ _ _r_l _i_ _¢_I_ f_ ion_ms° Th_ _ata
_ _r_re_ _Io_i_ally° _'le_'_y _o_s _ _t
_f_ _ _t_l_i_ l_c_ti_ Sr_e_¢_ _ ti_e of
_er_ti_n_ s_ar _e_th a_l_ _ _e _at_ll_te_ di_ latitude
_ _ _j_lli_ _ot_l _lec_o_ co_te_t _n t_ th_ l_st
_ _f t_i_l_ _ _l _fl_cti_ _r_ll_ _e_ _ _I_ an_
_ _l_a_ _f_ _e _ _th _ac _ _r_il_° The
f_ _ s_u_nce_ _f _er_ i_r _a_ _oi_t _c_le_ fr_
_, i_-_o _h_ s_n_e_ i_cl_e _l_ctro_ _s_ty _t th_
_ _n_ _a th_ ¢o_fi_e_ts a_ _, _ _ _tc°
_r_ _ch _r_c _ei_t_ ca_ _e ¢_lat_ _i_ for_l_a
_ _ _ in _° _° _s_ _h_ r_ct_o_ _ to_e i_ogr_s
_ I'l_tr_',i_y _l_ _ _ice_._s of _e _o_ _o
_± _ _e _o _h_S_ f_r_S _ _Is_ _ _ t_ calc_l_t_
i_e_te_ _n_t_i_t _al_ _ _ i_te_o_atio_
_ i_ _r_ _¢te_ fo_ _,,_r s_t_fi¢ i_er_t _
_s_ _l_ _ _y _l _ti_ _ r_ct_ _o_si_t_ fro_
_ _ _a_ _ _R_ _R_ _i_ _ v_ _T _A
_h_ _ _ _r_ _y t_ _i_ati o_ _es_rch
_'_e _ i,_ _t_ _na_ c_sts of el_ctr_ _n_ty
_t_e_ f©_ _ i_re a_o_ _h_ _ _a_u_ _o_i_e
_no_h_rel° _h_ _ _ _t i_ _i_le _s _ _icr_icbe,
_ ,_ _re _rr_e_ c_ron_ic_l_y_ _u_ t_ ¢o_er_ f_
_ffer_ _l_ _,_ _rl_. _l_etry _t_ti_s _r_ _t
_ti_n_ _l_ _ _l_, _,_ _ _,_elli_ _, _i_ l_
_e s_t_ll_e_ t_t_l electr_ c_nt_ _o_n to the l_st
_i_ _f _e $_al refl_i_ _ _r rel_
_r_rm_t_ _r_ li_ted fo_ e_c_ _of_l_o _of_ _ata _o_sist
_ _lec_ron _en_y _n_ _e_m_t_i¢ _h_ _lu_ f_r _a_h _i_t
_¢_e_ fr_ the i_. _or i_t_,_late_ _l_ _f el_r_
_y _t _t_,_r_ _c_s _f _tri_ _i_t_ u_? _h?
e_ _o_i_e_ _n t_e _a_ _et T_ _d th_ ¢R_
_le_ _¢cu_e_ _o_ four l_e_ of _rint_ _ a
¢_r_,_l_i_l _n_ _ all _ tr_ _ _l_ _ears i_ t_
_ro_ _ the _,¢_° _es_ i_o_s _ere _el_cted fo_ thei_
r_,_c_io_s _s_l_ fr_ the _it_,_,_ _n_gr_m_°
_ _ _a_i _ _ _!_i_I_ _ _ _
NSS3C ID 71-g24A-OIH, SOJN]Eq AS: VS TIM_ PLDTS, _:I_M
Time period covered - (N/A)
This data set, _repared from the ionosonde telemetry
taoes at NSSDC_ consists of continuous Plots of receiver signal
amplitude _ersus time. This data set can be made available on
microfilm (16 or 35 mm)° The time scale is greatly expanded in
comDarlson to the ionogram so that one ionogram line (_6 ms)
occupies aoout 0.5 ino of film record. _o amplitude scaling is
on the film. In addition to the am_lltude records_ there ate a
I-k_z time signal trace and freauency marker information.
_olitude records for each ionogram reaulre approximately 50 ft
of film. Data for a limlted number of ionogra_s _ere Drepared
for use in a study of _lasma resonance. _dditional similar
dat_ for other ionograms may be obtained in limited Quantity by
arrangement with the _xoeri_ent principal investigator's office
as long as original telemetry ta_es are on fileJ
_at_ set _a_e _ C_R_AT_ _g_ _ _A_SPH_D
_i_ _eri_d ¢_ered - _ _0 _T_
_As _i_ie_ _y _S_
_tity of _a_a _ _ _0¢_ _ _ _OL_
Th_s _ set_ _ro_ided _y th_ _rin_ip_l in_est_gat_r_
_ntai_s electron density _rofiles f_r the i_o_r_ _o_e th_
_ _i_ _t_si_e i_h_re_° _he _ata s_t is _rt _f
_l_ _blica_i_n _y _S_ that i_l_es _ata fro_ th_ _S_
s_acec_a_t a_ fro_ _ of the _ _S _ i_e_t_gati_ns° _
_ach _h_se_ val_e _ elect_ d_sity_ th_ altitude _t _i_h
tha_ density _a_ _e_e_ t_ _c_r wa_ _l_tt_ _s a f_ction _
_ni_rsal ti_e. _h_ _a_i_ _f these _lats _as _y_i_ally _
_i_° Th_ s_ac_cr_t l_ti_n ¢a_ _e _taine_ _r_ tb_ gra_h_
_ _ar_ela_i_e d_a _i_en _r tbe sa_e _in i_al. The
_a_t d_sity ¢_t_rs a_e sha_ f_r _ t_ta_ _f _ _sSe_o
_ri_ t_s_ _asse$_ simultaneous _elati_e _eas_reme_ts _ere
• ade _th other _ _ i_vestig_ti_s as e_lai_ed i_ t_e
description to_ _at_ se_ __ _ as sh_ in the
_hr_l_gic_l li_tin_ at t_e _d of _e _° _he N_
_licat_n _rs _ _l_es _ _ _ a_d _ a_e _
R_°_ _ a_ _I_I_ r_s_ct_ely° _he_ _ub_i_ti_s _ill
_e a_ail_le _ _e_st _ntil th_ _ly _$ _h_t_d_ _fter
_hi¢_ ti_e o_ly _icrofi_he _o_i_s _ill _e a_il_le°
*********************** :SS-P *********************************
_$_ _A_@_
_ON _A$_ _I_R_T£_
_a_a _et na_e _ ATLAS _ _T@_ _ A_O D_YgD_ _OI_I
DE%SITIES
Time period covere_ - I0/22/7R TO 0_/22/79
(_s verified by NSSOC}
Quantity af data - I CARD OF B/W wICQOFIC_E
This microfiche _ata set was oreparea at NSSDC from the
"_tlas of Droton_ heliu_ ion, ano o_ygen ion densities obtainea
from Ionosohere Sounding Satell_te-B in situ observations,
October ]97R to _u_ust lqT_" RRLt daDan, _arch_ 19_2. (NSSDC
TRF _3_3_7), suDDliec by the principal investigator. It
coqtains worla-wi_e _aDs of the positive ion concentrations of
the follo_in_ species: hydrogen, helium, and dtomic oxygen.
The map grids are qeoor_phtc latitude ano longitude. Ion
conceqtration contours i_ Logarithmic scale are supert_#osea on
these grids. The contours represent measurements taken in the
tooside ionosphere at about i]00 k_* It took 4 months of data
to com#lete the full local ti_e me#. The data shown _ere taken
for tqe *inter aqd sum_er solstices. The measurements
presented here were taken wit_ Kp in the range from 0 to a*.
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NSSDC I9 78-DI#A-O6At ION COMPOSITION PLOTS_ MFILM
lime period covered - 02104178 TO 06129/79
(AS verified by NSSDC)
guantity of data - 5 REELS OF MICROfiLM
This microfil_ data set containing Ion concentration
measurements was generated at NSSDC from hardcody supplied by
the project. The film also contains data fro_ t_e other <YOK<D
investigations -- 78-014A-01_ -02_ -OA_ and -05. The data are
presented in two-frame seduentest where the first frame in the
sequence contains data from -05, -36_ and -Of* The second
frame in the sequence sh_ws the _ata from -0_ 3nd -02. All
frames cover a 2-hour interval_ and their abscissa scales show
values for the following darameters: Greenwich mean tlmet
helght_ longitude and latitude. Immediately below the frame
headingt there are two top abscissa scales. The first scale
gives values for Mcllwainls L-shell parameter_ and the second
gives values for magnetic latitude. The Quadrupole mass
spectrometer _easjred the _ssltlve isq SORties _f the a_alent
plasma. The concentrations of four ion species are shown:
hyoroqenp heliumw nltrogent and oxyqen. The ordinate is
logarithmic counting rate. The plots do not give directly the
glooal distribution of the aosltlve ion co_oasltlon_ becaJs_
the data are not corrected for variation of spectrometer
sensltivlty with change in the angle of attack. In the case of
KYOKKO_ the ssectro_eter a r_ole of attack changed slowly between
20 and 150 deg. during a satellite revolution.
...............................................................
KYOKKOt MUKAI
ELECTRON ENERGY ANALYZER
...............................................................
3ata set name - LOw-ENERGY ELECTRON _LUX SPECTROGRAMS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 7B-OI_A-O2A. ELECTRON _LUX SPECTROGRAMS, M_ILM
Tlme period covered - 02/04/78 TO 06/29/79
(As verified nX _SSgC)
Guantity of data - 6 REELS OF MICROFILM
ThlS _Icrofilm data set containing electron flux
spectrograms _as generated at NSS]C from hardcoo_ supplied by
the project, The film also contains data fro_ t_ other KYOKK3
investigations -- ?_-OI#A-OI_ -04_ -05, and -06. The data are
_resented in two-frame seauences_ where the first frame _n the
segjence contains qata fr3_ -05_ -06_ and -Of. The second
frame in the sequence shows the data from -0_ and -02. All
frames Cover a 2-hour interval, and their abscissa scales show
values for the following parameters: Greenwich mean time_
hei_ht_ lDngitude and latitaoe. I_edi_tely 3_Io_ the fr_
heading_ there are two too abscissa scales. The first scale
gives values for McIIwain's L-shell oarameter_ and the second
gives values for magnetic latitude. Electron fluxes from 3 eV
to 9*4 keV are £ho_m as eqergy-tt_9 sDectro_r_s_ _tth gray
shading (dot-matrlx} to indicate intensity every IG seconds.
_oth sensors iano 2 measured fleld-aligned components (upward
and aownaard) of the fIJx. In the northern hemlsohere_ sensor
i measured the downwarq field-allgned flux and sensor 2
_,easure_] the upward one. The level "i" of the gray sha_inq
corresponds to the counting rates in the following manner:
I:_.33 x lo](C), where "C" iS the c_nts per 125 ms, The
oeslgnation "_.3." identifies the Level of the background
counting rate. Note that data with a high "B.G." level might
be jnrel_asle.
...............................................................
_Yg_KO_ _AKAMURA
b_ SLOW SPECTROPHOTO_ET[R
...............................................................
Data set name - £WTREME ULTRAVIOLET _IRGLOw PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSS_C I_ T_-OI_A-OSA, ULTRAVI]LET AIRGLOW PLOTS, _:ILM
llme uer¶oq covered - 0_/0_/78 TO 06/_g/Tg
(As verified by _SDC)
Cuanttty of data - b REELS OF MICROFILM
This mlcrofilm _ata set containing ultraviolet airglow
plots was generated at NSSDC fro m nardcopy supbl_ed by the
project. The film also contains data from the other KYOKKO
investigations -- 7£-OIAA-OI_ -02_ -0_, and -06. The data are
3resented in two-frame SeqJeqCeS_ wh_re the first frame in the
sequence contains data from -05, -06_ and -01. The second
frame in the sequence shows the _ata from -04 and -02. All
frames cover a 2-hour tnterv_l_ an_ their abscissa scales show
values for the following parameters: Greenwich mean ti_e_
height_ longitude and Latitude. Imm_oiatel_ below the frame
hea_ing_ there are two top abscissa scales. The first scale
gives valaes for McIl_aln_s L-shell _ara_eter_ _nd the second
gives values for magnetic latitude. Time variations of the
extreme ultraviolet airglow intensities are shown. Clve
emission lines 0 - 1304 A_ H - 12_7 A (Lyman Atbha)_ 0 ÷ - RS_
A_ He 584 A_ and He* - 304 A are olotteo every minute.
Values for HV_ high voltage subply in volts_ DC_ discrlminator
level; _ and M_ u_Iversal time; SL_ a_olltude of entrance slit;
and T_ temperature of sensor in deg C_ are displayed on the
right sloe of the plots.
_YO_O_ OYAMA
ELECTRON _O_ES
data set mame - _L_CT_ON TEM_ERAT_ _ _NO_TY _L_TS _
MICROFILM
_SS_ I_ _-_4A-OIA_ ELEC_ON TEM_÷_ENSITY PL_TS,_IL_
Time period co_ered - _ TO _q_T_
_As _rifie_ _ NSS_
_antity of data - _ RE_LS OP _IER_PIL _
This microfilm data set cbntaining ibnospheri_ _lettro_
density and electron temperature m_asuheme_ts _as generated at
NSS_ from hardc_y S_bplied by the _ro_e_t, The fil_ _Is_
contains t_e _ata fro_ the other _YO_ investigations --
T_-g_4A-_ -04_ -0_ and -_° The gat_ are _resemte_ in
two-frame se_e_c_s_ _here the first fr_e in the sequence
contains data from -_ -0_ and -_L. The second frame in t_e
seguence sho_ the data f_m -04 anQ -_. All frames cover a
_-hour interval_ and their abscissa scales _ho_ val_es for the
f_llow_n_ oarameters_ $reenwich _an ti_e_ h_ight_ l_ngitude
a_d latitude. _mmedi_tely below the f_e heading_ there are
t_ top abscissa scales, The first scale gives values f_r
McIlwai_s L-shell _ara_et_r_ and the seco_ gives values f_r
• agnetic latitude° _Lectron _em_erat_re _as m_as_ed by tw_
_obes_ a planar electrode _hich was oerpenqicuLar to the
geomagnetic field Li_es _T_ _n_ another electrode _hi_h _as
paraltel to them _T_. _rObe T_ _eas_rement_ ar_ sh_n as a
thi_ s_lid Lin_ and the _ _robe values are p_esen_ed as a
dashed line, _Lectrom density val_es are displayed _y a thick
soli_ li_e _ith a_ ar_itrar_ sc_Le_ _h_ch is probo_tio_l t_
the probe current at fi_ed bia_ v_lt_ge,
_YO_O_ Y_INO
ELEOTRO$TATIC _LASMA _A_E MEASUREMENT
_ata set na_ - PLASMA _I_E_FRES_E_Y _T_R_ ©_
_ICRO_IL_
_$SOC I_ _-_L_A_4A_ PLASMA _PE_TROG_A_S_FIL _
Time deri_d co_ered - 0_04_T_ tO O_g_
_A_ _ified b_ _,$$0E_
_uantity of d_ta - _ _E_$ _ _I_I_
This _icrofilm data set _nta_ing _l_ _ave oata_ was
generated at N_S_ from har_co_ supplie_ _ the _r_ect. The
fiL_ als_ contains oat_ fro_ the _ther _YO_O investigations --
T_-_4A-_l_ -_, -_ an_ -_. Th_ data are _re_e_ted im
two-frame seouen_s_ w_re the first irate i_ the seq_e_te
contains data fro_ -_ -_ and -0_. The second fram_ in _he
seg_e_ce shows the data tr_ -0_ and -_. _lL frames cov_r a
_-ho_r interval_ _n_ their a_stis_a scales shb_ val_es for th_
f_Itowimg _aram_ters: Oreenwich Mean Ti_e, h_ght_ IomQit_e
and latitude. I_medi_tel_ _eLo_ the frame _eaqing_ t_ere are
two top a_scissa scales. The first _ves _lues for _cIIwain_
_shell barameter_ an_ the secOnd scale _ives val_es for
• agnetic latitude° The data fr_ _he elettrostatit plasm_ w_ve
i_vesti_ation are _l_tted a_ ti_e-fre_e_cy s_ectrograms _ith a
gray shading t_ indicate intensity, _esi_ation_ _Fara_a_ _uc
1 _ _d _ara_ay _b _ identit_ the spectra of the electron
_urrents collect_a b_ two _ra_ay cups_ _hich _ere _ebl_e_
s_metrically in the spacecraft eg_atorial olan_ _ith about
_-m separation from the spacecraft Pody. Since t_e soacecraft
attitude was aligned with the _eoma_netic tield_ t_e _ra_a_
Cud _ sensor tooked in a directio_ der_e_dit_lar to the field
lines_ and _araday Cup _ loo_ed in the direction parallel to
the field lines. The AC _ata were sampled sequentially _ _
_a_-pass fiLter_ to prbdute data im ll _arr_w frequency ha_d_
_ith the center frequencies ranging from _ _ to _ _. The
ti_e i_tervai bet_ee_ o_e sequence of the entire measurement
was _ S. After cotlectinq the data over i_ _ an average was
calculated for each frequency ba_o_ and the imtensit_ _as
blotted, The ordinate heading _OI_LE _ sh_ws the s_ectru_ of
the electric f_eld _easure_ by a 4,_-m tip-to-tib dipole
a_tenna, T_e freg_ency c_verage a_ the _ata processing for
t_ electric fielq _re much th_ same _s th_s_ for the A_
measurements°
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NSSDZI] Tg-Og_A-CO], OR_ZT POSITION L:STING, FICHE
Tim_ oerico covered - ii/02/7_ TO 06/09/80
(As verified by N_SOC)
S_antity of data ° I CARD OF B/g _ICRg;ICHE
This aata set_ provideo by the orlncipal investigator,
consists of a mlcrafiche Listin 9 _ivin_ the Magsat position for
eight points per orbit* The listing gives the a_ex 3ai_ts
(latitude extremes)l as _ell as the, Intersections with the
ecuator and the _E-deg parallels. The time to the nearest
second, lon_itJJe ta tm_ mear_st aegree, _no altitMde
(qeooetic) to the nearest kilometer ._re listed for each of the
eigmt crossovers.
_I_S_T1 LA_GEL
_LAR _G_ETCMBTE_
Data set na_e _ _P_CLE _.O_T_ EAST, _ERT. bOOeD.
_ (_TE_M_O_ATE-A_RA_Y _TT_U_EI,T_ _
_i_ peri_ cove_e_ _ _ T_ _
_As v_i_ie_ _ly _I
_an_it_ of _ata _ _ _E_ _ TA_
T_ _ta _et_ _r_vi_ _y _ principal Investi_ator_
con_s_ of sc_la_ and vector _e_ometer da_a _n _c_
_._-_i, oo_p_rity_ _ _i_ry _ag_,tic tape_ create_ on a_ _
_ _ut_° _ t_ dat_ s_t th_ • _ct_r magnetometer _ata
_e oee_ co_rt_ t_ _e _r_, _._,_, a_ _e_t_l coordinate
sy_te_ _sin_ t_e _t_rmediate_li_ (nominally _0 arc _n_
_ttit_ _ta. _h l_ic_l re_or_ _o_sts of _n _r_it _at_
_e_r_ scala_ _._netometer ,_a recor_ and vector
_o_t_r c_t _ta r_c_r_s. _c _ r_c_r_ _e c_i_
_t_ type_ _di_ied _ulian _y o_ f_r_t obSer_ation_
_illisec_n_ _ _f _y, _i_e incr_.,n_ _t_en observations
_s_ ._n_ tim_ offset° T_e _r_ _._t_ rec_r_s c_nt_n _
_es ©f _e_ti_ c_r_te_ i_r_t l_tit_ _e_ti_
ti_e (h_rs_ _n_ _ l_it_. _e _c_lar data _e_rds
c_n_a_ _ val_s (in nT_ _f _cal_r o_ser_ationso _he _ec_r
re_or,_s cor_tai_ _ _al_e_ (in n_ o_ v_ctor _o_onent _t_.
_r _d_t_na_ i_f_ati_ _e_ I_l Ro _. La_l_ _s_t _t_
_ail_ility_ _ The i_ _o_rce _ook_ _o l_, America_
_hys_cal _nion, _sh_to_ _°_o, _ TR_ _ _ Ro
_o _n_l e_ _l._ _a_t _ata _cessing_ A Re_o_t for
_nvest_ator_ _ _A Technical Memor_n_m _, _o_e_ber l_,
T_ _T_ a_ _ _'_sat _r_li_i_ar_ Pe_Its_ _ a collection
_ _ pl_er_ _ _e_hyso Res° Lett_r_ _o _, _p. _R-_, A_rll
_t_ _et na_e _ _i_LE _PA_EOR_FT_AT_
Ti_ _erioo c_e_ _ _l_ T_ _?_
_s _e_ifie_ _ !_0_
$_a_ity of dat_ _ _ RE_L_ _ TA_
This d_t_ s_, _ov_e_ _ _e _ri_to_l in_sti_t_r,
_o_ists _f sc_l_r _ _e_t_r _ter _ _n _rac_
_i, o_d_._ri_ _i_ar_y magnetic t_pes created on an _°
_ c_m_ut_o _n _s _ta set _ _ct_ _a_net_et_ _ta
_ _v_ i_ _he _ac_r_ft coor_i_e system. Each lo_ic_l
_,_r_ c_n_t_ _f _n or_ _ta _c_rd_ sc_l_ _a_et_t_
_ta r_cor_Js, _n_ _ec_ _aon_t_m_t_r _o_nent _t_ r_c_r_So
E._ recor_ t_ _nt_ins _it_ t_'_ _od_fie_ _li_n d_y _f
fir_ _er_i_ _lIisec_s _ _f _ay_ _i_ in_r_
_et_een _bser_i_n_ _sl_ a_ _i_e offset. _e _rbit data
_r_s c_nta_ _ v_l_ of iner_ _o_r_i_t_, in_ria_t
latit_e_ _eo_netic time _ho_rsl, _d oi_ latltud_o The
_lar _ta _e_os c_tai_ _ ¢_l_s _i_ _T) _f scalar
c_s_r_t_o_s. _ _ctor records c_in _ _alues _in n_
_f _e_t_r ¢o_p_t o_serw_ti_o _or _d_itlonal Information
_e r_fer_c_ _i_ under _ _ ?_A_Ao
_t_ _et _e _ _SAT _T _TR_ _U_uT_
_IN _'_T_O T_
NSSDC ID 7g-Og_A-01C, M_GSAT ORBIT RET. SUB'OPT., TAPE
Time period coverea - IN/A)
@uantlty of data - i REEL 3F TA_E
Thls data set, provided by the principal investlgator_
consists of Magsat user subroutines on a 9-track_ 1600-bpl,
odd-aarlty, [BS]IC magnetic tape created on an I_M 363
computer. These subroutines were prepared to permit retrieVal
of orbit data from orbit records on Magsat chronicle tapes°
The spacecraft position in Cartesian (x, Y_ and Z In km)t
geogr_ohlc (latitu_e and longitude), and geomagnetic
coordinates can be obtained by calling subroutine FLDO_B_
specifying time as mo_ifled Julian day (MJD) and milliseconds
of day. Subroutine FLDORB also orovldes magnetic local time,
dlo latitude, _no _ magnetic fielo value from a field mooel.
An additional suoroutlne converts from MJD to calendar date and
vice versa. A_ditlonal information can be oDtained from the
prolagues in the source code listing°
...............................................................
Data set na-e - PbRDUE MAGNETIC _IELD DATA PROCESSING
RaJT]_ES (S]C V_RSION) D_ _A_NZT[C TAPZ
NSSDC ID Tg-O9_A-OI3_ PGRDUE M_G° _LD. ROUTINES, T_PE
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of aata - 1 REEL OF T_=E
This data set_ provlde_ _y the principal investIc_tor,
consists of pro#rams for the analysis and interpretation of
_agsat data. The data set ts on a 5-track, 1BOO-bpi,
Odd-parity, binary maometi¢ tape create_ on an ]R_ 360
computer. This data set Includes all the crograms #nd
sooroutines used for the Purdue U_Iversity Study of magnetic
and gravity anomaly, including the data used in this study (P°
L. _owman et al., "Vagnetic and Gravity _nomaly Correlation an_
its &ppllcatlon to Satellite Data," Department of Geosclences_
PurDue University, aest Lafayette_ Indiana, _ugust 197_;
reprinted as r.._SA/GS_C TM 79702, TRF _3293_).
...............................................................
Data set name - USER PROGRAMS ON MAGNETIC T_#E
NSSDC ID 79-09_A-O1E, USE p PROGRAvS, TAPE
Time period covered - (N/A}
Quantity of _ata - 1 REEL OF T_PE
This data set _as assembled at NSSDC usinq various Maqsat
user co-outer programs provlde_ by the principal investigator.
The data set is on a 9-track, 16OO-boi, odd-parity, EFBDIC
magnetic tape created on an I_M 3_0 comDutero The tape
contains 38 files, tile l contains subroutine RDCHRN which
reaps chronicle tapes. File 2 contains suProut_ne TI_ that
reads ant prints Investigator-B tapes. _iles 3 and _ contain
orbit retrieval and time tonverslon subroutines (see oata set
Tg-ogeA-Oi:). _ile S contains the _uslness and Technological
Systems program, FIT, that generates field models fro- oata*
_tle 6 contains tee FOG proara _ that computes the qeomaqnetic
field from spherical harmonic coefficients° Files 7-11 contain
the GS_C Eouivglent Source Magnetic _nomaly program _hlch
models the satellite geomagnetic anomaly observations #y using
sets of magnetic dipoles at the surface of a spherical earth.
_iles 12_ 13 and I_ contain the GSPC bROOM program and datd
input for co-out'rig magnetic ano_alles from sets of dipoles.
Files 15-33 are programs (including subroutines) from the
Purdue University package (see data set 79-69_A-010). _ilP 34
contains input data for programs in files t5-33. File 3 =
contains the U.S. Geological Survey program, ADZPT_ wrlch
determines cepth to magnetic basement° rile 3G contains the
GSFC revision of Furour program SPHERE. _il_ _7 contains the
MGST (6/_0) geomagnetic f_el¢ model coefflcients amd su_routlne
FIELD. File 3 a contains the MGST (_/R1-2) geomagnetic field
mosel coefficients° _or adcltlonal Infor-_tlon see referen(es
given under NSSDC I_ 79-09qA-O!A.
...............................................................
Data set name - S_3N:SLE NaRTH_ _AST, V:RT. ZOOR].
DATA (F[NE-AEC_RACY ATT[TUDE)_ TA¢E
NSSDC 13 79-C_A-OI _ , C_RONFIN (C_RO_ICLE FINE)_ T_#E
Time period covered - ll/O1/T9 TO 05/1£/80
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of _ta - 29 _ELS OF TA_E
This aata set_ provtde¢ oy the #rinctoal investigator,
consists of scalar and vector magnetometer data on _-track,
6250-bDi, oddiDarity_ _Inary m_netic tapes created on an _9_
360191 computer. In this data set the vector magnetometer data
have been converted to the North, East, and Vertical coordinate
system usln_ the flne-Quallty (nominally 2_ arc second)
attttude data. Each logical record consists of an orbit Oata
record_ scalar maanetometer cata records_ vector macnetometer
component data records_ and an attitude°quality record. Each
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recordtypecontainsdatatyoetmodifiedJuliandayof first
observatloqt _llllseconds (_s) of day, time lqcre_ent between
opservatlons (ms), and time offset. The orbit data records
contain 128 values of Inertial coordlnatest Invarlant latitude,
geo_agnetlc time (hours), ado did latitude, f_e scalar data
records contain 512 values (In nT) of scalar Observations. The
vector records contain 102# values (in nT) of vector component
ObServations. The attitude-ouallty record contains
attltJde-orocesslng flags _nich dandle the tyDe of attitude
information used to calculate the attitude. For additional
¶nformation see references qlven under N$SDD ID 79-09_A-OIA.
...............................................................
date set name - ]NVESTIGATC_-Bt 5ISEC iNTERVAL, NEV
CODRD DATA (_E_SE] _IT_ EPhEmERIS] ON TAPE
NSSDD ID 79-Og_A-OI], ]NV-_ ([NVEDT[S_TCR-B) DATA, TARE
Time period covered - I1/02/79 TO 0£/10/R3
(AS verifle_ 3y _SS_C)
Cuontity of data - _ REELS OF TAPE
This data setl 3rovtJed Oy the principal investigator,
consists of scalar and vector magnetometer data on 9-trac_,
l£CO-_i, odo-oarityt binary magnetic tapes created on an IRM
3C81 computer. :n this data set the vector magnetometer data
nave oeen con_erted t3 the Nortm_ East_ and Verti:_l coordinate
syste_ using the best-quality attitude data available. Merged
_Ith these data are the spacecraft ephem_rls and predicted
mdgnetic field values from a mathemaZic_l model. The data are
organized by pass (oroit} nJ_per. Each pass cD_tatns a _eader
record and many data records _ith 30 data points at
approximately 5-s intervals, or aoout 2-1/2 mtn of data. The
_eader r_cor3 contains modified Julian day _t start of pass;
milliseconds of day, local mean sin timer longitJde_ magnetic
activity index _p* geocentric solar magnetic field, and
dlsturoance storm-tlme Coefficients at ascending and descending
nodes; field-_ooel flag _Drds; ti_e _t 4hlch cD_fficle_ts of
field model are valid; comments relating to field model;
rxterior fleld-_ooel coefficients; _nd record laentlficatlon
flaqs. In ad_itton to the data, each data record contains the
_cdtfted Julian day _n_ _ill_secDqJs (_s) of day for the first
data paint, th_ curr_nt pass number, and the time interval
net.een data points (ms). The follo.i_g auxiliary information
is given for each measared dgta 3pint: 19titude and longitude
of spacecraft; radius of spacecraft oroit; magnetic local ti_e;
inv_rlant and _ID latitudes; magnltJces of _easure_ maqnetlc
field from scalar ,_nd vector ddt_ in nT; _orth, East_ and
Vertical comDonents of _easJ-e_ _a_q_tlc field; t_e a_erage iq
nT of the _agnttu_e and components of the measured magnetic
field for t_ ,_ chrontcle-ta_e input Points corresDon_tnq to
the _-s tnterv,il _ala point; the stDndord deviation of the
• agqitude ads co_uoneqts of the _easJred _agqetic field;
_agnitude and components of _agnetic field predicted by model;
and an attltude-quallty word. For ao_itional information see
references given unoer NSSD_ [D 79-O)WA-OIA.
...............................................................
].ta set qa_e - CONZ'L',SE] OqqIT/ATTIT_DE DATA 3N _ASNETIC
TAPE
NL. SDC ID 79-GgqA-OI_, DCNDENSED O_B:TIATTITbDE, TAPE
]ime #eriod covered - 11/02/79 tO 3=/01/_0
(AS verifieo by N_S2C)
_uantity af d_ta ° T _EELS 5 _ TAPE
These investigator-s_Dplied, condensed orbit/attitude
d_ta are on _-tr_ck, 6[_O-ocl, oc]-_arlty_ binary _aqnetic
lades creDte3 on _n [B_ 3EO Co_oJter. Each tape contains 3oth
orbit and attitude records, t_e 31O_-byte orbit record
consists of modlfleo Julian day and _illiseconcs (ms) of day of
the first data value; time increment between observations (ms);
reference ti_e of coDrJtn3te system; Greenwic_ 1oJr an_le at
epOch; and !28 values per record for each of the following:
OOSltiOn vectors (km)_ invariant latitude (3eq), geomagnetic
ti_e (hojrs), and di_ latitude {ge_). The 335_-byte attitude
record contains an _ttitude-quality indicator; _Ddlfieo OJll_q
day ann milllseCO_dS of day of first observation; time
increment between observations (ms); date Gate _ere processed
and nJmoer of ttme_ reDrDcesged_ qJ_ber of sets 3f 3a_ter_ions;
and 2#3 values per record for each ot the following: ftrst_
St, comb. and third co-Donents of quaternions tKat transform fro_
semsor blatfor_ coordinates to celestial true-of-date
geocentric coordln_tes _t _tart ti_e, aq_ attltaoe-daality
fla;s.
...............................................................
_ata set name - SLLEETED DATA _OR _]_LD MODEL_NS WIT_
L×TEqNAL FLD AND ATTITUDE ADJ_3TMENTS,TAF'E
_SSDC ID 7g-Og#A-Ol:, SELECT 3_TA FOn MODEL _/ADJ, TAPE
llme period covered - 1110E179 TO 0#/20180
(A_ ver_fled oy NEED:)
Suantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These investigator-sup#lied, selected m_gnetometer data
for field modeling are on a g-track_ IBO0-bOi, odd-parity,
binary magnetic tape created on an [_u 360 computer. The data
consist of scalar and vector co_ponent data for 15 magnetically
oulet days (November E_ _97£_ to April 20_ i_C)_ corrected for
attitude biases and external magnetic fields. The data for
each day are further selected from specifleu ti_e intervals
Judged to be undisturbed. These data are identified with a
flag set to the value 2. Data for _hich the flad is set to
zero are either vector component data for which no ftn_
attitude information was available, or data w_tch war e outside
of the speclfieq time intervals. The scalar data, which are no
longer independent datal are calculate_ from the vector
co_poqent data after corrections are applied. The attituoe-
and external-field-correctlon values were obtained Dy
least-squares fitting a bara_etr_c magnetic-field model to th_
fine-attltuoe _ata for the given day. Data for each day are
written on ] separate file. :or additional information see
references given under NSSDD [D 7£-O_¢A-OIA.
...............................................................
Data set name - S_LECT£D DATA FOR FIELd MODELING _ITH_T
EXTERNAL PL_ AN] ATTITbDE _CJUSTMrNTS,TApE
NSSDC [] 79-09AA-Old, SELECT DATA FOP FIELD _OCEL, TAPE
Time pertod coveree - _/05/79 TO 0_/20/80
IAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These investigator-supplied, selectee maqneto-_t_r oota
for field modeling are on a 9-trac_ 1600-_bt, odd-parity,
binary magnetic tape created on an IRM 360 co-purer. The Oat)
consist of scalar and vector component data for 15 maqnetic_lly
quiet days (November _* Iq7q, to April 2C, I_AO), _ithout
corrections for attitupe biases and external _agnetic fields.
The data for each day are further selected fro_ specified time
intervals Judged to be unolsturbea. These _ata are ioentifiee
with a flag set to the value 2. Data for which the flag is set
to zero are either vector CO_OOnent d]ta for which no fine
attitude information was available, or data whic_ were outside
of the speclfleo time intervals. The scalar data, which are no
longer independent datal are calculated fro_ the vector
component data. Data for each day are written on a separate
file. For additional information see r_ferences qlven uneer
NSSS: I] 7g-Og_A-OIA.
...............................................................
]ata set na-e - [_VEST_5_TD_-B 3_Z=T TI_ 3_T_ O_
_ASNET[C TARE
_:SSDC ZD 7'9-O=_A-Olw, INVESTIG.-H 3U:ET TZME D_T_ TAP =
Time 3eriod covered - ll/OZ/79 TO 0E/20/80
(AS verified by NSS]CI
Quantity of data - 3 _E:_S g= T_
This data set_ provided by the principol inv_sti_tor_
consists of scalar and vector magnetometer data on _-track_
_250-3oi_ od_-o_rity, oinary "aanetic tapes created on an I_
3EO computer, in this data set the vector _adnetometer data
hav_ oeen converted to the North, East, an_ Vertical coordinate
system usin_ the best-quality attttuo_ datd available. _rqed
wlt _ t_ese 3ate are the spacecraft eohe_eris and predicted
_agnetic lipid values fro_ a mathematical model. The data are
orqantzed by oass (orbit) number ant limited to obst, rvotions
made _hen the magnetic index K o _as less than 2÷. Each pass
contaims a header record and many data recoros wit_ _ cata
points at approximately 5-s intervals, or about 2o112 mid of
data. The header record contains modi_ie_ Julian d_y at stDrt
of pass; milliseconds of day, local mean sun time, longitude,
magnetic activity index _p, Geocentric solar magnetic field,
and disturoance storm-tt_e coefficients at ascending and
descending nodes; fletd-mooel flag words; time at which
coefficients of field _ooel are valid; comments relating to
field model; exterior field-model coefficients; and record
identification flags. In addition to the data_ each dat_i
record contains the modified Julian day an_ milliseconds l-s)
of Day for the first data point, t_e current Pass murder, _nd
t_e ti-e interval between data points (mS), The followin:
auxiliary information is qtven for _ach measured data point:
latitude and longitude of spacecraft; radius of spacecraft
orbit; magnetic local time; invariant and aid latitudes:
magnitudes of measured madnetic field from scalar and vector
data in nT; North, East_ and Vertical com_onents of measured
magnetic field; the average in rT of the _agnttude and
components of the measured magnetic field for t_e P3
chronicle-tape input points correspondinq to the. 5-S tntervdl
data point; the standard deviation of the m_gnitude anr]
co_ooneqts of the measured magnetic fielo; magnitude and
components of magnetic field predicted _y model; and an
attitude-qudlity _oro. for aodltlonal Information s_
references given under NSSDE IO 79-0%CA-O[A.
...............................................................
Data set name - LATITUDE P_CTS-ZNTERPE]]&TE _TTZTUDE CN
MICROFILM
62
OF _:-.: :.++fY
_,SSDC ]D 79-09#_-01L, LATITUCE RLOT!]°:'.t ATT, MFILM
Time period c)vered - 11132179 TS 06109180
(As verified oy N_S3C}
Quantity of data - 5 REELS OF P:CRO_]LM
This microfilm data ;et, oro_i_e_ oy t_e orlqciDat
investigator, consists of plots of reasured ragnetic field
minus a model field. The differenceq in field m_gnitude anu in
tre vector components (Nort_w E_st, aqu Vertical c3Ordlnate
syste') are Dlctted vs Latitude for one comolete orbit per
_Lot. The field magnitude shown is t_at measured by the scaLar
_agnetometer. Time, Longitude_ and dLtitude are indicated at
l=-de9 increments cf latitJde. Tqter_edi_te-accJ-acy attttJde
c_ta are use_.
...............................................................
[_at_ set name - LSwIL_'TiTUDE _C_L_R _ 3'ALY bIALtE$ ON
_lt*GNET IC TAPE
PJCS]C [] 7_.-09a_-31M_ LO_-LATIT'JDE ]CALAR AhO_ALY, TAPE
] i_ _)ericc covered - Ii10217_ TD Otll6/_O
(As verified :_y . 53C)
_udrltity Of data - l REEL CI_ TAPE
This _ata set, provided by the arincioal investi,_ator_
con;ists of low-lat it u_,e scoLar ,jnoma ly value data on a
9-tr=ck, i£SC-:,_i_ Odd-parity EhC]:2 _tqnetic ta_e credted on
3n I_ v ILL co-Dater. T_e fixeJ-_LJcK recoru_ contain teq
_C-tyte card images each. The dato consist of geocentric
L_tlt_de an_ lon_ituoe (c_nter of " :e; Dy C de_ area)_ nucber
of scalar anomaly values in Z _e_ :,r 2 des averaqe_ average
scaldr ,3nO_aly v_Lue, average _tt it_ le, st anoar_ _eviatioq_ aqd
stan z_r} _rror of the mean. Trese d,;ta are relative to MG?T
(4/x1) s_heric_l harmonic model v_,rsion " (j_nuary _, 19_2).
C_Lots Ot these C_3 dre 3Fail,die i-, _at_ _et 7q-O_A-Oi_. _or
ac!cition_L informdtlon see reference_ given under NSS]2 I_
7=-Cg_t_-]iA.
...............................................................
Z_t_ set na_ - LC_IL_TIT_DE 2LL_ L ;3 '_LY PLOT' SrQ
'i ll_9_ [LF'
Ti-e patio=:; cove_: - (g/A)
Cuaritit/ :if :l_t_ - E _EELC '3c !:Z_C_IL v
Tni_ microtiL_ (]at _ sell [ r,3_i 1_,c fly the principal
irvesti_t_r_ CcPsists of ol}ts _ t_e ouserved _no_ialy values
r_lative to t_ '_I]]T (4/_1} spherical har-onic mDoel (versio_
_), Th,_ _FISprV_I:I iiat_ US_'(_ _ere th_ la_iet-time nata (see data
set 7_--3_C-C_ _) :_Jt t_is data ,el it, ordered _ccoruInu to
loq;itJ,'e of ecJ_t_r crossiq_ r_th_r tr, an accDroing to ti_e of
o_ servat (or,. There are t_o reels _f ricrofil_, one with
rlcrlrT) Odq(_ uass,'s _,nd one .ith so,,tn[_nund passrs. CaCti _ra _P
c n,;i;ts of t_ree ;r,izhs_ COV(.rirl _ the Latttud, e rar, iae -=:0 to
+[C F_e:. The data _lDtted are (l) _2ser_e3 total field
resi;uaL!; (dt_ltd h), rin;-current c rri, ction, dnd altitude: (2)
lirv,_r tr_n_s _': delta !_ minis tn_, ring-current correction;
_nc (3) zelta R -imj_ rin_-cJrreq_ c_rrection "inus lineor
tren_.s. Ire di;itaL data from .hicr t_ese plots were prOduCed
_;r_ _v _ilabl_. o_ maqnetic t_- ( :_ta set 79-09_A-OIV).
7crr_s;onlln_ ccr't our ma_s dre _v_ila_le in dat_ set
7_-09_A-317. Fir _iticq_l infor_ioq see references _iceq
urizer '_ ;]C I] ? "-0_4_I01_.
...............................................................
?r; _xlO-]r,. COLCP _T FEE
'C_'/IL i3 7_-L_-31Z:_ ANOMALY _'AP], _KI]-I%. r,EO&TTVE$
lime uerioa covere_ - {'/_)
?,u_r tity of dat_ - _ Fq_VEC
T_is ]_ta srt, :rc_iaed by thv _rinci:al inaestigator_ is
or _- by 12-ir. c_lor necatiw'_, _n_ it consists of contour
",_C_, of the" OL:Serve,! _nomoLy values rPl_tive to the _IT,_T (q/_l)
szherlcal harmonic mDsel (version =1). Ts derive the aloofly
field, (i) tre model field .as subtracted fro _ data obtained
urider _a;netlc_lly L_ui_t conrzi[iO_F_ (KD less than 2÷)_ (2)
estimate_ external fields were re_ov_'_, and (]) a correction
_as -doe for aor r_sidjal linear treqos. T_ere )re four _abst
cry, for _dch cf the three vector co-portents and one fcr the
scaL,_r fiel_ _.rter-ined fro- the components. Each _ap covers
the latitJde r _'7_e fr3_ -EO t_ *_: _eg, _or _adit (oRal
inform Jr(on see references given under ,SSCC I_ Tg-og_A-OIA.
...............................................................
v_3 LT, L_*,5[-
'l_ L _ T Orv '!A :,';E TO_!E TE _
...............................................................
Data set name - CHRONICLE NORTM, EAST_ VERT. CCORD,
DATA (INTERMEDIATE-ACCURACY ATTITUOE)_TAPE
NSSDC ID 79-O9_A-O2A, CHRONINT(CHRONICLE INTERMEO),TAPE
Time period covered - 11/02/79 TO 06/10/80
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 3a REELS OF TAPE
This data set, _rovided by the principal investigator,
consists of scalar and vector magnetometer oata on 9-track.
6250-bpi_ oad-parity_ binary magnetic tapes created on an !B _
360/91 computer. In this data Set the vector _agneto_et_r data
have oeen converted to the North, East, and Vertical coordinate
system using the Intermediate-quallty (nominally 20 arc min)
attitude data. Each loqical record consists of an orbit d_ta
record_ scalar _agnetometer data recorcs_ and vector
-agneto_eter co_oonent data records. Each record type contains
data type, modified Julian day of first observationt
milliseconds (ms) of day_ tlm# increment oet.een ocservations
(_s), and time offset. The orbit data records contain 12_
values of inertial coordlnates_ invarlant latitude, geo_aqnetic
time (hours)_ ant dip Latitude. The scalar data records
contain El2 values (in nT) of scalar observations. The vector
records contain 1024 values (in nT) of vector component data.
_or additional information see (1) R. A. La_geL_ "Ma_sat Data
AvaiLabILity_" T_e I_S Source Rook_ o. IOR, _erican
Geophysical Union, Wasbinqton, ].:._ 19_2, T_F _3£@71: (2) _,
A. Langel et al., "_agsat _ata _rocessing_ A _e_ort for
Investlqators_" "J_SA Technical _emorandum R2160, November 1R_I_
TR ¢ R33579; an_ (_) "Magsat Preliminary Results," a collection
of _ Daoers iq ]eo_hys. Res. Letters, v. 9, C_. 2_-37£* April
1982.
...............................................................
Eata set name - CHRONICLE SPAEEC#AFT-CRO#DIN_TE
DATA ON M_GI,;ETIC TAPE
NDS_C ID 79-09_A-026, CH_ONSCICW#ONICLE 5_ACEC_AFT)TACE
Time period Covered - 11/02/79 tO OE/O_/£3
(As verified by NSS]C)
Quantity of data - 29 #EELS O _ TAPE
This data set, provided by the print(hal Investiqator,
consists of scolar and vector maqnetometer data On 9-track,
#250-bbi, o_d-parity, binary _aqnetic tapes created on an I_
36C/q1 comput _r • in this data set the vector _aqneto-eter datd
are given in the spacecraft coordinate sy_te-. Each Lojical
record consists of an orbit data record, scalar -agnetcPeter
data records, and vector -agnetometer component data records.
Each record type contains data type, _ocifi_c Julian day of
first observation, milLisecon¢s (rs) o _ day_ ti_e increment
between ObServations (ms), and time offset. The or_it oata
records contain 12R values o_ inertial coordinates, i_variant
latitu_e_ deomaqnetic ti_e (hours), an:1 oil: latitude. Th_
scalar data records contain 512 values (in nT) ot scalar
observations. The vector records contain 102 _ values (in _T)
of vector component Observations. _or a_citic_l information
so!" references _tven under NSSDC :D 7=-OOaA-C2_.
...............................................................
Data set name - vAaS_T Oq_:t RETR:ZVA. SUaROtTINzS
ON MAG',ETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 7_-oqaA-O2C, _GSAT ORPIT _ET. SU_PC:UT., TAFF
Time period covered - (_JIA)
Quantity of data - I _EEL CF TAPE
This _ata set_ provided by the _rinciuil investicl_tor_
consists of _a;sat user subroutine_ on a 9-track, l£O0-oci,
oddiparity, EPICDIC magnetic tape created On an IF ;v ]EC
computer. ThesP subroutines _ere prepare_ tc permit retrieval
of orbit data from orbit records on _agsat chronicle tapes. The
spacecraft oosition in 2artesian (x_ Y, ano Z in km)_
geographic (latitude and lonqitude)_ and geomagnetic
coordinates can De obtained by call(n) subrOutine _L_O_,
specifying ti_e as _odifled Julian day (_d2) and milliseconds
of day. Subroutine FLDORB also nrovi_es magretic local time_
cip latitude, ano a -agnetic field value from a field _odel.
An additional subroutine convPrts from _d] to calendar _dte _nd
vice versa. Additional information can be ot;tatne_ from the
prologues in the source coOe listing.
...............................................................
Data set name ~ P_P?UE MAGNETIC FIELD DATA PPOCEDS]NG
RCIUTI_E_ (COC VEq_:_N) CIN M_ISNET_: T_ ;_
NSSQC ID TO-OOa_-020_ P_RDUE MAD. FLD. RCUTINE£_ TAPE
Ti_e _erio_ cover_n - (r,,l_)
Cu]ntity Of _ata - i EEEL OF TAPE
This data set* provided by the principal investiqatcr_
consists of Droorams for the analysis and interpretation of
_agsat qdta. The data set is cn a 5-track_ IE;_Oib_t,
61
odd-parlty, blnary magnetlc taoe created on an IBM 360
co,outer. This data set InclJdes all the _rograms _n_
subroutines used for the Purdue university study of magnetic
and gravity anomaly, including the datd used in this study (P.
L. _owman et at., "Magnetic and Gravity Anomaly _rrelatlon _nd
its _pplicatlon to Satellite Data," Department of Geosciences_
Purdue University, west Lafayette, Inolana, August 1978;
reprinted as N_SA/GSFC TM T9702_ TRF B3293_).
...............................................................
3ata set name - L_TITuDE PLOTS-INTERME31_T[ ATTITUDE ON
MICROFILM
NSS3C ID 79-O_A-O2E, LATITUDE PLOTS-INT _TT, MFILM
Time period covered - ii/02/7_ TO 06/09/80
(AS verlfle_ ay _SSDC)
Guantity of data - 5 REELS OF MICROFILM
This mlcrofilm o_ta set, _ro_ided by t_e Dri_cio_l
investigator, consists of plots of measured magnetic field
minus a _ocel flel_. The differences in fi_l_ ma_nltuae and in
the vector components (North, E_st, and Vertical coordinate
system) are olotted vs latltJ_e f_r _e co_l_te orbit per
_lot. The field magnitude is that measured by the scalar
magnetometer. Time, longitude, an_ altitu_e are Indicated at
i5-oeg increments of latitJoe. Inter_eOi_te-accJracy _ttitude
aata are used.
...............................................................
]8to set n6me - USE_ PROGRAMS ON M_'SNET_C TA_:E
_SSDC I9 79-0g_-02_, USER PRDGR_MS, T_;[
Time _erlod covereo - (N/_)
_uantity of data - i REEL OF TAP£
This data set _as assemble_ at %_3DC usin_ various _a_s_t
Jser com_Jt_r _ro_r_s _rovi_e3 Dy tn_ princ lp_l investigator.
The data set is on a g-track, 1_O-opi, _dd-_arity, £RCDIC
_a_rle_Ic ta_e cre)t_'O on an I_ ¸,' 3_0 co_puter° The taDe
contalns _ file_o File i contains suDroutlne RDC_ which
rea_s chronicle ta_es. _ile _ contains sJ_r_tlne TI_ that
rea_s _no _rlnts _nvestigator-B tapes. _lles 3 and 4 contain
orbit retrieval _n_ tlme co_verslon subroutines {see Oata set
7_-0_-02S). _ILe _ contains the _u_Iness _nd Technological
S_ste_s _ro_ram, _IT, that generate_ field _3_Is fro_ dat_°
_ile 6 contains the _S _rogram t_at com_utes the geoma_netlc
field: from s_bericJL har_onlc coefficients° Files 7-11 contain
the SSF_ Eouivalent Source _gnetic Anomaly program _hich
models the satellite geomagnetic ana_ly abser_atlo_s by _si_g
s_t_ of ma,:_neti¢ _i_oLes at the surface of a sp_erlcal _rth°
Files IS, 13 _n_ i_ contain the _Z;_S D_£O _ _rogram and data
ir_Dat for c_pJti_ _netic a_ali_s fro_ s_t_ of oi_les°
_iles 15-_3 ar_ programs (inclu_i_ subroutines) from the
Fur_ue University _ackdge (see _atJ _et 7R-0_-_2_]° _lle 3_
contains Input data for _ro,_ram_ in files I_-33. File 35
c_ntains the U°$. Ge_l_Ic_ S_rv_y oro_ra_ ADEPT_ _hic_
_ter_ines _e_t _ to magnetic _em_nt. _iLe _ contains the
_SFC revision of _ur_u_ _ro_ram S_E_° _lle _7 contains th_
_SST {6/_3) geomagnetic fiel_ _odel c_fficients _nd suOroutlne
_I_L_° _lle 3_ Contains the MGST (_/_i-2) geomagnetic fielo
_odel co_flcler_ts. _or a_ition_l inforoation see references
_iv_,n un]er '_SSDC i] 79-09_-02_.
DAt_ _F_E_R_C_ _T_EI_ _A_E
_$_ _ _o_Ao_, C_R_ _C_,_E _\EI, _A_E
_s _eri_i_d _ _D_
_tit_ o_ data - _ _E_ D_ T_
_ _ta _t_ _r_¢i_e_ _y _ _c_ i_e_ti_t_r,
_o_sists _ s_l_ _d _e_tor _e_o_eter _ta o_ R_t_ac_,
£_i_ odd_ri_y_ _i_ar_ _ag_ti¢ ta_es _at_d o_ _ i_
_ c_ter. _ t_is d_t_ _t th_ _t_r _a_to_t_r d_t_
h_e _ _e_t_ to the _ortb_ _ _d _ert_ca_ c_rdi_te
_yst_ _ _i_ t_ _ fine-_it_ _o_ina_y _ _r_ _c_
_tt_t_e _ _n _gi¢_l re_o_ _ist_ _ _ orbit _ta
r_cor_ sca_r _l_et_ete_ _ata records, _e_ _a_et_et_r
¢_e_t _a_ records, _d _ at_it_e_it_ reco_° _ach
_¢o_ ty_e ¢_t_n_ _t_ t_, _o_i_i_d _i_ d_ o_ _rst
_s_r_atio_ _i_sec_ _ _ _ ti_ in_re_t b_t_ee_
_s_tio_s _s_, _d ti_ O_t° the or_i_ _ta records
¢o_t_i_ _ _al_es _ i_r_ial coor_te_, informant l_it_de,
_a_etic _i_ Ibo_r_, _ _i_ _tit_d_. _ _ca_r d_t_
_co_ co_t_i_ _ va_e_ (i_ _T_ _ _¢_r Ob_r_at_o_° T_e
_c_r re_r_$ _o_t_i_ I_ _l_e_ (i_ _ _ _to_ _o_e_
_at_n_ T_ a_t_d_it_ _e_ c_t_i_
_tti_d_-_roc_ f_s _hich _e_e th_ _e _f attitude
_atio_ _ _ calculate th_ _t_tu_e_ _o_ _iti_al
i_tio_ see r_er_s _i_e_ _er _$_DC _ _A°
Data set na_e - INVESTISaTO_-B, 5-S_C INT£RVa_, _EV
COOED O_T_ (MERGED _IT_ EPHEMERIS) ON T_PE
NSS_C 13 79-09_A-02_, INV-_ IINVESTIGATOR-BI _T_, T_PE
Time period covered - 11/02/79 TO 06/18/80
{As verified by NSSDC)
Quantlty of d_ta - 5 RE_LS _ TAPE
This data set, provlde_ by the prlnci_al Investigator ,
consists of scalar and vector m_gnetometer data on g-track_
1500-o_i, odd-parlty, binary _a_netlc fades createo on an IB_
30_I co-outer. In this _ata set the vector magnetometer data
have been converted to the North, East_ and Vertical coordinate
system using the best-ouallty attltuo_ data available. Merged
_Ith these data are the soacecraft e_hemerls and _redlcted
_agnetlc field v_lues from a _athematlcal model. The data are
organized by bass (orbit) number. Each _ass contains a header
record and many data records _Ith 3D data _olnts at
aporoxlmately 5-s intervals, or about 2-I/2 _In of data. The
header record contains moolfled Uutian day _t start of _ass_
milliseconds of day, local mean sun tlme_ lonqitude, ma_netlc
actlvlty index K_, geocentric solar _aqnetlc fle_<_, and
Oistur_nce storm-time coefficlents at ascendlnq an_ oescen_In_
nodes; fleld-_odel flag words_ ti_e at which coefficients of
field model are valld_ comments relatln_ to fiela mode(;
exterior flel_-model coefflclents; and recor_ identification
flaqs° In addition to the data, e_ch oata record contains the
modified Oulian day and milllsecomds _ms) of day for the first
Oata D_Int, the current _ass number, and the time interval
_etw_en _ata ooints (ms)° The fctl_Ing auxiliary information
is given for each measureO data _oint: latltuoe and Longitude
of spacecraft; radius of space,raft orbit; macnetlc loc_l time:
Invariant and dlp latltudes_ maRnituoes of measured magnetic
field from scal_r _na vector data in nT; _orth_ _ast, an_
Vertical comoonents _f measured magnetic flelo_ the _ver_qe in
nT of the magnltu_e and components of the measure_ magnetic
field for the _0 chronlcle-ta_e _n_:ut _oints corresponding to
the 5-s interval o_ta Dolnt; the standard _eviatlorl of the
magnitude and components of the measurec magnetic field;
ma_nltude and components cf magnetic fiel_ _recicte_ Dy mo_el_
an_ an attltude-ouallty _or_° For a_dltional infor_atlon see
references given under NSSDC I_ 79-09_A-O2A.
_at_ _et _e _ _©_E_$_ _T_t_E _ n_i _
T_e _er_o_ ¢over_ _ _ _ _
_As _erif_e_ _y _I
$_a_tity _ _ata _ ? _$ _ _
t_es_ _v_sti_t_r_su_li_d_ co_se_ or_it_,_ttitud_
d_t_ are fn _tr_, _i, _arit_, _i_ry _a_eti_
ta_e_ _r_t_ _ a_ I_ _ ¢o_u_er. Eac_ ta_e _t_ _th
_rbit a_ attitude r_cor_s_ Th_ _yte _r_it re_
co_si_ts of _odi_ied _i_ _ay a_ _i_isec_s _sl _ _y _
th_ _ir_t data _a_e_ ti_e increment _et_e_ _b_erv_t_ _s_
re_ere_ce ti_e _ c_r_i_ate syst_ _e_ich _r _e a_
_o_ _ _ _a_ues _er rec_ _or each of the _o_l_i_
_os_ti_ vectors _ i_r_t _tit_e I_e_, _a_eti_
ti_e _ho_rs_ a_ _i_ _tit_de _oe_. _e _yte _ttit_de
re_rd co_tai_s _ attit_it_ i_c_t_r_ _i_ie_ _ia_
_y _ _s o_ d_y _f _ir_t _ser_ati_n_ t_e i_r_e_ _et_e_
observations I_S_ _ate _a_ _ere _r_c_ss_d _d _er _ ti_e_
r_ro_ess_ number of set_ o_ _ter_io_ _ _ _,_ _r
rec_r_ _r each _f _ _l_i_ _ir_t, _e_ _ thir_
c_e_t_ _f _ter_i_n_ th_ t_a_f_r_ _¢_ sensor _tf_r_
¢_r_i_a_es to celestial t_e_of_t_ _e_ce_tr_ _rdi_at_ _t
start _i_ _r_ _ttit_e_uality _l_,_.
_at_ _et _a_ ° LA_ _TS_ _TIT_ D_ _
_SSDZ ID 7g-O54_-O2L, ._TITJD£ P_TS--Z_[ aTT, _=_L v
Time oertoa covered - 11/02/79 TO 0_/I_/_0
(_s verlfteo I_y _SS]S)
Cuanttty of ddta ° 3 _£_LS OF _C_O_ILM
T_is _icrofil_ Data set, _r_vide_ _y the _rtncir_l
investigator, consists of plots of measured vector _aq_et_
field minus a model fiery° The _tfferences in f_elo _d_nitude
and in the vector comoonents (_orth, East, ano Vertical
coorOtnate system) are olotteo vs latitude for one t_m_lete
orbit oer _lot. The ftel_ _agnttu_e ts that co_uted from the
vector components° Time, longttude_ and altitude are indicated
at 15-_eg increments of latituce. Fine-accuracy attitude data
are useD.
_t_ s_t _a_e - SE_E_TE_ _T_ _R _D _@_EL_ _T_
_T_R_AL _ _D AT_ A_$_S_
OF gL.-_: "" /.,:.!TY
'j_SiCg ]] 79--OR_&--02 V ' SELECT DATE FOS VO_lEL W/A_J_ TAPE
Time perioc c_vere_ - I1/05/79 TO 0_/2]/8C
(ks verified oy \SSOC)
Cuantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These investigator-suppLied_ selected magnetometer data
for fieLc _o_eLin_ are on a _-track, 1600-oPi, odd-parity,
_inar_ mdgn_tic t_De created on an I_M 3_C computer. The data
consist of scalar an] vector co_Doqent _ata for 1_ magnetically
cuiet days (%ove_;er 5, lg79, to April 20, 19_0)t corrected for
_ttituae _iases dnd external malne_ic fields. The data for
each _ay ar_ fJrther selected from specified time intervals
jutted to De undisturbed. T_ese d_ta are identified _ith 3
tLa: set to tre value 2. Data for _hich the fLa_ is set to
ztro _re either vector co_onen_ data for which no
iine-attitJae information ._s av_ila:Jlel or _ota which _ere
cutsi Je of the s_ecified time intervals. The scalar data are
no lon_er in_Pn_n[ _ata, nut are c_lculated from the vector
component i_at_ _fter corrections are applied. The
_,xtPrnal-fieLd _nd attitJze-correctloq values _ere obtained by
l_ast_s_Jares fittin; _ _r_etric _a]r_etic-field model to the
fine-_ttitu_:e :],_t_ _or the _iven t_y. Data for each _ay are
!,eo_rat_ file. For _:_itionaL information see
_ritten Orl a
references given under 'SSDC I_ ¸ 79-3_-32_.
_a_ _t _a_ _ _L£_tS_ _A_A _g_ _EL_ _DELI_ _T_T
×T_I_L _L_ AN_ _TT_J_ AO_bT_TS_TAPE
_i_ _er_ ccv_red _ _?_ _ _
(_ _er_f_d _y "_ 3_1
_u_t_ty of da_ - _ R_EL _ T_ _
T_s_ _nv_,_ti_tor_su_plied, _elected _a_to_eter _ata
f_r f_l_ _e_in_ ar_ _n a _-tr_c_ _i_ odd-_arity_
_inar_ _a_netic ta_e c_eateq _ an _1 _ campu_r. The data
c_i_t of scalar an_ _e_r ¢o_n_ _ta fo_ _ _ag_eticaLly
i_iet _y_ (_em_ :_ _T_, _ A_ril _, l_R_), _i_h_t
_r_ct_ t_r _tt_t_d_ _i_s_ a_ _ter_al _etic fields.
Th_ _ fo_ ea_ay are f_rtn_r _lec_eo tro _ soecif_e_ time
inl_r_ls _ t_ be _ndist_r_e_. _se _ata _re _de_t_ie_
_i_ a fla_ _ _o _ value _. _at_ t_r _hich _h_ flag is set
_@ _er_ are e_ther vecto_ co_p_n_n_ _ata i_r _hic_ n_ fine
_t_ i_orm_ti_ ._ av_il_l_ _r _ta _h_¢_ _ere outside
_f _e _ec_ie_ _e in_ervaL_o T_' _lar oat_ _h_ch are no
L_n_r i_en_e_ Qata_ _re c_lc_la_ fr_ _ t_e cector
_n_n_ _atao _a_a f_r each d_ _e writte_ on a se_arat_
_ilt_o _o_ _n_l inf_r_tio_ _ r_fer_n_ _ive_ under
_t_ _e_ _e - _I_E TI_AT_-_ _ _E O_T_ 0_
!_!_E _ _ _ TAPE
_0_ I_ T_o_o_ I!_E_T_ -_ _IST TI_ _TA_ T_PE
Ti_ _er_ c_ver_ - _T_ TO _$_
(_s _erifie_ _y _E)
J_nt_ o_ _ _ _ _EL_ 0 _ T_E
Tni_ data _e_ pro_i_ed by t_ _rinci_al in_esti_ator_
_on_is_s of s_La_ an_ vector m_e_eter data P_ _°tra_k_
_-_i, odd-_ri_y_ _ina_ magnetic t_es created on an _M
_ _o_ter. I_ t_is _at_ se_ t_e _ector _to_ter _ata
h_ve been co_v_r_eq _ the _orth_ Eas_, _d Vertical coordinate
_y_te_ _n,_ th_ be_uali_y attitude _a_a a_ailabL_ _erged
_ith t_se data _re the s_ace_tt e_hem_ris an_ predicte_
_c fieLQ _alues fr_ _ _t_e_at_cal _ael. The data are
_r_d by _ss (orbit) n_moer an_ Li_t_ t_ o_servations
_e _en _he _tic inde_ _O _s less than _÷° _ach _ss
_cn_in_ a _a_er rec_r_ _ _a_y _t_ rec_r_ with _ dat_
_oin_ _t ap_ro_e_y _ i_ter_l_ or a_o_t _-_ _in of
_ao _he he_,r r_cord _on_ains _i_i_d _uLi_ day at _t_rt
of _s_ _iLLi_e_s _f _y_ local _a_ sun ti_e, Lon_itude_
_g_!etic a_tivity _d_ _, _eoc_n_r_c _ol_r _netic fieLd_
_n_ _i_ba_c_ _tor_-_ ime coeff_c_t_ at ascendi_ and
_scen_in_ nod_s_ fiel_ooeL fla_ _rds_ _me at _hich
coefficients _f fiel_ _odel are _l_d_ _o_e_ts relatin_ to
tieL_ _QeL_ e_ter_r fiel_o_oael c_efficie_ and rec_
i_e_ifica_ion fly,so _n additi_ to the data, _ach data
r_,cor_ c_ntains t_e _dified _li_n _y and milliseconds (_s)
_f Qay tar the first data _oint, th_ c_rrent _ass _ber, and
th_ t i_ _nter_al _t_een aata _i_ts (_s). The folLo_in_
,_il_ar_ _nfor_t_on is diven for e_cb measured data oQint_
L_titu_ anQ longitude of s_acecr_t_ _adi_s of sPacecraft
_rpit_ _agnetic local ti_e_ i_ar_t a_d _i_ latitudes_
_gni_udes of _ea_ure_ magnetic f_eLq from scalar an_ vector
_ta i_ nT_ _rt_, East, _n_ _er_icaL co_po_ents of meas_reb
_gne_ic fieLd_ th_ _ve_age in n_ of the _a_nitud_ _nQ
¢_nents _f _e _eas_e_ _n_ti¢ fiel_ for the _
chro_icLe_tape in_ _oint_ corres_on_ng to the _-s i_terval
_t_ _in_ the $tandar_ _eviation Qf the _agnit_de and
c_ao_e_ts Qf t_e _easure_ magnetic f ield_ _a_nitude and
components _f _ag_etic field predicte_ by _qel_ a_d a_
attit_e_uaLi_ _Ord° _or additional information see
references _i_e_ under _SO_ _0 T_A-_.
Data set name - WHOLE-ORBIT PLOTS ]ELTA :,_,Y*Z VS TIME
(USSS) ON MICROFILM
NSS_ ID TD-O_@A-O2P, WHOLE-OR3 P_T OELT :,_,Y, Zt M_ILM
Ti-e period covereu - 11/C2/79 TO 0_/15/80
(As verified Py NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OP MICROFILM
This microfilm data set, provided By the U.S. Geological
Survey in Denver, ColoraDo, consists of plots of magnetometer
vector data (components and the resulting magnitude) minus a
model fields vs time. The plots were made fro_ a selection of
approximately 1900 points (equally spaced} per Orbit from data
set ?9-BetA-021. Each plot includes the orbit number plus
oeodetlc and _eomagnetic latitudes, longitude and time for
elqht equally spaced orbit points (latitude extremes, an_
intersections with t_e eouator and the _5-deg parallels).
There are approximately 90 mln per frame and 6_ frames (orbits)
per fiche. Microfiche data set 79-09_A-02_ contains the sa_e
plots. _or additional information see references given under
NSSDC I_ 79-09_A-O2A,
...............................................................
_ata set name - _HOLE-ORBIT PLOTS DELTA F,XIY_2 VS TOME
(USGS) ON MICROfIChE
NSSDC ID ?9-OR_-D2Q, W_OLE-ORB PLT OELT F,X,Y,_, FICHE
Ti_e perio_ covered - II/0_/79 TO 03/D_/_O
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 32 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This microfiche data set_ orovldeQ by the U.S. Gealoqlcal
Survey in Denver, Eolorado_ consists of plots of _agnetometer
vector data (co_eonents and the resulting magnituPe) minus a
_odel field, vs time. The plots were made from a selection of
approximately 1900 points (equally spaced) per orbit fro m data
set 79-09_-D2I. Each plot includes the orbit number plus
geodetic and _eo_agnettc latttudes_ Longitude and ti_e for
eight equally spaced orbit points (latttuce e_tremes, and
intersections with the equator and the 45-deg parallels),
There are aoorowimateLy _0 mtn per frame and 63 frames (orbits)
per f_che. _Icrofilm data set 79-09RA-Q2 _ contains the same
plots. _or additional information spa references given under
NSSDC ]D 79-09_-02_,
...............................................................
Data set name - VECTOR/SCALAR _NO_&LY uAPS_ 11/51
ON 8_18-IN. COLOR NEGATIVES
NSSOC I] Tq-OgqA-O2Ri ANOMALY PAPS, _×IO-IN. COLOR MEG
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 4 F_A_ES
This data set, orovided by the principal investigator, is
on 8- by lO-in, color negatives, and it consists of contour
_aps of the oDserve_ anomaly values relative to the _GST (_/FI)
spherical harmonic model (version _i). To derive the anomaly
field, (1) the _odel field was subtracted fro_ data obtained
under magnetically quiet conditions (Ko less than 2÷), (2)
estimated external fields were removed, and (3) a correction
was _ade for any residual Linear trends. There are four maps,
one for eac_ of the three vector co_9onents and one for the
SCalar flela determlnea from the components. Each map covers
the latitude range from -5O to +50 _ege For additional
infor_at|on see references given under NSSDC I] 79-09_A-O2A.
...............................................................
Data set name - 65 g i 65"N VECTOR ANOMALY PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSS_C [0 79-09_A-025, 65S-65N VECTOR ANOMALY DLTS¢_Z[LM
Time perioa covered - (N/h)
Quantity of data - _ REELS 0 p MICRO_IL_
This microfilm data set, provided by the principal
investigator, consists of plots of the observed magnetic vector
anomaly values relative to the MGST (_181) spherical harmonic
model. The data used were obtained under magnetically ouiet
conditions and processed with flne-accuracy attitude
information. The data set, however, was ordered according to
the longitude of the equator crossings rather than to the time
of observation. There are two segments of the data, one with
northbound passes (dusk Local time) and one with southbound
(dawn Local time). For each pass there are two frames,
comprising a total of 12 plots divided into four groups: delta
Bt delta X, delta Y, and delta Z, In each group the data
plotted are (1) observed anomaly component and ring-current
corrections (there is no correction for the delta Y data); (2)
Linear trends and anomaly component minus the rlng-current
correction; and (3) anomaly component minus the rlngicurrent
G5
correc[ion minus the linear trends, all ouantltles are plotted
vs latitude, within the range 65 des south to 65 dog north
latitJde. Also included are sltlt_c_e (nn delta B _lots), three
parameters of t_e equatorial crossings (universal time, local
m_an time, and longitude), pass numberp and number of points in
each pass. The attitJoe is referenced to a 6371.2 km sphere.
****t*****,****....,.,. M:DAS 2 *******************************
HIDAS 2, MCISAAC
ATmOSPhERIC NEUTRAL DENSITY
Data set na_e - _T_$P_LR:C 2EN31TY ANALOG VCLTAGE STaIP
CMARTS
NSSDC 13 60-CObA-D2A, ATMOSPHERIC DL:_SITY, MPIL_
T1m_ oeriod covered - 0512_IE0 TO 0512_163
(As verified by N5S9C)
Suanttty of data - I _E[L OF _ICRQFILM
This atmospheric Oensity data set on i6-m_ film contains,
in strlo chart formatl sensor measurements ranging from C to
IQ blotted vs system time. Some analyzel results, i.e., a_bient
tensity values, an,a the necessary cslibration charts and
for-alas for converttqg the guard'S Putout in volts t3
atmospheric density values_ are _rovi_ed too. The data were
t_ken at approximately noon local time, while the satellite was
within the telemetry range of both _a_ait and Vandebber_ _Pb,
Calltornla, djrlrlg orotts _ _d 3.
*********************** OGO S *********************************
...............................................................
bOO 2* _NDERSON
COSmIC-RAY IONIZATI3N
...............................................................
Cata set na_ - _IC_CFIL_ PLCTS O- TOTAL IONI_IIC, N RATES
_N_ LATELL_TE ALT V$ INVARIAN T LAT
_LoDC I_ 6_-ORiA-ObA* IONIZATION RATES VS I_V LAT*HPILH
flm_ period covered - I0/_/65 TD 0_/02/66
(_s verlfieo o_ NJSDC}
3uanttty of data - _ REELS 3: _IC_O;:LM
This _ata Sett supplied by the principal investtqator,
consists of plots of ionlzation-chamoer total ionization rates
(ion pairs/s-co, STP air) and satellite altitude (_) vs
Inv_rlant latitude (-90 to _OO do 3 ) on 3S-mm microfilm. The
corresponding Mcll_aln L-shell pard-bier, geoqraphic longitude,
arid local time of the satellite 5re indicated along the
tnvariant latitude axis. The orbit numoer a_d day njmber
_ppear at the top Ot each plot alon_ wi[h the universal time o4
the first point LlOtted On the qr_h and an instrument
sensitivlty-_0de imdicator (_ for high, L for 19_). The
altlt_de IS plotted using the _ symbol_ and the ionization
rates are plotted _slng dots. T_e direction of the spacecraft
in its orbit is in_Icated in the lower left margin for a given
plot, e.g._ "_-S" means the spacecraft was tra_eliqg frb_ the
northern h_mlsoherr toward the southern hemisphere. Time
coverage was less than _O_ from Instrument turnon (October i_
_955) _ntil the instrJ_ent ceased oaeratlng (Aarll D_ 1966).
=urtner descriptions of the experiment and this data set,
Includln_ a detailer time coverage chart for the e_tlre
lifetime of the e_erlment, appear on the microfilm alon_ with
t_e data.
...............................................................
OGO _, CAIN
RL_ID]_ _ V_POR MAS_;ETQ_ETER
...............................................................
Eata set na_e - oNC_PRLSSE2 O,5-SEC V_aNETIC _IELD
AVERAGE3 ON TAPE
NSSDC I_ 6S-O_IA-G_R_ O*5-SEC NAG _L3 AVRG_ TAPE
Time period covered - 10/14/55 TO 12/30166
(AS verified by N5S3C)
Quantity of data - lO REELS OF TAPE
This data set, supplied b_ the principal investigator,
consists of time-ordered, O.5-S averages of the geomagnetic
field magnltuOe every 0.5 s or every l s. Ephemeris
information is not included in this data set. The data set is
contained on 7-tracks 800-03t_ Odd-Parity, 311ary magnetic
tapes that were produced on an laM 7394 computer. Each file
contains all the good data from a particular day, a_d each
record Is 200 words long. A com#ressed version of this data
set is available as data set 65-O_IA-OSE.
...............................................................
Data set name - MICROFILM PLOTS OP REDUCED MAGNETIC AND
DELTA PlEL_ (CAI% 12/$6 GSPC MODEL) O_T_
NSSDC IO 65-ORIA-05C, B FLD*DATA - SSFC 12/E6 _CL_F_LH
flme period covered - 10/I_/6_ TD 01/22/66
(AS verified oy NSS]C)
Quantity of data - 1 _EEL OF _IC_OFILM
This data set, supplied by the ortnct#al tnvestiq_tor,
Consists of Plots of O.E-S averages of tee qecmagnetic field
magnitude and plots of the difference b_twPen the measured
field and the Cain GS_C 12/£6 field model. The data are
contained on one reel of 3_-_m mlcrofilm _nd have an PC%
coverage for the time perloo inolcated. Apogee, oerlgee,
universal time, longitude, latitude, and satellite altitude are
mdrked on each plot. There are si_ times an_ nlne altitudes,
latltudes_ and longitudes Indicated on each _lot. Each plot
covers i._ h, or about one orbit.
...............................................................
Sata set name - O._-DZ_ M_SNETIC =ICED AVER_Gr_ OS
COHPRcSSED TAPEE
NSSDC ID L5-0_1_-0_£, COVPRESSEO _AG FLD AVG DATA, TAP_
Tt-e period covered - lO/le/SE T3 12/Z2/66
(_s veri{ied by P_SSDC)
Quantity cf data - 4 qE_LS O = TAPE
This data set, supplied by the printical investigator,
consists of O._-s averages of the ueo_agnetic flel_ maqnitude
every i s. The information is contained on F-trackt _03-bpi_
odd-parity, binary magnetic tapes generated on an ]_1 735_
computer. Each tape contains one file, with variable lenqth
records. Also included on the tube are Julian day and
milliseconds of Julian day for each record, Ec:ffemeris m) to are
not included in this data set. rUE h record begins with five
inteqer control words representind universal ti_e_ hnd so_e
record parameters. Pollo_Inq eac _ record heac,,r are the dat_
words that are floatin_ boint :_ 7{_ words hacked t_o-to-one
in each 36-bit oin_ry wore. Th_se data are a co-Dressed
v_rslon o* data set EE-ORIA-OCE.
...............................................................
Data set name - _IC_DFIL_ PLOTS OP REDUCED HAGNETIC _N2
DELTA FIELS {CA_% IO/EF POD n P_OEL) _ATA
_SS_C ID {S-OR1A-O_P, _ FL_,O_T_ _ PESO lOIEP V_L*MPILN
Time period covered - IO/I_/E _ TD i0/02/;7
(AS verified by NSS]2)
Cuantfty of data - 2 _EELS 0 _ MIC_DPIL _
This d_ta set, supcli_o by the principal investi:;ator,
consists of plots of O._-s averages of t_e geomagnetic field
magnitude and plots of the difference between the me_sure_
field and t_e mOSO lO/EA field model. The oata _re contained
on reels of 35-mm microfilm. 2ate_ 3reenwich mean ti_e,
apooeel periqee_ longitude, latitude, an4_ satellite altitud_
are marked on each plot. There are six times and nine
altitudes, latituaes_ and longitudes Indicated on each clot,
Each plot covers 1.E h, or about one orbit. The data have an
£0_ coverage for the followinq time P_rtods: October la to
Octooer 2_ Ig65; October 29, 196E, to Aoril Z, I_£_; June ii
to June 12, 1966; June 29 to August 4, 19E_; November Z2 to
December 22, 1_5£; April 11 to Fay A, 1967; <nd £_pt_ber i q to
October 2, 1967.
...............................................................
D_ta set name - COMPRESSED O.£-SEC _EDuCED M_GkETIC
;lEES AVERAGES ON TAP[
NSSDC ID 65-0_IA-0_S, COMPRESSEC HALF SEC MA5 _LE, TA;E
Time _ertod covered - 10/1_/6_ TO IO/02/ST
(AS verified by _SSDC)
Quantity of data - 4 PEELS OF TAPE
This data set_ supplied by the principal investigator,
consists of O.5-S averages of the geomagnetic field maCnltude
every 0.5 s or every I s. The data are contained on ?-track_
_O0-OOl, odd-partty_ binary magnetic tapes produced on an I_ W
70g_ computer. The data on each tape are in one file of
variable-lendth records. The data are time ordered, and time
iS expressed in Julian day and milliseconds Of Julian day, A
Fortran IV orogram is available at NSS]C to compute the
difference between the observed field _nd either the
geomagnetic field model that uses the PDOO 10/68 coefficients
or the model that uses the 3S_C 12/66 coefficients. Ephemeris
information is not included in the data set. The coefficients
and the ephemeris tape reoulred for this progra_ are available
at NSSDC.
_6
...... ,',.'_ ', L'._ r F" !SO[h_._:..:.......
OF POOR QJALITY
iota _et qo_;e - C.5-SEC aVERAPES 3P _aSkETIC _IE_]
_A]LITUDE SAMPLEd E'JZ_Y i0 SEE ON TAPE
NSSD2 ID B_-C_I_-OEq, IO-SEC MA$ PEa a_Pt TAPE
Ti_e period covered - iJI14/65 TO IS/_2/6T
(As verifie_ 3y %!SDC)
:]uJntity of _at_ - 1 PEEL OF T_PE
T'is _ata set, supplied by tee principal iqvestidat_rt
COnSists of C, -s _veraqes of the 4eoma4netic field magnitude
every 1] s. ',o vuhemeris information is Included. The data
are corltained on o_e 7-tr)cKt _CO-noi_ oao-3)rity, binary
magnetic tape prOducea on an Z_ /Og_ COmputer. The data are
in one file of variable-lenGth rvcords. T_" data are time
orderer, _n_ time is e_pressec in Julian day and milliseconds
of uulian day. _ _crtran IV _r_r_ is availaol_ at NSSDC t3
ccmLJte the c:iffer_nce between t",v pc+served field and either
the ]eoma,_netic field model thtt uSeS tee POGO IO/EP
coefficients :r the mod_l t_it J_es th2 SS¢C 12/6£
coefficients. _h_eris information is not included in tee
,Jat,J Set. TP,_ Coefficients and the _oh._m_ris tape required for
tri_ [iro_rsm are _v_ilable at ",C,S]C.
...............................................................
?;_C' _, HZL_Z^£LL
'JL p "]:SE &LC _CR_]ATIC, PJ
...............................................................
]_t_ set qa_e - _LP []_ECTGCGq_?_ L2i_ 4 $gLUTICI_ 3N
!ffi'l'1 _qPE _ POLL':
Tim_- deride coverer - IO/17/EE TO _!/32/66
(Ls verifie_ !:_ ', _O0}
;]uantity of cata - L_f; _OLL5 C = ST_I_ 7,R _RUS_ C_ST5
This (:dt_ set, orouiile_ _y _he principal investi;i_tor_
CCqtdinS ,,ILP su, ectr_r_s )r_3_ce_ _y _ysoon eObiDm_qt on
_:-mm rolls of p)_er. They sn]wl for earn station Ross
r¢_cor=e_ the ti-e of st,deal occarrence VS freouency 0 _ the
r_ceive_ vL = _iln_l. The relativ_ • signal strength C_q be
]ualitativeLy climate0 oy c_qtr_st :_ecn th2 :_c_rSdnJ _qd
the signal trac_s. _'se _ata are i,i ,n oriqinaL form that is
gre_orP_ directly from the' first t_o channels of the s_:ect_l
_urp, ose telemetry t_J:,es. They are rec:r]s of signals received
_:y t-_ 0.3- to 12.S-k_z oro_doan_ receiver an] t_aqs_itLec in
r_al ti_ _hen in ron_e of a telemetry station. These ore
Iow-r,,solut ion i:_t, thJt have Peen _hotocrop,h_d _ith low
3aD_r-traq88ort spee2s. Th_ Drimory u_e for this data form is
in identificaticq of data t_at _,y Dro_i_e interestiqG cases
tcr stJJy .ith hi_hPr resolution :lroc, s]in:_ of the sa-r d_th.
The ori _in_l t *ca3 _nc _rocessinq _t various transport speeds
are a_ilaole tnroj_h the aat_ _et contact at St_qfor3
urliversity. _irlce only time is noted on the sp_ctro_ra"st
Sr:t<_lli_e position _ni:] other rel_te_ information must be
o[taine_ fro_ the _orL(: mar:s. (See i_t_ qet 6_-$AI&-OOC.)
...............................................................
C-* , K_{_LZN
...............................................................
_ta _et q_-i{, i 2CLAn _-R_Y DATA
3._ T3 eOa tel _ R_NG!Z
Ti-t' berioc: covered - IC/Z4/LE TO 1J/2_16]
(_s verified _y ,]DC)
]_ntity of _ata - 1 REEL OF v:C'_TI_[_M
This idota set, orovidec by the' principal investigator,
consists of x-ray flux data_ contai/e_ nn 3_-m- _icrofil_o The
rata are plots cf telemetry counts (related to the Xiray flux
Ly d scale factor) vs universal [i_e. Counts _re given from
the 0,5- to 7-_, 2- t_ _-_ _qO B- t3 16-A (al_3 called 8 I to
LO-&) letectors, along with the amplifier range in use at that
tire. Counts are also _Iven from the _e- to 60-_ detector.
PEck4roJnd rate is also indicated. Tee data cover the period
9f 2ctober i_ to ipctoDer 23, 196E_ Jn_ _re ti_e 3rJered, After
2ctoDer 2], 19:5, tme spacecraft lost orientation and no more
uF;_,fIjL _]ota were obtained.
...............................................................
CC, C _, q_LLCCN
I%T[aPL&_4ET_qY SjST _ARTISLES
...............................................................
]at_ Set q_me - _t, ALYZ£_ _ICRJM_T£OqlT[ D_Ta PUS_IS_S' I&
__C CONTRACT REPORT !_3 5-1107
NSSOC ID 65-081A-14A, _ICRO_ETEOQITE 2ATA, BOOK
Time period covered - I0/1S/65 TO 06/0_/££
(AS verified by _SSD:)
Quantity of data - 1 BOOK OR BOUN_ VOLU_E
This data set, provided by the principal investigatort
includes all the useful data obtained with experiment
65-081A-14_ namely the identification of two _icrometeoroid
impacts. The data set is contained in the publlsheo re_ort by
C. S. Nilsson and D. Wilson_ "The micrometeoroid experiment on
the OOC 2 satellttet" SaO contract report NAB 5-1107, :ebruary
ig6q. The puolication includes a discussion of the experi_,ent
instrumentatton_ data arranqement, infliGht comparison of data_
and _ sample of ckayoack data from the master data taue. The
playback data consisted of 1370 h of records. Real-time data
consisted of about i00 h. The raw data were Pachlne reduced
through three levels that gradually ellmlnoted telemetry noise_
_icroohone noise_ and other electrical interference signals,
The three Levels of automated data reduction trimmed the l_TO h
of Playback dalai consistind of about 140_OCO records, down to
9g records reduirlng closer attention. Further reduction by
hand was require_ To eliminate noise of unknown crigln_ leavin3
only two records of possible meteoritic origin. _ table is
given in the report listing the two posstcle events and their
ti_e of occurrence (day_ h_ min, S) and various sensor
Information. In view of uncertainty concerning these two
possiple events_ they provide at best, an upper Limit to the
flux of particles Larger than about 1. E-12 O. The flux rates
gerived from t_e event oato compare favorably with results
ootained from experiments on earlier spacecraft.
...............................................................
0'30 2, S:MPSON
LOW-ENErGY PROTCN_ ALPH_ F&_TIBLE
_EASUREME'gT
...............................................................
nata set name - _EDUCED COSMICI_AY CCbNT RATE aNC
NSS]C iO 65I-ORl_-07_ COSmIC-RAY EObNT qaT£S_ T_P_
ti-e oerio_ coverer - i0/L_/£_ T9 II/03/$5
(As verified by NSS_C)
Cuantity of data - 22 REELS 0 p TAPE
This data set, provided Oy the prlnci_al Investlgator,
consists of regucec COSmic-roy count-rate data merged wlth
orbital data and corresponds to the time period t;efore the
spacecraft went into a spin mode. The data are on 7-trackt
ROD-heir o_d-parityt pinary tapes written on an IBM 709_
computer. The data are formatter as follows. Each tape has a
20-word file header record followed by a vartaule number of
o_ysical records (eac_ having a six-word record header). There
are a variable number of loqical records per physical record*
since the 52-word orbltal-data locical record was inserter into
the stream of four-word count-rate data logical records once
every -inute in Generating this set of tapes. This insertion
did not necessarily occur at the ceqlnning or end of a given
physical recoro. Each file contains about S min of rata. The
tapes contain _ll experiment counting rates_ telescope
temperatures, universal time_ latitude_ lonqltude_ height_
sun-earthisatelllte anqle_ oeo_aGnettc coordinatest and various
dato cuallty flags. The data within a file _re alwoys
_onotonicalty increasing in time. 4owever, the set of files
comprising a data tape is not necessarily ti_e ordered.
Redundancies in the data have been deleted.
...............................................................
Data set name - CObNT RATE PLOTS (R VS ENERSY LOSS) _NE I
ORBITAL BaT_ ON MICROFILM
NSS_C ]2 6%-ORl_IO7B, COSMIC-_Y COUNT RaT_S, MPIL_
Time period covered - 10115/65 TO 12113166
(aS verified by NSS_)
Suanttty of data - 6 PEELS OF _ICRO¢IL_
This 30-mm microfil_ data set, provided by the principal
Investiqator_ consists of cosmlc-ray data in the form of count
rate (both single and coincidence rates) #lots. Each plot
covers one OGO 2 orbit and contains several different counting
rates as well as satellite orbit data_ invarlant iatitude_
altitude, scalar geomagnetic field_ McItwatn's L-shell
parameter, and either _ipole Local time or magnetic local time.
Throughout the microfilm, the relevant scales are included
aooroxlmately every I00 frames. Each plot contains the
following coincidence count rates fro _ the vertical telescope:
V3 (proton Odd alpha particle energies greater than 39._
_eV/nucleon or electron energies greater than i MeV)_ VlnotV3
(corresponds to proton and alpha particle enerqles from 1.22 to
_9.2 _eV/nucleon or electrons from 0._ to i YeV)t and V2notV3
and V1V2notV3 tooth of which correspond to proton and alpha
particle energies from 9.32 to 39.2 MeVlnucleon and only the
former to electron energies from 0.7 to 1 MeV). The one
horlzuntal telescope counting rate in the data corresponds to a
proton and alpha particle energy threshold of 720 keV/nucleon°
#
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The V3 coant rate 31dried is 3n 3verage rate obtglsed over flv_
readouts whereas the other three rates, as calculated for these
plots, have a nominal accumulation time of 15 s° The data set
provides a compact sample of the d_ta from this experiment.
Since OSO Z tumbled, the user of the_e data sh3Jld consJlt P°
[. Dimotakis, "OGO-C orientation study," Internal report no. g_
Cdt Tech Soace Radiation Lab., for help in Obtalnln9 the
correct attltJde of the i_strJ_ent. T_iS docJme_t is availaol_
from NSSOE as TRF 90516D.
060 2, WEBBE_
G_LA_TIC AND SOLAR _DSMiC _AY
_at_ set name _ _OJCED PARTICLE COUNT _TES
50_2000 _EV_
_$S_ _ _A_A, P_E _U_T _TE$, TA_
_i_e oeri_g c_ered _ _ _ _
(As _erifi_d my _S_
_antity _f data - _ _ OF tAPE
This data set_ provided by the _ri_cipal _ve_tigator_
consists of cos_ic_ray particle court-rate da_a contained on a
_-tra_ _-bbi, odd_parity_ _inary _a_nettc ta_e _ritt_ o_ a
_0_ _ co,outer. Th_ _ta ar_ _rder_d by 3rait _as_, a_
_on_ist of _-_ averaged t_Lesco_e _ates a_d _-s averaged
firs_ detector rates° The ta_e contai_ telescope _ates_ first
detector rates_ th_ _iversal ti_e, _Ltit_de_ Latitude,
l_it_ _c_l_in_s _-shell _ar_er, a_ _tic _i_l_
i_t_nsity° _hese data co_prise _ll the _etul info_matio_
_t_ine_ fro_ the cosmic_ray e_peri_ent. Plots of the cou_t
rates are also availaole o_ o_e r_e_ of microf_l_ (data set
_at_ _et na_e _ P_ _ _D_D _ _D_ R_TE_ _
_ER_F_
_s v_rified o_ _E_
_a_ity of _ata _ _ _EE_ _P _i_I_
_hi_ d_t_ _et, _rovided py the orincipa_ investigator,
co_ists of c_s_ic_ray _tic_e c_nt_r_te data, _i_e_ as _L_t_
_ _ _tcr_fil_o _he _ata are _r_red by the o_bi_ b_S°
_he data consist ot _s a_era_ _l_s_o_e rates a_d _s
av_rage_ _irst detector rates _lotted against _ree_ic_ _ea_
tt_eo Th_ data include a(_ th_ _It_t_e, latitude, longitude,
_¢ll_ain_ _shell _ara_eter, a_d _gnetic field i_te_sit_°
_hese _ata co_pri_e _ll _he _s_l _ormation obtaine_ _ro_
th_ cos_ic_ray _p_ri_ento _he _ta _otteo _ere a_e the sa_e
as those recorded on _a_tic taa_ i_ _at_ set __o
_ta set name _ _T _I_E _AT_ _ _!A_t_ _
NSSDC ID 67-073A-OODt ORBIT ATTITUDE, T_PE
Time _eri3d c_vered - 07/2_/£7 TD 05/_/6B
(As verified oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data ° 2 RE_LS OF TAPE
This data set, 3roviJea oy S_¢$, contains oroit and
attitude data for OG3 _. The ddta set is on 9-trac_, 1600-boi,
odd-u_rlty, binary lades _ritten on _n i,M 3_0 com_uter.
_0 _, _$D_
_IE_A_ _IZAT_
_ta set na_e _ _ P_TS _ _ _O_T_ _S
A_ S_TEL_I_E _LT. _ I_A_T _At.
ti_e oeriod co_ered _ _T_ TO _?
_As _ritied o_ _SS_
_antity of data _ _ _ D_ _F_
This d_ta set_ s_oolied my the o_i_ci_al _estig_t_r_
consists of plots oi io_i_ation-cha_e_ t_tal i_ni_ation rates
_io_ _ai_s_s_cc, $TP air_ an_ satellite altitude _ _s
i_ariant Latitude _ to _ a_g_ _ o_ _e_l ot _
• icrofiL_. _he corresponding _c_l_ain _sbeL1 parameter,
geogr3phlc longitude_ and Local time at the satellite are
indicated along the Invarlant latitude axis. The orbit number
and day number appear at the tom of each plot along _Ith the
universal time Of the first point plotted on the graph and an
_nstrument sensltlvlty-mooe indicator (4 for high, L for low).
The altitude is plotted using the x symbol, and the ionization
rates are plotted using dots. The direction of the spacecraft
in its orolt is indicated in the lower left margin for a Given
plot, e.g., "N-S" means the spacecraft was traveling from th_
northern hemisphere toward the southern h_misphere. The
omnidirectional ionization chamber measured the total
ionlz_tlon produced 3y protons (Z>IO _eV) and electrons (E>I
MeV)o The time coverage was tess than 50% from launch (July
2_ 1967) until the instrument's premature failure (_uqust _,
Ig67). Further descriptions of the exDerlment and this data
set, including a d_taileo time coverage chart for the entire
lifetime of the ewperiment, aopear on the m_crofilm along with
the data.
...............................................................
OGO a_ FART_
_V S_ZCTROMETER IIOO-I?50A, 17_0-3_00A
...............................................................
Data set name - _EDN_ ]AT_ ON MASN_TIS TA_£
NSSDC IO E7-DT3A-14A, OZONE PROFILES, TAPE
Ti_e period covered - 0_/30/67 TO 02/29/G_
(_s verified Dy NSSDC)
_uamtity of _ta - l _EEL 3 _ TA_E
This oata set was oroviaeo by the orinci_al Investlrlator
and it contains calculated ozone orofiles, the data are o_ a
7-track, 556-opl, even-parity, _S] magnetic tape written on a_
18 M TOg4 co_Puter° Speclfically, there are _95 profiles for
SaD,ember I_S7, I_OR orotiles for October I_ET_ 6_7 profiles
for November 19_7, 51_ crofiles for December ig£?, ano 3!_I
orofiles for January ig68° Every profile consists of values at
16 different pressure levels, and requires 5 records or card
images, the first recoro in each set Qives the tame amo recoro
nu_Der_ the date add time Of the measurement (3reen_ich nm_
local mean times)_ the Location of the satellite, and the SUn'S
azimuth ana zenith an, los. The remaining four records _och
contain four pairs of valuPs° Edch _air consists of th_
oressure (milli3_rs) and the corresponding mixing ratio (dram
per gram).
_0 _ _AIN
_at_ _t _a_e _ _ _E_D_E_E_ _A_A
NSSOC ID 67-073A-O6A, MAGNETIC FIELD DATA, TA_E
Time period covered - D?/25/E7 T3 Ol/l_/6_
(As verlfiea by NSSDC)
_uantity Of data - 11 REELS OF TAPE
This data set_ provided by the prlnciDal investigator,
COnsists of geomagnetic-field data on _-track, laO0-bpi_
oddmparity_ binary tapes, written on an I_ ]_O/gl com_uter.
The records are fi_ed length with 1624 thtrt_-t.o bit bytes
containing modified Julian gay (obtained O I linearly countind,
using 150_g as the 3use oax number for Jan. O, 1900)_ time in
milliseconds of Jullafl day, difference in milliseconds between
successive data values in the record, and 1_2_ words of
geomagnetic field oata values.
...............................................................
DGO _ HELLIWELL
VL _ NOISE _N] PROPAGATION
...............................................................
Data set name - O- TO 12°5-K_Z VLF SPECTROGRAMS
3_ 35-_ PA_ER
NSSDC ID 67-073A-O2A_ VLF SPECTROGRAMS_ 35-M_ P_P_
Time aerlod covered - 07128/67 TO 11101/69
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Thls data set_ available only from the principal
Investigator_ consists of standard O- to 12._-k_z spectrograms
displayed as a function of time on 35-mm paper rolls. The
original analog tapes amd processing at various transport
speeds are available at cost through the data set contact at
Stanford University. Since only time is noteo on the
spectrograms_ satellite position and other related imformation
must be obtained from the world maps.
...............................................................
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CaD_,_OF_MANLOW-ENERaYAURORALPARTICLE2ETECTO_
E_tasetname_LOW_NE_Y_AURCRALIPArTiCLECO_T
_ATE_3 _A_TICTAP_
_DC_ 67_073A-11At_RO_AL_RTICL__0_ _AT_S_TA_
Ti_e_e_d _ere_- _T T__(A_v_rified_y_
_li_y o_oata- 7_R_L_D__A_
T_is_a _ _i_ed _y_h_principali_e_t_at_r_
_n_s_s _ _ar_ • _ r_ _ _ir_¢_ R_-_oi_o_r_t_ _i_r_ _net_ ta_e__r_tte_on a_ _ _
_r. T_e__ fi_e _s_i_l_ l_ic_ r_¢o_l_gt_¢_rr_g _ e_ch_f _h_f_r_s _e_i_samplinga_
_ri_ _h_,_a_ _i_h_h__i_ _o_i_alre_ord_ei_
_ _s. _ll t_p__tai_ __le file _ _i_e_orde_e_
_. T_ef_ll_i_ i_f_r_ _ co_ta_e__ eac_a_e_
_i~_ e×pe_i_e_m_e (electr_n_pr_o_s_or_de_rmi_ed
_ _a_ _ o_ the _a _r_ i__ _oe_rmi_eomod_
_i_ te_er_re_ cali_r_o_ _olt_g_ _ro_d
r_ _t_ ra_ (__ _ _ _ _o_or__ rec_r_l_
_a _o_at_ai_fr_e da_afor_a_or_ of t_e_o_r_le_i_f_s _ _o_a_l__ _l_r o_ a__o_t ra_estor
_l_ _e_e_t_r_°_er_ _reat _t so_edataf_ _ _f _he
_a_a_ere_in_ _er t_en_rt__roral _ _ pola_CABS°
_h__e_ _a_ _r_ o_ai_o_ Io_r _es an_overt_e_h _ror_ _. _fthe_e_ _ ar__ _he lec_ro_
_er_i_e_ ar__ _ _ot_n_,_°
_ _ _ - _ D__T__T_ T_$ _
_ _ _t_ _n_r_ _ _ _r_ a_o_put_rprin_ou_
s_l_ _ t_ _r_ci_a_i_e_ti_t_r__sa_is_i_gof da_
_,_h_r_ _ _r_ _im_io_ i_e ca_nda__a_e_da_
_u_ _ year_o_t _m_r__i_er_ _tar_ands_o_i_e_
_r_a__ _it r_t_ _ _f _ti_l_ _lectr_s_
_r_o_s__ta_ a_ _top_lue_ _f _he_l_ain L-s_ell
_,_r_ __ P_ss_re¢_o__a_lao_lityof various
_Iot__s_ry_ ana_i_ _r _o_r_ _o _i_i_ty of
_ _ hi_o_l_ _er _ly _ po_ere_the_p_ri_e_
_e_e_t_ _ _c_i_ _a__ _i_o_° _¢_si_on
_ _ni_e_ _ _r_ _m_ _al_ a_thesat_ll_
_roac_d the _rora__e° T_i_tee__t_s _are_mi_lly
_f_i_n_ _i_e_ _e _lli_ _ t_,_r_eth_auroral_o_
_,_ _r _ _ol_r _ap__ _ ¢r_ss_h_a_ro_al_o_e
_ef_re_e _ _ _ _r_ _f° A__r ti_e_t_hig__a_e _ ¢_anoe__t_ _ _r_d CommandoO_t_ac_i_i_ f_ _ _p_m_t _ _o_li_o _y_r_al
_i_ requirementsof _e _a_c_aft_ e_peci_ll_
_¢@__r _°
_ _ nam_- _LOT_0 _°_ _i _.T _
_ATA_0_T_ _T_TO_0__0_ _
(_s_If_o _ _,_SD_
_t_y _f oat__ _ _E_ OP_D_L _
_i_ _icr_f_l__a_ase_ pro_d _ _hep_i_c_
_st_t_r_ _ins _l_t__f t_ co_ rates(a_era_eoo_er
_°_ _i_lof _ _-_g__._-_e_ctor_ _he_-deg_°_-_e_
_,_r _ _ _e_ _._ _e_ct_r_ _i_rsal ti_ (i_
_,¢_s_f _a_° _,_¢o_re¢_o_f r_o_seh_ _n made._
_l_i_ _for_a_io_i_ _ _a_ _ eac__l_t_
_c_a_s _l parame_the_e_agnet_ciel_i_te_si_y
_l_l_e_ f_o_a s_eri_al _r_c e_an_ a_i_e_
_ar_-s_tellit_ an_e_l_c_ _i_ i_var_ la_d_ a_d
_e f_r_a__ _h _ _ _r__t_r_. T_ere_ea_
_ _o_e_ _ _%_f _h_s o_e_ t_e _eri_
_i_. _,t_ pe_ntof _ _ _er__ota_e_o_r t_e
_t_ _l _ _ _olarc_ a_ t_ r_ai_i_g_at__re
_i_ at l_er _it_oe_a_d_vert_ sou_h_roral_o_e°_
_e_ed_ta_ ar_i__h__l_c_ro__o_ an_t_e_m_i_e_are
_ _heproto_m_e.
Datasetname - _ICRO=ILMED PLDTS 3_ _D_TIONS 3 = T_
SATELLITE ORBIT WHERE DATA WERE TAKEN
NSSDC ID 67-073A-IIG_ OATA ACQSTN LOCATION PLOTSt _PILM
Time period covered - 07/30/67 TO 0I/2E/69
(As verlf]ed by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 3 R_ZLS 3 = _ICRarlL_
This mlcrafllm data set t supplied by the principal
investigator, shows the portions of the OGO 4 trajectory _here
data from the low-anergy auroral particles experiment were
taken. The data are displayed as polar plots showing the
satellite geomagnetic local time (indicated in degrees from 0
to 360) vs the satellite Invarlant geomagnetic latitude
(indicated in degrees from 8E to 60). There is one Blot per
pass over the auroral zone. On each plot_ the following are
Indicated: pass numoer_ date_ the magnitude of the 3-h
geomagnetic field index (<p) nuring the pass, and the universal
start and stop ti_es of the pass.
...............................................................
0.30 _ KREPLIN
SOLAR X-RAY Ee[SSIO_4S
...............................................................
Data set na_e - SOLAR X-RAY PLOTS ON _CRO_ILM
NSSDC [0 67-073A-2&A_ SOLAR X-RAY PLOTS* MC[LM
Ti_e _ertod covered - 07/2_/E7 TO 07/16/6R
IAS verified by Nssgc)
Cuantity of data - 19 REELS 0 _ MIC_D=ILM
This a_ta set, provided Dy the principal investt_ator_
consists of Blots of solar x-ray fluxes vs time on 3_-m_
microfilm. The abscissas of t_e plots are scaled in hours and
minutes of universal timer and t_e ordinates are
logarithmically scaled in flux units of ergs/(so cm-s). ]ata
for the 0°5- to 3.O-A, 1- to _-A_ _- to 20-A_ and _4- to EO-_
pass_anos ar_ _iven° Significant data ga_s (about 30 min long)
occurred during each orbit _he_ the earth occulted the suq.
_a_a se_ _ _ _D_LY A_A_ED S_AR X_RAY _L_×_ _
_A_Ti_ TAP_
_SSO_ I_ _A-_ _O_LY A_g_ S_A_ _RAY _L_X_TA_
Time periOd _o_ered _ _X_X_ _0 _X_
_A_ _eri_ie_ P_ _3_C_
_n_i_y _ _t_ _ _ R_E_ _ TA_E
T_i_ dat_ _et_ provi_e_ _y _ principal i_ti_at_r_
co_ists of ho_r_ a_rage_ _o_a_ X_ra_ fl_s o_ai_d usi_
t_o _iffe_e_t filtering techniques i_e_tified as _eth_ _ a_d
_eth_ 0° T_e _ta s_t is _ a _-trac_ _-_pi_ e_e_ari_y_
_ _ag_etic _a_e _itt_ _n a_ _ _ computer° _he d_t_
are divid_ _o t_o s_sets_ _e c_rreap_i_ to each fil_er.
_e _ata filtered _si_g _et_Od _ _ere c_sid_r_ i_ _o_rly
_l_c_ of _ni_ersa_ ti_. _he _e_s _d standard deviations _
th_ fl_s o_ser_e_ f_r each _et_ct_r _e_ ¢_lc_ated for e_c_
_-_ i_ter_al° Da_a po_t_ differing from t_e _ea_ _y m_re th_n
_._ o_ -_ s_g_ _r_ de_ete_ and t_e _s a_d _t_dard
de_i_io_ _re agai_ calculated° This p_cess _as iterate_
_ith t_e limits _e_g re_ced un_il_ fo_ the t_r_ _ass_ t_
limits _ere ÷_ _nd _o_ sig_ao T_e re_ai_i_g _i_ts _ere u_ed
_ c_c_l_ _ _rly averages a_d _ta_a_d deviations
appearing o_ the tape. _is melho_ e_i_inated d_ta for s_ll
flares a_d _ra_p_partic_ co_ami_ti_ _r_ t_ r_di_tio_
_elts_ _t _id _t eliminate data f_o_ large flares o_
_rapped_particle contamination fr_ _ So_th Atlanti_ an_l_.
_et_o_ D _a_ _i_il_r t_ _eth_d _ _×_t t_t the _at_ _ere
t_ea_ed i_ _ai_y i_ter_als rat_er tha_ _o_rly i_ter_ls. _
_ai_y _erage _l_es a_d _ta_ard _e_iatio_s _ere calculated
a_ _se_ i_ t_e _i_teri_ process _s_r_ed _o_e to eli_i_t_
flare _ta a_d _ticle c_ta_ati_ This _et_d eliminated
al_st all _ta fr_ _lares a_ trapo_ particles_ i_cl_di_
those in _e S_t_ Atlant_¢ a_o_al_. _e t_pe lis_s t_e year_
_n_ _a_ a_ t_e starti_ _r _iver_al _i_e_ of t_e
hourly data sa_le a_aged (a_ _o_r _al_ of _ i_dicates a
_ai_y aver_gel_ _ hourly _vera_e fl_es i_ e_g_Is_ c_s_ a_
sta_ar_ de_i_i_s fo_ t_e _o_- to _A_ 1 _ t_ _A_ R _ to _A_
a_ _ t_ _-A detectors.
_a_a s_t _a_e _ _R_Y A_A_ S__A_ _A¥ _ _
_ROP_L_
• -?
• j, ,
NSSDC IO 6?-O/3A-21Ct HOJRLY AVG SOLAR X-RAY _LUW_M_ILM
Time perloa covered - 07/29/6? TO 07/15/68
(As verified Dy _i_SDC)
Cuantlty of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This oats set, oq 16-m_ microfIlmt was generated at NSSDC
from data set 67-073A-21B. It contains hoJrly awerageo solar
X-ray fluxes obtained using two different filtering techniques
Ipentlfleo as method _ and method D. The data are dlvloed into
two subsets, one corresPon31ng to earn filter, The dat_
filtered using method H _ere considered in hourly blocks of
universal time. The means and standard deviations of the
fluxes observed for each detector were calculated for each l-h
interval. Data points dlfferi_g from the _e_ oy _ore than
.2.5 or -3 sigma were deleted, an_ the means and standard
deviations _ere again calculated, Thls process was iterate_
aith the limits oelng redaced _ntil, for the f3Jrth bassi the
limits were -i and -1.5 sigma. The remaining points were used
to calculate th_ hourly averages and standard oevlatlons ShOWn
on the tape. This method eliminated data for small flares and
trapped-particle conta_iqatio_ frDm th_ radlati3q 3elts bJt aid
not eliminate data from large flares or trapped-particle
contominatlon from the South Atlantic anomaly. Method D was
similar to method - except that the data were treated in daily
intervals rather tha_ hoJrly tnter_sls. The _atly aeerage
fluxes and standard deviations were calculated and used in the
filtering process described above to eliminate flare data and
particle contamlnation. This methoo eliminated almost all data
frs_ flares a_O trooped particles, including those in the SoJth
Atlantic anomaly. The listing contains the year_ montht day,
and the starting hour (universal ti_e) of the hourly data
sample _veroged (an hour value of 25 indicates a daily
average) t the hourly areraQe flJxe_ in ergs/(_a c_-s), a_
standard deviations for the 0.5- to 3-At I- to 8-A, R- to 20-A,
and _Q- to 60-A detectors.
...............................................................
Cats set name - PLCT$ OF X-RAY _LUXLS ]JRINO SOLAP
FLA_KS 3_ _IC_S:I_ _
NSSDC !D 67-07_A-DID_ X-RAY _L_X D_ING FLA_ES, _FILM
Ti-e period covere_ - 07/30/67 TO iZ/20/67
(AS verified oy NCS_C)
_uanttty 3f data - I _£EL 3 _ _I2RO;:LM
This data set, provided Dy the principal InvestiQator_
c_n_ists of _lots of solar X-ray fluxes vs time on 3S-m-
_icrottl_. This _at3 set i_clJ_ 3nly thOSe _ata oDtaiqe;_
nurin; solar it:ires. The aoscissas of the plots are scaled in
hours _nd minutes of universal time_ and the ordlnat_s are
logarithmically scsle_ in flux units of ergs/(so cm-s). _t_
for the 0.5- t_ 3.9-A, 1- to R-_, 4- to 20-A, and _- t9 6O-A
{nSS_anF}s dr_ given. Significant is_t_ ;3DS (aoOUt 30 min lono)
occurred during P_Ch orbit when the earth occulted t_e sun.
I_is _ata set is a %uPset of Jata s_t bY-O73A-21A.
...............................................................
8dt_ set name - IOL_R X-ray _LUXES - _OJR _A_O_ O_
MAGNETIC TAPE
%3S_C :0 6TIOy_I21E_ SOLAR xI_Y FLUXEU-_ _A_OS_ TAPE
Time period covered - 10/02/67 TO 0T/15/6£
(_s verified by NGSDC)
Ouanttty of d_ta - _ REELS 0 _ TAOE
This aata set _as qener_tcd on _agnetlc tape at NSSOC
from the puncheo cards used oy the _rlncipal investigator to
3ro_ioe the Plots of 3at_ set byiO73A-21A. The dat_ are
contained on 7-tracK, 8OO-bpt, even-parity, BCO magnetic tapes
written on an I_'4 7_e computer. The dat_ set includes the
a#te (month, d_y_ year), and universal time (hour_ _tnute_
sec_nJ) of each point sh3_q an the 3lots fDr the 3eri33
covereo. The average flux value, in erqs/(sg cm-s), the pumper
of #pints in each aver_qe, and the 6mpltfier range are Riven
for the 0,_ II to 3--_' iI tO _I_ I an_ _- to 2gI_ detectors. The
average ft_x value and the number of point; ased in earn
aver_qe are given for the WR- to 6O-A _etector.
...............................................................
C,5C' _, _NGE
LYMAN-_LP_A A_D _V A:ROL_ STUDY
...............................................................
Lata set na-e - AIR3LD4 RA3_TION INTENSITY PLOTS ]N
_ICROFIL _
NSSDC IO 6?-073A-1_A, AIRGLOW PLOTS_ MFILN
flme period covered - 07/29/6? TO D2/12/_
(_s verified oy NSSDC)
3uanttty of data - 2 REELS OF _ICRO_ILM
This I_-_ _icroftl_ dat_ set _S sJDolted oy the
orlnci#al investigator. It contains measurements of background
Lyman-alpha radiation from space (1050 to 1350 A)_ Lyman-alpha
nlqht-skyglo_ radiation from earth (i050 to 1350 A), and far UV
airglow radiation from earth (1230 to 1350 A and 1350 to l_q_
A), which h_ve Deep converted to radiation intensities by the
use of calibration or conversion factors. The 1230- to 1550-_
radiation reagln_s are Questionable since the far UV detectors
lost sensitivity over a 6-week period and eventually became
useless. The data consist of strip charts disPlayin_ the t_ree
radiation intensities (far UV, earl _ Lyman-alpha_ and
background SDace Lyman-alpha) in units of ktlorayletahs vs
universal time. The time period covered _er plot or chart
ranges from 15 min to nearly 2 h, with the most frequent
interval being about 90 min. Calibration factors are also
given (kiloraylelghslV}, while the intensities plottea _re
accurate to + or -0.2 kilorayleigh. The intensity readiness
were taken at 2-mtn intervals. No orbital data are included in
this data set.
OG9 4, REED
AIRGL34 P_OTOMETER
Data set na-e - _IRSL]_ DATA MAPS AS :3L]R TRA_SsARENCI_S
NSSOC ID 67-0734-12A, AIRGLOW DATA MAPS, TR4NSPARENCIES
Time period covered - O_/_F/_I T_ JI/IT/,_
(As verlfleo Oy _SSDCI
Quantity of d_ta - I_ =R_ES
This data set_ supplied by the principal investla_tor_
contains a selection of OSO _ photometer dates These d_ta are
_isoL_yea on _- oy lO-in, color transparencies. _ach
transoarency is _ map giving values for the night _iralo_
emission rate of the _tomic o_yqen line at E3CO A as a function
of latitude oet_een _0 peg S and _0 aeg _ ano as a function Of
longitude. The month, Pay, year, and local ti_e of these
measurements_ to _ithin 20 minl are printed on each map. _ost
of the figures are centered on 2-pay _eriods for which there
were 3ata from at least 10 orbits per dayl with some additional
_easurements from the day preceding and followinq this perio_
also includeao This set contains data taken from _ucust 3_,
19_7, to January 10, IaE_, and within a local time interval of
18 h 38 mln to _ h 36 _in. On these ma_s the contours of t_e
airglow are inclcateo as the _oundaries of the different
colors. There are seven e_isslon-rate r_ng_s id_ntifi_._ ,_n.:_
one "no _ats" c_teg_ry. _pressed in rayleiahs ano oisDl_ye_
in oifferent colors, the ranges are divided as follows: 9re_ter
than RO_ #00 to RGC, 4DO to 200, 200 to I00, ICO to 5_ _ tn
25, and less than 2_. The minimum geomagnetic field-str_,r_otn
e_t3r at 300 K- is c,totteo as a heavy DIue lir, e. T_.
lonqitudes of the oroits from _ich d_t_ were used ar_
indicated _y the location of the orbit nu_oers on the to_
aosciss_ scale.
_ata se_ na_e - _ _ATA _S _S C_L_R !_T_
NSSOC I3 67-073A-12B_ &]RS_SW OAT4 _:S, _EG_T:v:S
Time period covered - 0£/3C/67 TO DI/I0/68
(AS verified oy NSSDC)
Q_aqtity of _ata - 18 _RA_ES
This data set, supplied _y the principal investiqator_
contains a selection of GGO _ photometer data. These data are
dlspl_yeo on _- _y _-in. color negatives. _ach nedative is a
map giving values for the night airglow emission rate of the
atomic oxygen line at GgO0 _ as a function of latitude between
_0 deg S and _ de_ N and as a function of longitude. The
_onth, day, ye_r_ _no local time of these _easurementst to
_ithln 2D min, are orlnted o_ each map. _ost of the flqures
are c_ntered on 2-_ay periods for which there _er_ o_ta fro_ at
least 10 orbits per oay, _Ith SO_e additional measurements fro_
the day preceding snd following this i_terval also inctuoe_.
This set contains data taken from August _0_ 1967, to January
I0_ 19689 and within a local time interval of I_ h 3_ _in to 3
h 36 mln. On these maps the contours of the airolo_ are
indicated as the boundaries of the different colors. There are
seven e_ission-rate ranges identified and one "no data"
category. Expressed in raylelghs _nd displayed in different
colorst the ranges _re divided as follows: greater than aO0_
RO0 to _00, _OD to 200, 200 to i00, 100 to _0, 50 to 25, and
less than 25. _he _Ini_um geomagnetic field-strength equator
at 3DO km is plotted as a heavy blue line. The Iongltuoes of
the orbits from _hlch the _easurements were use_ are indicated
by the location of the orbit numbers on the top abscissa scale.
Data set name - A_R_ _S_T_E_ _ _AGNETi_ TAPES
7O
NSSDC1367-073_-12C,A[RGLO_EMiSS_ONINTENSITiES,APE
fineperiodcocered- 08/19/67TO01/19/66(_svertfledbrNOSDC)
gun.tit/of data- 9REELSOFTA_E
Thisd_taset_acgeqer_te_at NSSDCfro__gqetlctapessu_Dlie:_bytheprincipalinvestldator.Thedatasetconslcts
of _irglowemissiondataon _-track,EOO-bpit odd-parity9
_iqary _gnetic ta_es written on _n 15M 360 computer. The
numoer of file_ per tape does not exceed 250, and co_secJtive
tiles T_y not oe chronologically or_ere:_. &ll eight photometer
outo_ts are qiven in volts, _hich can be multiplied _y the
avail_ole con_er_o,, factor_ t3 oJtaiq the n_cure_eTtc iq
rayleighs° :ncLuoe_ _it_ the sensor data are temporal and
Sbati_l p_r_metPrs sdch as _y and _iecoq,_ of _ay of ooth start
_n_ en_ of measurements, local and universal times_ and
l_titJ,de aqd l_n_itJ,J_ 3f th_ _e_sJr_qt_.
i_s verifie_ _y N]C:C)
$u_ntity of data - II REELS 0 _ _2kY_ZLM
This _ata s_t, su_Dlle_ Ly t_e principal investigator_
consists _f air_10_ _ta _n 15-_ _ _icrofil_. rach reel of
_icrofil _ contains t_e photometer _ta for a specific time
p_rio_ _ithin t_ ti_ r_n:_e fro_ _,_ust i_ i_7, to danuary
29_ i_t _i_h no _ita shown f_r 3o-_ intervals as Ionq as l
4eek. Th_ seq_eqcin_ 3f the _e_s_re_ent5 o_ eac7 reel is the
s_e, _ith all channel i Oata given first_ followed D/ channel
Z out_uts, th_n D_ c_a_nel 3, etc. :ach frame is a map _ith
the l_itu_e _c_Le r_ngin_ fro_ -IA0 to -I_ _ed_ and the
l_titude scale covering a 30-des increment of th_ )IJS or _i_u_
£C°_ree ran_ o_erve_. _e_su_.mt_nts taken over a 2_-h
c_rio_ are on one frame. The nata _re ais_laye_ _s _ senescence
_i deciyal 7jmDers _hich _re the calJes _f lye photometer
cutouts expressed in volts, and represent l-s of measurements.
The _rinte_: v Jlues are _csltione_ at the loc_tions of their
r_sDective sub_ateLllte points on the _d_. _ence_ each
se_Jence of hi-bars c_rres_oq_s t: ¸ _ D_rticJl_ droll _ass_
.hich is i_entifi_ Dy the orbit nu-Ders printei: along the top
of t_e ma;;. evPr_l _ar_m_ters _r_ Drint_:_ on each fr_m_
i_cl_Jir_ 4 C_nn_l nJ_ers _ing _isol_ye_, dates at start 3nd
_r_ of 7easuremerts, eclipse la_itu_es_ an_ local ti_e.
%:SCC :] ET-372_-IZEt SEC. RY 3E3. ;I_GLS_ SATe, MFIL _
Ti_ oeri3d c_ere_ - 07/2_/67 T3 12/21/_ _
l_s verified _y N_SDC)
_ntitx of datLi - _3 qEELg gF _I:_F[LM
This i_ .... icr_fil_ _t_ set, _jD_lie_ _ the 3ri_ci3al
inv_,_ti_;Jtor_ co.tarns airdlo_ o_ in te_por,_l order. The
film _s gener,te,_ fro _ t_e d_ta _'t _7-C73_-12P° There are
t_o dlffer_nt fil T for_3ts, q3_elr, "#_(t_ vs ti_, '' and "stars
vs time." The voltage grades are s,_log plots with oJtpJt
vclt_4e _s th_ orc_in_te scale r_n:_in; over _ necaces. The
linedr _sciss_ h_s _ scales inclu:ing: universal time in
"c_rs an_ _in_te_ (eac_ frame c_ers 10 mi_ of _t_), jnicersal
ti_ • in seconds of dayl geographic la_itude, _agnetic latitude_
,;n:_ _eo_ragric lon,_ituc_e. The graph symt) ols ar_ Ca) numbers i
to 7, _hich c_rr_s_Ond t3 the outbuts of the mirror oocitions i
through 7, resoectively, and (D) letter_ R_ Y_ _nd G
c_rrPsDon_in_ r_spectlvely_ to the red_ yellow, anc green
recomoinatlons _f the seven outputs. Printed on the rlght-hand
si_e of t_e tra_e are C_qversioq conctant_ a_d other
_ara_eters, including da_ dnd year of the measurement and
ccrr_sDondin_ _De id_ntificatlon,_, the conversion constants
are re_q 3s follows° _or example, a "l-_._l" means that for
mirror 33_ition i, th_ conversion fJctcr is 8.61 raylelg_s oer
n_no_ter per volt. The frame he_dinq includes year and day of
th_ _ea£ure_ent, oft, it number, ,_nd corresDon_Ing tape
identification. The qJ_oer Df st_r 313is _re linear graDhs_
_ith 10-min Of d_ta displayed on e_ch frame. The ordinate
sc_l_ _ives t_ nu-Der of st_rs _'en in edch mirror position
(it!entitled cy _,Lottec symbol) an_ ran_es fro_ 0 to 2G00. The
_bsci_sa _as i_ sc_les_ _Tich i'_clJ_es jni_e_sal ti_e of
mP_surement in hours an_ _inutes, _,liversal ti_e in seconds of
c_y, _eclin_tion of spacecraft_ ri,_ht ascension_ madnetlc
latitJ_e_ l_n_itJ_e_ altltu_e, _un-earth-catelllte angle,
solar-hour angle, ecliptic latitude =n_ longitJ_e, aqd galactic
l_titude ano Ion,;i_u,le.
NSSDC IS 67-073A-12F_ C_LIBRATION DATa, MFILM
ti_e Derlod cdvered - 0712£/G7 T3 12/3_/55
(_s verified by NSSDC)
_uantity of data - 6 REELS OF _ICROFILM
This 16-mm microftl_ data set was generated from tape
data set 67-073A-12M provided by the principal investigator. It
contains calibration data for experiment 67-0734-12 iReed)°
Each calibration cycle Is contained om si_ frames. _ll plots
are linear and show, _s aPscissa_ seconos after ascending node.
The abscissa scale ranges frd_ 0 to 6000 seconds. All frames
contain two oraphs_ one above the other_ and the frame heading
shows year, day_ and universal start and stop times in
milliseconds of day. The first frame in a cycle contains
electrometer zero in volts as the or_Inate_ with the low- and
medium-gain outputs (volts) shown in the u_oer graph, and the
hlgh-galn output sho_n in the lower graph. The next frame
shows dark current (volts) as the abscissa in the upper graph
and experiment temperature (Peg C) as the ordinate in the lower
graph° The next four frames have as the ordinate electrometer
output minus d_rK current in volts! _ith one frame sho_ing
mirror position zero in the upper graph _nd mirror position I
in the lo_er graph° The followinq three frames shd_ the
resdonse for mirror positions 2 and 3, _ ant 5_ and E and 7.
The accompanying _ocumentatlon describes the calibration
orocedure.
data set _ame _ _T_ _S @N _
NSSDC 13 67-073a-12G, DIRECTCRY PLOTS, _ILM
Ti_e _erio_ covered - C7/29/67 TC ¸ 07/19/63
(_s verified by NSS]:)
Quantity of data - i _£EL 0 _ MIC_C_LM
This i_-_m _icrofilm data set, SuDDlled by the DrlncIDal
investigator_ is a directory of the existence of e_peri_ent
data. Each frame is a linear monthly calendar grla _ith the
ordinate giving d_y of month, and the aPscissa scale giving the
unlvercal ti_e in both hours and seconds of day (two ccalesl.
_or a given cay there can be two horizontal lines e_tending
over the time interval for which experiment data exist. Dn a
glveq day_ the jpper line shows uoward-lcoking data (mirror
position 21 and the lower llne shows downward-lookind ddta
(_irror oositions i_ 3, _ 5_ 6_ and 7). Cn the right-hand
side ordinate, are _rinted for each _ayl the number of the tape
use_ to _enerate the plot. Included in the frame headina is
th_ month and year of the measurement. These d_ta _ere
qenerated fro_ tape data set ET-O73_-I2N.
_ata _et n_e - S¥_P_S POL_ _L_TS ON _
NSSDC 13 67-073A-12 - , SYNOPTIC POL&# PLOTS, _FIL_
Time period covered - 07129/67 TO _I/31/68
i_S verified by NSSDC)
3uantity of _ata - 1_ _E_.S O = _I:R3=I._
This l_-_m mlcrofil_ data set _as suppliec by th_
drincIdal investigator. It was generated from tape _ata set
67-073A-12Q, and it contains airglow data on polar plots. There
are two frames per nay for each mirror position and for the
re_ yellow, and green dat_ composites. One frame has half of
the polar plot, and the second frame chows the remaining half.
The radial lines represent each 30 des in longttude_ ant the
circles represent lO-_eq intervals in latituce, ranginc from aO
des to 80 des. North or south latitude is oeterrtne¢ by
_heth_r the frame indicates ascending data (northbound) or
descending data (southbound). There are film rolls of only
ascendlnq data and rolls of only descending data. The alrolo_
values are c onverte_ to 3E plotting characters, and the orbit
number corresponding to a particular sequence of Dlottlng
characters on the grlo is Drlnted outside the 40 des latitude
circle. Soeclal event limits are _otte_ in (sun or moon entry
or exit llne with ladel printed on the lighted sloe of the
boundary). _t the top of the first of the two frames per day_
is printed a table sho_ing [for each mlrror position) the value
of the putout in raylelghs per angstro_ for the 3£ plotting
characters. Also shown are the year and day of the measurement
an_ whether the plots represent accendlng data or descending
data, In the table on the bottom of the secono frame in the
pair are printed for each latitude from 40 to _5 dog (in 5-des
steps) the local time of the measurement (in decimal hours)i
the altltude_ shadow helqht_ sun-earth-satelllte angle_ percent
moonl and galactic latitude, Also printed on this frame are
several parameters, including year and day of measurement and
corresponding magnetic tape identification. For all mirror
positions the plotting character "Z" is the largest value. If
the output exceeds the value assigned to "Z", an asterisk is
printed.
...............................................................
Data set name - LAT:TJ2E-_O_SITO]Z PLOTS ON :I- _
71
NSSDC ID 57-073A-1219 LATITUDE-LOnGITUDE PLOTSt 4=ILM
Time period covered - 08/19/G7 TO 01/2g/58
(As verified Oy _GSDC)
Quantity of data - Ig REELS OF MICROFILM
This 16-mm microfilm data set was supplied by the
orlnclpal Inwestigator+ and it cantains alrglo_ measurements
shown as voltage output in decimal form printed on a
latitude-longltude grid. The oeclmal points locate the
subsatellite position at the time of the measurement. Printed
on top of each frame Is the constant JSed to concert volts to
raylelghs. The orbit number corresponding to a particular
SeQUence Of printed values across the grid is shown. Each film
roll contains the aJtaJt fr3_ one mirror 335itlon that is
identified in the frame title. Each frame contains data from i
day. The abscissa scale is longitude and ranges from -IBO deg
to +180 deg. The ordinate scale is latltuoe and a frame covers
lust 33 gag of the 31Js or _InJ5 gO deg traveled 3y the
spacecraft. Hence, there are several frames per orbit. In
addition to the calibration constant and mirror position
• entloned earlier+ the frame heading shows the start and stop
parameters (dater Greenwich mean time+ orbit_ latitude of start
and end of ecllpse)9 corresponding tape identiflcatlont and
local time. There are some additional film data in the same
format displaying measJre_e_ts from all mirrar aosltiaqs o_
each roll for fixed time intervals. This data set was
generated from data set GT-OT3A-120.
...............................................................
Zata set name - ELECTROMETER OUTPUTS VS LAIITC]E ON FILM
NSSDC iJ 67-073A-12J_ ELECTROMETER OUTPUT VS LAT, MFILM
llme oeriad cavered - DB/3D/C? TO 01/16/G8
iAs verified oy NCSDC)
Quantity of data - 16 REELS OF MICROFILM
This 35-mm microfilm data set was sJ_lied by the
prlncipal investigator, and it contains airglow electrometer
output in volts as a function of magnetic latitude and
longitude. Printeq iq the frame heading is t_e co_staqt t_
convert from volts to raylelghs. 3n a film roll there are
several orolts of _ata for each mirror _ositlon+ _nd each frame
co_tai ns one orbit of data. On each frame there are from two
to four linear graphs 3laced one aDoce t_e _ther. The 13w_st
qraph is a plot of qeographlc Latitude (abscissa) anQ
geographic longitude (ordinate)+ e_ceut for mirror position 2
Iua_ard-looKi_g) data+ _here the _r_inate is right ascension.
The remaining graphs are voltage plots _ith electrometer output
in volts as the ordinate and magnetic latituce and longitude as
the abscissa (two scales). On some frames there is only one
voltage graph ranging fro_ 0 t_ 1.0 _. Other tra_es sqDw as
many as three voltage graphs with ordinate voltage ranges of 8
to it O tO 10+ and_ e.g._ _ to 7_. The oifferent ranges are
crovided to permit determination of the signal putout
regardless of a_alltJ_eo i_ a_dltlan to t_e calibration
constant, the frame heading shows the orbit number and channel
numoer (mirror positlon)_ corresponding tape identification+
latitude at start and end of eclipse, and universal time tin
Seconds of day) at the start and end 3f eac_ frame. Since
there may be several output displays on a graph_ they are
ioentified in the frame title. For e_amDle+ there may be
measured values plotted alone, or the qraph may include both
3oserveJ and S_oothed vaIJes. This aa[_ set _a_ _merated fra_
data set 6T-O73A-120.
...............................................................
Data set name - ZONal AVER&GES 0!4 TAPE
NSSDC IQ 57-073A-12K, ZONAL AVERAGES+ TAPE
Time period covered - 07/29/G7 TO 12121/66
(As verified oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I RE£L OF TAPE
Thls data _et+ supplie_ oy the principal investigator,
consists of zonal averages of the exoerlmelt 3Jto_t in volts
contained on a g-track+ 1600-opi+ ood-oarlty+ binary magnetic
tape written on an ]_M 360 computer. The conversion from volts
to rayleighs is given i_ the acca_aanying doc_e_tatlon. Each
record contains the orbit_ day of _easurement+ and for mirror
positions I+ 3_ a_ 5_ ann 6_ the average outputs for each
oegrees of latitude from _O _eg S to _5 deg N. There is one
averaged zone of _ aeg ,idth frD_ 8_ t3 8G deg N.
...............................................................
]ata set name - CALIBRATION DATA 3_ TA_E
NSSDC ID 6TIOTaA-12M+ CALIBRATION OATA_ TAPE
Time Derlod covered - 07/28/67 T3 12/3D/£B
(As verified by NSSDC)
Guanttty of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE
This data set_ supplied by the principal tnvestigator_
contains experiment calibration data on g-track_ 1600ibpi_
odd-parlty_ binary magnetic tapes written on an IB_ 3BO
comouter. Each tali_ratlon cycle reSUltS in a 20-word set of
data. An output record is generated whenever _O such sets are
accumulateo. Intluded in the 28-word calibration cycle are the
year_ day of year_ and millisecond of day of calibration run,
the _ark current and ewperlment temperature+ the Quantity
"electrometer output minus dark current for the mirror
positions l to 7_" and the electrometer zero level for low,
• edlum_ and high gain. The accompanying documentation gives
calibration procedures. The 6T-O73A-12M tapes _ere used to
generate data set 67-OT3A-12F.
...............................................................
Data set name - DIRECTORY D_TA ON T_PE
NSSDC ID 67-073AI}2N, DIRECTORY 2ATA, TAPE
Time serlod covered - 07/29/_? T3 11/ZeI5_
(AS verified by NSSDC}
Quantity of data - g REELS OR TAPE
This data set+ supplied by the prlnci#al investigator,
contains experiment directory data on g-track_ _BOO-bpi_
odd-partty_ binary magnetic tapes written on an IBM 369
co,outer. The tapes contain several formats and are made uD
from selected records from data tapes and from attltude-orblt
(AO) records, Together the tapes give experiment oberatlnq
times and identify when the sensor was looking upward and
downward. _ormat statements are provided for (i) AO records_
which include various orbit parameters SUCh as the Greenwich
mean time (in milliseconds of Pay) for orbit start a_o end, an_
for eclipse start and eno; (2) selected minute and s_ecial
event AO records+ which Incluoe the 3reen.ich mean ti_e of
measurements (in milliseconds of day), latitude and longitude,
sun-earth-satelllte angle_ magnetic latituoe_ _c]lwaln's
L-shell parameter+ ecliptic and galactic latitude and
longitude; (3) label records, which include tape and file
identification; (4) minute summary records_ which include tape
labeIs_ average e_periment temperature+ minimum and mawimum
scan _ngles_ and number of seconds for each -Irror position an_
for dark current; and (B) file summary records_ whi£h include
start and stoo times in milliseconds of day, total number of
samples+ and total number of seconcs of photocurrent
measurement in each mirror position. This data set was usee to
generate the microfilm data set 67-OT3A-I2G.
...............................................................
Data set name - PHOTOMETER OUTPUT MAP ON MAG'_ETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 67-073A-&20_ PHOTOMETER OUTPUT. TAP r
Time period covered - 0B/19/67 TO Ol/2g/_B
(AS verified by NSS]C)
Quantity of data - ll REELS OF TAPE
This data set_ supplleo py the principal investigitor,
consists of airglow photometer data contai_e_ on g-track+
1600-bat. odd-p_rity_ binary magnetic tapes written on an IBM
360 computer. Two different time sequences of _ata are
availaole_ one channel (_Irror position) per tape in
chronological order by file_ and all eight channel files for I
day consecutive and not necessarily chronolooical° The number
of files per LaDe is variable. Each file contains data for
only one channel for less than _ day, and is composeo of a file
label and data records. Each record contains one orbit of
data. Included in the file label are the mirror position_
numPer of records in the file_ year+ start and enq day+ and
seconds of file data. Included in a data record are the number
of seconds in this record, orbit number, latitude of shadOw
entry and e_tt+ latitude and longitude of the measurement,
value of channel reading Park current, dark current+ and right
ascension. This data set was used to generate data sets
6TIOT3A-_21 and 67-OTaA-12J.
...............................................................
Data set name - SECOND BY SECOND AIRGLOW DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 67-073A-12P_ SEC. BY SEE. AIRGLOW DATA, TAPE
Time period covered - O?/2g/CT TO i0/02/6_
(AS verlfied by _SS]C)
guantlty of data - _G REELS OF TAPE
This data set, supplied by the principal Investlgator_
consists Of second-by-second airglow photometer data contained
on 9-trapk_ 1600-DDI+ odd-parity_ binary magnetic tapes written
72
onan IB_36Gco_uter,Efcmahysical_loc_ f 21,676oytes
contains(i) a lapelrecord(tapeidentificationdata];(2}an
_ttitude-orpitminuteandspecialeventrecord(universaltimein millisecondsof dayandephemerisdata);(3)avariable
numoerof recordscontainingbiasfor playbacka_drealti_edata,universaltimein millisecondsof day,dayandyear,
mirrordosition,temperatures,averageelectrometer output)
_verd_e _ark carrent) acerage cross tal_, fvera_e ]hotocurrent)
and airgLo_ intensity in volts; (_) a _inute summary record;
(_) a calibration and file summary recOrd_ and (6] a subcom
record containing time, volts) temperatures (of -x panel) of
OPEP 1 (*2), of main b_dy 3hot,meter and of OPEP package),
error signals (pitch, roll, ya_ and array), and scan head
_ngles (_, B, C _no D)°
Data set name - bYNOPTIO _IRGLOW D_T_ 3N TAF'E
r<_s]3 IB 67-07z_-12_, SYNOPTIC _IRSL]W _T_, T_F'E
Time Deri_ c_vere_ - Og/Gl/£7 TO CI/31/68
(_S verified ny NSSDC)
Ouantity of _ata ° _ REELS 0 _ T_
This data set, supplied by _he orincipal investigator,
consists of synoptic airglo_ _noto_ter aata containe_ on
_-truck) i£_-ooi) o_]d-_arity) _inary magnetic tapes written on
an I- _' 36C co-Pater. Eac7 ta_ _ cant_iqs _t_ ffr i _onth
e_ce_t for tie first tdpe wricn contains data for 2 -onths.
E_ch tile co_tains _L1 the data for i _y° T_e first record of
each file is f lazel record and contains calicration conversion
data. There i, a_ 3edit lapel r_cor_, 3he f_r each oroit
preceecin< the data recor_!s. This lapel record includes the
or[_it numoer _n_ the Greenwich mean time (in milliseconds Of
Jay) ffr the start aqc eqd _t _roit _nd if eclipse. Th_ datf
record includes local time of -efsure-ent, latitude, longitude,
m_i:ht) _a_nrtic Latitude_ Mcil_iq's L-shell parameter,
_cliutic and ,7,_l_ctic Latitu_!e _n! lonqituae) the output in
volts for t_e _iffereqt _irrfr 3psi[igor) an_ tn_ _ark cJrreqt.
_or latituaes from _J Jeg N to _2 _e_ _ there is one recor_ for
eJcn _._ deq in lati_une. _or l_tit_ rance from _2 to A_ deq
_oth ',, _nd :, there is a record for evPry 0.2% ceg in latitude)
,_n_ far latita_es _re_ter t_f7 _E, de; % aq_ S th_r_ is a recfr_
,,very _ S. Th,,,_, 67-073_-123 t,_e_ _ere used to qenerate data
s_t L7-_73_-15_.
(_ verified _ _
i_n_it_ _f d_t_ _ _l _C_L_ _ _
_his dat_a _t_ pr_v_ed _ the principal i_vestigator_
con_i_t_ of _e_ cos_i_r_y c_n_-rate _a_a _erge_ _ith
_it_l _a_a a_ _rres_onds t_ t_e ti_e _e_i_ _fore the
s_c_craft _t i_ a _i_ _. _ _ata f_ o_ _ac_
_i, _od_-_ar_y, _in_ry _g_et_ _aoes_ _ritten on _n _
_ co_puter_ _h_ _ d_ata i_cl_e _ _-_or_ _ile h_a_r recor_
f_l_e_ _¥ _ _,_ri_le numbe_ of _i_l re_r_s _eac_ _aving
_ _r_ rec_r_ _rl° There _r_ a _ari_le _r of
logical records pe_ _hysical _c_r_ _ince t_e _ord orbital
_,_t_a _ic_l r_c_ _s i_ser_e_ i_© t_ _tr_ of fo_r_or_
_t_e _t_ l_i_al recor_ _ e_e_ _i_te. _his
i_io_ _ _ _eces_ri_y _c_r _ t_ _e_i_i_g _r _d of
l_en O_ysic_ record. _ach fi_e c_tai_ _out _ _i_ of
_,_t_,. _, t,_,_ co_t_in al_ _n_i_ _t_'_, _niv_r_al tim_
_,l_e t_m_erat_r_s_ l_tit__e_ l_it_d_ height,
s_-e_rt_sate_ite an_le, _e_ag_etic ¢o_rdi_at_, and _frio_
_t_._ua_it_ _a_So _e _ta _it_i_ _a fil_ are al_ays
_not_ic_lly in_re_ing in ti_e. _ever_ t_e set of files
_si_ _ _ tao_ i_ _ _e_s_ri_ _i_e a_re_.
_n_a_cie_ _ _he _ata have _een _ele_ed.
_ s_ n_m_ _ _T _¥_ _L_ (_ _ !!_C_¥ _D$$_ _
_ _ _ M_ _
Ti_ _ _erio_ ¢ow_e_ _ _t_ _ _Y£_
(_ _ri_ied _y _,i_$DC_
_ua_tit_ _f dat_ _ _ _L_ _ _ M_IL _
_i_ _mm _i_rofil_ d_ _e_ i_rovi_ b_ _ _e _rincipal
_i_a_r_ _ist_ _t _s_ic-_ c_t_r_ (_t_ _i_gl_
_n_ _oi_¢ioe_ce _a_ _ots° _ac _ _io_ co_e_s one _0 _ orbit
_ c_ntains s_r_l _iff_re_t co_i_ rat_s _s _ll as
s_te_l_te _i_ _ inw_i_ni l_tit_ _liit_e, _l_r
• agnetlc fleI3) McIlwfln's L-shell parameter) and e_ther dipole
local time or magnetic local time. Throughout the microfilm)
the relevant scales are included approximately every i00
frames. Each plot contains the following coincidence count
rates from the vertical telescope: V3 (proton an_ alpha
particle E>39°2 MeV/nucleon or E>I MeV)_ VlnotV3 (corresponOing
to proton and alpha particle energies from 1.22 to 39°2
_eV/nucleon or electrons from 0.4 to i MeV)) and V2notV3 and
VIV2notV3 (both of _hIch correspond to proton and alpha
particle energies from 9°32 to 39°2 MeV/nucleon but with only
the former corresponding to electron energies from 0°7 to ]
MeV}. The one horizontal telescope counting rate in the data
corresponds to a proton and alpha particle energy threshold of
720 keVlnucleon° The V3 count rate plotted iS an average rate
oPtalned over five readoutsl whereas the other three rates) as
calculated for these plots) have a nominal accumulation time of
15 S* The data set provides a compact sample of the data from
this e_perlment°
...............................................................
OGO _) TAYLCR) dR°
POSITIVE ]ON Z OMPOSITION
...............................................................
Data set name - 13N DENSITY VERSjS _:= _&TITJ][
ON 8- xIO-IN. P_GES
NSSOC IS E7-O73A-16A, ION CENSITY VS DiP LAT.) _RDCOPY
Time period covered - 07/2B/E7 TO 12/29/68
(Date s_uclie_ :y experimenter)
This data set is help by the principal investigator, and
it consists of page-size copies of Calcomp plots of densities
of D÷_ H*_ _e÷ and N÷ vs dip latitude. Date and universal time
are included on the plots, ]ensities are not corrected for
angle-of-attac_ variations. The Old latitude ranges from pole
to uole,
...............................................................
G_L_CTIC _ SOLA_ COSMIC R_YS
...............................................................
2ata set name - _EOUOED COSmIC-RAY D_TA ON T_PE
50-2000 MEVI_UZLZ$_
NSSDC IS 67-07_A-094) P_RTICLE COUNT R_TES) TAPE
Time _eriod covered - 07130167 TO ORI27/_?
(As verified by NSSDO)
Quantity of o_ta - 2 _[ELS 0 p T_PE
This _fta set) provided Oy tFe principal investigator,
consists of cosmic-ray count rates, contained on 7-track*
556-bpi) odd-parity) binary maanetic tapes written on a C]IC
160a computer° The data are ordered by orbit pass) and they
consist of 37-s averaged telescope rates and 1£-s averaced
first detector rates. The tapes contain telescope rates_ first
detector rates) universal time) altitude) latitude) longitude)
McIlw_in's L-shell parameter) and the intensity of the
geomagnetic field. Plots of t_e count rates are also availacle
on one reel of microfilm (data set 6T-O73A-OgB),
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOTS 0 c P_RTICLE COUNT RAIEE ON
MIC_OF]L_
NSSDC ID 6T-073_-0£_ P_TICLE COLNT RATES, M¢[LM
Time #erlod covered - C7130167 TO 08/27/67
(AS verified by _SS]Z)
Ouantity of :_ata - l SEEL OF MICROFILM
This _ta set, provided Oy the principal investigator,
consists of particle count rates plotted on one reel of i£-_m
microfilm, goth the first detector singles count rates and the
telescope rates are plotted on the same scale as a function of
universal time, (The telescope rates are scaled _y a factor of
iO0,) The vertical scale on the plots is logarithmic counts
Dee s) an_ the horizontal scale Is linear universal time for
one orbit period, In foditlon to the time scale, _c[lwain_s
L-shell values, altitude, and latitude are indicated. The data
plotted are for the same period covered by the cosmic-ray data
tapes in data set E7-O/3_-ogA,
73 -".... P? "_ IS
NSSDC ID 69-051A-13A, AIRGLOW DATA (1304A,1216A), TAPE
Time period covered - 05/09/69 TO Ol/24/?O
(AS verified by NSSDZ)
3uaqtity of data - ii0 REELS 3_ TADZ
Thls eata set_ supplied bx the prlnclpal investigator,
contains alrglow photometer data on T-track, 55£-bDI.
oed-oarltyp binary maanetic tapes, arltteq s_ an IBw ?09w
computer. All tapes contain 50 files of Infermatlon, i.e., 50
orbits of experiment data and selectee attltude-orblt
3ara_eters° Each tile is co-base3 of ore 22-word orolt
information recordl one 78-word attitude-orblt data record, and
acproxlmately one hundrea Wa_-wor_ records_ each contalnin9 T_
wombs of attltude-orblt data at l-mln intervals and 360 words
of experiment eata at 1-s Int_rval_. All w_rJ_ are 36 3_ts
long. The outputs of t_e two data channels (designated as
and P) are in data numberst which ran_ in magnitude fro m C to
2_5. Canstaqts are availaale to convert these data numbers
into kiloraylelghs. The oara_eters 3rovlded i_cIJ_e date ana
universal time of the measurements_ and the spacecraft position
relative to the earth, sunt and geomagnetic field. Some of the
airglo_ _easJre_ents are shawq as Plots In _ata set
bS-CSIA-13B.
...............................................................
Data set name - CALCO Mm PLOTS OF UV _IR_LOW DATA ON
_ICR©FIL M
NSSaC ID 6_-051A°I3B, CALCOMP _LgTS JV _IqaLO., MZ_L_
li_e period covered - 0_/09/_9 TO ll/Dq/7O
(AS verlfiee _y NbSaZ)
_uanttty of _ata - i REEL OF _ICRO_ILM
This data set, sJaDlle_ Py the _rlncloal i_vestigator on
3_-mm _Icrofilm_ provides Calco_p olots of some of the OGO 6
_hotometer _ata contained on tape _ata set 69-0SI_-13A. Each
film frame shows one orbit of O_ta and is _ade up of two _raphs
olaceo one a_ove the other. VaIJes fa r fojr 3arameters _r_
sho_n on each grad h , and all eight curves are plotted vs true
jnOmdly (angular DO_ition of spacecraft measure_ from perigee).
IDa jDper _raoh contains values for the intensities of the
iZl-iA _nd IaO_-A emissions, the s_acecraft _ei_ht (k_), aqo
the sol,_r zenith anqle (_eq). The lo_er qraoh co_tatns values
for the right ascl. nsion and _ecllnat_on, geodetic longit_e_
an_ _agnet_c latitJ_e, fn_ 3roll _u_oer Is _rlnteo _t the
Pottom of each frame.
...............................................................
LY_N-ALP_ PHOICMETF_
...............................................................
Data set name - _EDUCED P_OTONETEq ,C_AAENTS_ _ITITU_E _ND
EPhEMErIS DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSS3C ID 69-CSIA-ICA, DET, Cu_ENT_TT:T_E,O_IT_ TAPE
(As verified U7 N=SDCI
_uantity of data - 1 _EEL O_ TAC=
This _ata set, ootatned from the principal investiqator,
contains Ly_an-aloh_ photometer _edsurements on a 7-track,
qOO-ppi_ even-parlty, BED magnetic tape, written 3_ aq I_M 7094
co_puter° It consists of an I: record (containlnq the
s_acecr_ft an_ _xperlment name, the orrl_t number in which data
starts, the day qjmoer, and the JJte of t_e DackgroJq_
correction data used) followed Dy one or _ore data records.
Edch d_ta recorc] contains _ _t_ _ra_es. E_ch dat_ frame
_nclu_es the Sreenwich mean tim_ (milliseconds of day), th_
scanner angle (ee_)_ both Jncorrecte3 _no oac_rDJnd-correcte_
count rates (counts per s), electrometer current (amoeres), an
e_periment status flag, the right asceqston and :lecl_natton of
the "look" direction (deg)_ t_e eclIDtlc l_ng_tJ_? and latitude
of the "look" olrectlon (deg)_ the al[Itu_e of the spacecraft
(km)l t_e geodetic latituce anc_ Longitude of the spacecraft
(_e_)_ _n_ the sun-earth-satellite an_le (_eq). The data are
Rot C.3_tiquoJs because elt_er (1) at the start at each inoJt
file s?veral seconds of data are needed to initialize the
routine t_at establishes the scanner angle_ {2) the count-rate
cat3 for 5caqqer angles between 303 end 60 eel _re useless ano
hdVe Dean e_te,3 out, or (_) oropoJt5 in t_e dat_ still )D_e_r
in th_ final tape.
...............................................................
C50 6, _&NSON
£L_'_AR IgN _ND ELECTRON TRAP
...............................................................
_at_ Set nd_ - FLOTS 0 c !ON CO_CENTR_TION, ION
TEMPERATURE AND P_OTOELECTRON _LU_-ST lOELI
NSSDC ID 69-051A-O3A, ION DEN,COMP_TEMP*EL ¢LuX, MFILM
Time period covered - 06/0?/69 TO 0_/Z3/71
(As verified by NSS]C}
Quantity of _ata - 9 REELS O_ _ICRO_ILM
This d_ta set, provtoe_ _y the Drtnctpal lnvestldatort
consists of plots on 35-mm microfil_ of ion concentration
(ions/cc)t ion temperature (_eo K}, and photoelectron flux
([>10 eV) vs dip latitude (linear scale). AlSO ShO.n in the
data set are the Greenwich mean t_ie (in seconds of daY) and
other position parameters (altitude, latitude, longitude, local
time, geomagnetic did ancle, solar zenith anQle_ RcIl_ain's
L-shell value, angle between the sun an_ t_e normal to the
sensor's aperture plane, and angle of _ttack)° {ac_ Plot
covers half an orbtt_ i.e., approxi_,ately from Dole to _ole.
Ion concentration plots are shown for _÷, He÷, ,_, NO_, and Fe*
_q the upper portion of each frame° The lo.er _ortion
indicates ion temperature (with error estimates) an_
photoelectron fluxes.
_ata set _ame _ _O_P@S_TE(_ TE_O_EL_ EOI_IEE_TR_T_
EtC_ _ _TE _E _O_S_ P_T_
_S_ _0 £_A_, _PO_I_E _L _L_T_ _L_
Ti_e _eriod co_ered _ _ T_ _T_
(As _rifi_ _ NSS_
_ua_tit_ _t d_ta _ _ _EL_ @_ _C_ _
This data set_ pr_ee_ _ the p_incipal in_e_ti_tor_
c_i_t_ _t _l_ts o_ _m _icrofil_ _f i_ _-nt_ti_
(i_cc_ i_ temperature (d_ _, a_ _h_oelectron tl_×
_E_l_ _ _s in_aria_ l_tit_de° Alth_u_ the a_sciss_ i_
linea_ in _i_e (_reen_ich _ea_ ti_ in seconds _f d_, th_
pri_ar_ a_sci_sa scale is _nvariant Iatitu_o _ch _r_h
di_s _ _i_ _t d_ta_ _t_ti_ at _idl_tit_ cr_si_ t_
p_lar ca_ _d s_eo_e_t _(_le_ lo_ a_ _idel_ latitude
re_ions° The _ollo_in_ position _r_meter_ _re _ncl_ed_
altit_ l_itu_ l_oi_de, l_¢al ti_ _l_ _e_ith _n_l_
a_aIe _et_een t_e s_ a_o the n_r_l t_ the _e_s_r_ _e_tur_ _
pla_e, and an_le _t attack° Piv_ plots are s_n on e,_c_
f_a_o The first (t_p_ plot i_ _f _ ionospheric irr_l_r_t_
i_e_ o_ _ lo_ s_ale of i t_ _o T_e ne_ _r_h h_ t._
or_te _c_les_ one l_ s_e f_ phot_lectr_ f_ a_
linear altitude sca_e u_eo _it_ plots _f s_tel_t_ ait_tuee and
e_rth _h_do_ _ltitu_e at t_ flu_ t_e t_r_al_o _h_ t_(_
l_g _l_t S_S _euct _ or _irre_larit_ _ _i_eo _h_ n_t i_ _,
lo_ plot indicating co_t_tio_ _f _le_t_ons, _ _ _ _,_
_÷_ a_ _e_o The _t_om p_ot sh_s i_n t_cerat_re _i_h
error _ars_ _n a l_ne_r scale° T_ere i_ _ _,_iti_l _l_t
(p_l_ co_rdinate_ on the lett si_e o_ the _o_ temperature
plot_ _hich depicts the v_i_t_n of ionospheric _rr_ul_it_
i_e_ (_i_ thr_e cl_s int_r_is_ _s i_ri_t l_tit_e ,_!
eip_le IocaI ti_eo _his i_ _ _iffer_nt _is_l_ of _for_afi_
fr_ t_at _hich _pea_ _ th_ first _t_P_ p_Ot.
_t_ _et na_e _ _I_ _E_S_T_, _L_× A_ _E_
_A_E_ _ TA _
Time _eriod cove_ed _ _ T_ _T_
_tit_ of d_ta _ _ _EE_$ _ TA_
This data _t_ _i_e_ _ th_ principal _v_t_at_r_
_n_ists of photoelectron flu× _ _ _o_ te_e_ture (_e,_
_ _nd ton_con_e_tration (_on_ f_r _t_mi_s_it v,_l_'s
_f _ _, _, _, _ a_ f_r the t_tal t_ _ll _a_e_o Th_
_at_ set is _n _track_ _O_p_, _d_a_t_ _a_ _t(c
ta_ _enerat_ _n an _ _ _o_utero _, _e i_ _ pri_
ta_e _hich i_de_es all other t_pe _aTa _ orbit, ta_ reco_,
_t_rt _ne st_p aate a_ ti_ fo_ eac _ orbit, a_ _r_et
e×_eri_ent operation i_for_ationo T_e _t_ t_pes contain _
_rds in e_ t_ical re_d. Th_, _or_ pr_i_e t_ _at,_
the _reen_ich _ea_ ti_e _in _ _ _d_ ,_ _ v_riet_ _t
p_sitio_ parameters i_ltitu_e_ l_tit_ l_ln_t_e_ i_c_l ti_
_e_a_eti_ _ip a_le_ solar _enit_ angle, _c_l_ai_ L_s_ell
_l_e_ a_gle _et_een t_ _n and the _r_al t_ th_ _en_or_
_ert_re olane, _nd a_le of atta_K_ rel_te_ e_p_ri_e_t
_p_ating i_for_at_o_, _nd t_ recor_ i_entific_ti_n
i_for_ati_o _t of the _rv_tion_ _r_ _ i_ the f_t_s_
(_ s_ _e, _ith ver_ fe_ _l_ _ _ _ta a_ter _t
_, _. T_ere _ _ _a_u _ _f _ s_e_s c_r _r_ito _ach
tape c_t_ins _er _7,_ l_ic_ re_lr_s Is_'e_l° _icr_til_
dat_ _t_ _A_A _nd _A_ _er_ _'_r_ from t_
t_oe_o
_0 _, _ELLi_ELL
_L _ _E A_ _R_AGA_O_
Oat_ _et _a_e _ _ l_o_ _ _T_G RA_
3N 35 -w'4 PAPER
NSS3_ I3 6_-051_-2_, VL _ SPECTROSRA'4$, 35-MP PAPER
TimP aerios covereS - 06/25/£_ TO 0£/2q/71
(As verified Dy 'i]SDC)
This ddt_ set_ available only from the principal
incesti_at3r_ consists 3f st_q_ard O- to 12.E-k_z s3ectrggr_s
cis_layed as a f_nction of time on 35-mm paper rolls. The
original analo,4 taues and processin TM, at various transoort
s_eecs 3re availaole at cost throuQh the data set contact at
Staqf_rs bqiv,_rsity. Siq._e _qly ti_e is l_tea oq the
ssectro;rams, satellite Dositlon an_ other related information
musl oe obtainec from the _orlc _a_s.
_ _ _ L_A $_£_E
_:_t_E_ _,Z LO_P_E_CY ELECTqI_
_I_ _T_DY
_t_ _et n_ _ _'_¥ P_I_t_UT_ 0 _ I_o_!_IC_ _ _
_ I] _ _OEI_°2_,_ _L _ _IS_ I_,T_:T¥_ _L_
Ti_ _eri_ c_ere_ - i_/3_1_ _ I_/_11TC
(_s verified _ '_OC_
_ntit_ of _at_ - _ _EL_ 0 _ _!_!L_
Thi_ _ata S_t_ s_pli_d _y t_e _rinci_L i_vestig_tor o_
_._ _i_rofiL_ _on_ists of time-_r_'_re_ calibrated listim4s
of _L1 ta_-_ec_rd_ _oi_ i_t_nsit_ _t_ from this e_erime_t.
_t_ _re _r_se_t _ at _-_ i_r_l_° _r_-_a_ _I
i_ities _t _0 _nd _0 _ are _i_ in volts ti_s l.r-7_
Listi_ ¢_t_ _ace_ r_ f t atti_ _ _ o _ e r _oc_s_ ti_e,
dver_e_ (or i_st_ta_o_ i_te_ity cal_e_ for _ _, _
r_'c_i_ers_ e_eri_'r_t s_at_ COd_',_ _coL_m_s _l_ L, and _,
_on_in _t_ pertinent only to th_ _ i_i_e_nce Obs_r_irlg _ortio_
_t th_ _ri_er_t_ ,_q_ _iqi_,_ _ aq_ -_i_ i_t_ity ¢_L_ of
_ _ervation_ _ _a_h _ receiv*,ro To t_e right c_ these
L_i,_ t_, _t_ are _c_i_, _ _L_t_ _ith ,_ Lin_,_r _¢i_sa
sc_L_ _ _t i_t_n_i_ _ _ _ Libeler ordiq_ _aLe o_ ti_,_. _ ,_
s_t_'_,th _t_er _ _'a_s t_ _r_'_ _qe_ t_ a_ra_e_ _ _at_
L_s_ _q _Lo_te_ r_It tro _ _ L_ oP_r_at_s taken
_ri_ _ l_._-_ _co-_u_ator i_t_r_lo _n t_ S_wtoot _ is
_i_i_ t_ _ _ata are iqs_t_us vaL___ rather _h_
_er_e _Lue_. _ince _Ly the O_er_tion ti_s are listed_
l_c_t_ cns r_uir_ _ r_,t_,r_,_ce to _rL _ _a_ d,_ta in _t_ _t
_t_ se_ n_ _ _ _L _ _TL_ _ _ _i_ _EL_t_ f_'_
Ti_ _ _eri_ _r_ _ I_/_/TL T_ _ _Lll_
I_ verifi_ _y _i_I
T_i_ "_t_ ',et_ _u_li_ b_ Ja_q_e res_r_hers_ cc_si_ts
_ _ coLl_,ctior_ _ _p_'ctro_ra_ _h cov_ri_ a fr_uency
r,_,_._' _ _ t_ _ _z _n_ _ ti_e _ri_ of ab_t _ min° T_e
_._tro_ra_ ,_r,, _,_ b_ _._ _ _i_. _L_t_ _q _ _ _O_iq.
_ri_t_o _,_ _i_ , _¢_Les _Jt S _ _r _ino _Lot_ ,_r_
_e_ t_ _rov_, _re_ter resolution _n three _of the r_,_o_d_°
_eL_ _ __S_ _e_tr_4ra_ _r_ t_ _L _ _ro_ ooserv_ti_q_
f_'_ _-_ and _._ Ioo_ _nt_n_ f_r _rrespon_li_ t_s_ from
_ ,,_,_ir_ C_C_ ' _ic _ _v_ _,_,,,_rv_t_ry at _ _e_ _i _in _
_ _ _• Ti_e co_ _ur at the top of _h
sL_e_ t r _r_m.
_ _ T .__I_ _ : TO _
ii_ _1_ _-0_, i_ _ASE _ _T _AT_$, TA_E
_ _erio_ _ov_r_ - _/_/_ t_ _/_i_ _
_,_t_ty of "_t_, _ _ _EL_ _ _ •
_'_ _ata _t_ _Li_ ?y t_ _r_ci_al _vest_at_r_
_,r_t_i_ I_i_ ,_er,_ec _'_tr_n _cni_cr ccitt rates o_ _track_
_-_i_ o_-_rit_, _i_,_r_ _ _,_ti_ _a_es, _r_tt_ on an l _
'_: c_Jt_,ro _¢_ _t_ file i_ _r_,_ede_ ,_nc toLl_e_ _y ,_
_ _ _ e r a_ t r_iL_.r file c_t ,_i_i n_ file i_e_tific_tia_
_ f_r _ _icr_o _,_ _ J file re_r_J c_omt_r_ the _ _f ye_r_
_i'_ci_ce _J_r_ r,_t_ _ie_ -_ ,_¢iqtiLl_ r_teso
OGO 6, MASLEY
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY MEASbREMENT
...............................................................
2ata set name - SOLAR-PA_TICL[ EVENT SbYM&RY PLOTS ON
MICRO¢ILM
NSSOC ]D 69-051A-15AI SOLAR EVENT S_MM_R¥ PLOTSI MFILM
Time period covered - 06107169 TO 08/2E/70
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of gala - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This 3eta set, supplied by the principal investigator,
provides on microfilm plots of the time histories of proton a_d
alpha particle fluxes during time of solar particle events,
Each plotted point r_oresents the average flux obtained in one
polar pass. The points represent approximately _-_in averages
obtained every 50 _in.
Data set name - POLYP-PASS AND £_ERGy-$DECTq_L _LOT_
3URING SOLAR EVENTS, ON NICRCF]L_
NSSDC IO 6_-0_I_-15_ TI_E AND SPECT£4L PL3TS_ _F_LM
Ti_e _erios covered - 06/07/E9 TO 0_/2£/70
(AS verified by NSSO_)
_uantity of data - ]8 _EELS O_ MICROFILM
T_is data set_ supplied sy the principal investigator on
microfil-_ provines plots of the ti_e histories of croton and
aloha particle fluxes outing selected solar particle event time
DeriDgs. Each time-history plot covers one polar pass_ and
displays particle fluxes in various energy c_annels with 20- to
$0-s r_solution. The abscissa of each plot shows universal End
local time_ Mc:Iwain's .-shell #arameter_ dipole an_ invdriant
latitudes and _eograohic latitude ant longitude, Follow_n_ the
time-history plots of a qiven polar pass 3re the correspondi_
particle sDectr_ o[tainea for accurulation perioas ct 1 to }
...............................................................
NEuTrAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION
...............................................................
Oat_ set na_e - _TMOSPHcqIc Cc_POSIf:Ori _NSI TEM_:ATLiPE
ON vICROP[CeE
NSS]C [: 6g-OE1A-O_, O_T_-COMPOSITICN, TE_P+ FICHE
Ti_e period covere_ - 06/[?/6_ TO 0_/IC/71
(AS verified by NSS]S)
Odantity of r_ta - 1 C_ OF R/R _[S_O_]C_i
This 3ata set_ generated by a team of investigdtors_
provides a model of N2, 0, am_ He densities at 6E0 _m and
• o_el o _ inferre_ exospheric temperatures. The model _s
presented in the following Dublicatlon: A. E. _edin et al..
"E_Dirical mooet of global t_er_oso_eric temperature ano
composition based on data from the 0G0 £ quadrupole m_ss
spectrometers" J. Geophys. ReSo_ v. 79_ n, 11 D. 21E_ January
]97_, T_e spectrometer measurements presented here _ere
obtaine_ _hen strong magnetic activity was absent. The pa_er
t e_ins with an intrOduCtion that tncluces a _escriDtion of the
dot3 seLection_ coverage_ and accuracy_ followed t y a
sreseqtation of the rodel formula and data fitting. &
discussion of the measurements an_ of the many data comparisons
is also included. Twenty-seven data ]raoms show th{, variations
of composition and te_c_erature _ith many _arameters inclu_In_
Local time, _)eo_raDhic latitude, ant solar activity.
...............................................................
]ata set name - _JTR&_ AT_SP_:R_] :]_s]SITI?_ ]ATA
ON T_F'E
NSSDC ID _9-051A-0_9_ NEbTAAL AIMOS, COM;OSITION, TAPE
Time period covered - 0£106169 T0 06/2£/71
(As vertfi_ oy NEED2)
Guantity of s_ta - 6 REELS 3F TAs£
This d:_ta set, provi_]e_ Dy the principal investiuator,
COnsists of neutral at_osrmeric composition and _enslt¥ data on
_-trac<, l_O0-D_i* odd-parity_ binary maarletic taDes_ _ritten
on an [_M _6C co_Duter, ]nclu_eG with the neutral species
identification are values for the measured concentratio_ and
error_ along with many other Pertinent parameters.
_Tpec_ficaLly, each record contains _2 wor_s of data _rcluding:
y_r ano nay of t_e _e_surement_ universal time of the
_easurement, m_ss icentificaticnt a_btent _ensity_ amL_ent
T_
aensfty error_ altitude, Latitude, Longitude, Local time,
_agnetlc latltude_ _eloclty an_le, sJn a_le, Invarlant
Latitude, magnetic index (Ap)_ IO.7-cm solar flux (daily), mean
lO.7-cm solar flux (3-month average), calculated temperature
(dacchia, 1g£5), calcJlate_ deqsityt _agnetic local time,
modified Latitude, orbit number_ and time from perigee°
OGO 5, SHARP
MICROPHONE ATMOSPHERIC OENSITY SAUGE
D_ta set name - MICROPHONE DENSITY GAUGE DATA TAPES
NSSDC 13 6B-QSIA°OI_q ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY DATA_ TAPE
Ti_e _erioo c_vere_ - 06/11/57 TD 01/3i/?0
(_s verified Py NSSDC)
Quantity of data - _ REELS OF TAPE
This data set, _ro_ided by the brincipal investigator,
consists of atmospheric neutral density measurements contalne_
On ?-tr_ck, £O0-opi, even-parityl _CD m_gnetlc tape, written on
_r, _;_M 707a co.outer. The t_Des contaim the 3r3it nu_oer,
universal time, neutral atmospheric density_ altitude, geodetic
l_titud_ and LongituDe, ano Local time° Good data were
o_)tained from Idunch until spacecraft _eactlvation on June 2_,
i_71. _o_ever, the ra_ d_ta collecte_ after =ebrJary 1970
(when phase shift in sensor output occurred) _ere not reduced°
C_GO _ $_ITH
T_AXIAL SEAR¢_-_O_ _A_ET_METER
_t_ _t na_ - _-_E_ _AOE_ _Q_TO_ETER _A_A,
_im_ _eri_ c_ve_e_ - _l_ T_ _3_
(As verified py N_S_OI
_ity of _at_ - _ _£EL_ 0_ MI_E_I_ _
T_is data set_ s_plie_ _y th_ principal in_estig_tor_
c_i_t_ _f I_ _icro_ilm plot_ _m_arizi_,_ the Obs_r_
flu_t_tion_ in t_e _e_netic fiela int_nsit_o Cpnt_i_ing
_-_ _ver_ges_ t_e _L_t_ _g_e_e_er pat_ _r_ reada_l_ t_
a_put l°_-_i_ _i_e r_s_L_ti_n_ T_ _a show _s a f_nctio_ _f
univ_rs_L _i_e t_ t_ree _eo_gneti_ fi_l_ components f_ e_ch
fre_e_cy cha_L _f (_e se_e_-cha_n_L _ to _ _zl tria_i_L
s_ectr_ a_aly_er° These plots are _et_L i_ i_tityi_Q _h_
Ioc_ti_ of the pL_s_apaus_o _erio_ic oscillations i_ the
l_freg_cy c_nels are _ot ge_b_icaL data, _t are _u_ to
_i_r_ti_ns _f t_e _a_t_et_ _ _o
_0 _, I_TD_E
_at_ set name - PART_E _D_NT RAt_ A_ P_E _EIG_T
A_AL¥_IS _ _A_ETI_ TA_
N_S_ _ _?-_A-_A, C_T RATES _ _J_E HEIghT, _PE
Tim_ _ri_ _overe_ - _ TO _T_
IA_ _i_ie_ oy _sg_l
_tit_ of _ta - _ REELS D_ T_
_hi_ _ _t_ _lie_ oy _h_ principal i_esti_t_r,
c_n_ai_s p_tic_e cou_t _ates and p_L_e-h_i_ht anaLy_er data on
R-tr_c_ _pi, _d_rity, _i_ary m_tic _ap_s_ _ritt_n on
_ i_ _ _ CO_p_e_o T_e i_ _e fiLa per tape _n_ _ _,_ri_ble
_er of _hy_ical records _×im_m length _ _T _ _yt_s_ each
_i_in_ of _ v_ri_Pl_ n_mber of Logical records _ f_ur
ty_es. All coi_cidenC_-_ode count r_tes a_o p_Ls_hei_ht _at_
_re f_d o_ the_e t_oeso _e_eri_ _at_ are _l_ gi_e_ o_ce
p_r minute° Ea_ _ _ c_t_ins _o _ore tha_ 1 day of data° _
s_e c_e_ _or_ _n one tape _ n_e_ to _p_r a _-h
_rio_° _ta g_li_y fL_q_ _re _ed in the fo_at to point out
_ri_y errors _ _c_l_tor _v_rfl_s°
_t_l _e_ _e - _E _T _ATE_ A_ _P_E_E_ P_OTS
_ _I_R@_I_M
NSSDC ID 6£-05IA-2DB, COUNT RATE PLOTS, MFILM
Time period covered - DG/D?/G9 TO 03/17/71
(As verified _y NSSDC)
Quantity pf d_ta - 3T REELS OF MICqJFIL_
This data set, provided by the principal investigator on
35-mm mlcrofilm_ consists of particle coincidence count rates
(from the range_ flare, end Zerer, kov telescopes), satellite
altltude_ an_ B-L magnetic Coordinates grapheo as a function of
universal time. Adoitional Information provided with the time
scale include magnetic local time_ Invarlant latitude, and
orbital data record number pn the abstract tapes at the
Cali{ornla Institute of Technology. The coincidence count
rates plotted tnclude (with indicated proton energy threshold):
range telescope ]InotD_ (i _eV), ]12not]_ and ]2not]h (3.3
MeV)_ D23notDR and D3 (18.E MeV)_ D_ (46°6 #ev), 25 (156 _eV)_
D6 (235 MeV), D7 (315 MeV), ADS (analo_ ratemeter); flare
telescope DS' (3.3 MeV), DE' (IR°5 _eV), D_'£' (iR._ veV), and
AD_' (analog ratemeter); Ceren_ov telescope ]I' (about i veV),
_2 _ (about 3 MeV), D3, (_O0 MeV), and ]l,O2'O3'not_' (_00
MeV). A Limited number of pulse-height analyzer plots
correspondlnq to early portions of the mission are also
inclu_eJ. The day number, _onth, day, year, and satellite
orbit number (ray) appear at the bottom of each plot. The time
coverage is _0% or more through Januar_ 1970.
...............................................................
053 _, TAYLOR, dq°
ION _ASS S_ECTRO_TER
...............................................................
Data set na_e - _EYNZTT I3N _ASS S3_T_3_T_ ]ATA _N
TAPE
F_SSOC [D Eg-osIA-CSA, bENNETT ION MASS SPECT_O_TE_*TAPE
Time period covered - 061111E_ TO 12/31/70
(_S verified ny NSSDC)
Guaqtity of Data - i0 REELS 3: TA_£
This data set, proviDeD Oy the principal investioator,
consists of ion-m_ss spectrometer _easurements on C-track,
1600-ooi, o3d-o_rity, binary -agnetic tapes created on an i_
360 computer° _ach ta_e contains one month of d_ta _ith one
file for each Day. T_e first recoro of each file is a 6_-byte
label record containing the year and day at start of pass;
universal an_ local time (in milliseconds of Oay) of equator
crossinq; orbit number; universal time tin milliseconds of nay)
for pass start and end; orbit dlrectlon coo#: equmtor crossinq
code; <p at time of equator crossing; _ax <p in _ hours
preceding the pass; time of _ax KD; altitude at eouator
crossinG( qeodettc lon¼1tud_; d_cllnation of £_n; and alDh_
(addle between sun-earth line an_ plane of di_ole eouatpr). The
oat_ records contain a variable number of Eq-byte records
consisting of ion-mass code; year, d_y of year, and universal
time in milliseconds of _ay; ecltos_ flag (C - not in {.clipse_
i : im eclipseD; density; current; volts; spacecraft charge;
OPEP shaft angle; velocity; altitude; 7cooetic latitude ar_
lonqitu_e; qeomaGnetic latitude( McIL_tn_s L-shell parameter
for the true _eoma_netic field: _nd m_qn_tic Local time in
seconds of day.
...............................................................
9at_ set name - [3._ _SS S3rZTRO_ZTER PLgTS :N _IC_O-I_M
NSbDC I_ £_-051A-0_ h, ]Or_ P_SS SPECTROMETER FLCTS,_FILF
Time period covered - 06/11/6 q TO 12/3i/70
(As v_rified by '_SS_:)
Q_antlty of data - 13 PEELS 0 _ MICROFILM
This microfilm data set_ produced by \SSCE fro_ macn_tic
tapes supplied py t_e principal investigator, contains blots of
ion mass spectrometer data° Two plots of a_ient thermal
positive ion _enslties are shown per frame° The ion species
are identified at the top of each frame _here the atpmlc mass
unit v_lues are given. The abscissa is the gepmaqn_tic
latitude and the plots oisplay alternately northern _n_
southern hemisphere data, starting at a LatituDe of ÷ or - 3C
deg and going _olew_rds. The ordinate is a flve-decade lo_
scale with density given in number of ions/cc° The date, and
tme universal ti_s for the start and stop of each _lot _lso
appear at the top of the frame°
76
NSSDC IO 65-078A-OOD, EPHEMERIS OATA_ TAPE
Time period covered - I0/05/65 TO 12/01/65
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
This i_vestlgat3r-suoalled data set containing eohe_erls
data is on unblocked_ ?-trackl 556-bpi, binary magnetic tapes
written in Fortran IV on an IBM T094° Except for the
ipentlflcatlon recordst each logical record contains the
follo, lng parameters: ti_el latltJJe, 13ngitJJe, altitJde,
geomagnetic field magnitude and componentst McIlwain,s L-shell
parameter, and invarlant latitude. Successive sets of
ephemeris aarameters are glve_ at approximately lO-s intervals°
The time coverage is nearly identical to that of data set
_5-O78A-32_t i._o, 25% of the Interval October St 19GSt to
December l, 1965.
...............................................................
OVl- 2, :ARLEY
ELECTRON AN_ PROTON _ETECTDRS
...............................................................
]ata set name - PROTON AND ELECTRON COUNT RATES
_ND P_LSE HEIGHT OATA ON TAPE
_SSDC ]3 65-07BA-O2A, EL_OTRO_, PROTON _LUXESt TAPE
Tt_e period covered - 10/05/65 TO 12/01/65
(AS verified oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - T_ REELS OF TAlC
Th_S i_vestigator-saoDlied electron _nb proton count-rate
oata set is on 7-track, 556-bpi, RED magnetic tapes written on
an :am 7C56 computer° These taDes contain the data for
channels 15 an_ l&, and 5now the electron an_ oroton count
rates (four for each detector) anJ electron and 3roton
sbectro_eter outputs for each 2-s interval° _ostmetry and
x-roy data fro_ other exoeriments are also on the tapes. NO
ephemeris information is incIJoed here; DJt the _Dhemeri_ dat_
are available as data set 6_-07RA-300. Time coverage runs from
DeCoDer Et l_6E, tO December i, 196E_ with about 25%
completeness. The oata containeo here are merged with the
ephemeris data in data set 65-078A-32C.
.................... % ..........................................
Data set qa_e - L-ORDERE_ PEqPENOICUL _p AND
OM_I]IRECTIONAL ELECTRON FLUX ON MICROFIL_
NERVE [3 6E-07_-02_ ELECTRON _TE_ ANGL 3]STRU, MFILM
Time perioo covereo - I0/05/65 TO Ii/001_5
{As verified Dy N_SDE}
Quantity 3f oata - i REEL OF MICrOfILM
T_is investigator-suDplle_ _ata set consists of a
comnuter listln_ on a single reel of 16-mm microfilm. The
listing includes the perpendicular 3no omnidirectional fIJxe£
of electrons greater than b&O ked as a function of computed
• agnetlc fielo mognitude_ at 12 discrete L-shell values between
i.L$ ana 1.7_. The flJ_ calJes _ere _rived by the
investigator using the appropriate data from data set
6E-gTBA-]2A. Fill polo, i.e._ extrapolations to the equator,
and jnreliaole o_ta, i.e., values for perpendicular fluxes
help. 5._ per so c_-sr-s_ are indicate_. Data _et 65-OTSA-02_
is contained also on this reel.
...............................................................
_ta set name - P_qT:DL[ DAT_ NERSE_ _:TH EPHEMerIS _ATA
ON T_PE
NSSCZ I] _-078A-02C_ ELECTPON_ PROTON cLuXES, TAPE
Ti_e 3er133 covereo - 10/5E/65 TO 12/01/65
(As verifleo oy NSSDE)
Quantity of oata - 3 _EELS O c TA_E
This _SSDC-generateo electron a_d 3rotor coJnt rate _at_
set is on 7-track_ ROO-bpi, binary eagnettc tapes written on an
[_M 729_ computer. Each physical recoro contains thirty
ZZ-worc logical records. ;ram data set £E-OTSA-024_ channels
1L and 16 aata _ere taken for cDrresDonaiqg 2-S telemetry
seouences, ant were merged _ith the ephemeris data fro_ data
set 65-07_A-OCDo Thus_ each logical record of this oata set
contains the t_e of the _easurement, four successive count
rates for electrons above 550 keV an:_ for protons between 10
ant 23 _eV ana bet*can 22 and 50 _eV, aria one count rate for
each of the five electron pulse-helght analyzer channels. In
accition_ each to_ical record contains sDacecr_ft latitJDe*
longitude_ altitude, computed values of geomagnetic field
(total magnituoe an_ components), Mclt_in's L-shell parameter,
and invar_ant latitude°
...............................................................
Data set name - _DTDN _LUX LISTING ON HICRO¢]LM
NSSDC I0 65-OTSA-O2D_ PROTON PITCH ANGLE OISTRIB_ MFILM
Time period covered - 11/0_/65 TO 11/30/65
(As verified by NSSDCi
Quantity of data - i REEL 0 = _I:RD=IL_
This Investlgator-supplled data set consists of a listing
of perpendicular and omnldirectlonat fluxes of 10- to 23- MeV
and 22- to 50- MeV protons_ and of the power-law spectral
parameters for both types of fluxes. The data are listed as a
function of geomagnetic field magnitude "B"_ and of the
eguatorlal pitch angle (eQuivalent) for 13 discrete L-shell
values between 1.2 and 2.1. These data are contained on one
reel of 15-mm microfilm that also contains data set
G5-O78A-O2B.
...............................................................
OV1- 2, FORTNEY
X-RAY CSI C_YSTAL DOSIMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - TABULATIONS OF DOSIMETER DATA
NSSDC IO 65-O78A-O3A, DOSIMETRY DATA_ FICHE
Time period covered - 10/05165 TO 12/81/65
(AS verified by NSSOD)
Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set contains the trapped-partlcle dose rate
measurements on microfiche, _hlch was generated at NSSDC from
the article by R. Fortney, "General results from the @V I-2
satellite," Aerospace Medlclne_ v, 40, p, 1476_ 1969. The data
were compiled from 56 orbits of the spacecraft covering the
time period October 5, 1965_ to December i, 196_° The data are
tables of dose rates_ expressed as radlh for the material of
the respective dosi_eter_ either silicon or cesium iodide°
These oata are also plotted as isodose contours in McILwain's
b-L cooroinates_ _Ith B_ the geomagnetic fie[o mapnltude_
ranging from 0°05 to 0.25 gauss, and McIlwain's parameter L
ranging from L.1 to l.g earth radii. The Data presented are
accurate to 30%*
...............................................................
Oata set name - DOSIMETER DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSD: 13 65-078A-03_, DOSIMETER DATA, TA_Z
Time period covere_ - 10105165 TO 12101165
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 7g REELS OF TAPE
This investigator-supplled data set of trapped-particle
dose rate measurements is on T-track_ 556-bpI_ BC] magnetic
tapes written in Fortran IV on an IBM 7094 co_puter. Data for
the six dosimeters are given in flux units (number/so cm-sr-s).
The flux values were obtained from the sensors _ count rates.
In addition to the dosimeter data, the tapes contain electron
and proton fluxes ano electron ano proton spectrometer outputs.
The dosimeter and proton-electron cata are presented in a
time-ordered taDular format, with time given to tenths of
seconds. In channel 15, the mlddle_ center, and surface proton
dosimeter fluxes appear as words _ 5, and _, respectively.
They appear again as _ords 2_, 25, and 26. The data from the
two-tlssue-e_ulvalent ion chamber (TEIC) dosimeters, are given
in words 27 and 14, respectively. In channel 16, the _Iddle_
center_ and surface proton dosimeter fluxes appear as _ords i_
15, ano IG, respectively. The output from the X-ray dosimeter
is word 26, while the TEIC-I output is given as word 13. No
eDhemerls information is included here. However, the ephemeris
information is available in bata set 65-O7£A-OOD. Time
coverage extenos fro_ October 5, 1965, to ]ecember I, 1955,
with approximately 25% completeness.
*********************** OVI-13 ********************************
0_I_1_, _AT2
ELEOTRON SPECTROMETER
_ata set _am_ - HI_H-T_ _ES_L_TION _LECTR_ CD_NT RATES
ON MAGNET_ TAPE
NSSDCID6R-O26A-O2At HI TIME RES ELCTRN CNT RYES, TAPE
Time period covered - D5/13/68 TO 07/11/68
(As verified oy NSSDC}
Quantity of data - 12 REELS OF TaPE
This Investigator-supplled data set of high time
resolation electron coJ_t rates is on 7-track_ 55G-boi_ olnary
magnetic tapes written on a CDC G60O computer. The packed data
found on these tapes contain time, ephemeris Informatlon$ and
all the cou_t rates for the lower energy (0.i to i _eV)
electron instrument. Data set 68-026A-OAA is on the tapes too.
Each tape contains data taken during one spacecraft orbit.
Oulet time data for five orbits in May and for six orbits in
July 1958 are IncludeD.
...............................................................
]ata set game - HIGH TIME RES. AND HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON
COUNT RATES ON CONCATENATED DATA TAPES
NSSgC ID 6B-O26A-C2B, CDJNT RATES, TAPE
Time Derloa covered - 05/13/68 TO 07/11/68
(As verlfieo by NSSDC)
Guantity of data - 3 PEELS 0 = TAPE
These concatenated data are on 9-track, 1600-bpl, binary
_agnetic tapes created o_ NSS]C'S Modca_o IV co_aJter, fra_ the
hlgh-tlme-resolutlon electron count rates from the magnetic
analyzer (data set 68-026A-O2A). The data contain
high-time-resolutlon electron count rates. Data from data set
6_-025A-0_ are IncIaded _n these tapes. The first 13gical
record of each file is a header containing twenty-two 32-blt
wor_s of ephemeris data. All remaining logical records in each
file are data records of 2444 32-blt _ords° Each logical record
contains _eas_re-eqts a_d ephemeris _at_ far 12 31_-seconJ ti_e
intervals.
...............................................................
CVI-13_ KaTZ
_ISH E _ RaY ELECTRON SDINTILLATO_
...............................................................
?ata set na-e - L_ITED JTILITY _IS _ ZNERSY EL_CT_ON
COUNT RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPES
NSS_C 13 EB-_ZEAIOQA_ _] E_E_GY ELEC° C_UNT RATES, TaPE
Ti_v period covered - 05/13/EB TO 07/il/66
(_s verified by _SDC)
_uantlty of data - 12 REELS OF TAPE
This investlgator-supplied data set of high energy
_lectron count rdtes is on 7-track, ROg-bpi_ binary _aqnetlc
ta_s written on a CDC _00 computer. The packed data foun_ on
the ta_es i_clade J_i_ers_l ti_e, ea_e_erls i_f_rmatioq, _n_
dll the count rates for the hiQ_er energy (I tO i0 MeV}
ulectron Instrument. Each tape conlai_s data take_ curing one
saacecraft orbit. _ulet time dato for five orbits in May and
for six orbits i_ d_l/ 196 _ are inclJaed. This _Igher energy
Data set is not readily usable dJe to proton contamination.
Ddtd set 6_-_26A-O2A is on the tapes too.
...............................................................
2dt_ set name - _I;_ TI_£ RES. aND _:G _ ENE_SY rLECTRO_J
:Cu_T qaT[_ ON CONCaTENaTED OATA TAPES
_:S3L 13 6c-026_-0_ _ , CSJNT _T[S, TA_E
Ti"_ _eriod covered - 05/13/_ _ TC Of/IT/El
(_S verified by 'J S_C)
G_anttty Df data I 3 REELS OF TAPE
These concatenated Data are on 4-tr_cK, I600-opt, binary
_agnetlc tapes cre_ted on NSS]C'S M=dcomp IV comuuter, from the
highienerdy electron scintillation spectrometer {CBIO2E_IO_}I
The d_ta contain hiq_ energy electron count rates. :dta set
6_-_26A--32_ is included on these tapes. The first logical
record of e_Ch file is a header co_t_ining ta2nty-two 32-pit
wares of ephemeris data. all re_aining logical records im each
file are nata records of 2_4 3Z-silt wares. Each loqlcal
rec_r_ contains me_sure_ents ant _phemerls rata for 12
one-second time intereals. This hisser energy 3ata set is got
r_diJtly usable due to proton contamination.
DENSITY PLOTS
NSSDC IO 68-059A-OIA_ ATMOS DEN PLOTS, FICHE
Time period covere_ - 0711A/68 TO 09128168
(AS verified by NSSDC}
Quantity of data - i CARD OF B/W _ICROFIC_E
This microfiche data set contains neutral atmosphere
density profiles. It was created at NSSDC from the re_ort by
F. _. Marcos et at., "Atmospheric density results derived from
the SPADES satellite accelerometer data," A:SRL Report NO.
72-0608_ Bedford, Mass°, Ig72 (NSSDC TRF BIEA36). The density
values _ere determined from accelerometer measurements of
satellite deceleration caused by atmospheric drag. Each
profile corresponds to one orbit, and consists of numerous
measurements taken between the satellite perigee height of 15D
km and 250 km. The data are for selected orbits between July
iA and SeDtemoer 28, 1968o There is one siqnlflcant gap in the
data from August 9 to August 28, when the accelerometer was not
functioning properly, The geographic latitude ano longitude,
and time of perigee in both local and universal time are given
for each profile. The data can be found in appenOt_ a of the
above cited report. In addition to the measurements, the data
set contains a description of the spacecraft operation, the
instrumentation, and the data reduction procedure. The
_easured _ensity values are compared wlth appropriate values
calculated from Jacchia_s 1971 Model atmosphere.
...............................................................
OVI-15, ELLIOTT
RA_ aTMOSPHERE DENSITY GAUGE
...............................................................
2ata set name - ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY AT 250,3C0,3_0 aND
_O0 K_,=O_ 13 4N] IA JUL IgE _
NSSDC iD E_IO59AIOSA, ATMOS DE'NSITY,250-_O0 KM_ _IE_
Time period covere_ - 07/13/68 TO 07/14/68
(as verified by NSSDC}
Ouantity of oata - 1 _Aq] O = 3/_ _ICRDrI:4:
This microfiche data set _as generated at NSSDC, from the
noc_ment Dy _. L. Carter et al., "Atmospheric tensity otove I _
k_ inferred from _ggnetron and Drag data _rom the satellite
0VI-15 (19E_-D59A), " Aerospace Corp., TR-OOCE(5260-10}-l, El
Segundo, Ca., i_69, (_SSDC TR_ _C_W_7). The e_ta *hich are on
Doge 21 of this report, consist of four blots of atmospheric
density vs time for 250, 30_, 350 a_d _CO K_ respectively.
_ach plot contains seven data points.
*********************** OVI-19 -*.,,-.******,.,**,-.°.,..,,,°,.
...............................................................
OVl-13, BLAKE
C_NIDIRECTIONAL _GTON AND ELECTanN
FLU_ES AND SPECTRA
...............................................................
2ata set name - OMNI21RECTI@NAL P_OTON AN9 ELECTRON
SPECTROMETER DATA ON MAGNETIC T_PE (*)
NSSD2 I] 69-025$-01a, ]M_: _RDT/Z.zCT SPE:T_D_T_, TAP_
Ti_e period covereo - 03/1_/E_ _O 01/25/70
i_s verified by NSS_IC)
Quantity of dat_ - 3W q_ELS @_ T&P_
TFis data set, Provided by the principal i_vestic}ator,
com_ists of Drotoo hnc3 wlecIron fl_x oata on _-track, 1_O0-tLi,
Odd-Darityl binary magnetic Caries. These t_Des are _dster
tapes contalnin_ a_ta from six 3d1-13 investigations° T_e data
on the master tapes begin with recoro 7, and continue on
suosequent records wtth each Data record containing _06 frame
words 50 bits to_q. Each second of data consists of E _ frame
_ords. The first 9 words give the unlvPrsal ti_e, the
altttu_e_ the geographic latitude, the east longituoe, the
maqnetic field intensity, the _c:lwain Lish_ll value, th_
_agnetic local time, and the invarlant latitude. The next 3_
words are solit up into 7_ data chan_els. T_e next 15 woros
contain aspect _ata, VL c nata, status information, ano maqnetic
field components. The cata channels for thls e*_eri_ent
(channels 76, 77_ anJ T_) are subcommutatec if, Such a _ay that
each sensor is read once every _ seconds. The sensors _easure
th_ omnidirectional fluxes of protons _Ith rnerqiPs Qreater
than 9, 21, _I, DO, and 130 MeV, and of electro_ *ith energies
greater than 0.7, i°4_ and 4.5 MeV.
...............................................................
OVI-I_, BLAKE
PROT]N-ALP_a TEL[S_D_
...............................................................
Data set name - PROTON aND ALPHA TELESCOPE DATA ON
OF FL,O:_ ,_!.jA:_i3-¢
MAGNETIC TAPE [*)
NSSQC ID 69-0252-IIA9 PRdTON-_LP_A TELZSCO_E DATA, TAPE
Time period covered - 03/18/6_ TO Ol/2S/TO
(As verified by N$SOC)
_uantlty of data - 3_ REELS OF TAPE
This data set, 3rovided 3y th_ princiQal investigator,
consists of proton and alpha particle measurements displayed on
9-track, l_O0-D_i, odd-parityt binary magnetic tapes. These
tapes are _aster lades cdntai_Ing data frd_ six 3VI-19
investigations. The data on the tapes Degln with record 7t and
continue on subsequent records wlth each data record containing
_C£ frame _ords 6D _Its Long. Each secono of data consists of
5_ frame _drds. The first g _drds _i_e t_e Jqiver;al tlm_, the
altitudet the _eographic latitude, the east longltude_ the
magnetic fielc intensityt the Mc:l_aln L-shell value_ the
• agqetic Local time, and the Invariant Latitude. The newt 3_
words are split up into 78 data chaqqels. The _ext 15 words
contain ascect _ta, VL F datae status Informatlon_ and magnetic
flel_ COmponents. The data from this investigation are on data
channels 73, 74_ 7_, aq_ 77 which ar_ sJdca_Jt_ted in _Jch
w_y that each sensor is read once every 4 seconos. The sensors
measure t_e flux of alpha particles in the energy ranQ_s O.P$
to 1.5 _eV, 1.5 to 2.15 _eVt 2.1_ to 3._ MeV, _.55 to _._
'_eV, an_ _.5_ to _.0 _Vo Proton flJxe5 are _soreo i_ the
_.ner_y rances 0._ to 0._ MeV, and 0._7 to 0°_0 VeV.
_-_I_,_-_?L_T_ P_DTD_
_E_E_T_ _T_ _ _E_ TE_C_
I E_S_E_E_T_ _T_ A _ TE_E, T_E (._
T_e per_o cov_e_ - _ TO _
(_s _erif_ed _ _D_
_a_tity _f _a _ _ _E_ _ T_
Th_ _t_ se_ _o_e_ _y the _ri_ci_al investiqator_
Cd_ _i_h-e_er,_y proton flu_ _t_ displayed dn _-tr_
l_o_i_ _Q_ity_ _in_y _ ta_es° _s_ _a_e_ _r_
_a_er tape_ containing d_ta from _i_ _V_o_ _nvesti_atio_s°
The _at_ o_ th_ _er tape_ _,_in _i_ re_or_ _, a_ co_t_nu_
_ _uo_uent _or_ _ith each _ record _ont_inin_ D_
f_a_e _rd_ _ Pits l_ng. Each sec_l _f data c_i_ts _f _
i_ame _r_s. _h_, first _ _Ord_ _i_e t_e universal ti_e, t_
,_lti_u_e, th_ _ir_phi_ l_it_de_ _h_ east longitude, _e
_a_netic fiel_ _te_sity_ _e _c_l_i_ _os_ll _al_e, the
_g_etic local ti_e, _nd t_ _nvari_n_ l_titude° Th_ ne_t _
_r_ are spli_ u_ i_to T _ _a_a chan_els. Th_ _e_t _ _ords
_on_n _s_ect _t_ _ dat_, sta_u_ i_for_ation_ _nd _n_fic
_iel_ _t_. _ata ch_l_ _ _ _ _ _ed for _is
i_e_ti_ationo _he Ic_e_oL_tio_ _t_, _h_ained once per
_O_d_ _r_' _o_n _n d_a _h_n_Is _ to _. The
_i_h-_e_l_ti_ _t_ _cha_els _ _ l_ _er_ _u_omm_tat_ i_
_h a _ay tha_ e_ _f the _ _r_ channel_ _as re_d o_ce
e_ery _ seconds.
_E_E_E_T_ _ _I_T_ T_E (._
_i_ _ _ri_ c_ered - _l_ T_ _T_
(_ verified _ _D_
_an_it_ of _t_ _ _ _EE_ D _ T_
T_i_ _ata $_ pr_vi_e_ _ th_ _ Qri_ci_al in_sti_ator_
cc_ists of V_ _a i_ _he tr_,_y ra_ 0o_ _o _ _
_L_y_ on _o_r_c_, _O-p_i_ _ity_ _inary _a_et_c
t_pe_. The_e _es _e _ter t_e_ cont_i_in_ papa frdm _x
_ _n_sti_a_i_s° The _ta _ _ _r _ _i_ wit_
r_rd _, a_d con_in_e _ s_e_ records with each data
recor_ cont_ini_ _ frame _or_s _ _i_s Ion_o _ach secon_ o_
i_ consists _f _ frame _ordso Th_ _ first _ _OrdS _i_e the
_n_ers_l ti_, th_ altit_ t_ _r_ic latitude, th_ _a_
Longitude, the _netic field i_ten_y, _he _l_ai_ _-sh_ll
_lue, th_ _a_ne_ic _oc_l time, _n_ the i_variant latitude.
_e ne×_ _ _or_s _re split _ int_ _ data channels. The next
_ _rds ¢_ntai_ _s_ect _ata, _ _ st_ i_f_r_atiQ_, a_
_onetic fie_d _o_pone_tso _ata _ra_e _ards _ to _ were _ed
for _his investigation. Th_ _ideo_d data _re contained in
_r_ _o Th_ _-_t w_rds _ _ _n_ _ co_t_in r_pectively
lhe data for t_e Io_fre_ue_ _o_ _ 2 _zl_ the
_re_ue_y _,_ to _ _, an_ the _i_h_fre_uency _._ to _
_I r_ge_. E_ch _it _Ord is _li_ i_to four _-oit _ords
_ l_ an_ _i_ai_ _ea_t_ _ith t_ electric _n_
with the magnetic antenna.
...............................................................
OVI-Ig_ STEVENS
DIRECTIONAL PROTON SPECTROMETER
Data set na_e - DIRECTIONAL PROTON SPZCTROMDTZR
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE (.)
NSSDC ID 6g-O25C-O2A_ DIRECTIONAL :ROTON SPESTROM._TAPE
Time period covered - 03/18/Gg TO 01/25/?0
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 3_ REELS OF TAPE
This data set_ provtoed by the principal investtgatorg
consists of protdn flux data on 9-track, lGOO-bpt, odd-parity,
binary magnetic tapes. These tapes are master tapes containing
data from six OVI-Ig investigations. The data on the master
tapes aegin with record 7, and continue on subsequent records
with each data record containing 506 frame words &O bits long.
Each second of oata consists of G_ frame woros° The first
words give the universal time_ the altltude_ the geographic
latitude, the east loqgitude_ the magnetic field intensity, the
Mc[lwaln L-shell valuer the magnetic local time and the
Invarlant latltuae. The newt 39 words are split up into 7A
data channels. The next 15 words contain aspect data_ VL _
data, status information, and magnetic field components. Data
channels 52 to $6 were used for this experiment and these
provlde_ once per second_ the proton flux in 12 differential
energy ranges.
...............................................................
_VI-Ig, VA_POLA
ENER,Y SPECTR_, PLUXES, AND PITCH ANGLE
DIST_ISUTIONS OF ELECTRONS
...............................................................
2ata set na_e - {NERGCTIC ELECTRON _LUWES IN T_E R_NSE
53-KEV TO 5.1 _EV 0!4 e_GNETIC TAPE (*)
NSSDC Ig 69-025C-OEA, ELECTR3E SPECT_O_CTEq DATA, T_P£
Time perloo covered - 03/i_/69 TO 01/25/70
(As verified by NS$]C)
_uanttty of aata - _8 REELS OF T_PE
This data set, provided Dy the principal investigator,
£onslsts of electron flux in the _3-keV to E.I-_eV energy range
on _-track, 1600-boil o_a-parlty, binary _aon_tlc lades. These
tapes are _aster tapes containing cata from six CVImI_
investigations. The oata on the tapes begin with recor_ 7_ _n_
continue on subsequent recoros .ith each data recor_ containing
50_ frame words 6C blts lonQ. E_ch second of data consists of
63 frame wor_s. The first _ words give the universal ti-e_ the
altitude_ the geographic latitude, the east longitude_ the
magnetic field intenslty_ the McZl_ain L-shell value_ t_e
magnetic local tlme_ and the Invarlant ldtitude. The newt 3q
words are split up into TR data channels. _he next I_ words
contain aspect data, VLF data, status information, and _agnetic
ftelo components. Data channels 1 to 2£ are USed for this
experiment. Each sensor was read once every second. =or
additional information see: A. L, Vampola, "Access of solar
electrons to closed field lines," d. Geophys. nes., v. ?E_ pp.
36-Q3_ January 1_71; or M. d. Teague et al°, "_ study of inner
zone electron o_t_ aqd t_eir Comparison _ith trapped radiation
models," NSSDC/wDC-A-R_S 79-06, August Ig79 (TRP _30600). The
study in this secono reference utilized only the _ channels of
the low-enerqy spectrometer and the £ lowest energy ranges of
the _i_h-energy sPa:troweler. The oata for the 10 channels
above 2.02 MeV *ere considered puestionable because the flux
values _ere less than the Packdround V_IuPs.
**,*.****,,,,**,,,**.*, DV3-3 *********************************
data set _ame o SATELliTE D_A_o-ATMO_P_ER_D DE_S_T_
V_ES
NSSD_ 10 _-_0_0_, _T_ D_T_ T_S_ _
Ti_e period cove_e_ - _0_ T_ 0_/_/_
_s _erified _y _S_I
Quantity of data - i CARD OF B/W _ICROFIC_E
This microfiche data set of neutral atmosphere density
values _as generated at NSSDC, from the r_oort by L. S. Jatchta
et al,_ "Supplemental catalog of atmospheric densities from
satelllte-draG analysis," Smlthsonlan Astrophys. Obs._ SAO
SR-3_58_ Ca_ori_ge_ _ass._ lOT2, (NSS]C T_: _15_2£)* These
79
densityvalueswerecomputed from the measured atmospheric drag
on the ova-3 satellltet for t_e standard heights of 350 aqd 355
km. They cover the tlme period from January It 1969_ to
danuary 1it igTO. The data are primarily in tabular formt with
some s_mmary graphs show9 for co_3arlng changes in density as s
function of diurnal and semiannual temperature means, lO.T-c_
solar flux0 and daily geomagnetic index. The tabulated oenslty
values are listed chronologically. Some of the other
3arameters glven are the Observed rate of change of anomalistic
period, the acceleration due to solar radiation pressure_ the
perigee helght_ and the nighttime temperature computed from the
perigee valuer using a Jacchla model of diurnal temperature
variation.
...............................................................
0V3-3, VAMPOLA
MAGNETIC ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - MULTIPITCH ANGLE ELECTRON RLUX ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 66-OTOA-OSA. ELECTRON FLUXES, TARE
Time period covered - 0810_166 TO 0g/06167
(As verified by NSSDE)
Cuanttty of data - 1T REELS OF TAPE
This i_vestigatar-supalled data set of electroq flJx
measurements is on 7-trackt BOO-opi, binary magnetic tapest
written on a COC 6600 computer. Each tape contains lO to IE
oata ftles_ and a file has one orbit of data. Each physical
record contains 26 logical records, and each laglcal record
contains, in 19 words, data for 1 second. The data include
tlme_ flux levels (number/so cm-s-sr-keV) for each of nine
electron chaqnelst bsckgroJ_d proton count rate, mean pitch
angle, observed and model (Jansen-Cain, 9g terms) geomagnetic
ftelq magnitudes9 McIlwainls L-shell parameter_ altitude,
latitude, longitude, and right ascension. The electron data
have not been corrected far oacxground. This _orrectton is
negligible for L above 2 and is a maximum of 30% at L = 1.5 and
E = 2.31 MeV. Data for I63 orbits between launch and September
6, 1967 (Orbit _19_) are presented. Por the latter half of
this pertod_ however, very little m_gnettc attitude oat_ are
avallable.
...............................................................
3ata set name - PERPENDISULAR ELECTRON FLUX ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSOC ID 65-C70A-OEB, PERP ELECTR]N _LJXES, TAPE
Time period covered - 08/0_/66 TO 09/05/67
(As verifleJ oy gSSOS)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF TAPE
This investiaator-sJ#olle_ data set of perpenoicular
electron flux _easurements is on 7-track_ 800-bpl, binary
magnetic tapes written on a CDC 6600 computer. These data_
containing the measurements of approximately locally mlrrorlng
electrons have Deem extracted fro_ data set 66-070A-OEA. E_Ch
tape contains between i_ and 32 data files, and each file has
one orbit of boca. A physical record contains six logical
records of 75 wor_s each. A Logical record has time, magnetic
s_ectrometer and magnetometer data, and the following other
data: electron count rates and fluxes for each of the nine
electron channels, proton background count rate, observed
_eo_agnettc field total _agnttJde and co_331ents, _o_el
(densen-Caln, g_ terms) field magnltudet Mc]lwaln's L-shell
parameter, a measure of the agreement between model and data
ftelds_ local pitch angle (between S_ and 100 deg), equatorial
Pitch angle for 1orally _irrorlng oartIcle_, spacecraft
altltuoe_ latitude, and longltuOe, and the geomagnetic
coordinates of the spacecraft. D_ta for 1_3 orbits between
launch and September 6_ 1967 (orbit _19_) are presented.
...............................................................
]ata set name - PERPENDICULAR ELECTRON cLUX AT L LESS
THAN i0. ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 66-OTOA-050, PERP ELECTRONS AT L .LT. 10_ TAPE
Time period covered - 08/0_166 TO 09106/67
(As verified by N$SOC)
Quantity of data - 1 qEEL _c TAPE
Tois Investlgator-supplled data set of perpendicular
electron flux measurements is on one 7-track, 800-bpi, olnary
_agnettc tao_ wrttte_ on _ COC 6600 comoater. These data_
containing the fluxes of electrons mirroring at L Values Less
than or equal to 10, have been e_tracteq from data set
66-070A-353. The taae contains 183 data files, and each file
has one orbit of data. Each physical record has 33 lagical
records of 15 words each. These _ords include tlmel electron
fluxes for each of the nine channels, proton backgroun_ count
rate, model calJes for the geo_agqettc field ma_qitude and for
McIlwalm_s L-shell parameter_ and spacecraft longitude. The
183 orbits represented on the tape occurred between launch and
September 6, 196T (orolt _19_).
...............................................................
Data set name - PERPENDICULAR EQJAT3RIAL EL ECTRO_ =LUX
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 66-OTOA-05D, EQUATORIAL ZLE_TRO_ CLUXES_ TAPE
Time period covered - 08/0A/66 TO 09/06/67
(As verified bY NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This Investlgator-supplled data set of equatorial
electron flux values is on T-track_ _0O-bpl, binary magnetic
tapes written on a CDC 6600 computer. The tape is similar to
that of data set 66-070A-050 in both form and content.
Specifically, the tapes contain 183 data files, and each file
has one orbit of data. Each physical record has 33 logical
records of 15 words each. These words include values for time,
electron fluxes for each of the nine channels, model values for
the geomagnetic field magnitude and for _cllwain_s L-shell
parameter, and spacecraft Longitude. However, here in place of
the proton count rate, a flag is used to indicate whether the
electron fluxes have been background corrected and reduced to
equlv_lent equatorial values.
RA_SAT, _AT_
SOLA_ PqOT_N_ DE_TE_O_, TRITON
SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE
...............................................................
Data set name - ONE DEGREE LAT_TJDEmLDNGITJDE SORT 0:
TRAPPED PROTON OATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDS I] 72-076_-01A, LAT.LONG.SDRT_TRA_._ROT.]ATA,TAPZ
Time period covered - 10/02/72 TO 02/2R/73
(_S verlflec by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These investigator-supplled trapped particle data are on
a single g-track, 1600 bpt, BED magnetic tape created on a CDC
co_outer. The dat_ set is basically a sequential file
containing 15600 Logical records of thlrty-two 60-blt words_
with 15 logical records per physical block. Each of the
recor_s corresponds to a _ deg square of Latitude ann
lonqltude. The first 30 words of a logical record, correspond
to the pitch angle intervals of width 2 deg (gO tO _F deg
through 32 to 30 deg respectively), word 31 corresponds to the
i_terval 30 to 0 3eg. word 32 is an inoex defining the
record's relative position in the data set. Each word (except
word 32) contains E values in a packeo format. The first _ are
the total observed counts for the 5 energy bins: 45,0 to 2Fog
MeV_ 28.0 to 18.2 MeV, 18.2 to 12.2 MeV_ 12.2 to T.O MeV, and
7.0 to E.0 MeV. The sixth value is th_ total number of
observations for that Ditch angle interval and t_at
latttuoe-longitu_e square. Each observation w_s of O.O_-s
duration. The tape contains 5 identical files in this format
to _ive a built-in redundancy and tO improve its readability.
*********************** RELAY i ..l*.*.......o...o........*..**
REL_ 1, _RO_N
S_L_O-S_ATE _ON CRA_ER ELeCtRON ANO
P_OT_N _ET_CT_
_ata set name _ L-OROERE_ ELECTRO_ AND PROTON
_TA _ _ASNET_ TAPE
_S_O_ ID E_-06_A-0_A, L-OR_. ELEETRON-_ROTON OATA_ T_RE
Time period covered - 12/13/62 T3 03/31/£_
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This investigator-supplied data set containing electron
and proton count rates is on 7-track_ 800-bpl, _CD magnetic
tapes written on an IBM 7094 computer. The tapes have a
16T-word block size_ ano each wOrd contains 36 bits* 80th
tapes are oroered by McILwaln's L-shell values; one tape
contains electron count rates, and the other tape contains
proton count rates. There are 62 files dividing the data into
L intervals from I to 7. Each record on a tape is headed by
the maximum and minimum L value for the file, and by the time
period included in the file. in addltionl the file contains,
at discrete intervals_ values for 4cIlwaln's _-shell parameter,
geomagnetic field value, log B/Bo_ and detector counts. On the
electron-data tape, count rates for particles with energies
greater than 1 MeV_ between 0.20 and 0.35 _eV, between 0.35 and
0.55 MeV_ between 0.55 and 0.75 MeV_ and between 0.75 and 1.00
RO
MeVare givenin unitsof countsper second.Ontheproton-datape,countspersecondare given for protons with
energies oetween 1.8 and 3.2 MeV, oet_een 3.2 and 4.7 HeV_ and
greater than 4.7 MeV.
...............................................................
RELAY i, MDILWAIN
PROTCN-ZLECTRON DETECTORS
...............................................................
Data set name - L-SORTED 10-S AVERAGED COUNT RATES ON
'AAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID S2-OSBA-OSB, PROTON-ELECTRON L SORTED, TA_E
Time period covered - 12114162 TO i012016a
(As verified oy _SSDC)
_uantity of oata - i REEL OF TAPE
This iqvestigator-sJaalied data set of 3roto_ a_
electron count rates is on a single T-track, 556-bpi_ 8C0
magnetic tape generated on a CDC ]_00 computer. Each physical
recOrd contains I0 logical recOrdS of Z7 words (Zl£ characters)
each. Ten-seconD averaged caJnt rates are 3re_?lted_ aid are
interpolated tc :Iscrete McIl.ain's L-shell values between 1.15
and A.23, Cata for all discrimination states and background
_o_es are oresenteJ for all _tectorsl and are DrY,red first oy
L-shell value and then by geomagnetic field magnitude.
Spacecraft position, attitude, and observation time are
included in each logical record.
...............................................................
Zata set name - TEFC-_ECSND AVERAGED T[_EIORDERE_ COUNT
_TES ON _ASNZTIC T_PE
NSSDO I_ EZ-36RA-OSCt 15S AVER.CNT q_T_] TI_E ORO.,TA_E
Time oeriso covered - 12/14/62 TO iJ/CO/Ca
(_S verified oy _SSDC)
_uantity of Data - 3 REELS 3: TA p_
This cetector count-rate data set is on 7-traek_ S_£-bDI_
_CD magnetic tape generate_ at NS_]] on an I_H 7CgA computer.
This data set resrPseqts a ti_e-or_ered version of data set
£2-3EqA-033, except that the i-s cumulative counts of that aat a
set nave not been trgnscrtbed to this cata set. Each physical
record consists of ten l_-character logical records, The
logical records contaiq 12 s 3f _asorement_, and they run
sequentially, tach logical recor:] contains the lO-s averaged
counl rates for detector A, am_ for all the ciscrlminatlon
states (i_clJding oackgrounJ countind modes) of one of the
other three detectors. Ephemeris infarmatioq, t_cluding _lJes
for the Geomagnetic field maqnltdde 3 and for McIlwain's
L-shell parameter_ is contained in each logical record. Some
5no L _ata Jseo in i_vestigatioq _£-O=RA-C2 ar_ also inclJ_e3
on these tapes.
...............................................................
iota set name - SUE- AND IO-EECCND C?uNT RATES ON
_':_GNETIC TAPE
\LSDC _3 82-05_A-03_ IC S AV3 CSJNT Z_TE, TAPE
Tim_ _erioc covered - 12/IX/E2 TO iS/20/_q
(As verifleo oy N]SDC)
5uantity of data - 5 #EELS OF TAPE
This investiqator-supplied dhta set of lO-s averaged
electron an_ proton coJnt rotes i_ on 7-tracK, 556-opi_ _3
_agnetic tapes generated on a COD 36C0 computer. Each
EEl-character Logical record conIains data taken by detector
"_", 3qd _y one of the other three detectors during one l_-s
interval. ;or detector "M' a_d for all the _iscrlmi7_tiDq
stat_s (including oackground countln_ modes) of the other
detectors, ten l-s cumulative counts and one lO-s averaged
coJnti_ rate are given. Ephemeris information_ including
values for the geomagnetic field _agnitJde an1 for
'AcIl.ain's L-shell parameter_ is included in each logical
record. Some data from investigation E2-OECA-02 are also found
an these lades. A tt_e-ordered versia7 of thi_ data set is
found in data set B2-G_RAIO3C.
...............................................................
2ata set name - PLOTS OF LO_-ENERGY PROTON COUNT GATES
VS :_ AT DISCRETE L VALUES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 52-0_8A-03_ LOW ENERGY PROTON PLOTS, MFILM
Time uerioo covered - 12/Ia/62 TO 0_/I0/63
(AS verifie_ by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF _ICROFIL M
This microfilm cata set_ generated at NSSDC from
Investi_ator-sJoulieo 3lots, is contained on one reel of 35-mm
film. Each plot sho*s detector "B" proton csJqt rates vs 8
(model geomagnetic field magnitude). The data are presented at
discrete L values between 1.5 and 4,2_ and in one of three
energy intervals (1.1 to IA_ 1.6 to T.l_ or 2.25 to 4.? MeV).
The count rotes are corrected for temperature and radiation
damage effects.
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF HIGh-ENERGY PROTON COUNT RATES
VS B AT DISCRETE L VALUES ON MICROCILM
NSSDS ID 62-O68A-O3F_ _Ig_-ZNERSY _RDTSN _LOTS, _ILM
_Ime period covered - 12/14/62 TO 09/22/63
(AS verified by Nssgc)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
This microfilm data set_ generated at NSSDC from
investlgator-supplled plots, is contained on one reel of 35-mm
film. Each plot shows detector "C" proton count rates vs 6
(model geomagnetic field value). The data are presented at
discrete L values 3etween 1.3 and 3,0 in one of three energy
intervals (18,2 to 25_ 25 to 35, or 35 to 63 MeV). The count
rates were corrected for temperature effects. NO radiation
damage correction _as necessary.
*********************** RELAY 2 *******************************
...............................................................
RELAY 2t _ROW_
SOLID-STATE ION _AMS[R E_E_TRS_ A_3
PROTON DETECTOR
...............................................................
_ata set name - _-DR]ZREQ ELECTRO_ AN] PROTON ]ATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC [D E4-DO3A-O2A_ ELECTRON-PROTON DATA,L-ORD._ TAPE
Time period covered - 01/21/64 TO 12/31/G_
(AS verified by NSSgD)
Quantity of data - _ REELS 0 = TAPE
This investigator-supplied data set containing electron
and proton count rates is on 7-track_ 800-bplg BED magnetic
taoes _ritten on an IBM Toga computer. The tapes have a
167-word block size, and a word contains 36 bits. The heading
for each record is the maximum and minimum L Values for the
file, and the time aerioo included in the file. In aodttion_
the file contains at discrete intervals MclIwaln's L-shell
parameter_ geomagnetic field value, lo9 8/8o, and detector
counts. These count rates are in units of counts per second in
each discrimination state for the electron-data ta_es_ and for
each bias _ode for the proton-data tapes. There are 82 files_
dlvidlnQ the data into L intervals from i to 7.
*********************** SME ***********************************
...............................................................
SME_ RARTH
UV OZONE
...............................................................
Data set na_e - DAILY AVERAGED OZONE MIXING RATIOS IN 3_
5 DES .ATITUDE BINS AT 22 PRESSURE LEVELS (')
NSSDC I$ RI-IODA-OIA, OZONE DATA, TAPE
Time oeriod covered - 12/301_i T3 0_/30153
(As verified by NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - 2 PEELS OF TAPE
This investigator-supplied data set is on g-track,
iGOO-bpl, magnetic tape _rltten on a Digital IU 7T drive_ and
has ANSI STANDARD tape headers and End-of-File iEOF) structure
(7-bit ASCII characters) as per VAX ll/T_O system software.
The second file of the tape contains the ozone mixing ratios
derived from the ultraviolet s_ectrometer measurements. The
daily averaged ozone mixing ratios in parts per million by
volume are given for pressure levels from 1.0 to 0.i mb, and
from 8_ deg S to 85 Peg N in 5-deg latitude intervals. Each
point represents an average of four or five orbits wlth a
greater number of orbits occurring over the western hemisphere.
Some of the data analysis details can be found in the article
by D. W, Rusch et al._ "Ozone densities in the lo_er mesosphere
measured by a limb-scannlng ultraviolet soectrometer*" Geophys.
Res. Lett., v. i0, P. 241, 1983 (NSSDC TR: 935_75).
...............................................................
Data set na_e - JV OZ]_E RA]IA_CZ ]ATA O_ MA;_[TIC TAPE
(*)
81
OF _=('n:..,._,.r('_.q::LiTY
NSSDC ID 81-1OOA-DIB, OZONE RADIANCE DATA, TAPE
Time berlod covered - 12116181 TO 0g13018_
(As verified 3y _SSDC)
Ouantlty of data - g REELS OF TAPE
This Investlgator-s_oalled data set is on g-track,
1600-bolt magnetic tape written on a Digital TU 77 drive, and
has ANSI STANDARD tape headers and End-of-File (EOP} structure
(T-olt ASCII characters} as per VAW 111780 system software.
The UV ozone radiance data 3resente_ here were to<an at 2G50.7
4 (channel 17, and 296_.3 A (channel 2). The data for both
channels are presented as radiances in units of Dhotons/isq
cm-sT. Car each channel_ sets of six consecutive spln profiles
are merged together to improve the slgnal-to-nolse ratio for
further data processing. Poor quality data were eliminated,
The radiance profiles not rejected make up this data set. The
radiance data for both cha_nels oegin at an altitude of _I,0
km, and the data extend to an altitude of 83.0 km.1 with a
constant spacing of 3.5 km. Analysis details can be found in
the article by 0. .. Rusch, J. GeoDhys. Res. t v. _Ot p. 11677_
19_Q.
...............................................................
SMSt 3ART_
1.27 _ISROMETER A!RSL_W
...............................................................
Data set na-e - DAILY AVERAGED OZONE MI_ING RATIOS IN 35
DES LATITUDE BINS AT _2 PRESSd_E LEVEL_ (-)
NSSDC ID gI-IOOA-D3A, OZONE DATA, TAPE
Time perloo covered - 12/301_I TO 0_130183
(AS verified oy VSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS O _ TAPE
This Investlgator-sJOolled _at_ set is on 9-track,
l£O0-Dplt magnetic tape written on a Digital TU TT drive, and
has ANSI STANDARD tape headers and EnD-of-File (EOF) structure
(7-pit ASCII characters} as per VAX 1117£0 system software.
The first file 3f the taae CDqtaiqs ozone _txi_g ratios
Obtained from the near-infrared spectrometer. The ozone mixing
ratios in parts per million by volume are ,;lyon on pressure
surfaces fro_ approximately 50 to _0 _m, and 9_tween 85 dog
amp _S dog S in S-dog intervals. Each point is an average of
the d_ta oPtalne_ for a dar from several lonqitu_rs. There are
not enough samples to cons}Per this a zonol average. The
analysis technloJe is _iven in the article oy R, J. Thomas et
al., "Ozone density distriPutlon in t_e Mesosphere (50 - 90 km)
measured by the SME llmb scanning near infrared spectrometer,"
SeoDhys. Res. Lett., v. 10, O. 245, 19_3 (NSSDC T pF B35877}.
...............................................................
Data set name - NEA_ I.R. RADIANCE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(*)
'_SS_C IO RI-_OOA-OOR, RADIANCE DATA, T_PE
Time period covered - 12/_6/51 TO 35/3_/q*
(AS verifie_ _X NSSSZ)
5uanttty of _ata - 2g _EELS OF TAPE
This tqvestt_ator-sJoolied dat_ set is on g-track,
1600-boi, magnetic tape written on a Digital TU 77 drive_ and
has ANSI STANDARD tape headers an_ End-of-File (EOF} structure
(7-bit _SCII characters} _s D_r ¢AK 111760 sx;tem software.
The limb altitude radiance profiles _th identifying data are
on the tapes. Speclflcally_ the data consist of long (1.87
micron) and short {i.27 mlcron7 channel radlances_ and
tnfor_attoq to identify _erged soi_ _et 33sttiJn. Earn fil_
contains one Droll of data, and each orbit consists of 20 to 60
(approximate range} merged spin sets. The Data analysis
procedures _seo can be fojnd tn the article Py R. J. Thomas et
al., "The Solar Mesosphere Explorer near-lnfrared _oectro_eter:
Part I. leasurements of 1.27 micron rac_ances and the inference
of mesospherlc ozone," in press to J. Geophys. Res., I£_R
(hSSOC TRF B35g05).
...............................................................
SME, BART_
VISIHLE NITROGEN DIOXIDE
...............................................................
Data set name - DAILY AVERAGE] gO2 ZO_JMN SENSITIZE IN 35
_, OEG LATITUDE 8INS
NSSDC IO £1-10OA-O_A, NITROGEN-DIOXIDEINO2) DATA, TAPE
Tlme pe<iod covered - 01101/82 TO 031311A2
(As verified oy NSSOC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
This investigator-supplied data set is on g-track_
1600-ooi, magnetic tape written oq a _igital tj 77 d rlv_, and
has ANSI STANDARD tape headers and End-of-Rile lEO:) structure
i7-blt ASCII characters} as per VAN I_1780 system software.
The nitrogen dioxide (NO2} column densities were derived from
measurements by the visible spectrometer. These densities,
expressed in number Per so cm above 28 km, are given at 5-dog
latitude intervals between north and south R5 dog. The
analysis technique used is described in the article by G, _,
_ount et a[._ "Measurements of NO2 in the Earth,s stratosphere
using a limb-scannlng visible Light spectrometer," Oeobhys.
Res, Lett._ v. I0_ p. 265, Ig83 (NSSCC TRF R356R2).
............. -.................................................
SME, _ARTH
SOLAR UV MONITOR
...............................................................
Data set name - ]AILY AVERASEO SO.AR IRRA]IANSZS IN _AS_
OR _8g 1,0 NM BANDS BET. I16,5-30_,_ NM i.7
NSSDC ID RI-IOOA-OSA, SOLAR IRRADIANCE DATA, TAPE
Time 3eriod covered - 01/01/82 TO 09130/83
(AS vertfted by NSSDE}
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This Investlgator-supplled data set is an g-track_
16OO-bpi_ magnetic tape written on a Digital T_ 77 drlve_ and
has ANSI STANDARD tape headers and End-of-Pile (EOF) structure
iT-bit ASCII characters} as per VAN 111780 system software.
The solar }trod}ante measurements _ere taken with the solar
spectrometer. The full eisk solar Irradlance _as measured
daily in the spectral range 115 to 305 rim, The spectrometer
resolution is 0.75 rim. The values presented in this data set
are Integrated in l-rim intervals, The analysis technique used
here is described in the article by g. J. Pottman et al.,
"Solar Spectral Irr_lance, 120 to i_0 nm, ]ttober 13, 19_1
January 3, lg_2," Geophys. Pes. Lett., V* q, p. _T, lg_2
(NSSOC TRF H35RR3).
NSSDC IO 5B-OOeh-12A_ TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT, FICHE
Time period covered - 08130158 TO 12/21/5_
iAS verified by NSSDE)
Quantlt_ of data - 2 CA_CS OF _IW MICROFICHE
This microfiche data set was generated at NSSDC fro _ the
article by *. d. Ross, "Ionospheric investigations from
satellite raDiO observattons_ 2 Doppler effect analysis methods
and preliminary _ato," _ Satellite IonosDherlc Res. l _OY
Satellite Report, n. 12, _. I, Dec. 1960, INSEOC Toe _17132).
It contains measurements of ionospheric electron content to the
satellite height, using the Doppler effect on the beacon
transmissions at frequencies of approximately 20, _0, and 63
MHz. Day-to-day and seasonal variations in the d_ta are
diSCUSSed, Values _or t_e _axi_um electron qensity dn:_ the
m_n electron oenslty _re IncLuced too.
...............................................................
STS-31DSS-I, S_AW_N
PLASMA D_AG_OSTIC PACKAGE
...............................................................
Data set name - AC WAVE,ION*ELEC SPECT_A,NEUT P,ION CO_P-
CURR DEN*FLOW,PC ELEC*PAS FL2,ELEC FL_X
NSSDC ID 82-022A-OIA_ PLASMA SURVEY, COLOR SLIDES
Time period covered - 03122182 TO 03127182
(AS verified by NSSD_)
Quantity of data - 3AO COLOR SLIDES
This 35-mm Color slide data set containing the
measurements of the Plasma Diagnostic Packace was supplied by
the 3rinclpal Investigator along with a Data Users 3uloe (DUG).
Eac_ one of these "Plasma Diagnostics Package Survey'* slides
consists of 15 panels of data COVering a lO-mln period.
Greenwich mean time (G_T) is printed along the bottom of each
slide and e_ch slide mount, Vertical black lines such as that
found near 21:_i GMT (figure I of the DUG) and which persist
throughout all data sections indicate loss of data, The color
bar found to the right of the processing date in the center Of
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the slidegivesanindicationof therelativeintensityoftheeffects. Tick_arksindlcttlngl-_InIntervalsareorovide_
alongthebottomof each major section of the slide. In figure
l of the DUG9 panel numbers are sho_n to identify the different
experiment outputs. This panel guise is absent in the data
set_ because the format af each slioe is identical. There are
9 Outputs on the left hand side of the slide and 6 on the
right. Beginning in seauence wlth the first output on the Left
anc ending _tth the last OJtOJt 3q t_e right, t_e O_tPuts are
as follows: Langmuir Probe; S-dand Receiver and High Frequency
Receiver; Medium Frequency Receiver; Helios (double sphere
electric field antenna); I_P-I and Antenna (S, P_ L) --
(spectrum analyzer with oeri_dicJlly c_anglng Input; Jses
oipole electric antenna "L"_ a maanetic searchcoll "S"_ and a
Langmuir Probe "P"); AGC l and AgE 2: Pressure gauge; Low
Energy PrDtan Electron _iffereqttal =qergy Analyzer (LEPE]DA) -
£lectrons and high voltage; LEPE_EA ions; Ion Mass
E_ectrompter; _etar_ing Potential _n_Iyzer; _ifferentiaL Ion
:lux Probe ann Retarding Mode; _C Electric Field; Electrometer:
_nc _a_qetometer, Descriptions of eac_ oJtoJt and th_ datt
Coverage are given in the accompanying _dg.
Data set name - _ID r BAND ANALOG OOTA ($-]0 KHZ)
NSSG3 i] 92-022A-01i!, a.B. ANAL,OG SATA (O-3C KHZ), NEG.
Ti_e period coverec - 03/22/_2 73 3_/2P/g2
(As verified _y _:S]:)
Cu_T_tity of _ata - 22a0 _qA_ES
This 70-mm olack _nO _nite film Jat_ set w_ suoDlie_ Oy
the _rincipal investigator along with a "Data Users Guide"
(_U,3). _t contains high time _n_ freauency resolution
_asure_ents of t_e electric an_ magnetic noise signal (3-30
k_z). These data _ere oPtalne_ _Ith _ _iJ_oa_d _ntl_ receiver
_icm s.itc_ec among three nlffererlt sensors -- electric
_nt_nna "L"_ magnetic searchcoil "S", aq_ Langmuir Probe "P" --
_ccoroiq_ to a Dreoeter_ine3 5eoJeqce, _Jto_atic g_in control
enaDleg the receiver dynamic ran;_ ot iiO dB to De displayed
onto _iLm h_vinq approximately 2_ :R of dynamic range. As
S_o_rl in the fi4ure i of the DUG, one c_let_ _ntenna Sequence
h_s the iq_jt serIsor s_itchin_ every :1.2 _ wlt _ 3n L - _ - L -
S L - S - L - _ sequence lastin: _g.6 s. The top half of
tre film cont_ims 'the spectru_ for _h_, 3 to 1 k_z ranch,, The
bottom h_If of the fil_ contains the : to 30 k4z range. _ere_
the, s_ectru_ is given for _ tc 10 k_z in the fir;t 2_._ s for
_c _ s_,nsor, for 2C to ID kHZ in th_ n,,xt 12. c S, one: ior 20 to
_: _z r_n_ in the l_st 12._ S. The _Jy of t_e year and the
3reerwich mean limp (i_ _) _f t n_ _e_Jre_ent _s 3rlnte_ lq
the _iddle of the fr_e every -inure,.
NSSDC ID 61-015A-OOA_ IONO._TOTAL ELECT. CONTENT_ MFILM
Time period covered - 09/13/61 TO 12/2_/61
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 RDZL O: MIORO=IL_
This 35-mm film data set was generated at NSSDC from the
paper Oy L. d. Blumle_ "Studies of the equatorial ionosphere
using the Faraday effect on satellite ra_io transmisslons_"
Science Research Report No. 15_ IonOsPhere Research
Laboratory, Pennsylvania State UnIversity_ UniVerSity Park_
Pennsylvanla_ 1961 (_SSDE TRF _i_971), _easurements over a
_-month period, of the total ionospheric electron content
(TEC)_ were obtained using the Faraday rotation technloue.
They are compared with values obtained from the Dispersive
DooDler _ethod. Data fro_ 125 passes over Huancayo_ Peru
(12.05 peg S, 75.35 deg W) are presented here. Overall
accuracy of the TEE measurements are plus or minus i_% or
better. In addltlon_ the film contains a discussion of the
diurnal variation of the measurements, and of the day-to-day
variation in the mawimum electron density values.
...............................................................
Data set name - TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT AND SLAB THICKNESS
NEAR BANGKOK DURING 196_
NSSSC ID 61-015_-03B_ TEC + SLAB TH OVER BANGKOK, FICHE
Time period covered - 0312516_ TO 1211RI£_
(As verifieo by NSS]C)
Quantity of data - 2 CARDS OF £1W MICROFICHE
This microfiche data set of ionospheric total electron
content was generated at NSSDC from the publication Py C.
Rufenach et al., "Faraday rotation measurements of electron
content near the mtgnetic eauator, uslna the Transit _
Satellite," SRI Tech #apt. 14, Stanford Res. Instlt., _enlo
Park_ Caltfornta_ 1966 (NSSDC TRF BOllOB). The data are
tabulated, and give total electron content (TEC) and slab
thickness values for 1_5 passes near Bangkok_ Thailand. One
TEE value is given per pass at the position of the propagation
path transverse to the geomagnetic field Line. The mean
ionospheric height used was 330 km_ and the sub-lonosoheric
point moved over I0 deg of latitude for these observations.
Since only date and time are given in the oata tables,
geometric computations from ephemerlaes are required to oPtaln
exact sub-ionosoheric latitude information for each value,
;urther details are contained in the above cited reference.
*********************** vANguARD l ****************************
...............................................................
VANO_R_ 1, gA$C_IA
SATSLLITE DRA3 _TMOSR+ERIC CENS_TY
...............................................................
Data set na-e - ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY VALJES FRO_ SATE_L:TE
DRAg MEASUREMENTS
ESSDC ID 5_-002_-02A, Af_OS SEN TABLES_ FIC-E
Time perioo covered - 05/1715B TO 10/10/61
(As verified by NSSDS)
Ouantity of _ata - £ CAR_S ]P 5/W _ICRO:!:_
This _Icrofiche oata set of atmospheric oensity values_
computed from the at_osoherlc Drag on Vanguard 1, was cre_aren
at NSSDC from the Srithsonian Astrophysical ]bservatory Special
Reports numbered I00 and iTl (NSSDC TR_ BlO13B and BO5917,
respectively). These Pensit_ values were computed for a
standard height of _SB km. The data are primarily in taPular
for _ . There _re som_ summary graphs for co_parlng changes in
oenslt/ as a function of Diurnal and semiannual temperature
means, iO.7-cm solar flux, and daily geomagnetic indew. The
,soul,tea density v_lues are listed chronologically. Some of
the other parameters given are the observed rate of chanoe of
anomalistic periool the acceleration due to solar radiation
pressure_ the perigee height, anc the ntahtti_e temperature
co_ute_ fro- t_e perigee value_ using a Jacchia moael of the
diurnal temoer_tJre variation.
8_
NSSDCI 59-O01A-O2A_ATMOSDENTABLES,FICHE
Timeperiodcovered- 02/23/5BTO03/2g/70(Asverifiedby NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 13 CARDS OF B/_ MICROFICHE
This microfiche data set of atmospheric density values,
computed from the atmospheric drag on Vanguard 2, was prepared
at NSSOC from the Smlthsonian Astroohy@ical Obserwctory Soeclal
Reports numbered 100, 171t 32G, and 3_8 (NSSOC TRF Bi0138,
BOGg1?t BlOiGCt and 15428t respectively). These Density values
were como_ted for standard heightS of 553 and 600 km. The data
are primarily In tabular form. There are so_e _Jmmary graphs
for comparing changes in density as a function of diurnal and
semiannual temperature means$ lO.'-cm solar fluxt and daily
geo_agnetlc Index. The ta3Jlated density waIJes are listed
chronologically. Some of the other parameters given are the
observed rate of change of anomalistic period, the acceleration
due to solar radiation pressure, the perigee helghtt and the
nighttime temperature cc_PJted fro_ t_e D_rlgee v_IJet Using 3
Jacchia model of the diurnal temperature variation.
VANGUAR_ 3, HEPPNER
PROTON PRECESSIONAL MAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - SCALAR MAGNETIC FILL3 VALUES ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 59-OOTA-OIA_ SCALAR MAGNETIC _IELD VAL., TAPE
Tlme period covered - Og/iB/Gg TO 1Z/ii/59
(AS verified oy '_SSDC)
Guantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This Investlgator-supplled data set of scalar geomagnetic
field values is on a single T-track, 556-bOlt BCD magnetic tape
written On an IBM 7ggw c_dJter. The tape contain5 the complete
set of data from the proton precessional magnetometer. There
are approxlmately qO00 recordst and each record is P4
characters long. A data record contains (I) the ground station
number_ (2) the date and ti_e (DIJS or mi_j_ I s) _f the
measurementt (3} the measured geomagnetic field strength in
gammas, (#) the standard deviation of _he measurement, (5) the
_os_tlon of the satellltew 16J tme field strength computed for
several reference models, and (T) data-guallt/ flags. Further
oetails_ Including a description of the investigation and of
the tape formats can be found In "Magnetic field measurements
data user's _an_al," NASA-GSFC, unn_mPereC, 5reenDelt_
Marylang_ lg_ (NSSDC TRF BOOgG_).
...............................................................
_ata set name - SCALAR MAGNETIC _IEL] _ALUZS IN
PUBLISHED DOCUMENT
NSSOC ID _g-OOYA-O_B, SCALAR MAC. _IEL9 VAL., FICHE
Time period covered - 09/18/_9 TO 12/11/59
(As verified oy _SSDC)
Guantlty of data - 3 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This microfiche data set of scalar geomagnetic field
values was prepared at NSSDC from the puOllshed report by J. C.
Caln et al., "Measurements of the geD_agnetic field ay the
Vanguard 3 satellite," TN D-IAIB_ NASA, washington, D.C., _g62
(NSSDC TRF agog12), In addition To the approximately QOOO
geomagnetic scalar fief3 mea_Jre_eqts, the mlcr_flche contains
a _escriptlon of the investigation and the data processing
procedure. The report also identifies the ground stations
receiving the data, the satellite location, the time of the
measurement, and the aDpro)rlate reference geomagnetic fiel_
values.
...............................................................
VANGUARD 3, JACCHIA
SATLLLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
...............................................................
Data set name - ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY VALUES FROM SATELLITE
DRAG MEASUREmeNTS
NSSDC ID 5_-O07A-OqA, ATMOS DEN TABLES, FICHE
Time period covered - 09/23/59 TO 09/2_/62
(As verified by NSSDC)
Guantity of data - G CARDS 3 _ B/W MICRO;IC_Z
This microfiche data set of atmospheric density values,
computed from the atmospheric drag on Vanguard 3, was prepared
at NSS_C from the Smithsoni_ Astrophysical OOservatory Special
Reports nJmbered I_0 a_d 171 (NSSDC TR: BIOI38 and BO5glY,
respectively). These density values were computed for a
standard height of 51_ km. The data are orlmarlly in tabular
form. There are so_e summary graphs for comparing changes in
density as a function of diurnal and semiannual temperature
means_ ID.T-cm solar flux, and daily geomagnetic index. The
tabulated density values are listed chronologically. Some of
t h other parameters given are the observed rate of change of
anomalistic perlod_ the acceleration due to solar radiation
pressure_ the perigee height, and the nighttime temperature
computed from the perigee value, using a dacchla model of the
diurnal temperature variation.
8_
)
Index of Data Sets

* SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE *
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
. DATA SET NAME
1963-0300 07119163
PRIOR
IgGD-038C 09/28163
BOSTROM
I064-0830 12113164
ZMUDA
1972-032A 04119172
CARTER
AO-A 12/19/63
JACEMIA
AD-B II/21164
JACCHIA
AD-C 08/08/68
JACCHIA
AE-A 04/03/63
BRACE
NEATON
REBER
AE-B C5/25/56
BRINTON
REBER
WdLF-WATHIES
AE-C 12116173
BARTH
BRACE
BR!NTON
CHAMPION
COERING
_ANSDN
_AYS
.EATH
HINTEREGGER
HO_FMAN
HOFFMAN
NIER
PELZ
SPENDER
AS-D 10106175
BARTH
BRACE
CHAMPION
OOERING
HANSON
HAYS
HEDIN
1963-030DtBALLOON ATMOS DRAG DEN
DRAG DENSITIES * TcMPS_ FICHE
1963-030C, CHARGED _ARTICLE
TIME-ORDERED COUNT RATES, TAPE
SORTED INDEX OF DATA, TAPE
COUNT RATES VS Tt B (PLOTS)_MFILM
L-ORD EL. COUNT RATES,PLOTStMPILM
Ig6_mOB3C,RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNET,
RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAG. DATA_ TAPE
1972-O32A_ MAGNrTRON GAUGE
DENSITY OBS, 1EO-3OOKM_ FICHE
AD-A_NONSYST.CHANGE5 AIR DENSITY
ATMOS DRAG DEN TABLES, FICHE
AD-B+NONSYST,CHANGE$ AIR DENSITY
ATMOS DRAG DEN TABLES, FICHE
AD-C,NDNSYST.CHANGES AIR DENSITY
ATMOS DRAG DEN TABLES, FICHE
AE-A+ELECTROSTATIC PROBES
ELEC. TEMP+ ION DENSITY, MFILM
AE-A_PRESSURE GAUGE
NEJTRAL DENS (2£CK_-BDOKM)_ FICHE
AEmA_MASS SPECTROMETER
TAB ATHOS COMB DENSITIES, FICHE
AE-B,R _ ION MASS
ION MASS SPECTROM, DATA, TAPE
ION MASS SPECTROM. DATA, MFIL M
AE-BpNEUTRAL NAG MASS SPECT
NEJTRAL PARTICLE OSNBITIES+ BOOK
AE-B,ATMOSPHERIC DRAG
ATMOS DRAS DEN TABLES, FICHE
AE-C, dV NITRIC OXIDE _XP.(UVNO)
NITRIC OXIDE DATA, TAPE
ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC OXIDE, MFIL_
AE-C_ CYL.ELECTROST°PRC_E (CE p )
2E_ DATA, TAPE
CYLIND,ELECTROST,PRO_E OATA,MFILM
AE-C,BENNETT ION _ASS SPEC.(BIMS)
ION MASS SPECTROMETE R CATA, TAPE
BENNET IONIMASS SPEC., _PIL u
AE-C, T_I.-AX.ACC,SYS.IMESA)
MESA DENSITY DATA, TAPE
MESA DENSITY ZATA, MFIL _
AE-C, _40TOELEST.SPES. (prS)
PES DATA, TAPE
PHOTOELEC, SPEC, DATA, M_IL_
AE-C_ RETARD POT'L ANALYZER (RPA)
RmA DATA, TAP_
BET POTENTIAL ANALYZER, MFILM
AE-C, VISIBLE AIRGLOW EXP.(VAE)
VISIBLE AIRGLOW DATA_ TAPE
VISIBLE AIRGLOW OATA_ MFILM
AE-C,EXTRE_E S@L.UV MONITD_(ESU_)
SOLAR FLUX MEASURE_ENTS_ _ICME
ABSo U,V, SOLAR FLUX_ FICHE
AE-C, SOLAR EUV SPECTqOM.(EUVS)
EUV ABSORPTION DATA, TAPE
AE-C, nAG.ION MASS SPEC.(MIMS)
NAG° ION MASS SPEC DATA_ TAPE
MAS ION MASS SPECTROMETER_ _FIL v
AE-C_ LOW ENERGY ELECT.EXP.(LEE)
LEE DATA, TAPE
LOW ENERGY ELECTRON DATA, MFILM
AE-C+ 3_EN SOURCE SPECT.(OSS)
OP.SOURCE-NEUT,_.S, DATA, TAPE
ORE_ SOURCE SPECTRO_FTE _ , MFILM
AE-C+ NE_T.ATMOS.COMR.EXP,(NACE)
CL.SOURCE-NEUT._.S.DATA+ TAPE
NEdT ATMS COMP DATA, MrIL _
AE-C, NEuT. AT MOS,TE_p'EXp°(NATE)
NZUT.ATMDS.TEMP,AND COMP,, TAPE
NEUI ATMOS TrMP-CO wp DATA_ MFILM
AE-D UV NITRIC OXIDE EXP.(UVNO)
NITRIC OXIDE DATA_ TAPE
AE-D CYL.ELECTROST°PRDBE (O_P)
CE p DATA+ TAPE
AE-D TRI-AX.ACC.SYS. (MESA)
MESA DENSITY DATA, TAPE
AE-D PHOTOELECT.SPEC.(PES)
PE5 DATA_ TAPE
AE-D RETARD POT'L ANALYZER (RPA)
RPA DATA+ TAPE
A£-D VISIBLE AIRGLOW EXP.(VAE)
VISIBLE AIRGLOW DATA, TAPE
AE-D NEUT.ATMOS.COMP.EXP.(NACE)
NACE DATA_ TAPE
DATA SET INPORMATION
NSSDC ID ...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
63-030D
63-0303-01
63-0300-01A 0110216W 04113/71 13
6 3-03BC
S3-03BS-OI
63-038C-010 09/28163 12/31168 13
63-038C-O1E 0_/28/63 12131/6_ 13
63-0360-OIF 0_/2B/63 12131167 13
_3-03BC-OlG 09128155 0_II£/56 13
EA-083C
64-083C-01
64-0830-01A 12117/6_ 06130/6[ 13
72-032A
T2-C32A-01
72-032A-OIA 04/21172 OE/CR/72 13
63-053A
GD-O53A-Ol
63-O53A-OiA 12123/63 06/2_171 14
E4-076A
6R-OTEA-OI
G_-OTSA-C_A ii12716_ ICII_15_ 14
6@-0_6A
GB-O6EA-OI
68-066A-OlA 0R128168 Ci113/7" 14
63-009A
63-009A-D2
63-OOgA-C2A 0_/04/G3 07/10/£3 1W
63-00BA-03
63-009A-03A 0_I03165 0£I05/53 i_
63-00_A-01
63-CODA-OIA 04103163 06101/63 i_
66-044A
65-0_A-01
66-OAAA-O1A 06/09/66 01/17167 iB
66-04_-010 OelOgl66 01117167 IE
EE-OAhA-OZ
6_-OAAA-O2A 05/2£/_6 CZ131/£_ 15
66-04_A-03
B£-04_A-CDA 12123/66 0A/25/71 15
73-1014-13
73-lOIA-13A 12/16173 12/II/7F i%
73-101A-130 12/19/73 0c/23/75 16
73-I01A-01
73-101A-OIA 12/16175 12111/7R 16
73-101A-010 12119/T3 09/23/7_ 16
73-i01A-11
73-101A-IIA 12116/71 12111/7_ 16
73-101A-IIB 12/19173 0_123175 16
73-I01A-02
73-I01_-02A 12116/73 12/iI/7_ 16
7_-IOIA-O2h, I_I19/7! 0c/_3/7 : 17
73-i01A-03
73-101A-O3A 12/16/73 12/II/TS 17
73-i01_-0_ 12/19/73 OR/23/T? 17
73-101A-0_
73-1CIA-C_A i[I16/7_: i_/ii17_ 17
73-101A-DRB 12/19173 09123176 I_
73-i01A-14
73-101A-14A 12/16/73 22111/7_ iF
73-I01A-I_9 1211_/73 0912317_ I_
?3-101A-OE
73-101A-059 03/I_174 11127/T_ 15
73-101A-CBC 17120/73 12/'1/73 iF
73-I01A-06
T3-10IA-060 02/02/74 02/2_17_ 19
73-101A-10
73-101A-lOA !2/16/7_ IC/il/7_ is
73-I01A-I0_ 12119175 09123/7_ i_
TO-IOIA-12
T3-1OIA-12_ 12/16/73 12111/7_ iB
73-I01A-12_ 12/19/73 0912_175 !=
73-i01&-07
73-101A-O?A 12/16/73 12/iI/7_ _O
TD-101A-O?_ 12/19/73 0_/23/T_ 20
TD-ICiA-OR
73-101A-OBA 12/16/73 1_Iii/7_ 22
T3-1CIA-O8_ 12119/73 0_/23/75 2:
T3-1OiA-O_
73-IOIA-OBA 12/16/73 12/11/7B ZO
73-101A-EBB 12/I_/73 00/23175 _I
75-09SA
7_-BB6A-11
75-096A-IIA 10106/75 01129/76 21
75-096A-CI
75-095AmOIA 1010_175 Cl/2q176 Zl
TS-O96A-02
75-O96AmO2A 10106/75 01/25/76 21
75-09GA-03
75-OgSA-O3A I0/06/7_ CI12£/76 22
75-096A-OA
75-096A-OAA 10/06175 01/29176 _2
7B-OgEA-13
75-096A-I3A I0106175 0112911£ 22
75-096A-08
75-Og6A-OBA 10/06/75 01129/76 22
8T
:_,,"...... Q J.,,.,LiTYOF _ _,-_
SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNC_ DATE
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
DATA SET NAME
_SSOC IO
HOPFMAN
_OFCMAN
NIER
SPENCER
AE-E 11/20/75
BRACE
BRINTON
C_AMPION
DCEqlNG
_ANSON
nay[
H[AT_
_E£1N
_INT_RESGfR
NILR
SP:NCER
AEROS 12116112
SC_MIOTKE
SPENCER
A:R.OS 2 07/16/7_
N:SKE
32-_'::T<E
_EL_CE
_4.l"
vCDIA_MID
mApR='j
ALSdETTE 2
AS-D, MAG.]ON _ASS S_EC,(MIMS)
MAG. I,ON MASS SPEC DATA, TAPE
AE-D_LOW ENERGY ELECTRON EXP(LEE}
LEE DATA, TAPE
AE-D, OmEN SOURCE SmEC.(9SS)
OP.SOURCE-NEUT._.S. DATAt TAPE
AE-_, NEUT.ATMOS.TEMP.EXP.(NATE)
NEUT.ATMOSoTEMP.AND COMP., T_PE
AE-E,CEP-CYL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE
CEP OATA_ TAPE
AE-E,BENNETT ION _4SS SPEC.(BIMS)
BI_ DATA, TAPE
AE-E_ TRI-AW.ACC.SYS. (wESA)
_ESA DATA, TAPE
AE-E_PES-PHDTOELECT S_[CTROMETER
PES DATA, TAPE
AZ-E,RPA-RETARDING POTENT ANAL
RPA DATA, TAP_
AS-E, VISIRLE AI_,SLOW rxP (VAE)
VAE DATA, TAPE
AE-E, EXTRM SOLAR UV M_NIT (ESUM)
SOLAR fLUX MEASUrEmENT<, FICHE
ADS, UV SOLAR FLUX, FICHE
AE-E, NZUT.ATMOSo_O'_.EXPo(NACE)
NACE DATA, TARE
AE-E, SOLAR ELV SPEC. (CUVS)
EUV _BSORPTION _ATA, TAPE
EJVS SOLAR-rLJX DATA_ TAPE
AEIE, OPEN SOURCE SPECTRO_.(OSS)
OSS DATA, TAPE
AE-E, NEUT.ATVOS.TEM_°E_C,(NATE)
NAT[ DATAt TAPE
AERGS_ _OLAR EUV RA:]ATION
EbV SPECTRA DATA, TAPE
_ERDS,NEUTRAL DEN,AND _E_PE_ATURE
NEUT T£MP ° SENSITY DAT_, _IL_
_ERDS, RET_RDIt_$ POTENT ANALYZER
_:_¢ FLASM_ MEASURMNT, TAPE
AEROS 2, IMPEDANCE PROB_
_LEDTRO_ ]ENSITy CATA, TAPE
AERCS 2, E_V SPECT_O_ETE q
LJV SPE2TRA ]ATA_ T_PE
AEROS 2, RETARDINS PnT ANALYZER
RFA PLASXA MEASURIV_,T, TAP£
T:'4£ C_ART5, TA_[
EXTENDED WOnLD MAPC, TAPE
T[_E CHART_ P]CHE
itJ£E_ OF AVAILABLE 3_TA, TAPE
_R_ EXTENDED W_? _APS_ M:ILM
:NZEX O _ AVA_LARLE DATA, FICHE
_£=Z ORBITAL ELE_[_,T_, TAPE
ALO_ETTE I,VLF RECEIVER
'_: SPECT_]SRAMR, '4_TL_
ALOUETTE I,RAO[D ACTR,q,I._-IOMHZ
CCS_[C RASID P!OIE_-_G$ LEIJo,MFILN
ALOOETTE I,ENE_,SET]C mART. DETECT
E ST _0-_P ,)T 5CGKEV ]_S AV,TAPE
_LOuETTE 1, SWEEP FmES 30UNDER
%_EEpICREQJENDY ZC%]SRA_S, MFILN
ALCSYN-SCALED DATA, _IL_
_LDSYN-SCA_ED DATA, TAPE
RmS N(-) INT PROFZLES, PIC_E
:._TE N(_} SCALES FmDFILE_, PICPF
ARE _;(H)÷_ _UM_APIE_, TAPE
ARC N(_)*h [NT :RO:ILES, clC_E
_LOSyNISCALE2 D_TA, _IC-E
CPC N(_) INT PqC,:ZL£S_ CO'HE
'_:SS]C IONO$qA_ INIdENTDRY_TAPE
JCL_ K( _] INT PROFILES,TAPE
C_C INDEX i]c DUCTED ECHOES, T_ p_
_SPS N(_) JNT PROFILES, _FILM
EDJNDE# RG: VS Ti_E PLOTS, MFIL_
CGC N(_) DATA,SCALED POINTS, TAPE
C_C N(_) DATA, tj ÷ HST C_EP, TAPE
EXTENDED WORLD M_=S, TAPE
C_C INDE× n_ DATA AVAILABLE, TAPE
0q2 INDE× n_ 3_TA AVAILAHLE_PlC_E
6SPC ORBITAL _LE_ENT_, TAPE
ALCIJZTT{ 2,VLP RECEIVER
VLF SPECTROGRAMS, _CTLM
K_SHIVA VLF ]ATA_ 513K
ALOUETTE Z_LA_,OMUIR F_C 4r
{.ZZTRON _[N:]ITY " TEMP, TAPP
ELECTRON DENSITY - TEMP, _IL _
!LFCT DE%S_TY * Tr_p PLOTS, MV[L_
ALOUETTE 2,_AZ:O NOISE,o2-13oSM_Z
_DZ'_I_ RADIO NOISE-A$C LEV,,_r_L"
CnS_IC RADIO NC:SE-SUM_ARY, MFIL _
CIDS_'I: RASI3 NOISE, _C _OLLS
75-09£A-10
75-096A-1DA
75-096A-12
75-0964-12A
75-095A-07
75-096A-OTA
75-OB6A-OR
75-096A-OBA
75-I07A
75-I07A-01
75-107A-OIA
75-I07A-I0
75-107A-IDA
75-107A-02
75-107A-O2A
75-I07A-C_
75-107A-OSA
75-107A-_
T5-107A-O_A
75-107A-11
7_-IOTA-IIA
7E-IO7A-05
75-107A-OSF
75-107A-C50
75-1ETA-OR
75-107A-ORA
7_-I07A-OE
TS-IO7A-069
75-107A-060
75-I07A-07
75-107A-09
75-IC7A-0_
72-I00A
72-100A-0_
72-100A-C#A
72-100&-C =
72-100A-OSA
72-100A-62
72-100A-OZA
74-055A
74-005A-03
7_-05bA-O_A
7q-O=5_-Oq
7R-O55A-O_A
7_-05_A-02
7_-OS_-C2A
_L-O_DA-CC2
62-0_9A-00E
62-O_RA-OOF
E2-O#SA-00G
62-0#9A-001
62-O_9A-OOd
62-0_9A-0#
62-O#$A-C_A
52-O_qA-02
S2-Eq_A-COA
E2-O49A-OI
62-0_7A-014
62-O#_A-CIP
62-0_9A-0IC
S2-O_SA-OIE
_2-0_%A-01 p
E2-O#qA-OII
EO-O#DA-OIJ
62-O_9A-OIK
_2-O4_A-OIL
62-0#9A-01_
62-049A-01 p
62-O_cA-OIQ
62-C#_A-01_
62-C_A-C15
62-04_A-OIT
62-O_DA-OlU
6_-OSRA
_5-OgqA-COS
6_-O9_A-OOE
65-0_-00P
65-09_-000
6_-oqBA-C2
65-O9_A-O2A
6t-ODF_-O2E
6_-O9_A-OE_
65-09PA-O_B
6=-O_HA-05C
65-OB_A-ODA
ALC_ETTE 2,ENE_ISETIC tART. DETECT 6PIOgFA-C_
::.J_T RATE DAT_, TAPE 65-CSqA-O_A
DATA SET INPO_MATICN
...................................
TI_E S=AN
OF 2_T_ F'ASE
10106175 01/29/75 23
10/06/75 01/29/76 23
10106175 01/29/7# 23
10/06170 C1/29/70 23
1112117_ 06107181 2_
ii12117_ [_IOTl_: 2_
11121175 CE1071;I 2&
11121/75 C£107/_I 2_
11/21/7E CEl071Cl 2 r
11121170 S:1371_i _=
12103175 C_/2_/7_ 25
1212017 _ i:/3117_ 2_
11121/75 06107121 2E
0_/C_/77 3_/2_I_2 -S
11121175 0_I071_I :6
17/_3t70 CAl_-17_ 27
1_/26/T2 C_106/7} [7
Cl/0477! 0_/0_/7 _ 27
07t2317_ C_/2_/TL 27
07/21/74 _7/0_/7 _ 27
07/20/7_ C_/0_t?5 L. t
C9/2_t52 1111=/:_ _u
12/03/q7 0212P172 2_
0_I_162 121_I16 = 2_
Cii01166 iFI_II_7 2c
Cv/:_/S2 9£/TO/S_ 2 p
01101166 IZ/_IIEF 2_
10/07/62 0_/i_/7_ 2 _
ll/_r/.j: . x '_ ..
C,_12_I_2 11130170
C_1251q2 Z_If£/_4 2 _
0_129/62 11t_0/10 2 _:
9q/29/61 C_1_I/_4 2_
C_129102 C:ISOIST _
11126162 071_II03 2_
Oq/lO/62 07/2%/6; 70
1[/31/_:: Cl/f7/_q _:
11101/_ 2112_IE# fJ
0_/Z0162 0712_1£_ t0
0q/29161 i!/_0173 _:
0_130162 C=IOZIE_ _1
12101162 121_iIE2 _1
10103162 E_lO_l_ 71
0_I_1103 C41271S4 31
0_f29/62 C_I_O/E p _l
1111_16_ 11106171 31
0R/06167 [f/}i/7} 32
11/29/6_ 121311_E ]2
II/2q/65 101311_ 3$
1_/00/65 06/Ci:/73 _2
02125/71 09/2&/71 _,£
0_/21/66 1111]/67 !2
02121/6& 11113167 ]3
02121166 gf/Olli7 _3
11129165 C6t3_/13 ]_
06130/66 07/0116_ _3
0_/_0/66 07/01/6_ _
R_ L_ t_
SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH OATE *
***************************************************************************
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
• DATA SET NAME
WARREN
ARIEL I
ELLIOT
SAYERS
ARIEL 3
KAISER
MURPHY
5AYERS
SAYERS
STEWART
ARIEL 4
FKA NK
KAISE m
SMITH
WILLVORE
COSMOS 49
EOLSINCV
COSMOS 321
OOLGINOV
DISCOVERER 2!
MCISA&C
]ME-A
DONLEY
2DNLEY
HOFF_AN
_A_ER
6SR3 R
RAITT
EXPLORER i
JACCHIA
MANPINS
VAN ALLEN
EXPLORER A
VAN ALLEN
EXPLORER ?
PO_ERANTZ
SUOMI
0_./26/62
35/05/67
12/11/71
1012_164
Cll2;/TJ
05116161
ii12916_
11/22/72
C2/0£/56
07/25/56
i0113159
PARTICLE _OUNDARY OATA_ TAPE
ALOUETTE 2, SWEEP FREO SOUNDER
SW_EP-FREOUENCY IONOGRAMS, MFILM
RRL N(H)+H INT PROFILES, FICHE
ERC INOEX OF DUCTEC ECHOES, TAPE
ERC DUCTED ECHCES,_X10-IN. PRINTS
CRR N(H) INT PROFILES9 MFICAE
CRC N(H) SCALED PROFILES, MFICH[
NSSDC IONCGRAM INVrNTORY,TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILEStPACKED TAPE
ARE N(H) INT PRO=ILES, MFIL_
ERC INDEX OF DUCTEC ECHOES, TAPE
CRC N(H) DATA, N * HGT COEF, TAPE
RSRS N(H) INT PROPlLES_ M_ILM
SOJNDER AGE VS TIME PLOTS, _FILM
ARIEL I,COSMIC RAY DEIECTOR
CERENKOV, GEIGER CR DATA, TAPE
ARIEL I,R _ CAPACITANCE PROBE
ELECTRON DENSITY, TAPE
ELECTRON DENSITY, _ILM
ARIEL 5,VLF PP RECEIVERS
VL F RECEIVER OATA, V=IL_
VLF SIGNAL STRENT_ AT 3 CREW,TAPE
ARIEL 3,M.F. THUNDERSTORM NOISE
THUNDERSTOR_ NOISE, TAPE
PLOTS TSTM NCISE UP. LAT, WFIL v
ARIEL 3,LANSMUIR PRO_E
ELECTRON TE_PERATUR:St TAP c
ELECTRON TEMP PLOTS, _FILM
ELECT DENSITY • TEPP PLOTS, MPILM
ELECT DENSITY ÷ TE_# LISTS, '4PILM
ARIEL I, R_ CAPACITAN_: mRO_E
PLASMA FREQUENCY VALUFS, TAPE
PLASMA rR[_ PLCTS, M_ILM
ARIEL 3,MOLECULAm OXYGEN
_O- OXY VOLT OUTmJT, TAPE
MOL OXY DEN PROFILES, M_ILM
ARIEL R,LOw-ENEPGY C_ARGED PART.
L3_ EN. C*ARG. mART. DATA, TAPE
ARIEL _,VLF/EL r PROPAGATION
VLF/ELF PRO_AS. D_lZ_ TAPE
ARIEL _,_Z BA_ RADI_ NOISE(E -_ )
M_Z RADIO NOISE DATA, TAPE
ARIEL _,LANGMuIq PRO£(
LAND_UIR F_O_E DA_A, TAPE
COSMOS 49_PROT.PRECS._AGNETO_TR
SCALAR MAD. _IFL2 [ATA_ _FILM
MAGNETOMETER DATA, TAPE
COSMOS ]21_MA.$NETO_ETER
SCALAR M_G CIEL_ LIST., FICHE
OISCOVSRER 25,AEROSPAC r DENSITY
DENSITY GAUGE OATA, wPIL_
D_[-A,THERNAL ION PPO9E
T-SRMAL ION PROqE DATA, MFILM
TABULATED MEASUPE_ENTS, MrILM
PARTIALLY ROOD MEASUREMENTS,UClIM
D_E-A_ T_ER_AL ELECT_ON PROBE
THERMAL ELECTRON PR3_E DATA,MOIL _
TABULATED MEASUREVENTS, MFILM
PARTIALLY RDCD VEASJRE_ENTS,MrIL v
D_E-A_MAGNETIC ICN V_E SPECT
iD_ COMPo + _ENS_TY mLOTS, M_L _
ION DOMP. * DENSITY MEAS., TAPE
INDEX O c ION DENSITY DATA, MPlLN
D_E-A,ENERGETIC ELECTA@N CURR MON
RETARD. POT. ANAL. DATA, M_ILM
ESRD _,POSITIVE-ION SPECTRMTR,S45
POS,ION DATA, TAPE
EXPLORER I, ATHOS DRAG DENSITY
ATHOS DRAG DeN TABLES, FICHE
EXPLORER I, MICRO_ETEORITE
TRANSDUCER DATA, =ICHE
WIRE GRID DATA, _IC_E
EXPL 1, ENERGETIC PARTICLES EXP
ANTON 314 SM COUNTS_ FIC_E
TAB O_ ANTON 314 SM COUNTS, M_ILM
EXPL 4,C_ARGED PARTICLE DETECTOR
ST. ORDERED UCSD COUNT RATE, TAPE
TI_E ORDERED CO_T RATES, TAPE
COUNT RATES-RECAL. 9 AND L, TAPE
EXPL 7_HEAVY PRIMARY COSMIC RAY
ION CHAMBER COUNTS, TAPE
EXP 7,T_ERMAL RADIATION
w_ITE SENSOR TEMP(NIGHT), TAPE
ALL SENSOR TE_P, TAPE
NSSSC ID
65-098A-C_B
65-098A-01
65-099A-O1A
65-098A-01D
65-09BAIOIE
65-098A-OIF
65-09BA-OIS
65-098AIOlW
65-096A-011
65-09RA-OIJ
65-09_A-01<
65-09BA-OIN
65-098A-01D
65-09BA-CIF
65-098A-CI0
62-015A
62-015A-03
ED-Ol=A-ODA
62-0!5A-01
62-CISA-OIA
62-01_A-016
67-OR_A
67-D92A-05
67-042A-O[A
6T-O42A-05_
67-042A-04
67-O_2A-CAA
ET-ORDA-OI
67-O_)AIOIA
67-0_2A-016
67-O_DA-OIC
_7-_42A-01C
67-042_-06
67IOA_A-OSA
67-042A-065
AT-GALA-03
ET-O42A-O3A
67-042A-03_
T1-1O_n
71-IC=A-C_
71-1COA-OAA
71-I09A-03
71-10=_-CDA
71-I05A-C2
71-109A-OZA
71-10=A-CI
71-10_A-CIA
E_-OEOA
64-C6SA-CI
6R-OS_A-OIA
6q-OEOA-C![
70-OOEA-OI
70-O06A-OIA
61-OlAA
61-01_a-C3
61-OI_-O_A
6_-OR_-C1
ES-COB_-01A
65-OSAR-01B
65-096_-012
6_-0989-06
65-09R5-062
65-09R_-06[
65-O_RR-C =
65-0992-25A
6E-09BP-05E!
65-09R_-0_C
65-09_-27
72-092A
72-0_2A-01
72-092A-O1A
5R-OOIA
_6-001A-03
5B-O01AIODA
58-001A-02
5B-_OIA-C2A
58-001A-02_
5_-001A-01
58-O01A-CIA
S_-O01A-OIB
58-005A
5_-005A-01
5B-O05A-OIA
5B-O05A-OIB
58-005A-012
59-009A
59-009A-83
_IO-O09A-CSA
59-009A-01
59IO09A-OIA
59-009A-CI_
DATA SET IN:ORMATION
...................................
TIME SPAN
3 _ ]_TA PAGE
11129/65 06118169 _3
11129/65 CI131/75 _
10/12/66 12127/68 34
12101165 0_/21169 34
12/01165 0_/21/E9 34
12115165 C3/39/70 34
12/15/65 03109/70 34
11129/65 04/2}173 3_
11129165 OE/O_ITL 3=
ii12_165 03111170 iS
11129165 10/30171 3E
12115165 07/10/72 _
12112165 CRIIIIE_ =_
16
04127/62 07/12/E2 3_
04127162 CTIOBIE2 _6
04/27/62 07/0P/62 76
0_I0[/67 0R/30/67 _6
0_I05167 O_II_ISR _S
0_/0!167 04/1416A 3 _
0_/05167 C_IIA/#A _7
0510!!/67 C_/iS/tA _7
0EI051E7 041141_ _ _7
0_I05167 0411_IE L 37
J_l_IS7 CIIIZI_ J;
02105167 11121167 _
I_ICI/71 IZIC917_ _
1210117} 1210_/73 "_
IS/El/V1 12/_9/T7 _=
1612416_ lilOIl_
02/0_/70 C_I1317C _
0611B161 0611_IEI 3_
12/1Q1_5 3:I021E o _
011011_6 C61OOIE_ _0
12125165 0_1_I167 _0
1211_15: ':£1S21SS _IZ
01106166 Cel091E c 42
121211E3 C_IO_I _R _[
12/Ol/E_ OZ/_/Eic _i
12101165 C310316R 41
iiI_2172 [i_/l_/7q 41
OZIOIISR C_121170 41
C2121158 C2/12/5F 41
0210ilBR 04101156 41
0210115a C_II:15_ _2
02101156 C3115156 42
07126/5A 0_12115R 4_
07126158 C_I211_S 42
07126158 0912115_ _2
I011315R CS1311£0 aC
11115/59 05/24160 43
10119/59 OE/OA/EO 43
89
tSPACECRAFT_AME LAUNCH 3ATE
* INVESTIGATOR N_ME EXPERIMENT NAME
DATA SET NAME
VAN ALLEN
EXPLORER 8 11/03/60
OACC_IA
LXPLORER 9 02116/61
D'_ULLIVANt JR,
FR i 12/06/65
ST2REY
GRSIA Ii/08/69
HOVESTADT
HOVESTAOT
MORIT2
MU%MANN
IE-_ _8/25/6_
KNEC_T
I JJUN 1 _6129161
POCTRO V
FRANK
F_EE_A_
KR;PLIN
LA_G-LIN
V_', ALLEN
_'.J.JN J 12/13/G:
GjRNE_T
O' PlFN
O' !R:EN
n,_qIFN
O' ,u i E N
"'-R:Lk
C ': RI::N
V_ !', ALLEN
VAN _LLEN
V,_N ALLEN
I _,JJN _ OF_/OR/6 _
GURNETT
_JALYN
VA_! ALLEN
EXPL 7,RADIATION*SOLAR PROTON
RADIATION+SOLAR PROTON DATA, TAPE
EXPLORER 8,ATMSS DRA3 DENSITY
ATMOS DRAG DEN TABLES, FICHE
EXP 9t ATMOSPHERIC DRAG
ATMOS DRAG DEN TA_LES_ FICHZ
FR I,VLF RECEIVER
QUICK-LOOK VLF MAG CLD DATAtMFILM
GRS-A,P.*A. TELE. 1._-100MEV,EI88
PARTICLE COUNT RATES, TAPE
ORS-A, PROTON-ELECTRON DET.t EI93
PARTICLE COdNT RAT_S, TAPE
GRS-A,PROTON TELE.O.2-20.MEV*EI92
PROTON ÷ ALPha COUNT RATES, TAPE
COUNT RATE,FLUX,ORBIT PLOTS_MFILM
P,A COUNT RATE_ _ _LUXES_ M_ILM
PROTON,ALPHA CT RATE+FLUX, MFILM
GRS-A,2 FLX-GT MASNETOMETERS_EI15
IO-SEC MAG FLD VECTORS_ TAPE
IE-A,FIXED FREQ IONOSONDE
RE IONOGRA_S,CMRONOLODIDAL,MFILM
FF IONOGRAMS, SOP AND WNK_ MFILM
NS_]C FF IONOGRA_ INVENTORY_TAPE
INJUN I-GREB 3, SILICON PN JUNT.
P-N COUNTS, TAPE
INJUN I-GREB 3, SEISZR COUNTER
TAB. O _ GM COUNTS, FICHE
GM COUNTS, TAPE
INJ_N I-GREB 3_ COS DETECTOR
]STZCTOR COUNT RATES, TAP c
INJUN I-GREB3,2-20A X-RAY SET.
A-20A FLUXES, FICHE
INJUN 1-GREB 3_ GM SPECTROMETE#
F_CCTRON COUNT RATES_ TAPE
INJUN I-GREB 3, FLUXGATE MAGNETOM.
MASNETOMETER DATA_ TAPE
INJUN 3,VLF DETECTORS
VLF RED BIG STRENGTH, TAPE
INJON 3, ATHOS DRAG :CNSITY
ATMOS DRAG DENSITY TABLES, FICHE
INJU\ ],PROTON-ELECTRO_ DETECTORS
_OLAR SOFT X-RAy, _IDHE
G_ OOlj_TS_ TAPE
PARTICLE FLUX PLOTD_ _FILM
INJUN 3, PULSE SCINTILLATOR
SCINT. COUNTS, TAPE
INJUN 3,MAG.DI_PNTIAL-ZLEC.SPEC.
ELECTRON COUNT_ TAPE
?,LT_CTDR FLUX PLOT_, MFILM
INJLJN 3,INTEGRAL MAG Fl_CTN SPCCT
ELEC COLNT(STAR:ISH)_ TAPE
INJJN 3, D.C. SCINTILLATOR
21.2. SCINT. COU_TS, TAPE
INJUN 3, ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
[LECTRN MuLTIP COUNT, TAPE
INJUN _, PROTON SPECTROMETER
P-N COUNTS_ TAP[
INJUN 3_AURORA AIRGLOW mHOTOMETER
P_CTOMETER COUNT, TAPE
iNJuN R,GM DETECTORS (7)
_ COUNTS, TAPE
INJ_N _,m-NJUNCTION DETECTOR
P-N COUNTS, TAPE
PROTON COUNT RATE mLOTS, W_IL_
INJUN _,C9S DETECTOR
COS COUNTS, TAPE
INJUN _,PLASTIS SCINTILLATORS
SCINTILLATOR COUNTC, TAPE
I_;JUN m,L ENG_ PR*EL CIFFEANAL
LS_EDEA COJNT RATES_ TAPE
INJUN 5,VLF RECEIVER,30CPS-16KC
VLF SIGNAL STRENGTH, TAPE
INJUN 5_SP_ERIC.RET.PO].ANAL
R_T. POT. AN. DAT_, TAPE
INJUN 5,S.S.OET.(PROTON,ELEC.)
S.S.PROT.AND ELECT.CNT.RATE, TAPE
I_-S AVG COUNT RATES, TAPE
EXTENDED WORLD MAPS_ TAPE
GS_C ORBITAL ELEMENTS, TAPE
ISIS i, VL; EXPERIMENT
V_ r SPECTEOGRAMS, _C_LM
KAS_IMA AND SYOWA VLF DATA, BOOK
ISIS I,CYL. ELECTROSTATIC PROBE
ELECTRON DENRITY ÷ TEMP, TAPE
ERZ:TRON DZ_SITY * TSMP_ _IC_E
ELECT DENSITY - TE_P PLOTS, FICHE
NSSDC TD
59-0094-0_
59-O09A-OAA
60-014A
60-OIWA-O?
60-Ol_A-O?A
61-00_A
61-OOAA-01
61-OOWA-OIA
65-i01A
65-I01A-01
65-101A-OIA
69-0974
69-097A-02
69-097A-O2A
69-097A-0_
69-097A-OAA
69-097A-03
69-097A-O3A
69-097A-036
69-097A-030
69-097A-03D
69-097A-01
69-097A-OIA
6@-051A
6A-OGIA-OI
64-051A-OiA
6_-051A-010
6A-OGIA-_IS
61-015B
61-0158-06
61-_15B-O6A
61-0159-01
61-0159-01A
61-0158-019
61-0158-02
61-0153-02A
61-015B-07
61-0156-07A
61-0158-03
61-0156-03A
61-0156-05
6I-OI5B-O5A
62-0676
62-C673-09
62-067B-09A
62-067R-13
62-0678-13A
_2-0679-01
62-067B-01A
62-067_-016
62-0676-010
62-56TB-02
62-067B-O2A
62-067B-03
62-0_7_-03A
62-0679-039
62-067B-04
62-O£7B-O_A
62-0678-05
62-067_-05A
62-067B-06
62-067B-D6A
62-067H-07
62-067B-O7A
62-067B-OR
62-O67B-ORA
6_-07_
£A-075_-03
64-076B-O3A
6_-07EB-O_
6_-OT6B-O_A
6_-076_-0_6
6_-076B-05
6_-076B-OGA
6_-OT6B-06
6_-076R-O6A
6R-O66B
66"066_-01
6B-O66B-O1A
6B-O66B-02
6B-O66B-O2A
6R-O66B-O_
6B-O6BB-O_A
68-0668-03
68-O66B-G3A
66-O66B-OSB
69-009A
69-009A-000
69-009A-OOE
69-009A-03
69-oogA-osA
69-O09A-O3B
69-009A-07
Bg-oogA-o7A
69-009A-O7B
69-009A-OTD
DATA SET INFORMATION
...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
10113/59 82/28/61 _3
11/07/60 03120170 _3
02117161 0_I0915_ _3
12107165 0610116R _3
11116169 03115170 _3
11/25/G9 03/15/70 _
11110169 06128/70 A_
11109169 06128170 _
11110169 06126170 _
11108/69 06128/70 _
11/08/69 0612B/70 _5
0_12516_ 12129165 _5
0B/27/6_ 12/22/65 _5
081251_ I21221£5 A5
06/30161 08131162 45
06/29/61 08/12/62 _5
06130/61 08131/62 45
06130151 06/31162 A6
06129161 1211_161 46
06/30/61 0_131t52 46
06130161 08131162 _6
12/25/62 10/25163 _6
12115162 0RI15167 _6
12/20/62 i011_/63 _6
12/I_/62 I0/2R/63 _7
01/01/63 10/20/63 _7
12/i_/62 10128/63 47
12/IR/62 i012R/63 47
01/01/63 0EI15/63 47
12/i_/62 10/25/63 _7
12/i_162 10131163 W_
12/IR162 10/25/63 4q
1211R162 10131/£3 _B
1211_/62 I012E/63 _
02113165 07/19/66 Rg
02113/65 07/19166 _R
1112316_ 0711_166 _B
02/13165 07/19166 A9
02113165 07119166 @5
0B/09t68 05129/70 _9
OP/Og/6B 05/29170 _9
08109168 05129170 _9
0R/09/68 05129170 _9
OR/29/6B 05/30/70 50
06106169 10119/73 50
02107169 0112317E 50
01130/69 00/00/75 50
11/21/72 021091B2 50
01130169 06101171 50
011301£9 06/01/71 50
01130169 06105/70 51
go
SPASECRArTNAME LAdNCH SATE
* INVESTIGATOR NA_E EXPERImeNT NAME
DATA SET NAME
131S 2
',A$SAT
CALVEPT
_ART2
_5:KKILA
VC]I_R_:O
NELMS
%_SALYN
,_N :Eq
F'_'_RZ%_ TDN
CALV[CT
HASTE
:]_FM_ri
"-_ : { •
'.'C i_ 1 _ ,vID
5- P_i _2
_HITTE<ER
IwAMOTO
NA,AMJR&
O_LvA
Y,3_IN2
L _:',,S E L
J_lOl171
C211:_176
Z210qlT_
1013'0179
ISIS ItFIXED FREG SOUNCER
=IXED-_REQ IONOS_AMS, M_ILM
ISIS I,COSMIC RADIO NOISE
COSMIC PA210 NOISE-AGC LEV,,MFILM
ISIS I,SOFT PARTICLE SmECTROMETER
SD_T PARTICLE SPZCTROGRAMS_ M_IL M
ISIS I,£NERG£TIC PART.DETECTORS
ELECTRON • PROTON OATA_ TAPE
ISIS i, SWEEP FP[O SOUNDER
S@EEP-FREGJENCY IONOSRAMS, MFIL _
NSSDC IONOGRAM INVENTORY, TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PRQFILEq_ TAPE
CRC INDEX 0 _ CUCTED ECHOES, TAPE
C_: N(H) SSALEO _RDFILES, TAPE
SOUNDER AGC VS TIME PLOTS, MF_LM
ISIS I,SPHSR. ELECTRO. ANALYZER
iON DENSITY, MFILW
1ON TEMP AND DENSITY, TAPE
EXTENDED wO_LO MAPS, TAPE
GSFC ORBITal ELEMENTS_ TAmE
E_ OPERATION LOS, TAPE
TXP OPERATION LOG, MPILM
FXP OPrRATION LOG (PLOTS), M:ILN
COORO. ISIS 2 09SE_VATIONS_ BOOK
ISIS 2, 391_-_$77 A _STO_ETER
391_-A AND 5577-A DATA, TAPE
POLAR EMISSION PLOTS, MFILM
COORDo ISIS 2 OFSERVATIONSI 900K
ISIS 2, VLF EXPERIMENT
VL_ SPECTROGmAMS, _!LM
mAS_MA AND SYOWA VLP DATA, ROOK
COD_D. ISIS n OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,:YLIND. ELECTROSTATIC PRSB
ELECTRON DENSITY * TEMP_ TAPE
FLECTRON OCNSITY • T rMP , _FIL_
2gORD. ISIS 2 OFEERVATIONS, £00K
ISIS 2, FIXED :EE_UENSY SOUN]ER
FI_EO-rRE_ IONOSR_MS, MFILM
ISIS 2,COSMIC PADIC NOI_E
C_VlC PA::IO NOISE-AGE LEV, MFIL_
:S:S Z,SO_T PARTICL F S _SCTROMETER
SOFT P_RTICL- SmECTROG_AMS, MFILM
CqCPS, l_iS 2 CpSTPVATIONS, _OCK
ISIS 2,ION-MASS SF'ECT_O_ETER
;ON _ASS SPECTRO_ETE_ DATA, M_IL _
15r_ MASS SPE_ROMFT_ _ OATA, TAP_
ERORn. ICIS Z C:_srmvATIONS, HOCK
ISIS L,PFTARD. POT[N, &N_LYZ rq
O-,H÷,_E÷,ANL TE_P _LOTS,MFILM
C._H÷_E_,_N m T[_ _ LISTINGStWFILM
COOBO. ISIS 2 ORSrRVATIONS_ BOOK
ISIS 2,ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECT.
EL::TRON * PPOTO_ _ATA_ TAPE
INDEX OF PROCESSED O_TA, M_ILM
CC'ORD° ISIS D ORSER_ATIONS_ ROOK
ISIS 2, 6300 A P_OTOMETER
_3GO-A INTENSITY _PS, TAPE
POLAR E_ISSION PLOTS, MFILM
C_ORO. loIS 2 ONSEPVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER
S.[EP-C#EQjENCY IONOSRAMS, MFILM
N$SDC IONOS _AM INVFN TORY' TAPE
%_0 N( _ ) I'_T PROFILE q , TAPr
SkZ INDEX OF ?UCTED ECHOES, IA#E
CR; N(_) INT PRO=ILlS, TAPE
C_C N(H) SCALED PPOPIL[S, FICHE
_OLINDER ASS VS T[_[ PLOTS, MPILM
205_O. ISIS 2 OFSFPVATIONS_ BOOK
ISS-B,BENNETT ION M_SS S_ECTROM
ATL_S-_HF,@* ]CN CmNSITIES,FIC_E
KYOKKD, ION MASS SPECTrOmETER
ION COMPOSITION PLOTS, MFIL _
KYOKKO,[LECTRCN {NE_GY MRALYZER
ELECTRON FLU_ SPECTROGRAMS, MFILM
KYOKKS,JV SLOW SPECTROMETER
JLTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW PLOTS, MFIL_
KYOKKD, EL_CT_O_ PPO _r_
rLECTRON TEM_*DENS[TY FLOTS_M_ILM
KYOKK3,ZS PLASMA _VE
PLASMA SPECTQOG_AwS,M_ILM
O_IT POSIT:ON LISTING, FIC-E
MASSAT, SCALAR MASN_TS_ET[R
C_RONINT(CHRONICLE _NT[RMEO),TAPE
CHRONSE(CB_ONICLE SoACECOAFT)TAPE
MAGSAT ORBIT PET. qUBROUT., TAPE
PJR]UE MAG, PLD, ROUTINES, TAPE
USER PROGRAMS, TAPE
C_RCNFIN (C_RONICLF FINE), TAPE
INV-B (INVESTIGmTCK-P) DATA, TAPE
CONDENSED ORBIT/ATTITUDE, TAPE
SELECT DATA _OR MODEL W/ADd, TAPE
SELECT DATA FOR _I;:LD MODEL, TAPE
NSSDC ID
69-0096-02
69-0096-026
69-009A-10
69-0096-I06
69-0096-05
69-009A-056
69-0096-0_
69-OOgA-OcA
69-OOqA-Ol
G9-O09A-OIA
69-OOBA-OlB
69-0096-015
59-8096-01E
69-009A-01 _
69-009A-016
8R-OOgA-08
69-0096-086
69-0D96-088
71-02_A
71-02_A-000
71-02_A-006
71-02_A-00 =
71-8246-005
71-02_A-OOH
71-02WA-O01
71-02_A-11
11-02_A-IiA
71-02_A-118
71-0246-110
71-5246-03
71-02_A-036
71-0246-835
71-D2RA-03C
71-0246-07
71-0286-076
71-0246-078
71-82_A-075
71-02_A-02
71-0246-026
71-02_-10
71-024A-18A
?i-02_A-05
71-02_A-056
71-024_-058
71-0286-0 _
71-0246-066
71-02_A-068
71-024A-06C
71-0246-09
71-02_A-086
71-02_A-08B
71-0246-080
71-02_A-04
71-0246-046
71-02_A-O_E
71-8246-045
71-02_A-12
71-02_A-126
71-028A-12£
71-0246-12C
71-8246-01
71-02_-01A
71-02_A-018
71-024_-01C
71-024A-01[
71-02%_-01 =
71-02_A-015
71-02_A-81_
71-024A-011
78-C18_
78-0186-0_
75-01_A-0_A
78-0146
7_-0146-06
78-0146-866
7B-0186-02
7B-O1GA-02A
78-0146-05
75-01_A-056
78-014A-01
7_-01_A-016
78-0146-04
78-OIWA-O_A
79-09_
?_-O9_A-OOD
78-09_-01
7g-0946-016
79-09_A-015
79-084_-015
79-09_A-81_
79-09_A-016
79-09@A-0_F
79-09_A-015
79-09_A-01_
79-0966-011
79-0946-01d
DATA SET INFORMATION
...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
01130159 10112173 ml
01130/69 18112173 51
02103169 10127159 51
02102/69 12128169 51
03116169 12130181 52
01130169 10112173 52
02113169 06187172 52
02101169 12/27/71 52
02101159 05130180 52
52
01/31169 1112016£ 53
01131159 II1301S9 53
0_I01/71 i0/26173 53
0_/08/71 0112317 _ 53
12101171 12131174 53
01/01181 12131182 53
12/01171 06130176 53
10122171 08/02172 53
8_123171 12131/71 54
01106173 0112917_ 5_
10117171 12113/75 54
0_
11108172 05102182 54
05115171 0110117_ _5
0411_171 03131173 55
08114171 03131/73 ==
05/15171 12/13175 _5
0_/0_/71 07/09/75 55
04108171 11130173 55
04121/71 04102173 SS
07182/71 10112/72 56
O&IZI/71 Ii/15172 _£
04121/71 12131172 55
10119171 06118/73 _6
04125171 12/22/72 57
04128171 12122172 57
0_/I5/71 07/0_/73 _7
04119171 C3/30/78 57
0_119171 04124174 =7
07102/71 12113/75 _7
04123171 12131171 _7
01106/73 _i129174 5_
11123171 1211_17E [_
_129171 06117183 =c
04108171 11130/73 55
04/09/71 06/07172 5_
O_/OR/71 06122172 _q
O_/OR/71 C8126tT9 59
0_/08/71 10113172 59
59
10/13171 12/13175 _
10122178 88122179 59
02104178 06129179 £0
02/C_/78 OB/2q/7 _ EO
02/8_/78 06129179 SO
0210417g 06129175 60
02/0_/78 06129179 50
11102179 06168180 61
11102/79 06110180 61
ii102179 0610_180 61
81
81
61
11/01179 05119180 61
11152179 06110180 62
11102179 05/01180 62
11105179 04120180 62
11105179 84120188 62
gl
SPACECRAFTNAME LAUNCHDATE
* INVESTIGATORNAME EXPERIMENTNAMEDATASETNAMF
LANGEL
MIDAS 2 CSI2RI_]
MCISAAC
050 2 10/1,155
ANDERSON
CAIN
C,SO
HELLI_ELL
KR=PLIN
N!LSSON
SI_PSUN
WE:'_EN
AN]ERSON
BA_T_
CAIN
HELLIWELL
KREMLIN
_ANGE
REED
SIMPSON
TAYLOR, JR.
WEBBER
:T/2N/67
INVESTIG°-B QUIET TIME DATA, TAPE
LATITUDE PLDTS-INT ATTI MFILM
LOW-LATITuDE SCALAP ANOMALY, TAPE
LOW-LAT SCALAR ANOMALY DATA,MFILM
ANOMALY MAPS, 8XI_-I_. NESATIVES
MAGSAT, VECTOR MAGNETOMETER
CHRONINT(EHRONICLE INTERMEO)tTAPE
C_RONSC(CHRONICLE SPACECRAFT}TAPE
MAOSAT ORBIT nET, S_ROUT°I TAPE
PURDUE MA.3, FLD° ROUTINES, TAPE
LATITUDE PLDTS-INT ATT, MPILM
USER PROGRAMR, T_P_
CHR_NFIN (_RONI_L_ _INE), TAPE
INV-R (INVESTIGATOC-P) DATA, TAPE
ZONDENSED DRH_TIATTITUOE, TAPE
LATITUDE PLOTS-_I_:_ ATTt _IL _
SZ_ZCT DAT_ _DR _3_'EL W/ADJ, TAPE
SrL_CT DATA FOR PIFL_ _ODEL, TAPE
INVESTIG°-B QUIET TI_E DATA, TAP c
W_OLE-DR8 PLY DFLY =,X,Y,Z, MPlL _
W_OLE-ORB PLT _LT _,X,Y,_, FICHE
A_O_ALY _APS_ _XIO-IN, COLOR NEG
6[S-BSN VECTCP ANCMALY PLTS,MFILM
MIDAS _,AERDEPACE _ENSITY
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY, _PILM
OGO 2_ COSMIC RAY IONIZATION
IONIZATION RATES VS INV LAT,M=ILM
DGO 2,RUBIDIUM VAPOm '_ASNETOMETER
O,=_-SEC w_G mLD AV_G, T_PE
d FLD_DATA - _SFC 12/_B MOL,MFILM
COMPRESSED w_S :LD AUG OATA_ TAPE
FLD,DATA * ROOD 10168 MOL,MFILM
CO'_PRESSED _ALF SEC wAS CLS, TAPE
lID-SEE MAS RLD AVqG, TAPE
OJO 2,V.F RECEIV_RS(OIZ-IOOKH_)
VLF SPECTROGRAMS, 35 -ww RAPER
OGO 2,SE'LAR X-RAYS
SOLAR X-RAY SLOTS, M_ILM
OGO 2,MICROM_TEORIT_S
MICRIDWETFORIT_ _ATA, _0OK
CSC 2,FNSRGETIC Pa_TI_LE _bRVEY
COS_IC-RAY COUNT _TES, T&_E
_O_IC-RAY COJNT R_T_S, MFILM
OGD 2,GALACTIC + SOLAR COSMIC RAY
PARTICLE CDbNT PATKS, TAPE
PARTICLE CDUNT-_TF PLOTS, VFILM
O_IT ATTITJDE, TAPE
CGC _,:OSMIC _AY*POLA_ RFGION ION
IONIZATION _aTE_ VS _NV LAT,MPlLM
gOD 4, JV AIRGLO._ S_CT_C,_ET[_
OZONE PROFILES, TAPE
OOO R,_AGNET±C FIELD SURVEY
MA:ONETIE FIELD DATA, TAPE
OGO _,VLF RECEIVER
VLP SPECTROGRAMS, _5-ww PAPER
COD _,LE'W ENERGY AURORAL PART,
AURORAL PARTICLE COUNT RATES_T_PE
DAI= ACQUISITION TI_, MFILM
SUWMARY PLOTS (FINAL), M_ILM
DATA ACQSTN LOCATION PLOTS, MCILM
OGO _,SOLAR X-RAY
SO.AR X-RAY PLOTS, _:ILM
HOURLY AVGD SOLAR _-QAY FLUX,TAPE
HCUPLY _VS SOLAR X-RAY _LUX,M_ILM
X-FAy FLUX DURING FLARES, MFILM
SD_AR X-RAY FLUXES-_ 9ANDS, TAPE
OGO _,GEO LYMAN _LPHA * UV AIRGLO
AI_SLOW PLOTS, MFIL !_
OGO R,AIRGLOW P_OTOMETER
AIROLOW DATA MA_S_ TRANSPARENCIES
AIRGLOW DATA MAPS, NEGATIVFS
AIRGLOw EMISSION INTENSITIES,TAPE
AIRGLOW D_TA MAPS 6Y OR_IT_ MFILM
SZ:, _Y SEE, AIROLOW _ATA, M_ILM
CALIBRATION ,DATA, _ILM
DIRECTORY PLOTS, _IL_
SYNOPTIC POLAR PLOTS, M_!LM
LATITUDE-LONGITUDE PLOTS_ M_ILM
_LECTROMETER OUTPUT VS LAT, M_ILM
ZONAL AVERAGES, TAPE
CALIBRATION OATA_ TAPE
OIR_CTORY DATA, TAm_
PHOTOMETER OUTPUT, TAPE
SEE. BY SEC. AIRGLOW DATA, TAPE
SYNOPTIC AIRGLOW DATA_ TAPE
OGO 4,E_ERGETI: PARTICLES SURVEY
COSMIC-RAY COUNT RATES, TAPE
COSMIC-RAY COUNT RAT_S, MPILM
OGO 4_ION COMPOSITION
13_ DENSITY VS Sl_ LAT,, _AROCOPY
OGO _,GALACTIC*SOLAm COSMIC RAYS
PARTICLE COUNT _ATES, TAPE
PARTICLE COUNT RATrS, MFILM
NSSDC 13
79-DD_A-CI_
79-094A-OIL
79-O_AA-CIP
TD-ODRA-DIN
79-09_A-DIO
79-09_A-02
79-09_A-O2A
_9-C9_A-02C
7_-DD_A-OSD
?R-C_R_-02 _
79-RR_A-OSH
79-C_A-02]
79-09_A-O2J
7_-O_A-O2K
?_-O£_A-CSL
79-C_A-C2M
79-09_A-OSN
7£-OR_A-02C
79-C_AA-OSF
79-05_A-C2R
7_-0_-02_
60-0C_
_0-0£_A-C2
60-ODBA-O2A
6_-OBiA-O _
65-OBI_-C_A
6S-OBIA-O _
£=-OFIA-C=C
_5-C81A-_E
BS-O81A-05_
6=-O_IA-CEG
_-D_IA.C _ .
B5-C_I_-02
65-CBIA-C2_
_5-ORIA-IE
65-OPlA-!_A
65-0814-14
_E-ORIA-I_A
RS-OPIA-07
_=-C_IA-C7A
65-CRI_-07_
65-0_IA-C_
£7-07_a
_7-073A-003
57-C7=_-07
67-073_-07_
67-07_-14
67-C73A-I_A
_7-07_A-0_
_7-07_A-CaA
£7-073A-C2
_7-073A-O2A
_7-07_A-11
_7-C7TA-IIA
67-C73A-IIE
6?-073A-ii _
ET-OT3A-IIG
_7-073A-21
6T-O7_A-21A
67-OTOA-21_
ET-OTOA-21C
_T-3?_A-21E
57-D73A-21E
£7-07_A-13
E:T-C?3_-IOA
_7-07_A-12
67-073A-12A
_7-073A-12_
67-073_-12C
67-073A-12g
67-O?_A-12E
67-O?3A-12F
67-073_-12G
_7-07=.A-12_
_7-C73A-121
67-073A-12d
67-C73A-12K
_7-073A-12M
67-O?3A-12N
_T-O73R-120
67-073A-12P
6?-07_A-12&
67-073A-0@
GT-O73A-COA
67-C73A-OOB
B7-OT_A-I_
_7-O?3A-16A
GT-O73A-D9
67-O?Oa-ODA
D_T_ SET Ir,_C,R_ATION
...................................
TIME SPAN
0 _ _ATA _AG_
11102/79 C[/2Cl_C _
ll/C2/7q 0ti05160 _3
11102179 Gf/16/FC £}
11/C:2/T_ C_/S_/_C _
_3
11/02/79 O_/OR/FO _
I_/32/7_ S_/IO/BC _
11102/?_ O=/OI/_C _
111C2/7_ ?F/I_/_C _
111EE/79 _/20/HC :=
11/0_/7_ GAI20/_C F =
iI/02/7_ 0_/20/_0 _
OE/2q/SO O=/2_/EE ££
i0/I_/65 I:/Z0/6_ r_
IC/14/6_ IZI22/£E _E
1C/!_/_= IC/_/;7 _7
I0/17/E_ 0_/02/6E L7
IC/!_/6- lO/_3/g _ _7
IC/16/_5 C_/OR/E_ _7
I0/lt/60 iC/2_/t_ _
I0/I_/61 I_/24/_ _ _:
_7/2_/67 _i/I_/_ _ _
07/ZO/R7 01/_=/£ = E _
07/_0/_ 7 _i/2=/_R E_
07/_0/67 CI/I_/E _ _
07/_O/G? 01/2E/£= _
C7/29/57 E711_/_ _
07/_q/_7 07/I_/_ 70
I0/_2/67 C7/I:/6E 7C
07/29/£7 GS/12/E_ 70
C7129157 1212_IER 7e
OB/30/G7 0111016 _ 7C
OFIIR/G7 01/19/_ 71
0T/2_/£7 121211£ _ 71
07/2R/£7 12/30/_A 71
07/2R/£? O?/I=/E_ 71
07/_/£7 _I/_I/_F 71
C_119167 CI/_9/59 72
CR/30/67 01/16/OR 72
07/2_/6T 12/21/6P 72
07/2_/_7 12/3C/6R 72
07/2_I_? 11/2R/£q 72
08/19/67 CI/2_/_R 72
07/29/67 I0/02/_9 72
OR/Of/B7 CI/31/_F T3
OT/2B/_T 02/_2/_9 73
07/29/E7 12/07/GB ?3
C7/2_157 12/2915_ 73
07/_0/67 0R/2?/_7 73
07/30/_7 0B/27/_7 73
92
SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNSH :_TE
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAMr
DAT_ SET NAmE
D$O S C61G5/69
CJI- "
6_I-IZ
O_l-lf
C#I-19
,J ]- 5
6A:,TH
CLARK
mELLI_ELL
t_A_P!q_
LSZK^:]03
V_:LEY
SHA_;
ST:3".E
_A_LCY
c 3:_ TNE Y
_AT?
_77
EL_]I'T
_LA_E
;_ '_ 2:' E'.
T '_,E,
v _ _-P ::,L A
JLZ:HIA
'_'A"! D 21L 2,
_AT?
E:k ._,
MC [L_,A:P
HAZT-
I0/31_:
l_,/0:: f: "
7/ii/ _
3Hf0-+1_÷
1010ii%1
OGO 6,UV PHO_O_TR.130_A*I216A
AIRGLOW DATA (130_A_I216A)9 TAP£
CA_:OMP PLOTS UV _I_GLOW, _ILM
OGO 6,LYMAN-ALPHA PHOTOMETER
DET° CURRENT,ATTTT_DE,ORBIT, TAPE
OGO 6tPLANA _ ION T_AP
[0_ 3EN,CO_P,TE_+_L FLUX, MFILM
_O_POSITE ION/EL PLOTS, M_ILM
ION 3ENSITY, FLUX _ TgMP, TAPE
OGO #_Vt r RECEIVrRI20_2 -_DK_Z
VL = SPECTR_SRAMS, Z5-_M PAPOR
OiSO _,_LF RECEIVEP,50_Z-5_D_7
VL_ NOIS _ INTENSITY, MFILm
VL _ OATA (.J_P_N), _xlD-IN. PRINTS
OGO 6,NEUTRON _ONITOR
i-_]_, AVERAGFD C_UNT _ATES, TAPE
DSD 6,LC.W ENERG COSMIC RAy _AS°
SOLAR EVENT GUN_A_Y PLOTS_ M_ILM
TI_ AN2 S_EOTR_L _L3TS, MrILM
000 6,NEUT. ATM°CCMP,OUAORuP ANA
3ATA-CD_PGSIT[O_, TrMP, _IC_E
NEUTRAL _T_OS. COMPOSITION, T_PE
3GC 6,_IC_ORHO_E _T v DEN GAGE
ATmOSPhERIC DENSITY DATA, TAPE
CGO E,T_IAX.SROH. COIL MAGNETO_
SEarCH COIL 3AT_ i0-I000 _Z_MFILm
OGO 6,:]SMIO RAY EXPeRImENT
COUNT qATKS - PoLSE _EIGHT, TAPF
_OUNT RAT r PLCTSI _=IL M
OGO £,:_ENNETT :ON _S < SPECT_O_ET
H:N_ETT IC_4 _CSS :_E:T_OMTEq,TAPE
ION MASS 5_ECTPRMETE p PLOTS,M_IL_
E_E_ERI5 :,_TAI T_F[
OVI-2,-.E:CTRON_P_ST:.N DETECTORS
iL[CTRONI _R;_TC_J FLUXrSI TAPE
7LECT_O _. _T_- _GL 3,1STRg, _[LP
FLECTRON_ P_2TO_ =LJ_ESI TAPF
P_OTC'N PIT:H AN3_: D:STRI_, M=ILM
OVI-2, $:,CSI,ANC TEZC D_SIMETERS
':I_S]_ETE_ DATA, T_P=
OVI-I_, MAGNFT:C _NAL, ELECTRONS
COUNT _AT_S, T_;E
CVI-I _, I-IO_{V, _L 3:_NT _EC.
HI LNERGY rL_C. CCU'wT PATrS, TAPE
:_NT RAT_5, TAF _
Svl-l:, TRI_X:&L AEC:L_OmET£ _
ATVOS 2EN PLCT_, F:OHF
CVI-I!, p_M AT'!OS _EN_:TY
ATHOS OE_-[TY,2_O-_O0 Kml _IC-E
CVI-19,FIS_T CMN: PPOT/ELrCT DET.
O._SI F ROT/=LFCT ErFCTRCMETP, T_PE
0VI-1_, P_OTO_.-_L p_ TrLESCOP_
P_DTCN-ALF'_ TELlS:ORE D_TA, TAPE
OVI-I_, _IGM _rSOLUTIgN TELESCOPE
HI-_NE#SY P_CTO_JS,3_/:X TEL.,TAFE
CVI-I=I VLF PLASMA _VF O_ARAOT.
w_= PL_SVA AAVE 4_nSjRE_C!_TS,TAP r
CVI-131 C:R PRqT_% S_FCT .2-3MEV
2:r_ECTIONAL _RCITDF RFE2TRC_.,T_PE
0VI-19, DIST. C¸ _ ELECT _3KFT--MEV
E_-:TRON b;f:Tq3_T_q D_TA, T_PO
r_'-f, _TvC6 O_Ai$ DENSITY
ATwCS 3ENSITY T_F_L_S, FICHE
OV3-_,_S. ELE:T SPE:T
ELECTRON FLU_£5, TAPF
P:_F ELECTqO_, _LUW=S, TA p=
PERP ¸ FLECTRO_;S _T L .LTo 10, TA;E
E_JATORIAL FL_CT_3_ =LU×ES, TAPE
_3bAT,Tq_PDA,_P:2:r _gTS,ALPHAS
LAT.LONG.$OkT,T_AC._ROT.DATA_TAPE
RELAY I,C_ARGED PARTICLE DETS
L-CIkD. EL_CT_ON-P_OTON 3ATA, TAPE
_ELAY :,_OTO_-ELECT_ON COUNTERS
P_DTON-ELE:T_ON L SORTEO, TAPE
10S AV[R.CNT _ATEG TIMF O_D.,TAP[
i0 5 AV$ C@U_T ;AT F , T&PO
LC_ ENERGY _OTON PLOTS, MFIL_
_I$_-ENERGY PROT]N P_OTSi M_ILM
RELAY 2,P-N JUNCT EtrC,P_OT DETS
Et_CTRON-PRDTON C_TA,L-ORq._ TAPE
SME, U.V. OZO_
iOZONt 3ATA, T_PE
OJ'ONE RAOIA_.CE C_T_I TAPE
SVE, 1.2? vlCH_'_ AI_]LD_
NSSDC ID
69-051A
69-051A-13
69-051A-13A
69-051A-130
69-051A-12
69-0516-126
69-0_IA-03
69-051_-03A
69-0516-0_U
69-0516-03C
69-0_1A-2#
69-051A-2WA
69-0516-26
69-0516-255
69-O_IA-2_D
6910516-I _
69-0516-18_
S9-0516-19
6910516-196
6910516-190
69-0516-0_
69-0516-0_
_9-051AI0_
69-0516-01
69-OEiA-OIA
69-0_IA-22
69-051AI22A
69-0516-20
69-0516-206
69-051Ai20_
69-0:IAIC_
69-0516IC=A
69-05161050
6_-07_A
6:-07_A-00_.
6[-07_A-02
65-07KA-026
AG-O7_A-OfC
65-07_A-C2D
65--078A--03
65-07_A-O3A
6_-07R_-07_
6%-026_
6R-O26A-02
6R-0264-026
66-0266-02_
6_-0266-0q
6R-O26A-O4A
_£-026A-0_
69-0_9_-@i
66-0596-01_
69-C25_
69-025C-01
69-02=C-016
69-0250-II
69-02c:-iIA
69-02_C-0_
69-02_C-0RA
69-825:-06A
69-025C-02
Eg-02_CIO m
69-025:-056
66-0706
66-0706-69
66-0706-09_
66-0706-05
66-0706-056
66-0706-0_
_6-0706-0_C
66-0706-05]
72-0765
72-076_-01
62-0_
62-06RA-02
62-06RA-026
62-06_A-0_
62-06qA-035
62-06RA-030
62-06_A-030
62-0686-03E
52-0696-03 _
6#-0036
64-D036-02
6_-0036-026
BIIIOOA
81-100A-01
RI-IOOA-OIA
_l-100_-Olb
81-I00&-03
DATA SET INFORMATION
...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
06109169 07124170 7_
0610_169 11105170 7_
_6108169 06108169 7_
06107169 _123171 7_
06107169 04123171 7_
06/07/69 04/23171 7#
0612_169 OEI2RI71 75
1213016_ 12131170 75
10106171 01111172 75
06107169 12131169 75
06107/69 0_/$6170 7m
06107169 CR126170 75
06127169 0ri13171 75
06106/ER C612617! v_
06/11/69 01131/70 76
0611016_ 10113/70 76
06107169 0112=170 76
0610716R 03117171 76
C6111169 121_i170 76
0611116_ 12131170 76
1010516_ 12131/6_ 77
I010516_ 12101165 77
I010:J6% ii100/6 = 77
1010_165 12101/65 77
11101165 11130165 77
i01C5165 If/Oll6E 77
ICI05/6_ I_/0!16 _ v7
0_I1316 _ 0711116_ 7_
0_I1316_ 0711116" 7 _
0r/1316_ 07111/6 _ 7_
07114/6_ 05/2516 _ 7 _
07/1316q O?/l_/_ 7_
0_II_169 01125170 7A
0_Ii_169 CI12_170 7_
0}II_169 01125170 7_
0_1181_ _71£7/65 7c
0_Ii_/69 CII75/70 79
0_/I_16_ CII_=II7C 75
01101169 0111_/70 7_
0RI0_166 09/061_7 _C
06106766 09/06167 FO
O_IO_/6R 09106167 FD
06/0_166 C9106/S 7 _0
10102172 0212_177 _C
12113162 0_131,'_ 60
1211aI62 10/20/6_ P1
12/i_/62 10120164 _1
12/i_/62 I012016_ 1
IZllg162 0_/i0t6_ _1
1211_'162 09/22103 S1
0112116_ 12131/6 = _I
121301_I 091_01P3 _i
12116/_i 091_0/_4 _2
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SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE *
• INVESTIGATOP NAME EWPERIMENI NAME
DATA SET NA_E
NSSDC IB
DATA SET I_:OqMATIDN
...................................
TI_E _OAN
0r ]_T_ P_Sr
BARTH
BA_TH
SPUTNIK 3
UNKNOWN
STS-3/OSS-I
TRANSIT 2A
UNKNOWN
TRANSIT WA
UNKNOWN
V_NSUARD i
JACC_IA
VANGUARD 2
J&C:HIA
V_N_JARD
HSPP_E_
J_CC_:_
05115/58
03122/82
36/221B0
06/29161
C3/17158
02117159
C911_159
OZObE DATAt T_PE
RADIANCE DATA_ TACE
SME, VISIBLE NITRDG[_ DIOXIDE
NITROGEN-DIOXIDE(NO2) OATA, TAPE
SME_ SOLAR UV MONITOR
SOLAR IRRADIANCE C_TA, TAPE
SPUTNIK 39 BEACON
TOTAL ELECTqON CONTENT, _ICME
STS-3,_LASM_ DIAO_DSTIC PACKAGE
PLASMA BUqVEY, COLO_ SLIgES
_.B. ANALCG DATA (0-30 KHZ), NESo
TRANSIT 2A, IONOSPHERIC 3EACON
PLOTS, TEC VB T, NP.STN_ORDtFIC_E
TRANSIT _A_ IDNDSP_EPIC BEACON
iO_3.,TOT_L CLE:_. CDNTENT_ M=IL_
T_C • SLAB T_ OVEP _ANGKOK, FICHE
V_N_UA_ it _T_OS DRAG DENSITY
ATHOS DE_ TABL[St =ICHE
VnNGUARD 2_T_SS ]_G _ENSITY
ATHOS DEN IA_LES_ FICHE
V_NGUARD 3,PqDT PqEC _AGNETD_ETE_
SCAL_R _ABN_TIC _ELD VAL., TAPE
SCALA_ M_G. P_ELD VAL._ _ICHE
VANGd_] 3, ATHOS _G 9_NSITY
ATvCS DEN TABLES, cICHE
_I-IOOA-O_A
81-I00A-03_
81-100A-OW
@I-IOOA-O_A
BI-IOOA-O5
RI-IOOA-O5A
5B-00_
58-004B-12
5B-OO_8-12A
82-0224
82-022A-01
82-022A-OIA
B2-O22A-815
EO-OO7A
60-O0?A-C3
60-O07A-OOA
61-015A
_I-C15A-03
61-OISA-OAA
61-0154-035
5B-OO2B
5A-GDZB-02
5@-OC2q-O2A
59-001A
59-001A-02
5S-GOIA-O2A
5_-C07A
59-007A-01
59-O07A-OIA
59-_07A-Olb
59-_07A-04
59-007_-0_
12130/81 091_OIB3 _2
12/16/81 C9130/A_ _2
01/01/82 03131/B2 _2
0110II_2 09130/_3 e2
0_13015_ 12/21/59 _
03/22/82 03/27/82 q2
0_1221R2 0312R/R2 _
07123160 10113/£0 R3
0_12516_ 1211B/£4 _3
OEl1715_ I?IIOIEI _
021Z_I_9 03120/70 Y_
O=IIBIS_ IZI1115_ _
09123/5_ 091211E2 F_
Appendices

APPENDIX A - STANDARD EPHEMERIS DATA SETS
In many of the NSSDC data sets, the spacecraft (S/C) position data (altitude,
latitude, and longitude vs time) and various position-related geophysical
parameters are merged with the data from the investigations. In such cases
the investigation data sets provide essentially all the information needed for
the analysis of the data. In other cases, however, the S/C ephemeris must be
obtained from separate data sets, called "world maps", and identified by the
spacecraft ID followed by one of the following designations: 00A, 00B, or
00C. Thus, the NSSDC IDs 69-009A-00A, 69-009A-00B and 69-009A-00C represent
ephemeris data for the ISIS I spacecraft (69-009A). Typically, the 00A data
sets contain predicted S/C positions (based upon earlier tracking
information), the OOB data sets provide more accurate S/C ephemeris (based
upon tracking data obtained during the corresponding orbits), and the 00C data
sets provide 00B ephemeris data merged with corresponding geophysical
parameters. Although the 00A, 00B and 00C data sets are not completely
uniform in their respective contents and formats, the following brief
descriptions provide the main features of each type of data set.
00A PREDICTED WORLD MAPS LISTED ON MICROFILM
Each 00A data set contains a list of predicted spacecraft positions and is
usually produced on reels of 16-mm microfilm at GSFC. The positions, which
are listed at 1-min intervals, are based on predicted orbital elements. Each
line of data contains the Greenwich mean time (to I s) and the geodetic
altitude, latitude, and longitude. An asterisk identifies each position at
which the satellite was in sunlight.
00B REFINED WORLD MAPS OR INTERIM DEFINITIVE WORLD MAPS LISTED ON MICROFILM
Each 00B data set contains a list of spacecraft (S/C) positions based on
actual tracking data and is usually produced on reels of 16-mm microfilm at
GSFC. Each 00B data set is either a Refined World Map or an Interim
Definitive World Map. Each type lists S/C positions at 1-min intervals. The
Refined World Maps also list six special S/C position points in each orbit:
sunlight entrance and exit points, the northbound and southbound equatorial
crossing points, and the northernmost and southernmost points. Each type
contains the date, Greenwich mean time (to I min), and geodetic altitude,
latitude and longitude. The Refined World Maps include a flag on each point
at which the S/C was in sunlight. The Interim Definitive World Maps use the
word "TWILIGHT" to flag the points for which the upper limb of the sun was
between 0 and 6 deg below the visual horizon. The Interim Definitive World
Maps also include lines of tracking station data which contain the station
name, Greenwich mean time (to 0.001 s), zenith angle of the S/C, distance from
station to S/C, and direction of travel of the S/C. There is usually a line
of tracking station data for each station's acquisition and loss of the S/C
signal, inserted chronologically between the S/C position data lines. In the
early 1960's the Interim Definitive World Maps were phased out and superseded
by the Refined World Maps.
A-I
00CMASTERORBITOREXTENDEDWORLDMAPSLISTEDONMICROFILM
Each 00Cdata set contains a list of spacecraft (S/C) positions and other
parameters based on actual tracking station data and is produced on reels of
16- or 35-rammicrofilm at GSFC. Each 00Cdata set is either a Master Orbit
World Mapor an Extended World Map. Each type lists S/C positions at 1-min
intervals. The Extended World Maps also list six special S/C position points in
each orbit: the sunlight entrance and exit points, the northbound and
southbound equatorial crossing points, and the northernmost and southernmost
points. Each Master Orbit World Map contains the following: (I) the date, and
the Greenwich mean time (to I min); (2) the geocentric longitude, latitude and
distance; (3) the S/C right ascension; (4) the right ascension, declination, and
magnitude of the S/C velocity; (5) the geomagnetic latitude and equatorial
radius; (6) the geomagnetic field strength and its ratio to the field strength
at the equator of the line of force; (7) the McIlwain L-shell value; and (8) the
right ascension and declination of the geomagnetic field vector. Each extended
World Map contains the following: (I) the date, the orbit number, the Greenwich
mean time (to I s), and the local mean time (to I s); (2) the geodetic altitude,
latitude, and longitude; (3) the S/C right ascension; (4) the geomagnetic
latitude and longitude (in a geocentric coordinate system with its north pole at
the geodetic coordinates of 78.6 deg N and 289.5 deg E); (5) the geomagnetic dip
angle and latitude; (6) the electron gyrofrequency; (7) the geomagnetic field
strength, and McIlwain's L-shell value; (8) the invariant latitude and radius;
(9) the solar zenith angle; and (10) an identifier for the six special S/C
position points mentioned above. The position data on some Extended World Maps
include an identifier for the closest ionospheric sounding station and the
distance from the station to the subsatellite point.
A-2
TABLEOFAVAILABLE00A, 00BAND00CEPHEMERISDATASETS
s/c COMMON NAME
1963-030D
1963-038C
1964-083C
1972-032A
AD-A
A B C
N N N
N N N
N N N
N N N
Y N N
S/C COMMON NAME
GRS-A
IE-A
INJUN I
INJUN 3
INJUN 4
A B C
Y N N
Y Y Y
Y Y N
Y Y N
Y Y N
AD-B
AD-C
AE-A
AE-B
AE-C
Y Y N
Y N N
Y Y N
N Y N
Y N N
INJUN 5
ISIS I
ISIS 2
ISS-B
KYOKKO
Y N N
Y Y Y
Y Y Y
N N N
N N N
AE-D
AE-E
AEROS
AEROS 2
ALOUETTE I
Y N N
Y N N
Y N N
Y N N
Y Y Y
MAGSAT
MIDAS 2
OGO 2
OGO 4
OGO 6
Y N N
N N N
Y N Y
Y N Y
Y N Y
ALOUETTE 2
ARIEL I
ARIEL 3
ARIEL 4
COSMOS 49
Y Y Y
Y Y N
Y N N
Y N N
N N N
0VI-2
OVI-13
OVI-15
OVI-19
OV3-3
N N N
N N N
N N N
N N N
N N N
COSMOS 321
DISCOVERER 25
DME-A
ESRO 4
EXPLORER I
N N N
N N N
Y Y N
Y N N
N N N
RADSAT
RELAY 1
RELAY 2
SME
SPUTNIK 3
N N N
Y N N
Y Y N
N N N
N N N
EXPLORER 4
EXPLORER 7
EXPLORER 8
EXPLORER 9
FR I
N N N
Y Y N
N Y N
N Y N
Y N N
STS-3/OSS-I
TRANSIT 2A
TRANSIT 4A
VANGUARD I
VANGUARD 2
N N N
Y Y N
Y Y N
Y Y N
N N N
VANGUARD 3 N N Y
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INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON CONCENTRATION IN THE IONOSPHERE
NSSDC ID- TA-O55A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL
Pl - E, NEDKE
01 - R. <lET
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The impedance
COOE RE/CO-OP, SCIENCE
INVESTIGAT:ON DISCIP.INEIS}
IONOSPHERES
INST F_R PHYS WELTRAUM
!NET =UR PHYS WELTRAUM
probe ana the vehicle body comprised two
plates of a Capacitor. Impedance changes due to the change in
Dielectric (plasma) ch_racterlstics of the capacitor were
Deserved by measarinq the resDnance freqJemCy of the capacitor
(anc series inductor} using a variaole-freauency driving
signal, The electron oenslty was computed from the observed
resonance freqJeqcy, Cre_uencies ranged fro_ 0,6 to i0 M_zt
.hich corresponded to electron densities from 5.E3 to l. E6
electrons/co.
....... $Vl-lg, PLAKE ..........................................
INVESTIGATION NA_E - OMNIDIRECTIONAL PROTON AN_ ELECTRON
_LUXES AND SPECTra
NCSDC ID- Eg-OLsC-Ol INVESTISATIVE PROGRAM
SPAC _ TEST 3ROGRA_
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLE_ AN_ FIELDS
PERSONNEL
Pl - J,_. BLAKE AZROSPA:E CORP
OI - S.C. FREOEN NASA-GSFC
OI - G. _ • PA_LIK_S _EROSPACE CORP
_RIE _ DESCriPTION
An array of silicon semiconouctor detectors measured
separately t_e omnidlrectlonsl flJxes of Drotoq_ with energies
gre_ter than B, 21_ _1_ ROD and 133 4eV, and of electrons with
_nergles qreater than 0,7, l*qt and 4,_ _eV, The detectors
worked _ell from launch to the era of the spacecraft llfe
(_arcn I)70), Ao3itional Infor_otisn csqcernlng the
omnicirectionat spectrometer can be found in D. R° Croley Jr.
et _l._ "_adlal alffusion of inner-zone OFotons: observations
_n3 vari_tlonal analysls_" J. Seophys. Fes,_ v, Rl_ p, 585,
197=.
....... OVI-I_ _L_K_ ..........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- _ROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE
NESDC _D- 69-02_C-II INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA_
SPACE T_T PROORA _
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PA_TICLE$ AND FIELDS
PERSONNel
Pl - d.B* BLAKE AEROSPACE CORP
CI - S.A. PAOLIKAS _EROSPACE CORP
FPIEF DESCRIPTION
Semiconductor detectors se#arately measured directional
fIJxe£ of 340-KeV t3 _OO-keV protons in tw3 e_ergy chalnels,
and B_O-keV to 9,0-_eV alpha particles in five energy channels,
The instrument looked in the direction perpendicular to the
spacecraft spln axis. The detectors worke_ well from launch to
the end of the spacecraft llfe (_arc_ 1970), F3r additiolal
information see J. _. Blake and G* A. Pauttkas,
"3eomagnetically trapped alpha o_rttcles, I, Off-eouator
particles in the oJter z31e_" J, Geoohys. Res,_ ¢, 77_ o, 3631,
July 1972.
....... OVI-I£_ _CP_ERSON ......................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- VL = PLASMA WAV _ CHARACTERISTI_
_EASUREMENTS
NSSDC ID- 69-025C-0_
PERSONNEL
PI - D.A. wCPMERSON
RRI=F DESCRIPTION
INVESTIS&TIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRA_
INVESTIGATION DISCImLINE(S)
P_RTICLEG AND FIELDS
AEROSPACE CORP
A very lo_ fresJe_cy ew39ri_ent measured _lectromagnetlc
_aves in the frequency range from 0,2 to 1_ k_z, The
instrumentation included both electric and magnetic antennas.
The last useful data _ere oDtalned on July 27, 1BEg.
....... OVI-I9, MIZERA .........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW ENERGY PARTICLES
NSSDC ID- 6g-025C-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST _ROGRA_
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
AEROSPACE CORP
PERSONNEL
Pl - P,=. MIZERA
5RIEF DESCRIPTION
The electrostatic analyzer was a modified Faraday CUp
that provided essentially no useful data because it admitted
atmospheric 13ms that contaminated the data.
....... OVI-19, STEVENS ........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- DIRECTIONAL PROTON SPECTROMETER
NSSDC ID- 6g-025C-02
_ERSONNEL
PI - J.R. STEVENS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
AEROSPASI CORP
A Proton spectrometer consisting of a silicon detector
and a Pilot B scintillator measured directional fluxes of 200
keV to 2,8 MeV Protons in 12 differential energy channels, The
detector looked in the direction perpendicular to the
spacecraft spin axls_ and worked .ell from launch to the end of
the spacecraft Ufe (_arch 1970), A detailed description of
the instrument has been given by J, R. St evens et at., "Proto_
energy distributions from 0.060 to 3.3 MeV at 6.6 earth raati_"
d. Geoohys, Res., v. 75_ P, 5373_ 1_70,
....... OVI-Ig, VAMPOLA ........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGY SPECTRA, FLUXES_ AND PITCH ANGLE
DISTRIBUTIONS OF ELECTRONS
_SSDC ID- 69-025C-05
PERSONNEL
PI - A.L. VAMPOLA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
AEROSPACE COR m
Two magnetic electron spectrometers and 26 Lithlum-drift
_etectors measured the directional fluxes of electrons in the
energy range 53 keV 13 5.1 MeV. The low-energy spectrometer
had £ channels and covered the _3- to _44-keV energy range,
The hlgh-energy spectrometer had 17 channels and covered the
S3T-keV to 5.1-_eV energy range, The instrument looked in the
oirectlon perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis, The
orientation wlth respect to the geomagnetic field was also
measured, The detectors worked well from launch to the end of
the spacecraft life (March 1970).
,,**,,,,,,,,,***.**,***,,,*- STS-3/OSS-III.,,.,,,*,**,-,.***'*"
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- STS-310SS-I
ALTERNATE NAMES- SHUTTLE OFT-3_ 13106
OSS-I/STS-3, SPACE TRANSPORT SYS-3
NSSDC ID- £2-022A
LAUNCH DATE- 03/22/82 WEIGHT- 3730, KG
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY S_AC[ C[_TER_ UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
SPONSORING COUNT_YIAGENEY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03/23/A2
ORBIT PERIOD- 8g,3 MIN INCLINATION- 3R, OEG
PERIAPSIS- 2_0, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2_0, _M ALT
PERSONNEL
MM - K* KISSIN NASA-GSFC
MS - W.M, NEUPERT NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The exseri_ents selected to oe part of the OSS-1/STS-3
payload had several objectives which included the following:
(a) to conduct supplementary observations of the Orblter_s
environment that have sDeciflc appllcaDility to plasma physics
and astronomical payloads; (b) to coqdJct scientific
B-1
observations that demonstrate the Space Shuttle's research
capabilities and are appropriate for flight on an early
mission; and (c) tO evalJate technology tn_t _ay have
application in future experiments in space. Three hours after
llftofft Columbia_s payload bay doors were opened and the
payload pallet *as exposed to the space environment. Eight
exseriments were mounted on the J-shased 3allet_ and the 31ant
llgnlflcatlon experiment was mounted in the cabin area. The
parameters measure_ Dy the payload included {1] plasma, wavesw
and fields; (2) polarization in solar X-ray bursts; (3) solar
flux in th_ wavelength range 120-_00 n_no_eters; (_) electrical
chorglng properties of the Orbiter vehicle; (5) t_ermal
propertles of the canister experiment; (6) optical properties
of the Shuttle-tnduce_ atmosphere; and it) micrometeorite
impacts. In addition, there 4ere measJre_ests of 31ant
lt_niftcation in weightlessness_ 3no of the tn._uced
conta_Inatlon environment of the Orbiter bay.
....... STS-310SS-I, SHA_AN ...................................
INVESTISATION NAME- PLASMA DIISNOSTIC P_CKAGE
tJSSDC ID- B2-O22A-OI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA_
CS2E EZ, SCIENCZ
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
5P_C[ PLASMAS
P_RT[CLE_ _ND _IEL_S
mERSCNNEL
PI - S.E. SHAWHAN NASA HEADgUARTERS
CI - L°A° FRANK U OF IO_
DI - D°A. GURNETT U OF IOW_
OI - N° _'ANSELO U O_ IO_A
OI - _.C° BRINTON NASA _EADQUARTERS
O! - D.L. REASONER NASA-MS_C
OI - N._. STONE NASA-_SFC
HRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives 3f the Plasma 3ia_nostic _ackage (P_P)
experiment were (I) to study the Orblter-_agnetoplasma
interactions within 15 m of the Orbiter by measurement of
electric and magnetic flet_s_ ionize_ pa rtlcle wakes, and
generated waves; (2) to measure and locate the sources of
fields, electromagnetic interference ([MI), and plasma
contamination in the environment of the Orbiter out to 15 m;
(3) to demonstrate the aseratisn of the PD _ 3rlor to its flight
or) Soacelab 2; an_ (_) to determine the characteristics of the
electron bea_ emitted from the Fast-P_lse Electron Gun (VPEG]
of Experiment 82-022A-Oa out to a range of 15 m fro_ the
Crbtter, and to measure the resJlts of _ea_-alas_ interactions
in ter_s of fields, waves, and particle elstrlbutlon functions.
The electromagnetic interference and plasma contamination
_ithtn the Orbiter pay _ere m_soed jsin_ t_e re_ot_ manipulator
arm to scan the POP over the bay area. The followin9
instruments _ere in the p_p: (i] a low-energy proton an_
electron differential energy analyzer (LEPEOEA) to _easure
qonthermal electron and ion e_ergy spectra _ oiteh angle
_Istrlbutlons for particle energies between 2 eV and 50 _eV;
{Z) an ac m_gnettc wave search coil sensor to measure magnetic
fields with a frequency range of i0 HZ to 30 k_z; (3) an ac
electric an_ electrostatic aawe analyzers to _e)s#re electric
fields with a frequency range of 10 Hz to 1 GHZ; (_) a dc
electrostatic double probe with soherlcal sensors to measure
electric fields in one axls from 2 mVlm tO 2 Vlm; (5) a dc
triaxial fIuxgate magqeto?etmr t3 _easJre _agqeti= f!elds fra_
1.2E3 to 1.5E5 nT; (6) a Langmuir probe to measure thermal
electron oensltles between loE_ and l_E7 per CUbic cm and
density irregularities with lO-m tO iO-km scale size; (7) a
retarding Potential analyzer/differential velactty _r_oe to
measure ion number Oensity from i.E2 to I.ET per cubic cm_ the
energy _Istrlbution function below I_ eV, and directed ion
velocities up to 15 km/s; (8) an ion mass spectrometer to
_e_s_re ton densities fro_ 20 to 2.E7 ions per _oic cm in the
mass range from 1 to 6_ u (atomic mass units); and (9) a
pressure gauge to measure ambient pressure from I.E-3 to l.[-T
torr.
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APPENDIX C - CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF SPACECRAFT
This appendix lists by NSSDC ID the spacecraft for which data sets are
described in this catalog. Since the NSSDC ID corresponds to the COSPAR
international designation, this appendix shows the temporal ordering of the
spacecraft launch dates. For example, 59-001A is the designation for the
first satellite launched in 1959. The common name used in this catalog is
also given following each NSSDC ID.
NSSDC ID S/C COMMON NAME PAGE NUMBER
58-001A EXPLORER I 41
58-002B VANGUARD I 83
58-004B SPUTNIK 3 82
58-005A EXPLORER 4 42
59-001A VANGUARD 2 83
59-007A VANGUARD 3 84
59-009A EXPLORER 7 42
60-006A MIDAS 2 66
60-007A TRANSIT 2A 83
60-014A EXPLORER 8 43
61-004A EXPLORER 9 43
61-014A DISCOVERER 25 39
61-015A TRANSIT 4A 83
61-015B INJUN I 45
62-015A ARIEL I 36
62-049A ALOUETTE I 27
62-067B INJUN 3 46
62-068A RELAY I 80
63-009A AE-A 14
63-030D 1963-030D 13
63-038C 1963-038C 13
63-053A AD-A 14
64-003A RELAY 2 81
64-051A IE-A 45
64-069A COSMOS 49 39
64-076A AD-B 14
64-076B INJUN 4 48
64-083C 1964-083C 13
65-078A 0VI-2 76
65-081A OGO 2 66
C-I
NSSDC ID S/C COMMON NAME PAGE NUMBER
65-098A
65-098B
65-101A
66-044A
66-070A
ALOUETTE 2
DME -A
FR I.
AE-B
0V3-3
32
39
43
15
79
67-042A
67-073A
68-026A
68-059A
68-066A
ARIEL 3
OGO 4
OV1-13
OV1-15
AD-C
36
68
77
78
14
68-066B
69-009A
69-025C
69-051A
69-097A
INJUN 5
ISIS 1
OVI-19
OGO 6
GRS-A
49
5O
78
73
43
70-006A
71-024A
71-I09A
72-032A
72-076B
COSMOS 321
ISIS 2
ARIEL 4
1972-032A
RADSAT
39
53
38
13
8O
72-092A
72-100A
73-I01A
74-055A
75-096A
ESRO 4
AEROS
AE-C
AEROS 2
AE-D
41
27
15
27
21
75-I07A
78-014A
78-018A
79-094A
81-I00A
AE-E
KYOKKO
ISS-B
MAGS AT
SME
24
59
59
61
81
82-022A STS-3/OSS- I 82
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APPENDIX D - DEFINITIONS
B - Geomagnetic field strength at the spacecraft location.
Bo - Geomagnetic field strength at the equator of the line
of force.
Investigation Discipline - The subject to which an investigation pertains.
The possible entries are limited, and the NSSDC
information files can be searched using this field.
Investigative Program - Code of the cognizant NASA Headquarters office, or
name of other sponsoring agency program. "CO-OP"
added to a code indicates a cooperative effort with
another agency or a foreign country.
Ne - Electron density (Refers to thermal ionospheric
electrons).
N(h) - Electron density (N) as function of height (h)
(Refers to thermal ionospheric electrons).
n(H+) - Density of positive hydrogen ions (Refers to
thermal ionospheric ions).
n(He+) - Density of positive helium ions (Refers to
thermal ionospheric ions).
n(O+) - Density of positive oxygen ions (Refers to
thermal ionospheric ions).
NLA - No Longer Affiliated. Used in the spacecraft
personnel section to indicate that the person had
the specified affiliation at the time of his
participation in the project, but is no longer
there. Used in the investigation personnel
sections to indicate that the affiliation shown is
the last known scientific affiliation and that the
given person is no longer there.
NSSDC ID - An identification code used in the NSSDC information
system. In this system, each successfully launched
spacecraft and experiment is assigned a code based
on the launch sequence of the spacecraft. This code
(e.g., 69-009A for the spacecraft ISIS I)
corresponds to the COSPAR international designation.
The experiment codes are based on the spacecraft
code. For example, the experiments carried aboard
the spacecraft 69-009A are numbered 69-009A-01,
69-009A-02, etc. Similarly, data sets corresponding
to experiment 69-009A-01 are coded 69-009A-01A,
-01B, etc. Each prelaunch spacecraft and experiment
is also assigned an NSSDC ID code based on the name
of the spacecraft. Prior to launch, for example,
the approved NASA launch, Solar Mesosphere Explorer,
was coded SME. _ne experiments carried aboard this
D-I
OI
PI
PM
PS
Te
Ti
spacecraft were coded SME -01, SME -02, etc. Once
it was launched, its prelaunch designation was
changed to a postlaunch one: 81-100A.
- Other Investigator.
- Principal Investigator.
- Project Manager. If a spacecraft has had several
project managers, the initial and the latest
project managers are both indicated in the
spacecraft personnel section. For international
programs there is usually a project manager in each
of the two principal participating nations. The
current or more recent PM is listed first.
- Project Scientist. The above comment for project
managers also applies to project scientists.
- Electron temperature (Refers to thermal
ionospheric electrons).
- Ion temperature (Refers to thermal ionospheric
ions).
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ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY ITELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Extension)
I
DATE OF REQUEST DATE DATA (Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
DESIRED Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
[] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
[] Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
[] Educational purposes (explain below)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
[] Other:
[] Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
[] Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.
*This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
633-28 (2/85)
NSSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY
The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is to provide data and information from space science flight experiments in support of additional studies
beyond those performed by the principal investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or organization resident in the
United States. In addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S).
(The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of reproduction and
the processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received prior to processing the request. However, the Director of NSSDC
may waive, as resources permit, the charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they
are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their
irantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; and (5) nonprofit organizations.
DATA REQUESTED
Form of Data* Data Take No., FDS/DAS
NSSDC DATA SET (e.g., 16ram microfilm) or Times, Mission Frame
ID NUMBER Spacecraft, Experiment, and Data Set Names Size of Reproduction No., Timespan Needed, Film
(e.g., contact, 8x10, etc.) Frame Numbers, retC.
Additional Specifications (Negatives, Positives, Paper Prints, etc.)
*If requesting data on magnetic tape, please supply the necessary information below.
Density Mode No. of Tracks
o 800 bpi [] BIN o EBCDIC [] 7
[] 1600 bpi D BCD _ ASCII [] 9
[] 6250 bpi Maximum block size
Computer
(Type/Model)
[] New tapes will be supplied prior to processing.
[] Original NSSDC tapes will be returned.
[] I shall pay for new tapes.
NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last) TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,
Graduate Student, Research Associate, etc.)
DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT
I MAIL CODE
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
DATE OF REQUEST
I DATE DATA
DESIRED
STATE
TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Extension)
(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
[] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
[] Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
[] Educational purposes (explain below)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
[] Other:
[] Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
[] Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.
*This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
633-28 (2/85)
NSSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY
I
The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is to provide data and information from space science flight experiments in support of additional studies I
beyond those performed by the principal investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or organization resident in the I
United States. In addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S). I
(The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of reproduction and I
the processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received prior to processing the request. However, the Director of NSSDCI
may waive, as resources permit, the charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they I
are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their I
grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; and (5) nonprofit organizations. I
)ATA REQUESTED
" Form of Data* Data Take No., FDS/DAS
NSSDC DATA SET [e.g., 16mm microfilm) or Times, Mission Frame
ID NUMBER Spacecraft, Experiment, and Data Set Names Size of Reproduction No., Timespan Needed, Film
(e.g., contact, 8x10, etc.) Frame Number,s,_ etc. ,
. ii
ii H |
Additional Specifications (Negatives, Positives, Paper Prints, etc.)
*If requesting data on magnetic tape, please supply the necessary information below.
, , Density Mode No. of Tracks
[] 800 bpi [] BIN [] EBCDIC [] 7
[] 1600 bpi [] BCD [] ASCII [] 9
[] 6250 bpi Maximum block size
Computer
(Type/Model)
[] New tapes will be supplied prior to processing.
[] Original NSSDC tapes will be returned.
[] I shall pay for new tapes.


